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Wednesday, 16 October 2019
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair at 9.32 am and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (09:33): We acknowledge the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their culture, their elders past, present and future, and
elders from other communities who may be here today.
Petitions
Following petitions presented to house by Clerk:
POOWONG PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria
The petition of certain citizens of the State of Victoria draws to the attention of the Legislative Assembly that
the township of Poowong and surrounds has been unsuccessful in seeking access to public transport options
to Melbourne.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria calls on the State Government to
provide services that stop at Poowong or at the very least initiate a trial to gauge the level of demand

By Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (837 signatures).
SOUTH GIPPSLAND WATER
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria
The Petition of residents in the State of Victoria draws to the attention of the House the concerns
Of the Corner Inlet community regarding the proposal of South Gippsland Water to relocate it’s corporate
Office from Foster. The petitioners are concerned at the economic impact this will cause to Foster and
District and the impost of a greenfield office construction on all South Gippsland Water customers.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Assembly urges the Andrews Labor Government to
immediately stop any such relocation and ensure South Gippsland Water remains in Foster.

By Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (615 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions be considered next day on motion of Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South).
Documents
PARLIAMENTARY DEPARTMENTS
Reports 2018–19
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (09:35): By leave, I table the reports 2018–19 of the Department
of the Legislative Assembly and the Department of Parliamentary Services.
Committees
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Recommendation on the Appointment of a Person to Conduct the Performance Audit of the AuditorGeneral and the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (09:35): I have the honour to present to the house a report
from the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee on the recommendation on the appointment of a
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person to conduct the performance audit of the Auditor-General and the Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office, together with appendices.
Ordered to be published.
Bills
JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (CRIMINAL APPEALS) BILL 2019
Introduction and first reading
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (09:36): Thank you
very much, Speaker, and I would just like to thank the Manager of Opposition Business for his
forbearance as well. I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 and the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009 in relation to certain appeals and the powers of the Court of Appeal and to make
consequential amendments to the Supreme Court Act 1986 and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (09:36): I seek a brief explanation of the bill.
Ms HENNESSY: Certainly. In effect this bill does three things: it abolishes de novo appeal rights
from the Magistrates Court to the County Court; it introduces a second and subsequent right of appeal
in respect to substantial miscarriages of justice; and it also provides the ability for the Victorian Court
of Appeal to refer a matter to a single judge in the Supreme Court for a determination and referral back
to the full bench of the Court of Appeal.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read a second time tomorrow.
MARINE AND FISHERIES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Council’s agreement
The SPEAKER: I wish to advise the house that I have received a message from the Legislative
Council agreeing to the Marine and Fisheries Legislation Amendment Bill 2019 without amendment.
SUPERANNUATION LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Council’s amendments
The SPEAKER: I have received a message from the Legislative Council agreeing to the
Superannuation Legislation Amendment Bill 2019 with amendments.
Ordered that amendments be taken into consideration later this day.
Members statements
CRICKET
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for
Creative Industries) (09:38): Cricket is the sport for all Australians, and cricket finds its home here in
Victoria. Currently Victorian teams hold all the women’s and men’s national titles in the Twenty20, ODI
and long-form games. Cricket in Victoria is now housed in the nation’s leading cricket development
venue at the Junction Oval in the seat of Albert Park, following the successful redevelopment project
backed by the Andrews Labor government, Cricket Victoria and Cricket Australia.
Cricket in Victoria has almost 450 000 participants, of which over 120 000 are women, and some
15 000 volunteers who keep the game running. The diversity of players and projects that Cricket
Victoria and Cricket Australia deliver across Indigenous, regional and remote, disabilities and
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culturally and linguistically diverse cricketers and communities reflects the diversity that modern
Victoria has become.
Its continued success will be based on the enduring recognition that the game belongs to its fans and
its grassroots clubs and communities and those who want to build its future in a diverse 21st century
Victoria. So that is why it is so important that I join my friend at the table and the Victorian
parliamentary friends of cricket, who look forward to tonight’s launch of the 2019–20 season. With
the Women’s Big Bash League starting this week and with the Women’s T20 World Cup finishing on
International Women’s Day in early 2020, this will be a big year for cricket.
AUNTY DOROTHY ‘DOT’ PETERS
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (09:40): A large crowd gathered at the Healesville football ground on
Tuesday, 1 October, to celebrate and remember community stalwart and Aboriginal elder Aunty Dot
Peters. Dorothy Peters was born in Healesville and lived there most of her life. She loved the
community, made many contributions and will be fondly remembered.
Aunty Dot was grounded in common sense. She was down to earth and approachable and firm in her
belief that everybody was equal and everybody should be treated equally and with respect. She was,
in herself, reconciliation. Aboriginal culture was very important to her, and for many years she worked
at Healesville Primary School as an Aboriginal educator. This was something that she loved.
Most significant, though, was perhaps her role in the creation of the Victorian Indigenous
remembrance service held annually at the shrine. Aunty Dot’s father was a prisoner of war on the
Thai-Burma railway. Him being Aboriginal, his service was not recognised. Aunty Dot knew this was
not right and pushed for Indigenous men and women who served our country to be recognised and
honoured. This was long overdue and a remarkable achievement.
Her son Andrew gave a wonderful tribute to her, part roast, and picked up on her quirks—the correct
pronunciation of Coranderrk, and the art of coiling, not basket weaving. He did a terrific job. My
thoughts are with Andrew, Alissa, Jackson and Max.
YARRA RANGES ENTERPRISE CENTRE
Ms McLEISH: I want to congratulate the Yarra Ranges Enterprise Centre for their fabulous
turnaround. It is a small business incubator with a village feel that has done amazing things in
Warburton. Alison Fitzgerald, the executive officer, has done a fabulous job. (Time expired)
VICTORIAN REGIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AND COMMUNITY AWARDS
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (09:41): Congratulations to the Golden Square Pool committee
and volunteers for winning the group award at the Victorian Regional Achievement and Community
Awards. This is an outstanding recognition of the hard work of this community in taking over control
of the pool in 2013, when the City of Greater Bendigo made a decision to close the facility. Since then
the pool has gone from strength to strength, attracting more and more patrons to the pool every summer,
with record gate entries last season. The volunteers have transformed the pool into what is a muchloved community gathering place. Indeed it is the beating heart of Golden Square, where people of all
ages come together and enjoy learning to swim, recreation and health and fitness activities. As Sam
Kane, Bendigo’s Young Citizen of the Year and president of the pool committee said:
It just goes to show what people power can do. If the community puts their mind to something, the outcome
can be incredible and that’s what we’ve done with Golden Square Pool.

Congratulations also to Bendigo’s Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services, who received the
diversity and inclusion award at this event. This service supports migrants and refugees to build new
lives in regional Victoria. It works hard at the board level and at the administrative level to implement
innovative programs and projects and works at the grassroots level to support and celebrate our
region’s diversity, multiculturalism and many faiths.
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We are very fortunate in Bendigo and the region to have people who are passionate about their
community, who work hard and who offer assistance and support when and where it is needed, and to
have wonderful volunteers who give freely of their time and energy to improve our communities and
give back tenfold.
LOWAN ELECTORATE SCHOOL CROSSINGS
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (09:43): At a recent mobile office I heard from locals deeply concerned
about the dangers posed by insufficient warning signals at school crossings on the Hamilton Highway
at both Penshurst Primary School and Tarrington Lutheran School. Local police have stepped up and
are actively policing the area to help slow traffic down, but this cannot be done every day. Better
warning signals to alert drivers of upcoming school crossings and ‘Reduced speed limit’ signs must
be installed as a matter of urgency, similar in design to the two recently announced flashing light
crossings for Horsham. The lives of our children are too important to ignore this significant safety risk,
which can be solved by a relatively small investment by the state government. I urge the Minister for
Roads to prioritise funding for this essential road safety upgrade.
Southern Grampians Shire Council have recently written to schools in their region to raise the matter
of funding for school crossing coordinators. Cuts by the Andrews Labor government including The
Nationals’ country roads and bridges program and the highly successful Regional Growth Fund, and
now the gutting of Regional Development Victoria, have resulted in enormous financial pressure on
our councils. The Andrews Labor government must match the commitment they made in the Northern
Grampians shire and fund all school crossing coordinators that support state government schools in
this region and protect the safety of our children.
After campaigning with the community for many years, it was fantastic to see two upgraded school
crossings finally announced for Horsham in McPherson Street near Ss Michael and John’s Primary
School and on Natimuk Road near Horsham West Primary School. While it should never take years
for such important road safety improvements to occur, both school communities never ever gave up.
I sincerely congratulate both school communities, the schools themselves and all the educators and
teachers for their tireless efforts to fight for the safety of their students.
HEALTH AND SAFETY MONTH
Ms HUTCHINS (Sydenham) (09:44): As the recently appointed Parliamentary Secretary for
Workplace Safety it is not only an honour to work with the Minister for Workplace Safety, but it is
also an honour to participate in WorkSafe Victoria’s Health and Safety Month.
We are undoubtedly facing many challenges in the occupational health and safety space as a state and
as a nation, but the Andrews government is taking action. We are taking action to prevent the deadly
disease of silicosis with free health screenings and the banning of dry cutting. We are taking action to
prevent employers negligently causing the death of employees with our soon to be introduced
workplace manslaughter legislation. We are taking action on preventing mental injuries by funding
the WorkWell Toolkit and piloting provisional payments to emergency servicemen and women on the
job. We are also employing more construction inspectors who are currently being trained to work in
our public infrastructure projects.
I want to acknowledge the families who have lost loved ones at work and those who I have had the
privilege of working with on the Workplace Manslaughter Implementation Taskforce; their strength,
resilience and determination to make workplaces safer and healthier for all Victorians is incredibly
valuable. Their voices are guiding the impact of the government’s reform agenda in each step we take.
Can I also thank WorkSafe for organising recent breakfasts around the state to encourage safer
workplaces.
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MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (09:46): The Minister for Planning recently intervened in the
Mornington Peninsula planning scheme to insert amendment C254. This is a reinstatement of a
previously permitted capacity to develop an aged-care facility. Interestingly in the documentation the
claim was made that it did not change any revisions that would require the ratification of Parliament.
That is because it does not move the urban growth boundary, but it does increase massively the
capacity of development on that land outside the urban growth boundary. This is in fact a loophole
created by the minister himself. I draw you back to the statement from the Labor Party prior to the last
election, where they said in part:
Labor will ensure that planning rules are rewritten through a public process to clearly define permitted land
uses and protect the green wedges. The new rules will protect the environment, agriculture … and put a cap
on the size of developments.

I would suggest that this latest decision exposes clearly the hypocrisy of that claim. At the first
opportunity the minister has intervened to allow development on a massive scale outside the urban
growth boundary—absolutely outside the urban growth boundary. This is a decision that is the exact
opposite of what we were promised by the Labor Party before the last election. So I do ask: when is
the Labor Party actually going to start telling the truth about their real intentions for planning on the
Mornington Peninsula?
A RIDE TO REMEMBER
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (09:47): I wish to congratulate Nick Locandro for his outstanding
charity work to raise money and awareness of dementia in Ballarat. Recently Nick, Jamie Huggett and
Jeremy Cowan rode the 1000 kilometre Mawson Trail in South Australia to raise money for dementia.
This was a very challenging ride, but it was deliberately chosen by Nick because individuals suffering
with dementia face physical and mental challenges every day. This was the second A Ride to
Remember, after Nick, Jamie and Jarrod King rode the 2300 kilometres from Uluru to Ballarat last
year and raised close to $40 000. Equally importantly it raised awareness in our community about
young onset dementia.
Nick chose Uluru as a place to start the 2018 A Ride to Remember because it was where his family
had their last holiday together with his dad, Sam, who died with early onset dementia in 2017. All
fundraising from A Ride to Remember feeds directly into new Ballarat-based charity, This is
Dementia, a not-for-profit registered charity formed by fellow young dementia champions Meg
Curnow and Brittany Rose, which focuses on raising awareness and increasing knowledge about
dementia. This is Dementia is working to change the stigma surrounding the disease and highlighting
the far-reaching impacts it has on family and friends. I encourage members of our community to get
behind this important cause, and congratulate everyone involved.
DR PENNY WHETTON
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (09:49): On behalf of all the Victorian Greens MPs, today I wish to
pay tribute to a very special woman, Dr Penny Whetton, wife to Greens Senator Janet Rice and loving
parent to John and Leon. Penny was a scientist and an artist, a parent, a partner, a sister, a mentor and
a role model.
Her recent memorial at the Footscray Community Arts Centre was absolutely packed, with people from
the science community, the Greens, the trans and gender diverse community, the environment
movement, family and friends. It was a beautiful tribute to a remarkable woman. When my time comes,
if I have half as many people at my memorial and if the speeches are half as good, I will be very happy.
Penny does leave an enormous legacy—from her Nobel prize-winning work with the IPCC to her work
leading CSIRO’s national climate projections and also her recent work on what emissions targets we
need right here in Victoria. Penny loved science but she also loved history, and she was a real creative,
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turning her hand to photography, landscape painting and many other pursuits. Penny also loved nature,
and she was deeply angry about the current politics hurtling us towards avoidable climate change.
After Penny’s memorial I felt incredibly sad for a life cut too short, but I also felt incredibly inspired—
to go for a bushwalk, to read a history book and to fight harder for climate action. Thanks, Penny, for
being such a good role model. Two memorial funds have been set up in her name, and I will share
them on my social media for those who would like to honour her life and her work.
CR PATRICK TOOHEY
Ms SETTLE (Buninyong) (09:50): I rise today to pay my respects to Cr Patrick Toohey, who sadly
passed away on 18 September. Cr Toohey passed after a long battle with illness. Cr Toohey was
elected as a councillor for the Woodlands ward of Moorabool shire in 2004 and had the honour of
serving two terms as mayor of Moorabool Shire Council in his 15 years as a councillor. During his
15 years as a councillor Cr Toohey served on several committees, including the Greendale Recreation
Reserve Committee of Management, Concerned Councils for the Moorabool River Flows and
Environment, Rural Councils Victoria, the Economic Development Taskforce Advisory Committee,
the Municipal Association of Victoria windfarm working group, the Western Highway Action
Committee, the Section 86 Rural Growth Strategy Committee and the Rural Advisory Committee.
In his second term as mayor of Moorabool shire Cr Toohey received an award for the local government
sector at the 2013 Resilient Australia Awards. He was awarded for conducting the Blackwood
evacuation exercise, and he also oversaw the commencement of construction of the Blackwood fire
refuge. Among his other achievements was his launch of Growing Moorabool to attract local
investment. He is survived by his wife, Loretta, and children Gerald, Maddie, Dan and Meggin. I
extend my deepest sympathy to them at this time. Cr Toohey will be missed.
AUSTRALIAN MUSLIM SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (09:52): Earlier this month I was delighted to attend the Australian
Muslim Social Services Agency (AMSSA) open day at its premises in North Melbourne. It was a great
opportunity to hear about the extensive work being undertaken in the local area as well as meet
members and other visitors. I was very pleased to also meet AMSSA president Abdirashid and fellow
committee members. I congratulate the AMSSA committee and members on this open day initiative
and thank them for the opportunity to attend this important event.
WHITEHORSE BUSINESS GROUP
Mr ANGUS: I was pleased to once again attend the annual Whitehorse Business Group (WBG)
Business Awards gala dinner recently. The night is a wonderful opportunity to hear about many of the
dynamic local businesses who are providing employment to local people. Award categories range
from microbusinesses to large businesses, all located within the City of Whitehorse. I congratulate all
the award nominees and winners, as well as the WBG committee and staff, led by chair Kathy Collier.
FOREST HILL COLLEGE
Mr ANGUS: I was pleased to catch up with many of the Forest Hill College school parliament
members yesterday as they visited Parliament House to see the Victorian Parliament in action. I
commend all the members for their willingness to serve their fellow Forest Hill College students and
work to improve the operations of the college. I also congratulate teacher Amelia Ghirardello for her
work in relation to the student parliament.
VICTORIA STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE WHITEHORSE UNIT
Mr ANGUS: I recently had the opportunity to visit the Whitehorse SES unit and catch up with
many of the volunteers. I was very impressed with the professionalism of all the members and their
willingness to serve our local community. I thank all the dedicated volunteers for the work they do for
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our community, especially for the often difficult, dirty and sometimes distressing and thankless work.
It is certainly appreciated.
DUSSEHRA FESTIVAL
Mr ANGUS: It was a pleasure to attend the Dussehra festival at the Sri Durga Temple in Rockbank
last weekend. There was a variety of cultural performances throughout the day, which culminated in
a spectacular fireworks display in the evening. My congratulations to the committee members, led by
president Kulwant Joshi.
INTERNATIONAL PREGNANCY AND INFANT LOSS REMEMBRANCE DAY
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (09:53): I rise to speak on the incredibly moving service that took place
last night at Melbourne Museum for international Pregnancy and Infant Loss Remembrance Day. This
remembrance service was the first time our government has held something to mark this occasion. I
have to say I did not know what to expect walking into the foyer of Melbourne Museum last night
with my husband and my two surviving children. We were there for our eldest daughter, Viviene, who
was tragically stillborn 10 years ago. But walking into a room with the lights turned down, lit up with
hundreds of little candles and with a single harp playing took my breath away. At the door we were
given our own little candles and a big red heart to write a little message to our babies on and place
inside silver bowls that are now here in Parliament on display.
Parents came up to the stage to deliver readings, poems and little tributes to their babies. There were
lots of tears and sniffles in the room, particularly when a choir of about 50 beautiful souls took to the
stage to sing Hallelujah. As the service drew to a close we raised our little candles to form a wave of
light, which lit up the room. My husband later in the evening reflected on the pride he felt that the
government had recognised the loss of his daughter and the thousands of other babies that have been
lost each year to pregnancy, stillbirth, SIDS and other neonatal complications. It is something everyone
in this house should be proud of.
I would like to acknowledge and give thanks to Sands Victoria, SIDS and Kids Victoria and the
Spiritual Health Association for making Victoria’s first remembrance service so special.
SHEPPARTON ELECTORATE SHOWS
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (09:55): It is show season in the electorate of Shepparton, the time of
year when the local community showcases its fine wines, produce, baking, agriculture, talents, arts
and crafts and animals. First was the Nathalia Show, which celebrated its 125th year. Well done to the
hardworking committee of the Nathalia Agricultural Society on yet another successful event.
Last Friday and Saturday the 143rd Shepparton show was on and saw many people coming through
the gates. As always the dog trials had a huge following and competition was strong. The animal
nursery attracted the little ones, and in the bakery section there were some awesome cakes on display.
Next week the Numurkah Show will shine on 23 October. I anticipate a great day to enjoy the bush
poetry, needlework, cookery, art displays, showjumping, knitting works and shearing exhibition.
The Dookie Agricultural and Pastoral Society will round up the show spectaculars on 2 November.
This is one of those shows that is inherently rural in its nature. Of course everybody knows everybody,
and the camaraderie is strong. The photography competition can be intense, and the results are always
outstanding. The afternoon tea is to-die-for.
These shows are a positive part of rural life. They are run by passionate community volunteers who
plan, organise, lend a hand in the show office, clean, steward or judge the various competitions to
make these shows so valuable.
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SURF COAST SHIRE PLANNING
Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (09:56): The Labor government’s plan to protect Spring
Creek and to stop the Surf Coast turning into the Gold Coast has entered its next stage. In phase one
residents were asked to share the values they hold for their communities and to identify locations of
cultural or social significance. From this it was confirmed that residents were concerned about the
impact that development was having on their local environment. The Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning will soon be accepting submissions to help develop the statement of
planning policy, which will inform the town boundaries and height limits that are to be put in place.
This will put the Surf Coast under the highest level of planning protection possible. The Surf Coast is
renowned for its excellent beaches, coastal biodiversity and wealth of recreation and tourism
opportunities. It is the gateway to the Great Ocean Road, a national heritage-listed site. As part of the
Andrews government I am making sure that the Surf Coast is protected from inappropriate and
excessive development so that the current lifestyle can be maintained for future generations.
CITY OF MANNINGHAM PLANNING
Mr GUY (Bulleen) (09:57): Manningham residents are becoming increasingly frustrated with the
state government’s changes to planning zones, which are turning the entire municipality into a one-sizefits-all development area. Sensible development focuses on activities areas and containing major
development to specific, well-known, well-agreed-to areas. The current government’s changes to
planning zones are allowing multilevel apartment towers in cul-de-sacs in Doncaster as well as 20-plus
unit developments in similar-sized streets in Templestowe. Manningham council appears in many cases
unable to stop the thrust of the government’s one-size-fits-all planning policy, which is rubbish policy.
CITY OF MANNINGHAM SENIOR CITIZENS
Mr GUY: On a positive note, I want to place on record the great work of so many of Manningham’s
senior citizens. Celebrating the contribution of one of Melbourne’s older but more active municipalities
has been a joy over the last few weeks. From seniors morning teas and events that have recognised
some of our more recent citizens of the year such as Ron Kitchingman and Hardy Shum to the large
City of Manningham event last Friday, it is wonderful to see due recognition for so many people in the
Manningham community who, while older, still make a major contribution to our community.
WALK TO SCHOOL MONTH
Mr GUY: It is Walk to School month. Kids in Manningham have been walking, scootering or
riding to school. Recently I joined dozens of kids and parents in Templestowe for the event, where the
rise of the popularity of the scooter was evident, but so was the personal injury. Nevertheless it is a
great initiative. One of my boys is a keen cyclist, and he and his friends have been biking and
scootering to school, hoping to spread the message about health and exercise starting at a young age.
Well done to all those who participated, and well done to the parents and teachers at numerous local
schools—Templestowe Park, Serpell and Templestowe Valley primary schools in particular.
VESTAS RENEWABLE ENERGY HUB
Mr EREN (Lara) (09:59): Since the last sitting day it has been a wonderfully busy time in my
electorate. Recently I joined the Premier, the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change,
the Minister for Training and Skills, the member for Geelong and the member for South Barwon in
officially opening the Vestas renewable energy hub in my electorate. This facility will be a major
player in the push for renewable energy, and this is the first time that wind turbines have been
assembled in Australia for more than 10 years. With over 20 workers currently on site, hundreds of
local staff will also be trained in wind turbine maintenance. It was great to see the old Ford factory
buzzing again.
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CORIO LITTLE ATHLETICS
Mr EREN: I was honoured to assist in opening the Corio Little Athletics Centre’s newly refurbished
athletics track right in time for the start of the summer season of athletics. This $1.3 million state-ofthe-art track is one of two tracks in Australia with SmartTrack sensors to enable athletes to monitor their
progress. Congratulations to president Simon Hill and the whole committee as well as life members
Chris Larkins and Kelvin Gray, who have both been involved in coordinating these upgrades.
KARDINIA CHILDCARE AND KINDERGARTEN
Mr EREN: Last week I was also lucky enough to visit Kardinia Childcare and Kindergarten in my
electorate to see their amazing Mandarin language program in action. The $17.9 million early
childhood language program at this centre will be delivered over four years and allows up to 3 hours
per week in which the children learn in another language at no cost to kindergartens or families. It was
such a great experience to listen to the children sing Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star in Mandarin and
watch as they interacted with the teacher as she read a well-known children’s story in Mandarin. It
was delightful to hear firsthand how this program is benefiting the students of my electorate.
SUNBURY GLOBAL LEARNING CENTRE
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (10:00): Guess who holds the first library card for the brand-new Sunbury
global learning centre? You guessed it: it is the Premier. It was sensational to welcome the Premier to
Sunbury a couple of weeks ago to tour the soon-to-be-opened $20 million global learning centre. This
project and the jobs that come with it have only been made possible because of a strong partnership
between the Andrews Labor government and the City of Hume. It is a project that would not have
happened under those opposite if they had proceeded with splitting Sunbury from Hume, and I look
forward to opening this terrific new facility in coming months.
ERIC BOARDMAN MEMORIAL RESERVE
Mr J BULL: The Premier and I also had the opportunity to drop into some great local businesses as
well as visit Eric Boardman Memorial Reserve to chat to local clubs about a $2 million upgrade for better
facilities. These upgrades will include new clubrooms, new change rooms and new lighting. This is
terrific for local teams, those being Sunbury Little Athletics, the Sunbury Kangaroos Football Netball
Club, the Crosbie Crew, the Sunbury Lions Junior Football Club, the Sunbury CFA and the Sunbury
Angling Club. I want to thank the Premier for his visit and his commitment to my wonderful community.
SUNBURY SCOUTS
Mr J BULL: I also wish to acknowledge and celebrate the achievements of four outstanding young
people in my community. As members will know, the Queen’s Scout Award is the highest award a
Venturer Scout can receive. I want to congratulate Adam Lacy, Jasmine Burdon, Jasper Cohen-Hunter
and Darcy Cohen-Hunter of the Sunbury scouting group. These four young people have set an
outstanding example for all of us.
HEATHERDALE CRICKET CLUB
Mr HALSE (Ringwood) (10:02): Can I start by congratulating the Heatherdale Cricket Club and
its president, Andrew Greely, on kicking off their cricket season with a welcome to country smoking
ceremony led by local elder Uncle Ron Jones, who gave a great speech about Indigenous history in
the eastern region.
I also note another historic moment for the Dales with the establishment of its very first women’s
cricket team, led by captain Laura Shaw. The team were presented with their caps and given a fantastic
pep talk by Victorian cricket star Chloe Rafferty. Congratulations.
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ELECTRICAL TRADES UNION
Mr HALSE: I would like to highlight the work of the Electrical Trades Union and the
establishment of this Centre For U, which I recently visited with the Attorney-General. Make no
mistake, working people are copping a whack from the federal government’s proposed new antiworker laws, but this centre provides services and support to members and their families not just when
they are working but when they are between jobs or are unable to find work due to injury, illness or
hardship, including free health checks, drug and alcohol support and counselling services. It shows the
great benefits being provided by unions to their workers, their families and the wider community. Well
done to Troy, to Danny and to the entire team at the Electrical Trades Union.
VICTORIAN EDUCATION EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Mr MAAS (Narre Warren South) (10:03): Finalists for the Victorian Education Excellence
Awards have been selected, and I am very pleased to announce that three are from my electorate of
Narre Warren South.
Dimple Bhardwaj from Hillsmeade Primary School is a finalist for the Outstanding Primary Teacher
award. She is not only a grade 5 teacher who genuinely cares for her students and their well-being but
also the school science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics learning specialist. Dimple is
being recognised for her dedication to her students and her leadership in driving her colleagues to
develop their skills as science and maths specialists while engaging in regular professional
development herself.
Hampton Park Secondary College is a finalist in the Outstanding Education Support Team award as
their multicultural education aide team has utilised their diverse language skills to create connections
between the school, parents and caregivers and students to provide support at every stage of education.
Kilberry Valley Primary School is being recognised for its programs through the Outstanding
Inclusive Education award, which celebrates schools that have created learning experiences where
each student receives quality teaching and specialised support. Kilberry Valley has a high number of
students with additional needs and has made sure that its staff have the resources available to provide
the best outcomes for these students. Children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder participate in
the school’s Strategies for Teaching based on Autism Research program, which develops critical skills
for students in line with the Victorian curriculum. We look forward to the winners being announced
in due course.
BROADMEADOWS ELECTORATE REVITALISATION
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (10:05): Broadmeadows matters because it symbolises hope. It
is the promise of Australia. Three years after tears marked the demise of Australia’s once-proud car
manufacturing sector the community hardest hit is fighting back and attracting hundreds of millions
of dollars in investment, a new sporting field of dreams and a revamp of the town hall where AC/DC
starred. It is a long way to the top, but as chair of the Broadmeadows Revitalisation Board I have been
delighted to announce multimillion-dollar initiatives to build economic and cultural development. The
Victorian government’s investments to revitalise Broadmeadows add to a $500 million private
commitment to redevelop the Ford sites to drive growth and new jobs, particularly with technology.
The Ford Motor Company is reinvesting hundreds of millions of dollars annually into the
Broadmeadows site as its Asia-Pacific centre of excellence for innovation. This is critical for the new
industries. Broadmeadows is the home of the award-winning engineering and design of leading
models, like the Ranger, that are being sold in more than 180 countries. This is what we need to do to
offer higher value, not cut costs, to the world—to actually add value to manufacturing. So we are
trying to fast-track through deindustrialisation to deliver the industries and new jobs that will revitalise
communities and help Australia pay its way in the world. The Ford factory and the town hall are iconic
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symbols in Broadmeadows, and their revitalisation defines the change Australia is confronting and the
Victorian government is delivering.
ASH NATHAN
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (10:06): I want to congratulate Ash Nathan from the Bentleigh
electorate. Ash is a fantastic young man who came to see me early this year about an idea he had to
raise funds and awareness of mental health for Beyond Blue. It was something I strongly supported
him in. Ash’s idea was to ride his bike from Melbourne to Adelaide. He completed that journey last
week. It was a 700-kilometre journey. His support team was his grandfather, who drove to Adelaide
with him in an accompanying car. He raised more than $10 000 for Beyond Blue. His family is very
proud of him, but not just his family; his entire school community at McKinnon Secondary College is
also very proud of him. It was a pleasure to see him off at Federation Square a couple of weekends
ago and then seven days later to welcome him back with the broader community at McKinnon
Reserve. I was there with Pitsa Binnion, the principal of McKinnon Secondary College, and Ash’s
wonderful family, who are extremely proud of him. He is a terrific young man who has gone a long
way to raise awareness of mental health in our community but also to raise some much-needed funds
for Beyond Blue, which as we know is a fantastic organisation that has saved countless lives.
MELBOURNE POLYTECHNIC EPPING CAMPUS
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (10:08): Last Monday I had the great pleasure of meeting with
students of the veterinary nursing course at Melbourne Polytechnic in Epping. These students were so
passionate about and engaged with learning for their veterinary nurse degree. It was great to see the
future nurses that will be looking after our pets. A big shout-out to them for the great work that they
are doing, the great conversations that we had and the really interesting and intelligent questions that
they asked of me that hopefully I was able to answer. (Time expired)
Statements on parliamentary committee reports
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the Appointment of a Person to Conduct the Financial Audit of the Victorian AuditorGeneral’s Office
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (10:08): I refer to the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
inquiry into the appointment of a person to conduct the financial audit of the Victorian AuditorGeneral’s Office. The importance of who audits the Auditor-General is a response to the age-old issue
of who watches the watchers. The critical responsibilities are about scrutiny, accountability and
compliance. The role is to establish the facts without fear or favour. This is significant, particularly at
a time of hyper-partisanship and hyper-factionalism, and it is most important to have independent
people to interrogate value, particularly the value of major projects and investments. This is the issue
I want to refer to now—the pursuit of value. This is what we need to do to drive economic and cultural
change. We have seen all over the front pages of the newspapers today the IMF and other organisations
talking about the growth coming off internationally and what we need to do in the Australian economy.
This is really important. This is a critical time of change that we actually need to address, so the pursuit
of value is right at the heart of the matter if you look at it in a number of ways.
I want to refer to how we can do this and the opportunities that we have, and one of them is the
mechanism of City Deals. I have campaigned long and hard to try and achieve this. The Australian
government is now actually saying that it made an election commitment to a city deal for Melbourne’s
north and west and a city deal for the south-east. Here is the opportunity to go into the areas to reinvest,
and here is how we can actually look at affordable housing and how we can better manage population
growth. We put the investment where we have the infrastructure, where we have affordable housing,
and we unlock the value of that. I know as the member for Broadmeadows that there are about
2000 housing commission homes that were built in the 1950s, so here is a chance that we can actually
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have to unlock that value and create better opportunities for public-private social housing. We have
got a great model. The Minister for Housing has just come in. He was part of this under the Brumby
government when there was a fantastic turnaround in a particular area called The Mews, which became
Valley Park. It has totally changed people’s lives.
So the pursuit of value—how we address that in housing, in housing affordability, in the investment
of new industries and jobs—is the proposition for Australia. Are we just going to be a quarry, a mine
and a beach? What are we going to make and sell to the world and how do we do it? It is about
advanced manufacturing, it is about niche markets, it is about targeted approaches, and this is what is
happening through Europe and other places as well in a time of incredible change in the world, a time
that is unpredictable. World economies are now looking at how you actually look at a third way out
of Europe. That is what they are trying to do. Australia is looking at a free trade agreement with Europe.
That is important as well to open up to these markets.
You can look at, say, companies in Germany like Siemens, who have come to Broadmeadows—they
came to the economic and cultural development conference that I hosted with the Business Council of
Australia—and their strong Australian campaign last year. This is important in how we get
collaboration, so this is really where we are looking for the value. We do not want a silo mentality, turf
wars, institutional ego or bureaucratic inertia in a political cycle to stymie this opportunity. It is about
how we target the areas that have the infrastructure, that have the opportunity and that have proximity
to the centre—Broadmeadows, particularly, is only 16 kilometres from the heart of the city.
I am putting up as the value proposition that this is the time to actually bring these themes together to
examine also the social determinants of life. What are they? We are talking about health, we are talking
about lifelong learning and we are talking about opportunity. It is about how we can bring these three
propositions together using technology now in a way that we did not have as a tool in the past and how
we can actually look at analysing this for individuals, families and communities to give them a better
chance.
These are the propositions that I think are really important to find value. This is a way beyond the old
structures that we now need to address. We need to look at place-based disadvantage but turn it into
an advantage, aggregate our assets, create better opportunity, look internationally and nationally and
get the Australian government to see this picture as well and to invest, to be a partner not a bystander,
because that unfortunately has been the story for too long, particularly in Melbourne’s north. This is
the opportunity, this is the value proposition and this is why we need to, as a government, be focusing
on it, and then the Auditor-General can weigh and measure its value to the community.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the Appointment of a Person to Conduct the Financial Audit of the Victorian AuditorGeneral’s Office
Ms RYAN (Euroa) (10:13): I welcome the opportunity this morning to talk on the Report on the
Appointment of a Person to Conduct the Financial Audit of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office,
which was a report tabled by the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee back in April this year.
This is a very important report, but I think all members of this chamber welcome committees bringing
forward more reports to give us some more options on committee reports to talk on. But nevertheless,
this committee’s report recommended that the Parliament appoint Mr Geoff Parker of Nexia
Melbourne to conduct a financial audit of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO) for the last
financial year. It further recommended that a tender process be conducted to appoint an auditor for the
three years from the current financial year.
These recommendations arise under section 17 of the Audit Act 1994, which requires that VAGO
does indeed have an independent auditor. Given the very important role of VAGO in reviewing the
robustness of the state’s decision-making at both the public service and the executive levels and how
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critical that role is, I think it is essential that VAGO also is held to those same standards which it
applies to other institutions.
You only have to look at some of the very excellent reports that have been tabled by VAGO over the
last 12 months to see where it has performed this role so well. In the last year VAGO has tabled two
reports in particular that I wanted to make note of which have examined mental health services in this
state. It has shown that Victoria in fact has the lowest funding per capita for mental health of any state
in Australia, which is a disgraceful record and one which certainly needs rectifying. I hear, almost on
a daily basis, from people across my electorate who are very, very concerned about the gaps in mental
health services throughout our communities.
I do want in particular to point to the fact that I have had numerous examples now of people within
the Euroa electorate who have children who are suffering from extreme anorexia and other mental
health disorders and eating disorders who are unable to access the Royal Children’s Hospital. It is not
widely understood in many areas that there is actually nowhere for young people who are facing lifethreatening eating disorders in my communities to go to get the treatment that they need. At the
moment people are being zoned to Box Hill, but there is a real desire for them to be able to access the
Royal Children’s Hospital. I would encourage the government to look at that zoning to see whether it
is serving the state as well as it possibly could.
I also know that in the bottom half of my electorate there is a real gap in the delivery of mental health
services, because people are zoned from Kilmore into the catchment to the north, to the Goulburn
Valley hospital, even though the general flow of people would be to the Northern in Epping, and as a
consequence a lot of people are not getting the help or the services that they need. That is a big concern
to the health services in the southern end of my electorate as well that people are missing out.
We have huge workforce shortages that I do not feel have been addressed by the current government.
Even if there is a desire to access services, it is very, very difficult to find a psychologist or a
psychiatrist in our region to treat, in particular, young people, and that is of very deep concern to me.
We need a thorough workforce strategy that actually addresses those issues in regional Victoria in
particular, and I think that is one of the clear concerns that was articulated by the Auditor-General in
those two reports that he tabled in this place—both Access to Mental Health Services and also his
report in June this year, Child and Youth Mental Health.
We have very, very real issues which have been brought to the fore, thankfully, by the
Auditor-General. I would urge the government not to wait for the royal commission that is underway.
One of the very clear findings from the Auditor-General was that many of the gaps are already known,
and the government should be acting on them now.
Bills
STATE TAXATION ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Statement of compatibility
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (10:19): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, I
table a statement of compatibility in relation to the State Taxation Acts Further Amendment Bill 2019.
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Charter), I make
this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the State Taxation Acts Further Amendment Bill 2019 (Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill as introduced to the Legislative Assembly is compatible with the human rights as set
out in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this Statement.
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Overview
The Bill makes a number of technical amendments to the Duties Act 2000 (Duties Act), the Land Tax
Act 2005 (Land Tax Act) and the Valuation of Land Act 1960 (Valuation Act).
Several of the amendments made by the Bill do not engage the human rights listed in the Charter because
they either do not affect natural persons. However, the following amendments have been identified as
potentially engaging human rights contained in the Charter:
Duties Act
•

Amending the Duties Act to confirm the legislative basis for charging an insured with insurance
duty when insurance is obtained from an insurer that is not an authorised or registered insurer under
state or Commonwealth legislation.

•

Amending the primary production concession or exemption requirement to ensure that the primary
production business in which the young farmer is engaged must be the business for which the
farmland is used.

Land Tax Act
•

Amending the definition of residential land to include land that contains a residence that is not
currently capable of being occupied due to it being uninhabitable, but which may be made
habitable.

•

Clarifying that for the purpose of accessing certain land tax exemptions, a reference to an owner of
land does not include a beneficiary of a trust (including implied and constructive trusts) or a
unitholder in a unit trust scheme to which the land is subject, with the exception of a vested
beneficiary.

•

Amending the definition of the primary production land exemption requirement in the urban zone
in Greater Melbourne to ensure that the working farmer for the exempt parcel of land is engaged
substantially in a full time capacity in the primary production business for which the land is used
by the owner.

Human rights issues
Right to property: Section 20
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of his or her property other than in
accordance with law. This right is not limited where there is a law that authorises a deprivation of property,
and that law is adequately accessible, clear and certain, and sufficiently precise to enable a person to regulate
their conduct.
Duties Act amendment—insurance duty
The current definition of ‘insurer’ in the Duties Act covers both general insurers and life insurers with a
continuing liability to general insurance duty. The definition currently in force reflects amendments made due
to life insurance duty being abolished in Victoria. However, the current drafting arguably, inadvertently
restricts the meaning of ‘insurer’ to persons registered or authorised under Commonwealth legislation to carry
on insurance business in Australia. As a consequence, overseas insurers that offer insurance in respect of
property or a risk in Victoria may fall beyond the reach of the insurance duty provisions, and an insured person
would have no liability to pay insurance duty on premiums paid to an overseas insurer. This is not the intended
operation of the insurance duty provisions, nor has it been the understanding of insurers. The Bill therefore
makes technical amendments to the Duties Act to remove any ambiguity about the dutiable nature of
insurance provided by an overseas insurer.
Land Tax Act amendment—Vacant residential land tax: residential property
Vacant residential land tax applies to residential land in inner and middle Melbourne that is left unoccupied
for more than six months in a calendar year. Residential land is currently defined as land that is capable of
being used solely or primarily for residential purposes, as in land with a habitable dwelling. The Bill will
amend the definition to ensure that uninhabitable properties that are vacant for more than 2 years will become
taxable if they remain uninhabitable. The Commissioner of State Revenue (Commissioner) will have
discretion to extend time if there are acceptable reasons why a dwelling remains uninhabitable beyond the 2
year period. This amendment will ensure that dwellings are not left in an uninhabitable state indefinitely by
encouraging owners of derelict properties to renovate and make such land available for rent or occupation or
to sell the land. In this regard, the amendments are in keeping with the policy intention of increasing Victoria’s
housing stock by encouraging residential property owners currently withholding their vacant residential
properties from the market to make them available for rent or sale.
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Land Tax Act amendment—Vacant residential land tax: deemed owners of land held on trust
The Bill amends the Land Tax Act to clarify that deemed owners of land (that is, beneficiaries under an
implied or constructive trust) do not constitute ‘owners’ of land for the purposes of the statutory exemptions
from vacant residential land tax. The exemptions are intended to apply to natural persons who are the legal
owners of residential land, and not corporate legal owners where land is held on trust. This amendment will
prevent unvested beneficiaries of implied or constructive trusts from being treated as legal owners of affected
residential land. This will avoid the inconsistent treatment of different lands held on trust.
Land Tax Act and Duties Act amendments—Primary production exemption
The Bill amends the Land Tax Act in relation to the land tax exemption for primary production land in a
greater Melbourne urban zone. A stringent test applies to land in the urban zone within the boundaries of
greater Melbourne to prevent developers who ‘land bank’ in urban areas from accessing the exemption. The
amendment strengthens the exemption test to ensure there is a sufficient connection between the owner of the
land and the primary production business conducted on the land. A consequential amendment will also be
made to the primary production business requirements for the young farmer duty concession and exemption
in the Duties Act, which are based on the terms of the land tax exemption. These amendments reinforce the
intent to help genuine primary producers running a business on their own land and to prevent exploitation by
land banking developers.
Land Tax Act amendment—definition of owner of land
The Land Tax Act 2005 will also be amended concerning land held in implied or constructive trusts to address
the unintended consequence of litigation where the Supreme Court ruled that the legislative definition of an
‘owner’ extended to the beneficiary of an implied or constructive trust. The unintended consequence for the
primary production land exemption for greater Melbourne urban zones and the principal place of residence
exemption arises because these exemptions apply by reference to the owner of the land, and land tax is
assessed by reference to the legal owner of land rather than the beneficial owner. Interpreting statutory
references to ‘owner’ to include the beneficiary of an implied or constructive trust undermines the integrity
and efficacy of the affected land tax exemptions. Consequently, affected provisions of the Land Tax Act
regarding the primary production and principal place of residence exemptions will be amended to ensure that
references to an owner of land means the legal owner, and does not extend to a beneficiary of an implied or
constructive trust.
Is the right to property limited by these amendments?
While the amendments referred to in this Statement arguably engage the right to property to the extent that
they either broaden relevant tax bases or amend the law to prevent the unintended narrowing of the certain
tax bases, the amendments do not constitute arbitrary deprivations of a natural person’s property. The
imposition of tax in all these circumstances is precisely formulated to ensure that taxpayers pay the correct
amount of tax or are the intended recipients of tax exemptions. The laws will all be adequately accessible,
clear and certain, and sufficiently precise to enable affected natural person taxpayers to inform themselves of
their legal obligations and to regulate their conduct accordingly.
Further, the provisions under which the amendments will operate provide taxpayers with statutory protection
under the Taxation Administration Act 1997 (Taxation Administration Act). The Land Tax Act and Duties
Act are administered under the Taxation Administration Act, which establishes the Commissioner’s powers
and obligations, taxpayers’ rights of objection, review, appeal and recovery, and provides a framework to
protect the confidentiality of tax related information.
Therefore, affected natural person taxpayers will not be deprived of their property other than in accordance
with the law. The right to property is not limited by these amendments. All the amendments considered in
this Statement are technical in nature, remove ambiguity or unintended operation, and ensure that the State’s
taxation laws operate efficiently, fairly, and as intended.
For these reasons, in my opinion the provisions of the Bill are compatible with the right to property in
section 20 of the Charter.
Retrospectivity: Section 27
Section 27 of the Charter is concerned with the retrospective operation of criminal laws. It provides that a
person has the right not to be prosecuted or punished for things that were not criminal offences at the time
they were committed.
Although the provisions being inserted into the Duties Act pertaining to insurance duty do not amend any
criminal laws, I note that they will have effect from 1 July 2014, being the date when the current definition
was introduced into law. The amendments will therefore operate retrospectively. Retrospective operation is
necessary to protect the public revenue already collected, reinforce the long-standing understanding and
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intention of the insurance provisions, and to ensure consistency (in respect of both past and future periods)
with other jurisdictions’ provisions. Retrospective operation will neutralise any ambiguity that may have been
created by the amendments made in 2014 when life insurance duty was abolished in Victoria, and avoids any
potential risk of costly litigation for the State and taxpayers. Retrospective effect also prevents overseas
insurers from gaining an unwarranted competitive advantage over Australian insurers since 1 July 2014.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the provisions of the Bill are compatible with the rights contained in
section 27 of the Charter.
TIM PALLAS MP
Treasurer

Second reading
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (10:20): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
I am pleased to introduce this bill which amends Victoria’s taxation and valuation laws including the Duties
Act 2000, Gambling Regulation Act 2003, Land Tax Act 2005 and Valuation of Land Act 1960.
The amendments being made by this bill will support effective and sustainable tax administration by
continuing to improve Victoria’s revenue and valuation laws. The bill makes changes to better align
provisions with their intended policy and effect, as well as addressing minor operational issues. The
amendments will ensure that the State Revenue Office is positioned to meet the expectations of government
and the community by maintaining best practice tax administration.
The bill amends the Duties Act 2000 to confirm the legislative basis for charging an insured person with duty
when general insurance is obtained from an overseas insurer. Insurance businesses operating in Australia are
required to be authorised to do so under Commonwealth legislation. The Duties Act makes such insurers
liable to remit duty on any general insurance they issue for risks in Victoria. However, if the insurer is located
outside Australia, the duty liability falls on the insured party. Accordingly, an insured party is liable for
insurance duty when the policy is taken out with an insurer who is not authorised under Commonwealth
legislation to carry on insurance business in Australia. The application of insurance duty in this manner is
longstanding, has always been intended to operate in this way and is consistent with how insurance duty
operates in other jurisdictions.
However, as a result of amendments made to the insurance duty provisions in 2014 as part of abolishing life
insurance duty, a technical anomaly in the provisions has recently been identified that could allow an insured
party who takes out insurance through unauthorised overseas insurers to avoid any duty liability. This creates
unnecessary uncertainty, as well as a risk to the revenue or of costly litigation for the state. It could also leave
Australian based insurers at a competitive disadvantage relative to overseas insurers, violating principles of
competitive neutrality.
The bill makes an amendment to the definition of an insurer to ensure that duty continues to apply whether
the insurance is taken out through Australian or overseas insurers. To put the longstanding application of the
provisions beyond doubt and confirm the duty that has been collected to date, the amendment will be taken
to have applied from 1 July 2014, when the current provisions were introduced.
The bill amends the Gambling Regulation Act 2003 to provide for an annual payment to the ANZAC Day
Proceeds Fund out of the revenue raised by the point of consumption wagering and betting tax, which
commenced on 1 January 2019. The Fund provides money for a range of welfare activities that support the
veteran community. By longstanding tradition, the main source of support for the Fund is an annual donation
of tax revenue raised from totalisator betting on ANZAC Day each year. The new point of consumption
framework for wagering and betting taxes make this methodology impractical to apply. The information
collected by the State Revenue Office to administer the point of consumption tax does not break down
wagering and betting on a daily basis. To replace previous arrangements, the amendment enshrines into law
an annual payment to the Fund of one-thirtieth of all wagering and betting tax revenue paid or payable for the
month of April. This payment will be deducted from the balance of tax revenue currently paid into the
Hospitals and Proceeds Fund, in a similar way to the monthly Victorian racing industry support payment. The
amendment will provide certainty that support for the ANZAC Day Fund will continue. Compared to the
previous arrangements, the annual donation to the Fund is expected to be higher.
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As a consequential amendment, the basis of the existing Victorian racing industry support payment will be
changed from a cash basis to an accrual basis to align with the new annual ANZAC Day Proceeds Fund
payment. While this amendment affects the distribution of revenue from wagering and betting tax, it does not
change the amount of tax that is collected from operators, nor does it reduce the level of financial support for
the Victorian racing industry. The amendments will take effect from 1 January 2020.
The Land Tax Act 2005 imposes vacant residential land tax on residential land in a specified geographic area
of inner and middle Melbourne that is left unoccupied for more than six months in a calendar year. Residential
land is defined as land capable of being used solely or primarily for residential purposes, as in land with a
habitable residence. The purpose of the vacant residential land tax is to encourage more properties to be made
available for rent or occupation.
Currently, where a residence on land is under construction or renovation, tax only begins to apply if the
construction or renovation is unfinished after two years. However, there is no similar provision to deal with a
residence that is uninhabitable on an ongoing basis, such as a derelict home or a home that has been deliberately
left in disrepair. These properties can potentially remain outside the vacant residential land tax net indefinitely.
The amendment provides that if two years have passed and an uninhabitable residence on the land remains
uninhabitable, the land will become subject to vacant residential land tax. This is intended to encourage
landowners to renovate their uninhabitable residences and make them available for rent or occupation.
Consistent with the existing law, the Commissioner of State Revenue will have discretion to extend the period
of non-application beyond two years if there are acceptable reasons that the home remains uninhabitable at
that time. For example, if a property is uninhabitable due to the decisions of government (such as a road
overlay or major construction project) this would be considered an acceptable reason to suspend the
application of vacant residential land tax until the situation is resolved.
The bill makes further amendments to the vacant residential land tax provisions to ensure they operate
correctly, by excluding deemed owners of land held on trust as owners for tax exemption purposes, correcting
a reference to the relevant year for determining the application of the tax, and clarifying that use and
occupation of different kinds can be taken in aggregate when determining whether a property was used and
occupied for more than six months. These changes will take effect from Royal Assent so that they apply from
the 2020 land tax year onwards.
The bill also amends the Land Tax 2005 in relation to the land tax exemption for primary production land in
a greater Melbourne urban zone. The primary production land exemption from land tax has varying
requirements depending on the location of the land. The most stringent requirements apply to land in an urban
zone within the boundaries of greater Melbourne: these require the land to be owned by a genuine primary
producer, and used by them primarily for a business of primary production. The intention of this stringent test
is to prevent people who are land banking in urban areas from accessing an exemption. The basic wording of
this exemption has not been reformed since it was introduced in the 1970s, and permits a number of business
scenarios that do not align with the intended policy. For example, the current wording does not prevent the
owner of the land claiming the primary producer exemption despite having no other connection to the primary
production activity on that land.. The amendment strengthens the exemption test to restore the intended
connection between the owner of the land and the business conducted on that land. This involves changes to
clarify the way different types of owner are treated, including companies, superannuation trusts, and land in
joint ownership. A consequential amendment will be made to the primary production business requirements
for the young farmer duty concession and exemption in the Duties Act 2000, which are based on the terms of
the land tax exemption. These amendments close unintended scenarios permitted by the broad wording. They
will reinforce the intent to help genuine primary producers running a business on their own land, which the
vast majority of owners already do. As such, the amendments will not affect the exempt status of their primary
production land if it is located in the relevant zone. The land tax changes will take effect from the 2020 land
tax year, with the young farmer duty concession amendment to take effect for contracts or arrangements
entered into from 1 January 2020.
The Land Tax Act 2005 will also be amended concerning land held in implied or constructive trusts. For land
tax purposes, an owner of land is generally regarded as the registered proprietor or legal owner of the land
such as the trustee of an express trust. In the 2015 Court of Appeal case of Konann Pty Ltd v Commissioner
of State Revenue [2015] VSCA 268, the Court held that the legislative definition of an ‘owner’ extended to
the beneficiary of an implied or constructive trust. This had unintended consequences for the primary
production land exemption for greater Melbourne urban zones, which applies by reference to the owner of
the land. Interpreting an owner to be the beneficiary of the trust in this provision undermines the integrity of
the exemption and puts revenue at risk. It also prevents the effective administration of the tax laws, because
the existence of implied or constructive trusts is typically not ‘knowable’ to the State Revenue Office, often
requiring a determination by a court.
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The amendment makes targeted changes to affected exemptions, namely the primary production and principal
place of residence exemptions, to clarify that an owner of land does not include a beneficiary of an implied
or constructive trust. This will restore the original policy of assessing land tax by reference to the legal owner
of land rather than the beneficial owner. These changes will take effect from Royal Assent so that they apply
from the 2020 land tax year onwards.
The bill amends the Valuation of Land Act 1960 to fix a deadline for the issue of notices of valuation by rating
authorities. At present, rating authorities (i.e. councils) must issue valuation notices to ratepayers within two
months of a declaration by the Minister for Planning that the general valuation has been returned and certified
by the Valuer-General as ‘generally true and correct’. Valuation notices are normally issued at the same time
as council rate notices. With the centralisation of state valuation functions with the Valuer General from 2019
onwards, it is anticipated that the Valuer-General may finish the general valuation earlier in the year than
under the previous decentralised regime. However, as the final step in this process (the Ministerial declaration)
triggers a two-month deadline to issue valuation notices, councils could struggle to comply with the Act if the
timing does not coincide with the issue of annual rate notices. To prevent this issue from arising, the proposed
amendment replaces the floating two-month deadline with a fixed deadline of 30 September each year by
which councils must issue valuation notices. The amendment will enable the general valuation process to be
finished earlier without inadvertently imposing a burden on local councils to issue their rate notices earlier
than in prior years. The amendment would be effective from the day after Royal Assent.
The passage of this bill will confirm the intention behind various taxation laws and ensure that Victoria
maintains best practice tax and valuation administration.
I commend the bill to the house.

Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (10:20): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
30 October.
JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (SERIOUS OFFENDERS AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL 2019
Statement of compatibility
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (10:21): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, I table a statement of compatibility in relation to the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Serious Offenders and Other Matters) Bill 2019.
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Justice Legislation Amendment (Serious Offenders
and Other Matters) Bill 2019.
In my opinion, the Justice Legislation Amendment (Serious Offenders and Other Matters) Bill 2019 (Bill), as
introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights protected by the Charter. I base my
opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the Bill
The Bill amends the Corrections Act 1986 (Corrections Act) to clarify the procedure with respect to parcels
sent to and from prisoners, to amend the application of Emergency Management Days, to permit information
sharing with certain bodies and to amend provisions relating to the membership of the Adult Parole Board.
Further, the Bill enables victims of crime to access money awarded as compensation to a prisoner while on
remand and permits prisoners who are granted bail or parole or released to, on request, stay in prison until the
next working day in order to be able to access essential services.
The Bill also amends the Serious Offenders Act 2018 (Serious Offenders Act) to enable certain conditions on
interim supervision orders to be declared to be ‘restrictive’ conditions, to make the offence of sexual activity
directed at another person a ‘serious sex offence’ and therefore subject to the serious offender regime, and to
clarify certain procedural provisions.
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Amendments introduced in the Bill will also permit information about current and former offenders to be
shared and published for research purposes and will align information sharing provisions for the management
of offenders administered under both the Serious Offenders Act and the Corrections Act.
Human rights issues
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to the Bill are:
•

Protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment (section 10);

•

Privacy and correspondence (section 13);

•

Property (section 20);

•

Liberty (section 21);

•

Fair hearing (section 24);

•

Presumption of innocence (section 25(1));

•

Right to not be punished more than once (section 26); and

•

Protection against retrospective criminal laws (section 27).

In addition, the rights of the child are further outlined in this Statement.
Amendments to the Corrections Act including prisons and parole
Emergency Management Days
Clause 30 of the Bill may engage sections 24 and 27 of the Charter because it includes a provision that relates
to the riot at the Metropolitan Remand Centre in 2015.
Once an offender is sentenced, the administration of that sentence passes to the Executive government. Under
section 58E of the Corrections Act, the Secretary of the Department of Justice and Community Safety (DJCS)
(or delegate such as the Commissioner of Corrections Victoria) may reduce the length of a prisoner’s sentence
by granting Emergency Management Days where a prisoner has had their routine disrupted due to
circumstances that are an emergency or industrial action, or of an unforeseen and special nature in a prison or
police gaol. In practice, it has generally been interpreted that a significant disruption, rather than a standard
security response to an incident, is required before Emergency Management Days will be granted. There is
no entitlement or right to being granted an Emergency Management Day. I am of the view that the right to a
fair hearing is not limited by these reforms.
Clause 30 amends the Corrections Act to explicitly exclude for all prisoners the application of Emergency
Management Days in relation to the prison riot at the Metropolitan Remand Centre in 2015 and the Bill
expressly names that event.
Clause 30 will also apply to any future emergency, riot, or other significant security incident that is caused or
contributed to by a prisoner. In addition to a riot, the legislation would in practice apply to other significant
security incidents, for example a fire caused or contributed to by a prisoner, or an attack by a prisoner on
another prisoner or on a staff member working at the prison, police gaol or other place of custody.
In my view, regarding sections 24 and 27 of the Charter, clause 30 is not criminalising behaviour that was
previously lawful. Rather, new section 58E(3) in clause 30 is clarifying the scope of an existing statutory
discretion. While retrospective laws are unusual, the clause is warranted because the riot at the Metropolitan
Remand Centre in 2015 was an exceptional and rare event. It is critical to ensure that all and any prisoners do
not receive a reduced sentence due to the lawful security response to that event. In addition, the jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court of Victoria to review administrative decisions made by the Secretary of the DJCS (or
delegate such as the Commissioner of Corrections Victoria) regarding Emergency Management Days is not
limited by clause 30.
Clause 30 reflects the paramount principle that prisoners do not receive a reduced sentence when they or any
other prisoners cause or contribute to a significant breach of custodial security. This applies even if a prisoner
was not involved in the other prisoner’s security breach, which will ensure that there is no benefit whatsoever
to any prisoners for the security breaches caused by other prisoners. The safety and security of the overall
prison system is paramount.
Parcels sent and received by prisoners
Clauses 21 to 29 (inclusive) of the Bill amend sections 47A, 47B and 47C of the Corrections Act to extend to
parcels in addition to letters. The effect of these amendments is that the Governor may dispose of any parcels
sent to or from a prisoner if the Governor reasonably suspects that the parcel contains an unauthorised article
or substance that could pose an immediate danger to any person. The Governor may also inspect a confidential
parcel (that is, a parcel sent to or from a lawyer, certain Commissioners listed in section 47B or persons acting
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on their behalf) sent to or from a prisoner if the Governor reasonably suspects that the parcel contains an
unauthorised article or substance and the Governor has notified the prisoner and the correspondent. Any other
parcel may be opened and inspected to determine whether or not its contents may jeopardise the safety and
security of the prison, the safe custody and welfare of any prisoner or the safety of the community. The Bill
expands the category of person who may open and inspect a parcel in such circumstances from a prison officer
to an officer within the meaning of Part 5 of the Act. This includes prison officers, employees in the public
service working in a prison or with prisoners, and volunteers.
Clause 26 amends section 47D of the Corrections Act to provide that the Governor may stop all or part of a
parcel from being sent or received by a prisoner in certain circumstances, including if the parcel may be of a
threatening or harassing nature or may be being used to further an unlawful activity or purpose. The Bill adds
a further category, providing that a letter or parcel may be stopped if the Governor reasonably believes that
the sender does not know the prisoner and the sender may be placed at risk of exploitation or manipulation.
Clause 27 amends section 47DA of the Corrections Act to make it an offence for a prisoner to send, attempt
to send or cause to be sent a parcel to a victim if the prisoner ought reasonably to know that the parcel contains
anything that may be regarded as distressing or traumatic by the victim or any other victim who might
reasonably receive it. The maximum penalty for this offence is six months imprisonment.
Finally, clause 28 inserts new section 47DB to provide that the Governor may place any parcel sent to a
prisoner in storage instead of providing it to the prisoner. The Governor must advise the prisoner in writing
of the receipt and storage of the parcel, and the parcel forms part of the prisoner’s property.
By permitting the inspection, interception and disposal of parcels in certain circumstances, these provisions
engage the right to privacy and the right of persons not to have their correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with. The right to freedom of expression is also relevant, as these provisions may interfere with the
right to impart and receive information, both in relation to prisoners and persons corresponding with prisoners.
The right not to be deprived of one’s property except in accordance with law will be engaged where a parcel
is disposed of and, in some cases, where a parcel is intercepted and not delivered to the prisoner.
Privacy and correspondence
Section 13(a) of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. An interference will be lawful if it is permitted by a
law which is precise and appropriately circumscribed, and will be arbitrary only if it is capricious,
unpredictable, unjust or unreasonable, in the sense of being disproportionate to the legitimate aim sought.
The proposed amendments to permit the Governor to inspect, intercept or dispose of parcels in certain
circumstances, as well to extend the inspection power to officers, engage the rights of prisoners to not have
their privacy or correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. However, in my opinion, the
interference with privacy and correspondence is neither unlawful nor arbitrary. As with letters, any
interference due to these provisions will occur in precise and circumscribed circumstances. The provisions
clearly define the basis upon which a decision to inspect, intercept or dispose of correspondence is made and,
as such, the nature of the interference is reasonably predictable, whilst also allowing for a necessary degree
of discretion to be applied in each case. Further, the amendments are reasonably proportionate to the legitimate
aim of ensuring the management, good order and security of the prison and the safety or welfare of any person,
consistently with the Governor’s responsibilities under the Corrections Act.
In particular, the amendments to sections 47D and 47DA seek to protect vulnerable persons and victims
against harm that could flow to them from parcels that may be exploitative, manipulative, distressing or
traumatic. The nature of section 47DA as an offence provision also has a deterrent effect as it ensures that
prisoners turn their minds to the question of whether their correspondence may be distressing or traumatic to
a victim. It also provides recipients of distressing or traumatic correspondence with an effective legal remedy
(by seeking to have the prisoner charged with the offence), thereby recognising the real harm such behaviour
may cause. These provisions are necessary in a prison environment to ensure that the community is protected.
Therefore, as the interference with privacy and correspondence is not arbitrary or unlawful, I do not consider
that the amendments limit the rights protected by section 13(a).
Freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the Charter provides that every person has the right to freedom of expression, which includes
the freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds. Section 15(3) of the Charter
provides that special duties and responsibilities are attached to the right to freedom of expression and that the
right may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary to respect the rights of other persons and for
the protection of national security, public order, public health or public morality.
The clauses in the Bill in relation to powers to inspect, intercept and dispose of parcels in certain circumstances
may interfere with the rights of prisoners to freedom of expression (to the extent that the parcel contains
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expressive material). The provisions may prevent prisoners from imparting or receiving information if a parcel
is stopped from being sent or received, or may cause a prisoner to modify their expression if a parcel is
inspected. However, given that the Charter qualifies the right to freedom of expression by recognising that it
may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary to, amongst other things, respect the rights of other
persons, we do not consider this right to be limited.
In my opinion, the provisions serve the legitimate purpose of preventing harm to members of the community,
particularly vulnerable persons and victims. The powers to inspect, intercept and dispose of parcels are
proportionate and closely aligned to that purpose. The provisions do not constitute a blanket ban on
communication, nor do they interfere with the fundamental right of communication with the classes of persons
listed in section 47(1)(m) of the Corrections Act. Rather, they are limited to circumstances where either the
Governor or, where relevant, an officer holds a reasonable belief that the parcel will either cause harm to a
person or threaten the good order, management or security of the prison or the safety of the community. In
particular, the offence provision in section 47DA, which protects the rights of victims from receiving parcels
that may contain distressing or traumatic material, is especially aligned with that purpose. Therefore, in my
opinion, the right to freedom of expression is not limited by the amendments regarding parcels in the Bill.
Property
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of their property other than in
accordance with law. This right requires that powers which authorise the deprivation of property are conferred
by legislation or common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear, are accessible to the public,
and are formulated precisely.
A parcel will only be disposed of in the limited circumstances set out in section 47A—that is, where the
Governor reasonably suspects that the parcel contains an unauthorised article or substance that could pose an
immediate danger to any person. Similarly, a parcel may only be stopped under section 47D where the
Governor reasonably believes that the parcel is a threat to prison security, may be of a threatening or harassing
nature, may be being used to further an unlawful activity or purpose, contains anything that may be regarded
by a victim as distressing or traumatic, or may place a sender (if the sender does not know the prisoner) at risk
of exploitation or manipulation. A parcel sent to a prisoner may be placed into secure storage by the Governor,
however, the parcel forms part of the prisoner’s property.
I do not consider that stopping a parcel from being sent to, or received by, a prisoner will amount to a
permanent deprivation of property, such that the right in section 20 of the Charter is engaged. The discretion
of the Governor to place a parcel into storage instead of providing it to the prisoner is necessary to ensure that
items are not brought into prison that may threaten the management, good order or security of the prison or
the safety or welfare of any person. Stored items will be returned to the prisoner when they leave the prison
or may be given to a nominated person upon request by the prisoner. Further, I am satisfied that any
deprivation of property occasioned by the disposal of parcels under section 47A will occur on the basis of
transparent and predictable criteria directed towards the legitimate objective of preventing a person from
immediate danger, and is therefore compatible with the right to property.
Prisoner compensation quarantine funds
Prisoner compensation quarantine funds are money held by the Secretary in trust for a prisoner under Part 9C
of the Corrections Act. Where a prisoner receives an award of damages in respect of a claim made by or on
behalf of the prisoner against the State for a civil wrong, that amount (minus medical and legal costs) is to be
immediately paid to the Secretary to be held in trust in a prisoner compensation quarantine fund, unless the
amount is less than $10,000. The fund is held for a set quarantine period, after which time amounts may be
paid out of the fund to creditors and victims of the prisoner in the circumstances set out in Part 9C. Any money
remaining in the fund will then be paid to, or at the direction of, the prisoner.
Clause 38 amends section 104P(2) of the Corrections Act to extend the application of prisoner compensation
quarantine funds to an award of damages made to a prisoner in respect of a claim arising from and in connection
to the prisoner’s detention while on remand, if the prisoner is subsequently sentenced to a term of imprisonment.
Privacy
Extending the application of prisoner compensation quarantine funds to prisoners who receive compensation
for an incident that occurred when they were on remand (if they were subsequently sentenced to
imprisonment) engages the right to privacy in section 13 of the Charter. This is because the scheme in Part 9C
of the Corrections Act requires the Secretary to publish a notice in the Government Gazette advising of an
award of damages to a prisoner, and to inform any victim who applies to be notified of an award of damages
to the prisoner.
To the extent that this involves the disclosure of personal information, I consider that any interference with
privacy is lawful and not arbitrary. Any interference will occur only in precise and circumscribed
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circumstances and for a legitimate purpose, and a number of safeguards exist regarding the use of the
information where it is not already in the public domain. Accordingly, I consider that the amendments
introduced by clause 38 are compatible with the right to privacy.
Property
Money payable to a prisoner as damages is likely to constitute property within the meaning of section 20 of
the Charter, which provides that a person must not be deprived of one’s property other than in accordance
with law. The European Court of Human Rights has clarified that temporary seizures of property do not
constitute deprivations of property and, therefore, holding a prisoner’s money in trust for a temporary
‘quarantine period’ will not limit the prisoner’s rights under section 20. Where a prisoner is permanently
deprived of their damages received from the State by a court awarding damages to a victim of the prisoner,
or if a creditor has a valid claim against the prisoner, the deprivation occurs by virtue of an order of the court
rather than by operation of the Act. Accordingly, the amendments introduced by clause 38 do not limit the
right to property under the Charter.
New serious violent offence and new sexual offence—parole
Clause 19(3) inserts ‘extortion with threat to kill’ as a ‘serious violent offence’ under the Corrections Act.
Clause 17 also amends Schedule 1 to the Serious Offenders Act to include the offence of sexual activity
directed at another person (which involves engaging in a sexual activity to cause fear or distress in a person
who sees the activity) which will consequentially amend the existing definition of ‘sexual offence’ in section 3
of the Corrections Act.
Prisoners who have been convicted of and sentenced to imprisonment with a non-parole period in respect of
a ‘serious violent offence’ and a ‘sexual offence’ are subject to stricter parole laws than other prisoners. For
example, only the Serious Violent Offender or Sexual Offender Parole division of the Adult Parole Board
may order the release on parole of a serious violent offender or sexual offender, and they may only make such
an order if another division of the Board has recommended that parole be granted. Further, section 77 of the
Corrections Act creates various presumptions in relation to the cancellation of parole for prisoners who have
been released on parole in respect of a serious violent offence. Under section 77(3), if a serious violent
offender is charged with a sexual offence, violent offence or terrorism or foreign incursion offence while on
parole, the Parole Board must cancel the prisoner’s parole unless satisfied that circumstances exist to justify
the continuation of the parole. The prisoner’s parole will be cancelled automatically under section 77(6) if the
prisoner is convicted of the sexual, violent, terrorism or foreign incursion offence.
The inclusion of a new offence as a ‘serious violent offence’ of extortion with threat to kill and the new offence
as a ‘sexual offence’ of sexual activity directed at another person (which involves engaging in a sexual activity
to cause fear or distress in a person who sees the activity) engage the right to liberty, to the presumption of
innocence, to not be punished more than once in respect of the same offence and to not be subjected to
retrospective criminal punishment. These rights were subject to a detailed analysis in the Statement of
Compatibility for the Corrections Legislation Miscellaneous Amendment Bill 2017. I consider that clauses 17
and 19(3) of the Bill is compatible with the above rights because neither a refusal to make an order for parole,
nor cancellation of parole, can be characterised as punishment. In both cases, the prisoner is merely required
to serve the full sentence imposed by the Court for the original offence.
Information sharing
Information sharing under the Serious Offenders Act
Clause 14 inserts new section 284(1A) into the Serious Offenders Act, which provides that a ‘relevant person’
(being an individual or body defined in section 284(6)) may use or disclose information obtained under the
Act to any person in certain, confined circumstances. Currently, this information can only be shared with
other ‘relevant persons’. To the extent that the information used or disclosed involves personal information,
it will engage the right to privacy under section 13 of the Charter.
The right to privacy in the Charter will not be limited if any interference is lawful and not arbitrary. In my
view, new section 284(1A) is appropriately circumscribed so as not to authorise any arbitrary interferences
with privacy. It permits information sharing only if the use or disclosure is authorised by the person to whom
the information relates, or if the relevant person reasonably believes that the use or disclosure is necessary to
reduce the risk of an offender committing certain serious offences or engaging in any behaviour that threatens
a person’s safety, or to lessen or prevent a threat to the life, health, safety or welfare. I note that such grounds
are consistent with the Information Privacy Principles on disclosure of personal information contained in the
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. I consider that the high threshold imposed by this provision strikes an
appropriate balance between the privacy of personal information of offenders and victims and the ability to
respond quickly to serious risks and threats to safety or welfare.
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Information sharing and publication for research purposes
Clauses 14, 15, 40, 41 and 42 of the Bill amend the Serious Offenders Act and the Corrections Act to create
an express power of the Secretary to authorise the use or disclosure of information for the purposes of research,
and to approve publication of that research. Such research is crucial to evaluating and improving the efficacy
of the scheme, particularly in relation to the models of actuarial risk assessment upon which the scheme is
based, and there is a strong public interest in undertaking this research. Any information disclosed by the
Secretary to researchers must be in a de-identified form, in which information that may identify the person to
whom the information relates has been removed.
While names or other identifiable information will not be disclosed, it should be acknowledged that due to
the sample sizes involved, especially in the context of serious sex and violence offenders, it may be possible
in some cases to identify the person to whom the information relates. Accordingly, new section 289A(3)
includes a privacy safeguard by making it an offence for any person to publish any information or research
that enables the identification of any person to whom this disclosed information relates. Further, the Secretary
will be subject to the Charter in exercising her discretion to disclose information for the purposes of research,
and will discharge this obligation through the use of existing internal processes governing the approval of
research, including requiring ethical approval from a relevant committee and professional research
methodology and reporting, and the use of confidentiality agreements. This will ensure that all personal
information remains confidential and that published research does not inappropriately identify offenders or
victims. Accordingly, I am satisfied that these clauses are compatible with the right to privacy.
Information sharing between departments and agencies
Schedule 5 to the Corrections Act sets out persons authorised to use or disclose information under that Act.
Clause 45 amends Schedule 5 to include persons employed in the Department of Premier and Cabinet and in
the Commission for Children and Young People (as well as the Secretary and Commissioner, respectively,
and any person who provides services or advice to or on behalf of those bodies). Under Part 9E of the
Corrections Act, these persons are authorised to use or disclose personal or confidential information
reasonably necessary for the performance of official duties, law enforcement, or the administration or
enforcement of a court or tribunal order. They may also use or disclose personal or confidential information
in the circumstances set out in section 104ZY(2) of that Act, such as if the use or disclosure is necessary to
lessen or prevent a threat to the life, health, safety or welfare of any person.
Clause 47 amends the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 to permit disclosure or communication of
confidential information under section 492A of that Act to the Commission for Children and Young People
if the disclosure is made to assist the Commission to perform official duties. The amendment of the Children,
Youth and Families Act to expressly allow officers from the Department of Justice and Community Safety to
communicate or disclose confidential information, including information given to the Youth Parole Board
that is not disclosed in a decision or reasons for a decision of the Board, to the Commission for Children and
Young People.
The purpose of these amendments is to facilitate information sharing to the Department of Premier and
Cabinet in relation to whole of government initiatives, and to the Commission for Children and Young People
to enable the Commission to fulfil its responsibility for monitoring vulnerable children and young people in
relation to prisons. In my view, expanding the persons authorised to use or disclose information under the
Corrections Act to include the Department of Premier and Cabinet and the Commission for Children and
Young People will not constitute an unlawful or arbitrary interference with privacy. The circumstances in
which information may be used and disclosed are clearly set out and are appropriately circumscribed. I am
satisfied that any interference with a person’s privacy that occurs will therefore be permitted by law. Further,
the provisions are not arbitrary as they are for legitimate purposes that are relevant to, and necessary for, the
performance of the duties and functions of the relevant bodies. Additionally, in relation to clause 47, provision
of information regarding children in detention to the Commission for the purpose of assisting it to perform its
oversight function to uphold children’s rights will promote other rights under the Charter, such as the right to
protection of children (section 17) and children’s rights in the criminal process (sections 22 and 23).
For these reasons, I am satisfied that clauses 45 and 47 does not limit the right to privacy under section 13 of
the Charter.
Information sharing for the purposes of the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
Clauses 39 and 40(1) amends section 104ZX and 104ZY(2) of the Corrections Act to authorise the disclosure
of information to the National Disability Insurance Scheme Launch Transition Agency if reasonably
necessary to support the determination of eligibility for the NDIS or for the planning and provision of supports
through the NDIS. The clause also permits disclosure of information to service or advice providers in relation
to the NDIS if reasonably necessary to support the determination of eligibility for the NDIS or the planning
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and provision of supports through the NDIS. These provisions are necessary to facilitate the proper care,
treatment, services or accommodation of a person with a disability and mirror existing provisions in the
Serious Offenders Act that permit disclosure of information necessary to facilitate similar care services to be
provided to a person. The provision of such services is also relevant to promoting the dignity and equality of
a person with a disability, particularly in relation of persons deprived of their liberty. I am satisfied this clause
is compatible with the right to privacy.
Information sharing for the purpose of an application under the Crimes (High Risk Offenders) Act 2006
(NSW)
Clause 40(1) also amends section 104ZY(2) to authorise disclosure to the Attorney-General for New South
Wales of any information reasonably necessary for the purpose of an application under the Crimes (High Risk
Offenders) Act 2006 of New South Wales. As the purpose of such applications is to make an extended
supervision order or continuing detention order over a person considered to be an unacceptable risk of
committing a serious sex offence or serious violence offence in NSW, I am satisfied that disclosure of personal
information in these circumstances is compatible with the right to privacy, noting that the Victorian Privacy
Principles permit disclosure where necessary to lessen or prevent a serious threat to public welfare.
Reforms to the post-sentence scheme including new serious sex offence
Part 2 of the Bill makes reforms to the post-sentence scheme for serious offenders to improve the operation
of that Serious Offenders Act. On 3 September 2018, a new post sentence scheme was introduced in Victoria
for the detention and supervision scheme of serious sex offenders and serious violent offenders under the
Serious Offenders Act. The scheme applies to this category of offenders because they have finished their
prison sentences but continue to pose an unacceptable risk to the community.
Clause 7 amends section 49 of the Serious Offenders Act to enable a condition on an interim supervision
order to be declared to be a restrictive condition. By empowering a court to declare certain conditions on an
interim supervision order to be ‘restrictive’, offenders on interim supervision orders will be subject to the
minimum sentencing provisions in section 169 of the Act (in connection with section 10AB of the Sentencing
Act 1991) if they intentionally or recklessly contravene a restrictive condition of their order. If a court is
satisfied of this beyond reasonable doubt, the court must impose a term of imprisonment of not less than
12 months, unless a special reason exists.
To the extent that a minimum sentencing scheme may compel the imposition of a disproportionate sentence,
the amendment to section 49 is relevant to the protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment in
section 10 of the Charter and the right to liberty in section 21. The right to a fair trial is also relevant, insofar
as the amendment limits the permissible sentence a court may impose. Finally, the criteria for determining
whether a ‘special reason’ exists, such that the minimum sentence will not be applied, may limit the right to
be presumed innocent by requiring the offender to raise evidence to show ‘substantial and compelling
circumstances’ or to prove on the balance of probabilities that they had impaired mental functioning that was
causally linked to the commission of the offence.
These issues are considered in detail in the Statements of Compatibility for the Serious Offenders Bill 2018
and the Justice Legislation Miscellaneous Amendment Bill 2018, which conclude that the statutory minimum
sentence is proportionate to the punishment by normal sentencing standards and does not usurp judicial power
or limit the independence of a court. Further, any burden placed on the offender to establish the existence of
a ‘special reason’ is appropriate given that the exception is a beneficial provision that enables the offender to
receive a non custodial sentence in circumstances where a custodial sentence would otherwise be imposed,
and the offender is best placed to provide evidence that these exceptions should apply.
While interim supervision orders have a lower requisite standard of proof than full supervision orders, I
consider that it is appropriate for certain conditions on interim orders to be able to be declared to be
‘restrictive’. An interim order cannot be made unless there are grounds to support the making of a final order,
and it is in the public interest. Further, a declaration that a condition is ‘restrictive’ is made by a court, and
only if the court is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the declaration is necessary to address the risk of the
offender committing certain serious offences. The need to address such risks, and the potential gravity of harm
that such risks pose to the community is not lessened by the fact that an offender is subject to an interim order.
Additionally, offenders may transition from a supervision order to an interim order while an application for
renewal is pending determination, and this amendment prevents order conditions from being arbitrarily altered
during this process. I note that a ruling relating to whether to declare a condition to be ‘restrictive’ can be
appealed, and that the mandatory minimum sentence will not apply unless the offender intentionally or
recklessly contravenes a restrictive condition and the court does not consider a ‘special reason’ exists.
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In this context, and in light of the important deterrent effect of restrictive conditions in addressing an
offender’s risk of reoffending, I consider that clause 7 is compatible with the rights to liberty, a fair trial and
protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment.
Part 2 of the Bill also includes technical amendments to Schedule 4 to the Serious Offenders Act to clarify
the operation of savings and transitional provisions of the Serious Offenders Act in respect of sex offenders
who were subject to post-sentence orders under the repealed Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and
Supervision) Act 2009 and originally sentenced by a magistrate, including ensuring that the court or Post
Sentence Authority can decide where these offenders reside such as at a residential facility.
Clause 17 amends Schedule 1 to the Serious Offenders Act to include the offence of sexual activity directed
at another person (which involves engaging in a sexual activity to cause fear or distress in a person who sees
the activity) as a serious sex offence under that Act. The effect of this amendment is that a person who is over
the age of 18 and who has a custodial sentence imposed on them by the Supreme Court or County Court for
this offence is an ‘eligible offender’ under section 8 of the Act (provided the other criteria in that section are
met). This means that the Secretary may apply for a supervision order in respect of that person, and the
Director of Public Prosecutions may apply for a detention order. By bringing persons who have had a custodial
sentence imposed on them for this offence into the serious offender scheme, a number of rights may be
engaged, including the rights to freedom of movement, liberty, privacy, expression, not to be punished more
than once and to be protected against a retrospective penalty.
Detailed consideration of the rights engaged by the serious offenders scheme is contained in the Statement of
Compatibility for the Serious Offenders Bill 2018. For the reasons contained therein, I consider that Part 2 of
the Bill is compatible with human rights as set out in the Charter.
The Hon Ben Carroll MP
Minister for Corrections

Second reading
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (10:21): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
The main purpose of the Justice Legislation Amendment (Serious Offenders and Other Matters) Bill 2019 is
to strengthen the operation of prisons, parole and the post-sentence supervision scheme to further enhance
community safety.
In summary, the main reforms in the Bill will amend the Corrections Act 1986, the Serious Offenders
Act 2018, and the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 to:
•

improve the administration of prisons, in particular by excluding the application of Emergency
Management Days in relation to the riot at the Metropolitan Remand Centre in 2015 and any future cases
of emergencies, riot and other significant security incidents caused or contributed to by prisoners in
prisons, police gaols and other places of custody

•

improve protections for victims of crime from prisoner correspondence that may be distressing or
traumatic or place them at risk of exploitation or manipulation

•

improve the operation of the parole system including modernising the membership of the Adult Parole
Board

•

improve the operation of the post-sentence detention and supervision scheme for serious sex offenders
and serious violent offenders including clarifying the operation of certain powers and procedures to best
manage offenders’ risks to the community

•

enable the publication of research on offending-related issues to further reduce the risk of recidivism, and

•

reform the information sharing regimes to strengthen information sharing to manage offenders for a
range of purposes including for the administration of the post-sentence scheme and the administration
of prisons in particular where prisoners under 18 years of age are transferred to prison.

I will now turn to the provisions of the Bill in more detail.
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Reforms to prisons
Emergency Management Days
Victoria’s prisons, police gaols and other places of custody must always be secure and safe for persons held
there and for the staff working there.
Prisoners should not get reduced sentences when they are the cause of significant security incidents in custody.
The Bill will enshrine this principle in law.
Under section 58E of the Corrections Act, the Secretary of the Department of Justice and Community Safety
may reduce the length of a prisoner’s sentence by granting Emergency Management Days where a prisoner
is of good behaviour during an emergency or industrial action, or in other circumstances that are unforeseen
and special.
Specifically, the Bill excludes for all prisoners the application of Emergency Management Days in relation to
the prison riots at the Metropolitan Remand Centre in 2015, irrespective of whether or not they were involved
in any way. The amendments also apply to any emergency, riot or other significant security incident in the
future that is caused or contributed to by a prisoner or prisoners. For example, prisoners will not get a reduced
sentence when there is a security response to prisoners who caused a fire or assaulted another prisoner or staff
member. The amendments apply to prisons, police gaols and other places of custody such as court cells.
The reforms reflect the paramount principle that prisoners should not receive a reduced sentence when
prisoners cause or contribute to a significant breach of custodial security.
Prisoner Compensation Quarantine Fund
The Corrections Act currently allows for the establishment of a Prisoner Compensation Quarantine Fund to
receive certain damages awarded to a sentenced prisoner and to allow some of those funds to be recoverable
by the prisoner’s victims. A Prisoner Compensation Quarantine Fund only applies to compensation paid for
injuries suffered by sentenced prisoners. Recent cases have rightly raised concerns about the operation of
these laws including the complexity of accessing the funds by victims of crimes.
The Bill will address these concerns by extending the operation of the Prisoner Compensation Quarantine
Fund to include compensation paid to unconvicted prisoners who are on remand at the time of the incident,
but who are subsequently convicted and sentenced to imprisonment. This will ensure victims of crime have
greater access to the fund.
Prisoner contraband and correspondence—protecting victims of crime
Prisons must be clean of contraband. Victims of crime must be protected from inappropriate prisoner
correspondence. That is why there are existing laws that control the items, such as letters and parcels, which
may come in and out of a prison. It is a crime carrying up to 2 years imprisonment to introduce or possess
contraband in prison. In 2017, the Victorian Government introduced new laws to address possession of mobile
phones and other types of contraband in prison. New laws were also introduced by the Victorian Government
in 2017 to ban ‘drones’ flying at and within ‘no go zones’ of prisons. These were significant measures to
combat contraband, and control what property may come in and out a prison, but more can always be done.
Currently, under the Corrections Act, letters can be inspected and disposed of by correctional staff if there are
security concerns, such as attempts to smuggle contraband. The Bill will introduce further powers under the
Corrections Act to address the increase in delivery of parcels into prisons. This can lead to problems such as
the storage of excess or perishable property in a prisoner’s cell, and the introduction of items which can be
traded or used to repay debts. The Bill will clarify existing powers and provide new powers to enable these
items to be managed as prisoners’ property including allowing the storage of the items until the prisoner’s
release. Parcels can be inspected and disposed of by correctional staff if there are security concerns, including
potential contraband.
The Bill introduces new protections for victims of crime from prisoner correspondence that may be distressing
or traumatic or place them at risk of exploitation or manipulation. Section 47D of the Corrections Act is
amended to provide that the prison Governor may stop all or part of a letter or parcel from being sent or received
by a prisoner if the Governor reasonably believes that the sender does not know the prisoner and the sender
may be placed at risk of exploitation or manipulation. Section 47DA of the Corrections Act is also amended to
make it an offence for a prisoner to send a parcel to a victim if the prisoner ought reasonably to know that the
parcel contains anything that may be regarded as distressing or traumatic by the victim or any other victim who
might reasonably receive it. The maximum penalty for this offence is six months imprisonment.
These measures further strengthen protections for victims of crimes and keep prisons safe and secure.
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Prisoner requested delayed release
The Bill will also amend the Corrections Act to allow a prisoner, who is ordered to be released, granted parole
or granted bail, to request to stay in prison until the next working day. Other jurisdictions, such as New South
Wales and Western Australia, already have such laws. In some rare cases, prisoners are released on a
weekend, or late in the day if released on bail or remand, and are unable to arrange transitional services for
their release including accommodation. In these limited cases, this reform will allow transitional services,
including accommodation, to be in place on release from custody.
Parole reform
Modernisation of the membership of the Adult Parole Board
Parole is the structured and supervised release of a prisoner under sentence into the community. It is a privilege
to be released on parole, not a right. Community safety is the paramount consideration in all parole decisions.
Parole decisions are made by the Adult Parole Board. The current chairperson of the Adult Parole Board is a
retired Judge of the County Court and is to be commended for his significant and ongoing contribution to
Adult Parole Board and the parole system.
In 2013, legislative reforms were introduced following recommendations made by the former High Court
Judge, Ian Callinan AC, in his Review of the Parole System in Victoria, commonly known as the Callinan
Review. Those reforms included expanding the pool of serving and retired Judges who could be appointed to
the Adult Parole Board, including as chairperson. Since that reform, no appointments from that broader pool
have been made, and all subsequent appointments of chairpersons since 2013 have been retired Judges of the
Supreme Court or County Court. There have been challenges in appointing Judges to the Adult Parole Board,
partly due to the retirement age of Judges and the fact that retired Judges may continue serving in the courts
as reserve Judges.
Since those reforms in 2013 have not had the practical effect of broadening the senior membership of the
Adult Parole Board, further measures are necessary to modernise the membership of the Adult Parole Board
to address the ongoing shortage of qualified persons who are eligible to be appointed as senior members of
the Adult Parole Board. Mr Callinan noted that the need for his recommended measures relating to the
chairperson was for at least the period of the implementation of his reforms which was six years ago. Since
then, all of Mr Callinan’s review recommendations have been implemented.
Significantly, the Bill will broaden the category of senior, skilled and experienced persons who can be
appointed as chairperson and deputy chairperson of the Adult Parole Board to include Australian lawyers of
at least 10 years’ experience. The Bill will also clarify, to avoid doubt, that the chairperson can be appointed
on a full-time or part-time basis, which may attract a greater pool of senior, skilled and experienced persons.
A lawyer of 10 years’ experience can currently be appointed as a Judge or Magistrate and is therefore suitable
to fulfil these senior roles at the Adult Parole Board. Moreover, this qualification is a higher standard than that
currently required for appointment as a Judge of the Supreme Court or a Judge of the County Court, which
provide that a lawyer of at least five years’ standing may be appointed. In South Australia, Queensland,
Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory, the relevant legislation enables the chairperson of the parole
boards to be a legal practitioner. Hence, the Bill sets a threshold of experience as a lawyer commensurate with
the seniority, skills, experience and leadership required for the role at the Adult Parole Board.
These reforms align with the membership structure of the Post Sentence Authority under the Serious
Offenders Act. The first chairperson of the Post Sentence Authority was former State Coroner, former County
Court Judge and former Chief Magistrate His Honour Ian Gray. The current chairperson, since 30 March
2019, is Michele Williams QC who previously practised as a criminal barrister for 15 years before being
appointed as a Crown Prosecutor in 2002 and a Queen’s Counsel in 2005. Under this Bill, a person of similar
skills and experience could be appointed as chairperson and deputy chairperson of the Adult Parole Board.
The Bill removes the requirement for the Secretary of the Department of Justice and Community Safety to be
a member of the Adult Parole Board. While permitted in the Corrections Act since 1996, the Secretary has
rarely, if ever, sat at meetings as a member of the Board. On the other hand, departmental employees, on
behalf of the Secretary, provide advice and assistance to the Board that is crucial to its informed decisionmaking about parole matters. The requirement for the Secretary to be a member of the Board is a historical
law that is no longer reflective of current practice.
This package of measures ensure the membership structure of the Adult Parole Board is one that fosters
leadership, experience and innovation through both continuity and renewal. The Adult Parole Board has been
consulted and strongly supports these reforms.
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Adding extortion with threat to kill as a serious violent offence for parole decisions
The offence of extortion with the threat to kill under section 27 of the Crimes Act 1958 is a serious offence
carrying up to 15 years imprisonment. The criminal conduct entails threatening to kill a person coupled with
a demand, ordinarily for the benefit of the offender, such as payment of money. For this reason, it is a more
serious offence than the general offence of threat to kill under section 20 of the Crimes Act, which carries up
to 10 years imprisonment. However, only threat to kill is currently listed as a serious violent offence in the
Corrections Act. The Bill will remedy this anomaly by adding extortion with the threat to kill to the list of
serious violent offences for the purpose of all parole decisions.
As at the time of introducing this Bill, there are approximately 14 sentenced prisoners who will be captured
by this reform. It will be harder for these prisoners, and any new prisoners sentenced for this offence, to get
parole because their release will be decided by the Serious Violent Offender or Sexual Offender Division of
the Adult Parole Board as overseen by the chairperson. If the prisoner is released on parole, it will be easier
to cancel their parole and return them to prison due to a risk to community safety.
Reforms to the post-sentence scheme for serious offenders
On 3 September 2018, a new post-sentence scheme was introduced in Victoria for the detention and
supervision scheme of serious sex offenders and serious violent offenders under the Serious Offenders Act.
The scheme applies to this category of offenders because they have finished their prison sentences but
continue to pose an unacceptable risk to the community.
The legislative reforms were supported by the establishment of a new $52 million facility located next to
Hopkins Correctional Centre, called the Rivergum Residential Treatment Centre, for those offenders who
require intensive treatment and supervision. This was part of the Victorian Government’s $390 million
investment in Victoria’s post-sentence scheme, in response to the 2015 Harper Review, including expanding
the scheme to include serious violent offenders.
The Bill continues the reforms to the post-sentence scheme in Victoria by creating efficiencies and simplifying
existing processes. A range of housekeeping amendments are made to the Serious Offenders Act. In
particular, the Bill will make clear that a restrictive condition can be placed on interim supervision order, as
is currently the case with a final supervision order. Restrictive conditions are important in managing an
offender’s serious risks such as drug use and link to further offending and the amendment will allow this to
be done by the courts at the earliest opportunity.
The Bill also suspends the mandatory requirement for the review of coordinated services plans for offenders
serving 12 months or more in custody. Coordinated services plans are not relevant when an offender is in
custody as these services are targeted to manage an offender’s risk in the community. The review by a court
of an intensive treatment and supervision condition (the condition to reside at the Rivergum secure residential
facility) will now be made no later than 12 months after the condition commences, rather than when it was
made, to ensure more contemporaneous information is provided to the court when the supervision order is
reviewed.
Other housekeeping amendments to the post-sentence scheme include clarifying how temporary conditions
on a supervision order can be renewed by a court to further aid an offender’s rehabilitation; and allowing the
court to consider all of an offender’s compliance with post sentence orders when making a non-publication
order, including previous orders under the previous scheme under the Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and
Supervision) Act 2009. The housekeeping amendments also clarify the savings and transitional provisions of
the Serious Offenders Act in respect of sex offenders originally sentenced by a magistrate where the post
sentence order imposed under the previous scheme is still in force, including that the court or Post Sentence
Authority can decide under the Serious Offenders Act where these offenders reside such as at a residential
facility.
Publication of research
Research and evaluation informs evidence based policy and practice. Research on offending related issues is
a valuable tool to evaluate the schemes, reforms, programs and services principally aimed to reduce reoffending and keep the community safe. Such research assists in ensuring best practices are being employed
in the formulation and administration of the criminal justice system including addressing factors related to
criminal offending, assessing and managing risk through effective interventions, and to further protect victims
of crime and the community.
To avoid doubt, the Bill will amend the Serious Offenders Act and the Corrections Act to create an explicit
power for the Secretary of the Department of Justice and Community Safety (or appropriate delegate) to
approve the publication of the research. There are existing robust departmental processes around ethics and
accuracy for sharing and publication of information for research purposes and these will continue to apply.
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The amendment will ensure the research can continue to be conducted, approved, managed, evaluated and
published. To avoid doubt, the amendment will ensure there is clear legal authority to do so.
Information sharing reforms
The Serious Offenders Act and Corrections Act contain laws that govern how information is shared about
offenders and prisoners in the justice system to ensure it is done for official duties and purposes. Several
housekeeping amendments are necessary to ensure these laws are operating smoothly as intended. In
particular, the Bill will enable information sharing:
•

in response to a threat to a person’s safety or welfare, and

•

to assist in the delivery of the National Disability Insurance Scheme to offenders.

The Bill will also authorise sharing of information about offenders with the Department of Premier and
Cabinet in relation to whole of government initiatives, informing policy making and service planning and
design, including to support the Victorian Data Sharing Act 2017.
The Bill also amends the Corrections Act and the Children, Youth and Families Act to permit information
sharing by the Department of Justice and Community Safety on a case-by-case basis with the Commission
for Children and Young People in relation to prisoners under 18 years of age who are transferred or sentenced
to an adult prison. This reform provides additional oversight of the safety and welfare of prisoners under 18
years of age. In addition, the amendment of the Children, Youth and Families Act expressly allows officers
from the Department of Justice and Community Safety to communicate or disclose confidential information,
including information given to the Youth Parole Board that is not disclosed in a decision or reasons for a
decision of the Board, to the Commission for Children and Young People.
The Bill demonstrates the further action this Government is taking to strengthen the justice system in order to
protect our community and keep it safe.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Mr WELLS (Rowville) (10:22): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for 13 days. Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 29 October.
BUILDING AMENDMENT (CLADDING RECTIFICATION) BILL 2019
Statement of compatibility
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (10:23): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, I
table a statement of compatibility in relation to the Building Amendment (Cladding Rectification)
Bill 2019.
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Building Amendment (Cladding Rectification)
Bill 2019.
In my opinion, the Building Amendment (Cladding Rectification) Bill 2019, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined
in this statement.
Overview
The Bill introduces amendments to the Building Act 1993 (Principal Act) to—
•

provide the Authority with appropriate functions to provide information and advice on rectification
work and make payments to persons or bodies eligible for financial assistance for rectification
work;

•

impose an additional building permit levy as a contribution towards the costs of carrying out the
Authority’s functions related to rectification work;

•

make provision for a new account—the Cladding Safety Victoria Account (CSV Account)—
within the Victorian Building Authority Fund to:
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•

receive money from the additional building permit levy and other specified sources for the purposes
of rectification work (and related purposes);

•

enable money to be paid out from the CSV Account for rectification work, the review of the
building legislative framework and related purposes;

•

enable claims for payment to be made for building works associated with rectification work;

•

make provision for the appropriation of certain sums out of the Consolidated Fund for payment
into the CSV Account; and

•

provide for a review of the new additional levy amount to be conducted within four years of
commencement of the relevant provisions.

The Bill also amends the Principal Act to provide that the State is subrogated the rights and remedies of a
person, who is granted such financial assistance, to take legal action or make a claim against any person in
relation to the installation of such non-compliant cladding. This will provide the State with a legal ground to
take systematic legal action to recover the losses caused by wrongdoers who have installed non-compliant
cladding. The rights to which the State is subrogated are specified as all rights that the person in receipt of
financial assistance has in contract, tort, equity or under legislation to take action against the wrongdoer.
Human Rights Issues
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to the Bill
Right to privacy and reputation (section 13)
The Bill contains various provisions which require the sharing of personal information relating to applicants of
a building permit. Clause 13 amends section 205H(1) of the Principal Act which requires that information about
the cost of building work must be provided with an application for a building permit. New Section 205H(1A)
requires the costs of the whole of the building work to be carried out in the case of an application for a high
value staged permit to be provided with the application. This amendment is intended to ensure that the increased
levy is assessed against the whole of the building work and then applied to staged applications.
The new levy rates in the Bill will apply to classes of building that are often completed through the staging of
building permits. The Bill provides for the levy in these cases to be calculated on the total costs of the building
work to be completed over stages.
To the extent that this information may disclose further personal information about an individual, the right to
privacy may be relevant. This information is required in order to calculate the correct amount of levy payable.
Section 205H of the Principal Act already requires information about the cost of building work to be provided
in the application for a building permit. The amendment clarifies that the costs are those for the whole of the
building work proposed and enables the permit levy to be more correctly calculated.
Whilst the above clauses engage the right to privacy, in my view they do not limit it. The right in section 13(a)
of the Charter will only be limited where an interference with privacy is unlawful and arbitrary. Powers which
authorise a limit on privacy must be conferred by legislation or common law, be confined and structured
rather than unclear, be accessible to the public, and be formulated precisely. Any interference with privacy
under these clauses will be lawful, by virtue of the clauses themselves which are precise and appropriately
circumscribed, and they are also proportionate to the legitimate aims sought by those clauses, so they are not
arbitrary. In the event that the right is limited, it is my view that any limit is reasonable and demonstrably
justified under section 7(2) of the Charter given the beneficial purposes of the sections, their necessity to the
operation of the legislative scheme and the fact that the restrictions on the right are no more than is necessary
to achieve those purposes.
For these reasons, any interference to the right to privacy that may occur by way of the operation of this
amendment will be neither unlawful nor arbitrary, and therefore does not limit the right to privacy.
Right to property (section 20)
The Bill amends the Principal Act to insert new Division 4 of Part 12 in order to provide that the State is
subrogated to the rights and remedies of a person, who is granted such financial assistance, to take legal action
or make a claim against any person in relation to the installation of such non-compliant cladding. This may
engage the right to property under the Charter.
Subrogation is the process by which one party (in this case the State of Victoria) is substituted for another so
that it may enforce that other’s rights against a third party for its own benefit. Examples of the right of
subrogation include contracts of indemnity or of insurance in relation to which subrogation is viewed as
inherent part.
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The statutory scheme proposed by this amendment is not unique. Indeed, there are other examples in statute
of schemes which permit a government body to recover funds that it has disbursed in compensating persons
who have suffered as a result of the actions of a wrongdoer. One such example involves compensation to
clients for defalcations by their solicitors. In this particular context, the statutory scheme provides that on
payment of a claim from a fund, the fidelity fund is subrogated the rights and remedies of the claimant against
any person in relation to the default to which the claim relates.
‘Property’ in section 20 of the Charter has a wider meaning than the title to or ownership of property, and
‘deprived’ has a wider meaning than being stripped of title or ownership. Property may extend to contractual
rights. To the extent the clauses on subrogation may result in deprivations of property, I consider that such
deprivations will be in accordance with law and compatible with the right to property under the Charter.
If it is considered that the right in section 20 is limited, I consider that limit would be reasonable and
demonstrably justified under section 7(2) of the Charter because the people who receive cladding rectification
funding will be compensated for the losses caused to their property by the failures of building practitioners,
architects, building surveyors and other consultants, through the financial assistance to be provided by the
State and the Cladding Safety Account. They will be relieved of the burden of funding these works themselves
and attempting to take legal action to recover their costs of doing so. The subrogation of their legal rights to
the State is commensurate with the benefits of participating in the Cladding rectification program funding.
Right to be presumed innocent (section 25)
Section 25(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged with a criminal offence has the right to be
presumed innocent until proved guilty. While this Bill does not impose criminal sanctions, it does create a
provision which reverses the burden of proof. In the interests of comprehensiveness, this provision has been
considered in light of the principles set out by s 25(1) of the Charter.
New Division 4 of Part 12 of the Principal Act to be inserted by the Bill creates a new statutory subrogation
regime that applies with respect to both natural persons and other entities. Where a right has been conferred
under subrogation, that right is enforceable jointly and severally against that entity or entities and the people
who were its directors or in control of that entity at the time the act or omission that gave rise to the right
occurred. To the extent that the statutory subrogation regime applies, the Bill provides that the onus of proof
is on the directors and/or persons in control of an entity to establish that the act and/or omission occurred
without their knowledge or consent.
Although this provision requires a director and/or person in control of an entity to raise evidence to prove that
they are not captured by new Division 4, I am satisfied that the provision imposes an evidential, rather than
legal burden. Courts in other jurisdictions have generally taken the approach that an evidential onus on a
defendant to raise a defence does not limit the presumption of innocence. The defences and excuses required
by this new provision relate to matters within the knowledge of the directors and/or persons in control of that
entity, which is appropriate in circumstances where placing the onus on the State would involve the proof of
a negative which would be very difficult.
For the above reasons, I am satisfied that these reversal of onus of proof provisions of new Division 4 to be
introduced by the Bill do not limit the rights set out in section 25(1) of the Charter.
Hon Richard Wynne MP, Minister for Planning

Second reading
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (10:23): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
The Bill amends the Building Act 1993 to further implement the Victorian government’s commitment to
improve the building regulatory regime to increase safety and compliance of buildings with regulatory
requirements.
The use of combustible cladding in Victorian buildings is a critical public safety issue—one that the
government takes very seriously and is committed to rectifying. After the Lacrosse building fire in 2014, the
government embarked on Australia’s first ever audit to identify buildings fitted with combustible cladding
and to assess their risk rating.
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In 2017, the government established the Victorian Cladding Taskforce jointly chaired by former Premier and
architect Ted Baillieu, and former Deputy Premier and Minister for Planning John Thwaites. The Taskforce
was established to oversee the continuing audit of buildings to identify where cladding was used
inappropriately, to propose options for rectification and to make recommendations to the government on how
to improve compliance and enforcement of building regulations to better protect the health and safety of
building occupants.
The Taskforce released an interim report in December 2017 and a final report in July 2019. One of its key
recommendations was for the government to take action to rectify buildings with high-risk cladding and to
establish a dedicated cladding agency.
On 16 July 2019, the government announced a $600 million package to rectify buildings with combustible
cladding. A grants program will provide funding for rectification works on hundreds of buildings found to
have high-risk cladding to make sure they’re safe and compliant with all building regulations. The program
will be overseen by a new agency, Cladding Safety Victoria, which will manage funding and work with
owners corporations from start to finish.
The Bill will assist the government deliver these commitments.
Enabling Cladding Safety Victoria to administer the cladding rectification program
Cladding Safety Victoria has been established as a business unit of the Victorian Building Authority.
Therefore, the Bill provides the Authority with additional functions, so that they may be carried out by
Cladding Safety Victoria in administering the cladding rectification program.
These new functions will enable Cladding Safety Victoria to provide information and advice on cladding
rectification work, and to monitor and provide financial assistance in relation to cladding rectification work.
An increase to the building permit levy to help fund the cladding rectification program
The Bill provides for a targeted increase to the rate of building permit levy to provide $300 million in funding
for the cladding rectification program.
Additional amounts of building permit levy are to be payable:
•

for a building that is a Class 2 (apartments), Class 3 (hotels), Class 4 (dwellings attached to
commercial buildings), Class 5 (offices), Class 6 (shops), Class 7 (car parks and warehouses) and
Class 8 (laboratories and factories), within the meaning of the Building Code of Australia; and

•

where the building work is not located in ‘regional Victoria’ (as defined in section 18(8) of the
First Home Owner Grant Act 2000).

In these circumstances, the following additional rates of building permit levy will be payable:
•

for building work where a building permit is required and the cost of the building work is equal to
or greater than $800,000 and less than $1 million, an additional rate of 0.128 cents per dollar;

•

for building work where a building permit is required and the cost of the building work is equal to
or greater than $1 million and less than $1.5 million, an additional rate of 0.256 cents per dollar; and

•

for building work where a building permit is required and the cost of the building work is equal to
or greater than $1.5 million, an additional rate of 0.82 cents per dollar.

The Bill outlines how the building permit levy increase will apply where applicants seek to use staged building
permits. The Authority will be provided with the ability to assess the building permit levy based on the total
cost of works, which must be advised on the application for a building permit number for the first staged
permit. The applicable levy rate will then be determined and applied to the cost of works for each staged
permit. The Authority will have the ability to reassess the rate and levy payable throughout the stages of
construction, and once the final staged permit has been approved.
Establishment of financial management arrangements for the building permit levy increase
The Bill establishes the Cladding Safety Victoria Account within the Victorian Building Authority Fund, to
be administered by the Authority. Relevant financial management provisions include:
•

providing for the payment of appropriated funds and amounts from the building permit levy
increase into the Account; and

•

enabling payments out of the Account to fund administration of the cladding rectification program
and a review of the building legislative framework.
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Review of the building permit levy increase
The Bill includes a mechanism for review of the ongoing need for the additional building permit levy to be
used for rectification work. Such a review will ensure any levy payable remains appropriate considering any
changes to the scope and/or duration of the cladding rectification program.
The review must be completed no later than four years from commencement of the relevant provisions of the
Bill. The Minister for Planning will be required to table the review report in Parliament.
Payment of surplus funds back into the Consolidated Fund
At the conclusion of the cladding rectification program, there may be surplus funds in the Cladding Safety
Victoria account from the collection of the building permit levy increase. The Bill provides that the Treasurer,
after consultation with the Minister for Planning and the Authority, may direct the Authority to pay any
surplus amounts in excess of what is expected to be needed to the Consolidated Fund.
Providing for subrogation of rights to the State
In establishing the cladding rectification program, the government pledged to take tough action against
wrongdoers. This includes taking legal action to recover costs from building practitioners or other private
actors responsible for the installation of combustible cladding.
The Bill provides that the State is subrogated to the rights and remedies of the eligible person against any
person against whom the eligible person could make a claim in respect of the installation of combustible
cladding. This right of subrogation in the State arises on the occurrence of either of two events:
•

on the payment by the Authority from the Cladding Safety Victoria Account to a person that the
Authority has determined is eligible for assistance for rectification work; or

•

if a payment was made by the State prior to the commencement of the Bill, a person that it
considered was eligible for financial assistance for rectification work.

When it comes to dealing with the cladding challenge, community safety has got to come first. The changes
to be implemented in the Bill will help avoid the types of tragedies we saw so dramatically at the Grenfell
building fire in 2017 in London where 72 people died. The Bill supports the establishment of a world-leading
program to fix the buildings most at risk and keep Victorians safe.
But this isn’t just about safety, it’s about fairness for people who bought apartments in good faith and were
let down by dodgy builders or dangerous building products.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Mr T SMITH (Kew) (10:23): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
30 October.
MELBOURNE STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT (ENVIRONMENT MITIGATION LEVY)
BILL 2019
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (10:25): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006, I table a statement of compatibility in relation to the Melbourne Strategic Assessment
(Environment Mitigation Levy) Bill 2019.
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Melbourne Strategic Assessment (Environment
Mitigation Levy) Bill 2019 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
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Overview
Most relevantly for present purposes, the Bill is intended to:
1)

impose an environment mitigation levy on persons in respect of certain land, based on specified events;

2)

require the Secretary to establish an ‘environment mitigation information system’ for use in the
calculation of the amount of levy that is payable, and which is capable of recording and making publicly
available information and functions relevant to the calculation of the levy;

3)

establish a scheme:

4)

a)

for calculating and assessing a person’s levy liability; and

b)

allowing liable persons to both object to such assessments and apply to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) for review of the determination of those objections;

establish the Melbourne Strategic Assessment Fund:
a)

into which all amounts received as levies must be paid; and

b)

from which amounts will be paid on the Minister’s approval for purposes relating to the
administration of the Bill and conservation in order to fund measures to mitigate impacts on the
environment caused by the development of certain land.

Human Rights Issues
Human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to the Bill
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to the Bill are:
•

the right to privacy and reputation, as protected under section 13 of the Charter;

•

the right to a fair hearing, as protected under section 24 of the Charter; and

•

property rights, as protected under section 20 of the Charter.

For the reasons outlined below, in my opinion, the Bill is compatible with each of these rights.
The right to privacy (section 13)
Section 13(a) of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. An interference with privacy will not be ‘unlawful’
where it is permitted by a law which is precise and appropriately circumscribed. Interferences with privacy
will not be ‘arbitrary’ provided they are reasonable in the particular circumstances, and just and proportionate
to the legitimate end they seek to achieve.
Requirements to provide information and power to enter onto Crown land
Part 3, Division 5 of the Bill contains provisions that involve compulsory disclosure to the Secretary of certain
construction-related information. Clause 43 requires a person responsible for the carrying out of certain works
on Crown land in the levy area to provide the Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning specified information (including the name and contact details of the entity that carried out the works
and any occupier of the Crown land). Clause 44 requires the person responsible for the carrying out of building
work on Crown land in the levy area to provide the Secretary a copy of the building permit application and
certain other information, including the name and contact details of the applicant, any occupier and the
relevant building surveyor.
The Secretary also has power to request further specified information from a building surveyor (clause 112).
While statutory compulsion of information such as name and contact details may in some circumstances
interfere with the right to privacy, in the context of the regulation of land, this is unlikely to be so. This is
because applicants and other persons connected with Crown land would expect that such information may be
required in certain circumstances. In any event, the basis for any interference is set out clearly in law and is
not arbitrary as the information is required for the proper administration of the levy.
Part 7, Division 4 of the Bill also provides powers to gather information or documents in relation to Crown
land, and to enter upon Crown land to search and inspect the land and any thing found on it. That power also
includes a power to inspect and make copies of any documents found on the land or premises.
Specifically, clause 111 permits the Secretary, in certain circumstances where a levy is or may be payable in
respect of Crown land, to request in writing that a liable person or Crown land manager provide certain
information or documents and provide these on oath or by statutory declaration. Information provided orally
may be recorded.
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Clause 113 permits an authorised officer to enter Crown land for purposes relating to assessing liability to pay
and the amount of a levy. Under clause 113(2), officers can search the land or premises or any thing on it,
inspect the land or premises, record images or make sketches of the land, or inspect and make copies of, or
take extracts from, any document kept on the land.
In each provision under Part 7, Division 4 of the Bill, the powers are clearly set out and are strictly confined
by reference to the purpose for which they can be exercised. Additionally, clause 113 is also subject to
appropriate legislative safeguards. Specifically, the powers of entry and search under clause 113 cannot be
exercised in relation to premises used for residential purposes except with the written consent of the occupier
of the premises (clause 113(4)). Further, none of the powers in clause 113, including to enter, inspect and
record images of the land, can be exercised if the authorised officer fails to produce, on request, an identity
card issued to them by the Secretary. Accordingly, to the extent that these investigation powers could interfere
with a person’s privacy, any interference would not constitute an unlawful or arbitrary interference. I therefore
consider that neither of these provisions limit the right to privacy.
Establishment of environment mitigation information system
The right to privacy may also appear to be relevant to the establishment of the environment mitigation
information system, which the Bill requires the Secretary to establish and maintain. However, in my view
there is no substantive interference with the right.
Specifically, clause 19 provides that the Secretary must establish and maintain a computer system capable of
both recording certain details relating to land, and doing ‘any other thing that the Secretary considers
appropriate’. Under clause 20, the public must be given access to use the system, which would include access
to the information gathered from and data stored in the system. In my view, these provisions do not interfere
with any person’s right to privacy, as the information to be recorded and made accessible is not private in
nature. Rather, the information primarily relates to the identification of certain types of land and geographic
coordinates. Although the system may include other information that the Secretary considers appropriate, the
inclusion of any further information would need to be compatible with the right to privacy and is unlikely to
be private in nature.
Right to a fair hearing (section 24(1))
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged with a criminal offence or a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a competent, independent and impartial
court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing. The Charter right to a fair hearing is not limited to judicial
proceedings and can include administrative proceedings. The fair hearing right encompasses the concept of
procedural fairness, which includes the requirement that a party have a reasonable opportunity to put their
case under conditions which do not place that party at a substantial disadvantage relative to their opponent.
Evidentiary provisions
Part 7, Division 5 provides for various presumptions to be made regarding the evidentiary value of certain
documents, and as a result of the issue of a certificate. Clause 114 provides for a presumption that a document
issued by the Secretary or their delegate is admissible in any proceeding and, in the absence of contrary
evidence, is proof that the document was issued by the Secretary. Clause 115 provides that levy assessment
notices (or apparent copies signed by the Secretary) are admissible as evidence in any proceeding, and in the
absence of contrary evidence, are proof of certain matters, including the making and amount of an assessment
and, a person’s liability to pay the levy. Finally, clause 116 provides that a certificate signed by the Secretary
is admissible in any proceeding as evidence of certain matters stated in it, including a person’s liability, the
making of an assessment, the amount of the levy or interest, and that the environment mitigation information
system operated correctly and in accordance with prescribed standards.
These clauses are intended in part to streamline proceedings brought under the Bill by providing prima facie
proof of matters that are either unlikely to be controversial or would be unnecessarily onerous or burdensome
to prove. The presumptions apply in both review proceedings relating to assessments of levy liability under
the Bill and to civil debt recovery proceedings in the case of non-payment of an assessed levy liability.
In the specific context of court proceedings to recover levy debts, clauses 115 and 116 also facilitate proof of
matters that will or should have been determined within the applicable statutory process for assessment,
objection and review. The provisions allow the Secretary to prove, absent any contrary evidence from a
defendant, that all elements of the statutory debt (created by clause 50) are established.
Many of the matters to be presumed or certified relate to evidence that ordinary processes for assessment have
been followed, that assessments and determinations have been made, that amounts of liability are correctly
stated, and that certain processes and systems involved are operating in the ordinary fashion. In respect of the
evidencing of assessments, it is noted that clause 55 of the Bill permits the Secretary to refuse to consider an
application for reassessment in certain circumstances, including where the Secretary considers the application
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to be frivolous, vexatious, misconceived or lacking in substance. The right to a fair hearing includes a right
of access for a liable person to apply for an assessment. This clause imposes a reasonable limitation on this
right. Such a limitation is appropriate and necessary in the circumstances, as it protects the Secretary from
having to spend a disproportionate amount of time dealing with vexatious applications that are lacking in
substance. In respect of the presumption that the environment mitigation information system operated
correctly and in accordance with prescribed standards (clause 116(h)), there is a correlative obligation placed
on the Secretary under clause 19(4), requiring him or her to ensure that the system does meet these standards.
Further, and most importantly, a respondent can still lead evidence to the contrary challenging the evidence
that is certified or the presumption in clause 115. Finally, the presumptions do not interfere with a court or
tribunal’s ability to conduct its proceedings as it sees fit, including the manner in which it evaluates competing
evidence, or the way it affords procedural fairness.
Given the considerations above, I am satisfied that the provisions do not limit the right to a fair hearing.
Onus of proof on objection and review
Clause 68 of the Bill provides that where a party objects to an assessment the onus of proof rests on the
objector. Clause 80 imposes the same onus on a liable person seeking review of the Secretary’s determination
(or non-determination) before VCAT. These provisions replicate the position of parties appealing decisions
of the executive government in court proceedings. Consequently, I am satisfied that they do not limit the right
to a fair hearing.
Immunity of Registrar of Titles from certain claims
Part 3, Division 6, imposes obligations on the Registrar of Titles, upon receiving applications lodged by the
Secretary, to record notifications on a folio in the Register that a levy may be payable in relation to a lot, and
to remove such notifications (clauses 46 and 48). Clause 49 provides that a person is not entitled to receive
any damages or compensation from the Registrar for anything done by the Registrar in compliance with those
clauses (or anything arising from that compliance). In effect, clause 49 provides the Registrar with a general
immunity from liability for things done in relation to their obligations relating to the Register. The immunity
from that liability confines claims that might otherwise have existed under statute or general law. As such,
clause 49 affects the substantive content of legal rights which may otherwise exist in certain circumstances,
rather than limiting a person’s access to a hearing to determine the application of existing rights.
For these reasons, I consider that the new section does not engage the right in section 24 of the Charter.
Right to property (section 20)
Section 20 of the Charter establishes a right not to be deprived of property other than in accordance with law.
The requirement that deprivation only occur in accordance with law includes a requirement that any such law
not be arbitrary. This means that the law must be accessible to the public generally and the class of persons
who are likely to be affected by the law in particular. The law must also be formulated with sufficient precision
to enable those to whom it applies to guide their conduct accordingly.
Similarly, clauses 35 (which empowers the Secretary to declare that a levy approved for staged payment but
unpaid at the specified date is to be a charge on the land) and 113 (which, as noted above, provides entry and
search powers in certain circumstances) may be viewed as interfering with proprietary interests. However,
they do not amount to a limit on the right to property as protected by the Charter.
The Bill makes consequential amendments to the Building Act 1993. New section 24(4A) of the Building
Act will prohibit a surveyor from issuing a building permit in respect of land for which there is a levy
recording under the Bill, unless the applicant for the permit produces a relevant certificate evidencing that the
levy has been paid, is not required to be paid or a staged payment approval has been issued. Similarly, the Bill
also amends the Subdivision Act 1988. New sub section (da) of existing section 5(3) of the Subdivision Act
will require a person who wishes to have certain plans registered in respect of land for which there is a levy
recording to obtain certain certificates relating to levy liability.
While these provisions impact the ability of persons to deal with land they otherwise own, in my view this
does not amount to a deprivation and, in any event, the regulation of those dealings is prescribed by law that
is clear in its terms and application. Accordingly, I do not consider that this requirement limits the right to
property.
The Hon Lily D’Ambrosio
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
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Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (10:25): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
This Bill establishes a Victorian framework for the existing Melbourne Strategic Assessment Program,
originally established in 2010 under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 to mitigate the environmental impacts of urban development in Melbourne’s growth
corridors.
Victoria is a growing state, with our population predicted to reach 10.1 million by 2051. This momentous
population growth is centred on Melbourne, with more than 800,000 new residents joining the city over the
past decade.
The Melbourne Strategic Assessment program, implemented and administered by successive governments
since its inception, has played a vital part in facilitating this growth by providing a planned environmental
offset strategy for Melbourne’s expansion, and a corresponding streamlined environmental assessment
process for urban development in Melbourne’s growth corridors.
The Melbourne Strategic Assessment program was initiated to provide an overarching and strategic
environmental assessment of the impact of urban development within Melbourne’s urban growth corridors.
It was established under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
and aligned with the Victorian native vegetation controls, enabling both State and Commonwealth regulatory
requirements to be met under a single assessment and approval framework.
The program began with an agreement, between the Commonwealth and Victorian Governments, for Victoria
to undertake a vast and thorough strategic assessment of the environmental values within the urban growth
corridors. Through the assessment, high value habitats within these areas were identified for protection,
providing important reserves for threatened species and ecological communities. The assessment also
identified large areas outside of the growth corridors for protection and for the management of their unique
natural values. These reserves were chosen to provide both vital habitat for some of Victoria’s threatened
species and ecological communities, and consolidated environmental offsets for the clearing associated with
Melbourne’s continued long-term urban growth.
Following the strategic assessment, the Commonwealth Minister administering the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 endorsed the Victorian Government’s program for urban
development in Melbourne’s growth corridors. In doing so, the Commonwealth Minister also endorsed the
corresponding environmental mitigation measures to offset the impact of that development on Victoria’s
natural environment. This endorsement, and the subsequent approvals that followed it, have allowed a
streamlined, over-arching approval framework for urban development in Melbourne’s growth corridors—
facilitating the development of areas for housing, businesses and industry.
Under the Melbourne Strategic Assessment program, instead of having to seek separate approvals under both
the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act and the Victorian native
vegetation controls, those undertaking urban development in Melbourne’s growth corridors simply pay a
once-off contribution to the Victorian Government’s provision of the environmental offsets. These approvals
remain valid until December 2060—illustrating the long-term nature of the program.
By removing the need for multiple assessment and application processes, the Melbourne Strategic
Assessment Program has resulted in a significant reduction in red tape, providing around $28 million in
administrative savings to Victorian businesses every year. This does not include the significant savings made
to both the Victorian and Commonwealth Governments in administration costs. This approach has been in
place since 2013, and is now viewed as ‘business as usual’ by the development industry in Melbourne’s
growth areas. It is acknowledged as a vital part of the regulatory infrastructure and its simplicity allows the
housing industry to quickly respond to changes in demand and maintain adequate supply.
This Bill has been created to strengthen, improve and sustain the current program. The legislation will ensure the
continuation of this effective, streamlined process for Melbourne’s continued development and support the
program’s crucial role in the provision of adequate land supply over the next 40 years. The benefits of this
program have been strongly supported by successive Victorian and Commonwealth governments since its
beginnings in 2010, and this Bill represents a key milestone in what has been a long-standing bi-partisan process.
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The Bill sends a clear message to industry that the Government is committed to supporting urban development
in Melbourne’s growth areas. The Bill will further simplify and clarify the current program’s levy structure
and administrative processes in ways which will provide further administrative savings to both the Victorian
Government and industry.
The Bill also sends a clear message that the Government is committed to mitigating the impact of urban
development on threatened species and ecological communities within the growth areas. The new legislative
framework will provide confidence to the Commonwealth Government that Victoria has both the
determination and the capacity to deliver on the environmental commitments which underpin the endorsed
program, which will play a significant role in the protection and restoration of some of Victoria’s unique
threatened species and ecological communities. With the creation of the Western Grassland Reserve in
particular, future Victorians will appreciate and benefit from a large and significant ecological reserve on the
doorstep of both of the state’s two largest urban centres, Melbourne and Geelong—a unique feature
unparalleled in other Australian cities.
Lastly, the Bill will improve the program’s operational and financial transparency—by requiring regular
reviews of the levy rates imposed, ensuring that revenue is adequate and being spent in the most cost-effective
ways; by requiring regular environmental performance audits by the Commissioner for Environmental
Sustainability, ensuring that effective progress is being made toward achieving the program’s conservation
targets; and by establishing a dedicated fund with strict statutory controls ensuring that spending from the
fund is directed solely toward acquiring, protecting and managing the significant habitat areas identified under
the program.
To provide a strong basis for the forty-year lifetime of the program and to cement its role in the provision of
Melbourne’s newest sustainable communities, the Bill will create a Victorian framework for the collection of
the Environment Mitigation Levy. The Environment Mitigation Levy provides a transparent and accountable
way for those undertaking urban development to ensure their projects have a neutral impact on our natural
environment. The simple administration of the levy also means the housing industry can focus on delivering
housing for Melbourne’s growth.
The levy will apply to the vast majority of land within Melbourne’s urban growth corridors—specifically, the
land within the expanded urban growth boundary following planning scheme amendment VC68 in 2010—
excepting those areas where payment has already been made under the existing program. In all respects, the
Bills aims to achieve a ‘neutral translation’ of the existing program into Victorian statute, with additional
clarification of elements of the existing program framework which may otherwise have been ambiguous or
unclear.
For example, the current framework imposes liability in relation to ‘actions associated with urban
development’—a very broad class of actions which is challenging to define in a practical sense, without
creating a complex regulatory environment for those undertaking urban development to adhere to, and for the
Victorian Government to administer. This Bill will vastly simplify the class of actions giving rise to liability.
On private land, the new framework will require the payment of levies for three distinct trigger events
associated with urban development—the processing of subdivision applications, the issue of extractive
industry work plans, and applications for building permits. On the small amount of public land in the levy
area, the levy may also be triggered by the construction of infrastructure works. The levy may only ever be
collected once from the same piece of land—following payment, the levy liability associated with that land
is permanently discharged. This improved framework provides much needed clarity to industry and the
Victorian Government as to when a levy event has occurred and a levy liability due.
Monies collected will be spent directly on delivering the program’s consolidated environmental
commitments—creating vital reserves for the protection of threatened species and communities. The delivery
of these commitments is managed by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
The commitments consist of:
o

The protection and management of the 15,000 hectare Western Grassland Reserves, primarily for
the conservation of the critically endangered ecological community of Natural Temperate
Grassland of Victoria’s Volcanic Plain.

o

The protection and management of 1,200 hectares of the nationally threatened Grassy Eucalypt
Woodland ecological community to form a Grassy Eucalypt Woodland Reserve.

o

The protection of 36 areas of high biodiversity value within Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary,
to provide for the conservation of native vegetation, and threatened species such as the Growling
Grass Frog, a species still found in some of Melbourne’s vital watercourses, including the Werribee
River, and the Merri and Cardinia Creeks.
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o

Additional reserves outside the Urban Growth Boundary to conserve important habitat for the
Golden Sun Moth, Spiny Rice-flower and Matted Flax-lily.

o

Other conservation actions for threatened species impacted by urban development, such as the
Southern Brown Bandicoot, and the Australian Grayling, as well as migratory bird species
protected under international treaties.

The levy itself is comprised of seven different components, one each for native vegetation patches and
scattered trees, and the other five each corresponding to threatened species listed as matters of national
environment significance under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (the Golden
Sun Moth, the Growling Grass Frog, the Southern Brown Bandicoot, the Matted Flax-lily, and the Spiny
Rice-flower), each of which were identified at the time of the original assessment as being significantly
impacted by the urban development in Melbourne’s growth corridors.
Each of the seven components is mapped across the levy area, with the mapping deriving from the extensive
habitat survey work and modelling data that was collected during the original 2010 assessment. Each of the
levy components have been mapped across the program area to create the Environment Mitigation Dataset.
To ensure that all losses due to urban development since the commencement of the program are adequately
captured, the dataset is ‘time-stamped’ at 2010, and will not be subsequently updated or modified. Once levy
event occurs on a land parcel in the program area, the levy liabilities for that specific parcel of land is
calculated from this dataset, according to the levy components mapped against that parcel. Each of these levy
components attract different levy rates, based on the estimated cost to mitigate the clearing of that type of
vegetation or habitat for development.
The rates currently being charged under the program were initially informed by a cost recovery model
developed in 2013. and were calculated to fully recover the estimated cost of delivering the program’s
conservation commitments, over the duration of the program to 2060.
Calculating the costs of delivering a program over such a long time-frame inevitably involves a very high
degree of uncertainty. It is therefore important to ensure that these costs are regularly reviewed in light of
changing market prices and cumulatively improving evidence base available to the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
The cost of delivering the program commitments was comprehensively reviewed between 2017 and 2019.
The most striking feature of this review was the extent to which land immediately outside the urban growth
boundary had increased in value, according to the assessment of the Valuer General Victoria, during the
relatively short period of time between June 2017 and February 2019. This rapid escalation in land values has
had a significant impact on the estimated cost of acquiring the land identified for the Western Grassland
Reserve and the Grassy Eucalypt Woodland Reserve, and consequently, the cost of delivering the program
overall. The current rates, which were set in 2013 to fully recover the total cost of program delivery, are now
expected to only recover around half this cost.
The Bill takes the opportunity to reset the levy rates to ensure to ongoing financial viability of the program.
The Bill establishes a mechanism to return to rates which will return to the target of full cost recovery
incrementally over five years. This means that by the 2024/25 financial year, persons clearing biodiversity
values in Melbourne’s growth areas to allow for urban development will again be paying for the full cost of
remediating their impacts.
While the Bill does provide for significant levy rates increases over the next five years, these costs remain
small compared to other comparable regulatory charges, and have a limited impact on a per-lot basis. When
the Growth Areas Infrastructure Charge, Infrastructure Contribution Plan levies and Melbourne Water
Drainage Charges are considered along with the Environment Mitigation Levy as regulatory charges typically
faced by growth area developers, the Environment Mitigation Levy will only account for a 4.62 per cent
increase in total regulatory charges by the 2024/25 financial year. On average, the increase to the Environment
Mitigation Levy will impose an additional cost per lot of $152 in the 2020/21 financial year, incrementally
increasing to $1099 by the 2024/25 financial year.
These increases ensure that the cost of managing the biodiversity impacts of urban development in
Melbourne’s growth corridors continues to be borne by the parties responsible for those impacts, and not by
Victorian taxpayers at large.
It should also be remembered that the levy is in place of the significantly more expensive and time-consuming
case-by-case environmental approvals process under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Protection
Act and the Victorian native vegetation controls. The program is primarily designed to ensure the regular
supply of residential land available in Melbourne’s growth corridors—keeping home ownership affordable
and accessible for Victorians.
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To ensure that the levy does not impact directly on home buyers, there are also a range of exclusions included
in the Bill. For example, an application for a building permit for a single dwelling is an excluded matter, as
are building permits for repairs or reinstatement of existing buildings.
The Bill provides significant flexibility for those liable through the ability to defer payments by paying in
stages, retaining a key feature of the current framework which is greatly valued by the regulated community
The Bill requires that the levy rates will be reviewed every five years through a transparent and open process,
to ensure that adequate revenue is being collected and that funds are being expended efficiently and
effectively.
After having given a general overview of the Program and the proposed legislation, I will provide an outline
of the Bill itself, its provisions, and some of its specific features.
The Bill is divided into seven parts. Part 1 details the preliminary matters, including the details surrounding
the commencement of the Bill. The Bill is intended to become fully operational on 1 July 2020, to align with
the commencement of the financial year. This commencement date ought to provide industry with time to
prepare for the upcoming regulatory changes, and to allow any necessary administrative alignment between
the existing Commonwealth approval framework and the new Victorian legislation.
Part 2 provides for the declaration of the levy area and the conservation areas, and the establishment of the
environment mitigation information system. Division 1 of Part 2 provides for the Secretary of the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning having regard to the relevant Commonwealth approvals, to
declare land within the urban growth corridors to be part of the ‘levy area’. Division 1 also outlines how, to
ensure transparency and accessibility, the levy area declaration must be made publicly available for inspection
and publication on the internet.
Division 2 of Part 2 establishes the Environment Mitigation Information System, which utilises the
Environment Mitigation Dataset (containing the mapped and modelled areas of native vegetation and habitat,
and comprehensive surveys for scattered trees within the MSA area) to calculate levy liability for specified
parcels of land.
Part 3 describes the Environment Mitigation Levy and imposes it within the levy area. Details are provided
on when it is payable, for what land, and in what amount—including that it is payable only once for any
particular area of land within the levy area. The component levy rates for the 2020/2021 financial year are set
out, as are provisions for the indexation of the component levy rates in the 2021/2022, 2022/2023, 2023/24
and 2024/25 financial years. The method of indexation is set out separately in Schedule 2 to the Bill. Divisions
within this Part identify liable parties and payment due dates, and establish mechanisms for both the payment
of levies in stages, and for liable parties to reduce their levy liability by transferring privately-held
conservation area land to the Crown. Further Divisions establish the framework for providing notification of
levy events on Crown land, and for the recording of notifications of levy liability on the titles of land that may
be subject to the levy.
Part 4 provides for the assessment of liability and the collection of levies. It contains Divisions addressing
objections and review, including the right of persons to seek a review of assessment of liability, the refunding
of payments in the event of a successful objection, and the charging of interest on payments owing beyond
the due date.
Part 5 concerns the Melbourne Strategic Assessment Fund. It limits expenditure from the Fund to matters
specifically related to the delivery of the Program, and requires the responsible Minister to report on the
balance of, and expenditure from, the Fund in the Department’s annual report.
Part 6 provides for a five-yearly review of the levy rates. The review process will commence three years after
the commencement of the legislation, allowing two years for thorough analysis of the operation of the levy
scheme, the development of a report setting out recommendations for the efficient and effective delivery of
conservation measures, and (if appropriate) recommendation for the adjustment of levy rates. The bill
provides that this review process is repeated every 5 years until the completion of the program.
Part 7 contains provisions of a general nature. Division 1 provides for the Secretary to maintain, and make
publicly available, a register of Crown land within the levy area to which there is no liability under this Act
to pay the levy. Division 2 provides for a certificate regime which provides landowners with confirmation
that they have met their levy liability (in whole or in part), are not subject to a levy in relation to a particular
event, or have an approved staged payment arrangement. These certificates allow for plans of subdivisions to
be lodged, a building permit to be issued, or provide a general official record of the levy status of land. Further
Divisions address the information gathering powers of Authorised Officers and the Secretary, evidentiary
provisions, provisions relating to the service of documents, and provisions relating to delegation of powers,
the creation of regulations, and other administrative matters.
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Part 8 provides for the transitional arrangements, confirming the status of agreements and payments made
under the current framework.
Part 9 contains consequential amendments to other Acts. The Bill will amend the Building Act 1993 to ensure
the Secretary is advised of applications for building permits in the levy area, and make the issue of certain
permits conditional upon the discharge of levy liability, staged payment approval, or the issue of a certificate
relating to an excluded event. The Commissioner of Environmental Sustainability Act 2003 will be amended
to require the Commissioner to make a biennial strategic audit of the program’s implementation. The Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 will be amended to ensure the Secretary is advised of
extractive industry work plans approved within the Program area. The Subdivision Act 1988 will be amended
to require a person to obtain a relevant certificate before seeking to register a plan of subdivision. Finally,
Schedule 1 the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 will be amended to provide for the
conduct of review proceedings relating to an assessment of liability.
Following the consequential amendments are two schedules. Schedule 1 sets out the process for the tabling
and publication requirements for levy area declarations. The intent of the schedule is to reflect the provisions
of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 in relation to legislative instruments, but with modifications better
suited to a map-based instrument. Schedule 2 sets out the formula for the annual indexation of levy rates.
The regulated community have a strong familiarity with the program. In undertaking the original strategic
assessment, the Victorian Government wrote to all landowners within the Melbourne Strategic Assessment
area notifying them of the agreement between the Commonwealth and Victorian Governments to undertake
a strategic assessment of the biodiversity values on their land, and of the requirement for offsetting the matters
of national environmental significance and native vegetation on parcels should they be developed. Since then,
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning has had extensive communication with
landowners throughout the implementation of the Program. Aside from the previously mentioned
administrative improvements, the substance of the legislation will be familiar to those in the development
industry operating within the Melbourne Strategic Assessment area.
One of the key components of the current system that will be maintained is the ability for liable persons to
stage payments, essentially allowing for the matching of the levy liability against cash flow. For example, in
large developments, payments can be scheduled as areas are subdivided and sold. Industry stakeholders have
identified this as a useful and important component of the current system, and as such, the flexibility of tailored
payment arrangements will be expanded by the legislation to include extractive industries and building works.
Part 4 of the Bill sets out the arrangements of the Melbourne Strategic Assessment Fund and its application.
This is one of the key drivers behind the legislation - to provide for the creation of a dedicated fund that will
be an enduring source of resources towards the environmental mitigation measures required for Melbourne’s
ongoing development. By stipulating the activities the fund may be spent on, the legislation provides a
summary of the broad mitigation measures that the Victorian Government must deliver to mitigate the impacts
of urban development within the MSA area.
The mechanisms by which the Victorian Government will achieve many of these mitigation measures have
changed since the beginning of the Program due to legislative, planning, policy, economic and technological
progress, and in response to emerging and changing ecological threats. As the program progresses, the
mechanisms to best achieve the mitigation measures will likely develop further, however the mitigation goals
to be achieved will remain consistent. The Bill provides flexibility to the Victorian Government in how the
mitigation measures are to be achieved, while also containing extensive provisions aimed at ensuring that the
funds are invested efficiently and transparently.
The Bill requires that the income, expenditure and balance of the fund is reported on annually by the Minister
and included in the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning’s annual report of operations—
which is tabled in Parliament under section 45 of the Financial Management Act 1994.
Lastly, the scheme will require the Environment Mitigation Levy rates to be formally reviewed every five
years. The Melbourne Strategic Assessment Program levy framework is based on the principle of full cost
recovery. The five-yearly reviews are intended to prevent over- or under-recovery of funds and price-shocks.
Based on the review, the Minister will be required to cause a report to be prepared that contains a cost-benefit
analysis of the actions to meet the mitigation measures, an estimate of the total levy amounts to be collected,
a statement as to whether the current rates and indexation will recover the required cost of the measures, and
a recommendation should changes be required to the rates or indexation. The report will be required to be
published and allow for submissions. Based on the report and any submissions, a final report will be prepared
and also published. Future governments can then consider whether to reset the rates through future legislative
amendments.
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While it is an extensive process, I believe that the vigorous review process will provide industry and the
Victorian public generally with confidence that the levy rates are being collected for the exclusive purpose of
meeting Victoria’s environmental mitigation commitments, and that the funds are being expended in the most
effective and efficient manner possible.
This Bill firmly establishes the Melbourne Strategic Assessment system into the future—providing the
continuation of this streamlined environmental assessment process vital for Melbourne’s continued growth,
and the establishment of the unprecedented consolidated environmental offsets which are key to the ongoing
recovery of some of Victoria’s threatened species and communities.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Mr WELLS (Rowville) (10:25): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for 13 days. Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 29 October.
ENERGY SAFETY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (VICTORIAN ENERGY SAFETY
COMMISSION AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2019
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (10:26): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006, I table a statement of compatibility in relation to the Energy Safety Legislation Amendment
(Victorian Energy Safety Commission and Other Matters) Bill 2019.
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I
make this statement of compatibility with respect to the Energy Safety Legislation Amendment (Victorian
Energy Safety Commission and Other Matters) Bill 2019 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill:
•

amends the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 to establish a new governance structure for Energy Safe
Victoria as a three-member Commission supported by a Chief Executive Officer, with a Ministerial
power of direction and a Technical Advisory Committee appointed by the Minister, and thereby to
strengthen Energy Safe Victoria’s regulatory decision-making and transform it into an effective,
modern safety regulator;

•

amends the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to establish an electrical lineworker licensing scheme; and

•

makes consequential and related amendments to certain other Acts and for other purposes.

Human rights issues
Section 13—Privacy and reputation
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with, and the right not to have his or her reputation
unlawfully attacked.
The right to privacy is relevant to various provisions in the Bill which either require or permit the disclosure
of personal information which may otherwise be considered private.
Obtaining the personal information of applicants
Clauses 3 to 9 of the Bill amend the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to establish an electrical lineworker licensing
scheme, in the same way the Act now requires other kinds of electrical workers to be licensed. Under the
Electricity Safety (Registration and Licensing) Regulations 2009, applicants for licences must provide
information about their skills, qualifications and experience and this may include personal information.
Although the right to privacy is relevant, persons who are seeking to participate in a regulated industry
necessarily have a diminished expectation of privacy. The information that will be sought is necessary for
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determining an applicant’s eligibility to be licensed and for ensuring only appropriately qualified persons are
engaged in linework on Victoria’s transmission, distribution and traction (rail and tram) networks.
In my opinion, there will be no limitation on the right to privacy where information is obtained and handled
within the confines of the Act and Regulations.
Victorian Energy Safety Commission
Under the Bill, the Victorian Energy Safety Commission (the Commission) will consist of three persons with
skills, qualifications, knowledge and experience in relevant specified areas who are recommended by the
Minister. The Bill also sets out the procedures by which the Commission will make its decisions and what
disclosures must be made by its members.
In particular, the new section 10M in clause 25 requires a Commissioner who has a pecuniary interest in a
matter that is to be considered by the Commission to declare the nature of that pecuniary interest at a meeting
of the Commission or, in the case of a disclosure by the Chairperson, to the Minister. Failure to do so may
lead to removal from office under new section 10G(2) in clause 25.
The new section 17 in clause 26 likewise requires the Chief Executive Officer to declare any pecuniary
interest to the Commission.
The requirement for Commissioners and Chief Executive Officer to declare pecuniary interests may operate
to require the disclosure of personal information, including financial information. As such, it may engage the
right in section 13(a) of the Charter. However, the requirements in new sections 10M and 17 are an important
and appropriate means of avoiding potential conflicts of interest that could undermine the integrity and
internal transparency of decision-making. The obligation is clear and confined, serves a legitimate purpose
and does not arbitrarily limit the right to privacy. I therefore consider new sections 10M and 17 to be
compatible with the right to privacy.
The right to privacy and reputation in section 13 of the Charter may also be relevant to the appointment
process for Commissioners and Acting Commissioners (new sections 10D and 10H in clause 25), the Chief
Executive Officer and an Acting Chief Executive Officer (new sections 14 and 15 in clause 26) and members
of the Technical Advisory Committee (new section 22F in clause 30). Appointees may be required to share
information about their private lives such as their other interests, positions or associations.
The Bill provides as well for removal from office of Commissioners (new section 10G in clause 25) which
engages the right to privacy and reputation as a person’s private life may contribute to the ground for removal
and removal may affect reputation.
However, these provisions serve the legitimate purpose of ensuring appointment of appropriately skilled
persons and are consistent with best practice principles of corporate governance. Accordingly, I consider that
any interference with the right to privacy and reputation in the Bill is neither arbitrary nor unlawful. The
provisions in question are clearly set out, underpin good governance and ensure that the Commission’s
functions are performed free from any perception of bias or conflict of interest.
For these reasons, I am satisfied that the Bill does not limit the right to privacy and reputation.
Section 15—Freedom of expression
Section 15 of the Charter provides that every person has the right to freedom of expression, which includes
the freedom to impart information and ideas of all kinds. The right has also been held to include the right not
to impart information.
The right in section 15 of the Charter is relevant to clause 28 of the Bill which substitutes section 25 of the
Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 to prohibit a person who is, or has been, a Commissioner, the Chief Executive
Officer, an employee and other specified persons from making improper use of any information acquired in
the course of the person’s duties to obtain, directly or indirectly, any pecuniary or other advantage. The
substituted section 25 makes it an offence to do so with a maximum penalty of 100 penalty units.
The substituted section 25 is directed at ensuring the maintenance of confidentiality of information, which
may include both private and commercial information, obtained during the course of a person’s duties and
ensuring those with authority do not use information so gained to advance their own or another person’s
interests.
As such, to the extent that the substituted section 25 may impose a restriction on a person’s right to freedom
of expression, I am satisfied that such a restriction is both lawful and reasonably necessary to respect the rights
and reputations of other persons and for the purpose of public order within the exceptions in section 15(3) of
the Charter.
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Section 18—Taking part in public life
Section 18(2)(b) of the charter provides that every eligible person has the right, and is to have the opportunity,
without discrimination, to have access to the Victorian public service and public office. This right requires
access to positions in the public service and in public office to be based on general terms of equality.
This right is engaged through several clauses of the Bill. As noted above, the Bill: sets criteria for appointment
as a Commissioner or member of the Technical Advisory Committee; provides for terms and conditions of
appointment as a Commissioner, the Chief Executive Officer and a member of the Technical Advisory
Committee; provides for decisions by a quorum of two rather than three Commissioners; and excludes
Commissioners from deliberating on matters in which they have declared a pecuniary interest. (See new
sections 10B, 10D, 10K, 10M, 14, 22D and 22F in clauses 25, 26 and 30.)
These provisions may be perceived as effecting a person’s access to the public service. In fact, they facilitate
equal opportunity to the public service, based on general principles of merit, and facilitate effective
governance practices. The criteria and processes for appointment and involvement in decision-making are
objective, reasonable and non-discriminatory.
The Bill also provides grounds for removing Commissioners (new section 10G in clause 25) and abolishes
the existing Energy Safe Victoria and the office of Director of Energy Safe Victoria (new sections 45 and 46
in clause 32). These provisions engage and limit the right to take part in public life because they affect access
to the public service for existing position holders. However, the provision for removal of Commissioners is
justified to facilitate good corporate governance and to hold Commissioners to account for their
responsibilities. Similarly, the abolition of the existing body and office of Director is necessary to establish
the new governance framework.
Therefore, I consider that to the extent that these provisions may be seen to impose a restriction on a person’s
right take part in public life, they are reasonable limitations that are justified in a democratic society.
Section 20—Right to property
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of his or her property other than in
accordance with law. This property right is relevant to several provisions in the Bill.
As noted above, the Bill abolishes the existing Energy Safe Victoria and the office of Director of Energy Safe
Victoria. The newly constituted Energy Safe Victoria will be the successor in law and any contracts, legal
proceedings and other continuing matters will therefore not be affected. Staff will be transferred with all
entitlements. (New sections 45, 46 and 48 in clause 32.)
The holding of public office is not ordinarily regarded as property, so the loss of office as Director does not
involve a loss of property rights. The rights of employees, contractors and others are protected by the Bill.
Therefore, in my opinion the provisions of the bill are compatible with the right to property in section 20 of
the Charter.
Section 26—Right not to be tried or punished more than once
Section 26 of the Charter provides that a person must not be tried or punished more than once for an offence
in respect of which they have already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with law.
This right is engaged by new section 10G in clause 25 of the Bill which provides for office of a Commissioner
to become vacant if the Commissioner is convicted or found guilty of an indictable offence and for the
Minister to recommend a Commissioner to be removed from office in the case of other offences under energy
safety legislation.
To the extent that new section 10G might limit rights under section 26 of the Charter, the limitation will
protect the integrity of Energy Safe Victoria and public confidence in its operations. The purpose is not to
impose further punishment, but rather is to ensure that only fit and proper persons hold office as
Commissioners.
Therefore, I am of the opinion that any limitation imposed by clause 25 of the Bill on the right of a person not
to be punished more than once for an offence for which the person has been finally convicted is reasonable
and justified under section 7(2) of the Charter.
Conclusion
For the above reasons, I consider that the Bill is compatible with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities because to the extent that some provisions may limit human rights, those limitations are
reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.
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Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio, MP
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change

Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (10:27): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
Safety and community are at the heart of the Energy Safety Legislation Amendment (Victorian Energy Safety
Commission and Other Matters) Bill 2019, before you today.
In 2017, I started the transformation of Victoria’s gas and electricity network safety by commissioning a
review of the State’s safety framework. The Review found a number of areas for improvement that the
Government supported, including strengthening the governance of Energy Safe Victoria, and broadening its
capabilities and preparedness to take strong regulatory action. We need the utmost vigilance when it comes
to energy safety and keeping our communities out of harm’s way.
This is why this Bill is so important, and the changes it introduces will have long term benefits to the safety
of Victorians.
This Bill has two key elements, along with some housekeeping amendments.
The first element is amending the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 to reform the governance of Energy Safe
Victoria, or ESV, the state’s technical and safety regulator responsible for the safe generation, supply and use
of electricity, gas and pipelines.
This Bill proposes strengthening ESV’s regulatory decision-making and transforming it into an effective,
modern safety regulator for electricity and gas by establishing it as a three-member commission supported
by a Chief Executive Officer and a Technical Advisory Committee, with a Ministerial power of
direction.
The very important work ESV does includes licensing electricians, ensuring electrical and gas products are
approved and safe for use, regulating the prevention and mitigation of bushfires caused by electric lines and
investigating electrical and gas incidents.
ESV employs around 150 staff and is funded through industry levies and other licensing fees.
Since 2005, ESV has been established as a single member statutory office, with the Director of Energy Safety
the sole regulatory decision maker, employer, and with the functions of the CEO.
The proposed governance arrangements stem from a detailed review into gas and electricity safety, that I
commissioned in January 2017. As it had been over a decade since the current energy network safety
framework was put in place, the Independent Review of Victoria’s Electricity and Gas Network Safety
Framework, conducted by Dr Paul Grimes, examined Victoria’s energy safety arrangements and made
recommendations to ensure that the future needs of the Victorian community are reflected.
The Grimes Review’s final report followed detailed analysis and public consultation with a wide range of
industry stakeholders, consumer groups and other interested parties and its recommendations were designed
to position Victoria at the forefront of safety regulation of electricity and gas networks.
The review found that while Victoria has many of the key elements of a leading network safety framework,
there were also areas for improvement, including strengthening the governance of ESV and broadening its
capabilities and preparedness to take strong regulatory action.
Importantly, changes to ESV’s structure, and its establishment as a Commission, which I will outline in detail
shortly, will assist in the implementation of many of the other reforms supported in the Government Response
to the Grimes Review, including:
•

strengthening ESV’s internal management systems and processes;

•

enhancing its auditing and inspection regime;

•

implementing an improved data analytics and management process;

•

providing a broader suite of compliance and enforcement tools; and

•

increasing penalties for non-compliance.
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The establishment of a three-person Commission, supported by a separate Chief Executive Officer and a
Technical Advisory Committee, will ensure it accesses a broader range of perspectives and experience in
decision-making, a need identified in the Grimes Review.
Collectively, commissioners are to have skills, qualifications, knowledge or experience in law, economics,
regulation and community safety. The inclusion of community safety in the commissioners’ skill set reflects
the need to focus on and consider communities in the energy safety decision-making process.
The Commission will be responsible for regulatory decisions.
One Commissioner will be appointed as Chairperson, one as Deputy Chairperson and there will be one
additional Commissioner. Each Commissioner will hold office for a term of up to five years, and is not eligible
to be appointed for more than two terms. Commissioners may be appointed on a full-time or part-time basis.
The role of Chief Executive Officer supporting the Commission will involve responsibility for the day-to-day
management and administration of ESV’s affairs. This governance structure reflects current best practice and
is consistent with the way in which other, modern regulators are set up, including the Environment Protection
Authority Victoria and WorkSafe Victoria.
In its current form, ESV’s Director of Energy Safety has emergency powers of direction to make an
emergency situation safe, which are set out in the Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the Gas Safety Act 1997.
These include powers to direct the disconnection of the supply of gas or electricity; stop the use of gas or
electrical equipment; or stop a work practice.
With the establishment of the Commission these emergency powers will be vested in the Chairperson, who
may then delegate the powers to another commissioner, the CEO or employee of ESV, following Ministerial
consent.
The Bill also proposes the establishment of a Technical Advisory Committee to ensure ESV accesses a range
of views and experience from outside the organisation on a broad range of regulatory safety matters. The
Committee is to include those who represent the electricity and gas industries, employees in those industries,
as well as members of the community. As Minister, I would appoint the members of the Committee.
If the Bill is passed, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning will consult on the
committee’s Terms of Reference with key stakeholders, and this will determine the committee’s membership,
scope and operation, including public reporting.
Another important element of the Bill that strengthens the Government’s ability to ensure the safety of the
community is through Ministerial powers to direct ESV in the performance of its functions and objectives;
and recommend a commissioner for removal.
This differs to the current Act, whereby the responsible Minister has limited powers to set expectations of
ESV’s performance and strategic direction, and to commission advice and inquiries into certain matters.
Ministerial powers of direction will enable greater oversight of ESV, to ensure the safety of Victorian
community.
The greater ministerial oversight in the Bill includes provisions for the responsible Minister to issue directions
regarding ESV’s performance of its functions, meeting of its obligations and exercise of its powers.
However, to ensure ESV’s independence is maintained, increased Ministerial power will be complemented
by other measures, including limitations on Ministerial powers of direction and transparency requirements if
powers are exercised, which include publication of any direction on ESV’s website and Annual Report; and
appointment and removal of commissioners by the Governor in Council.
Importantly, the proposed amendments bring ESV’s arrangements into alignment with a range of similar
regulators.
The second key element of this Bill is the establishment of an electrical lineworker licensing scheme,
which if the Bill is passed, will commence on 1 January 2021.
This is an election commitment made by the Government that I am proud to be delivering. Electrical
lineworkers are employed or contracted by network businesses for the construction and maintenance of
electricity network infrastructure.
They work in a hazardous environment on high and low voltage electrical infrastructure and can work in the
vicinity of live overhead wires. This includes:
•

work undertaken on the transmission system on high voltage electricity infrastructure, including
electricity terminal stations, transmission lines and towers, and transporting electricity from
generators to distribution networks.
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work undertaken on the distribution system on low voltage electrical infrastructure, including
powerlines, electrical substations, transformers, power poles, and transporting electricity through
distribution networks to properties.

Currently, Energy Safe Victoria oversees the registration of electrical lineworkers, however following
registration, it is the employing distribution businesses who manage them. There is no registration renewal
requirement, meaning lineworkers remain registered whether they continue to work in the industry or not.
Progressing from a registration system to a licensing system will improve safety outcomes by enhancing
ESV’s oversight of the electricity networks through better accountability and visibility of the workforce and
mandating the minimum qualifications, training and experience electrical lineworkers require.
Improved workforce data will enable ESV to better analyse potential trends or emerging safety risks in
relation to the workforce, and will improve professional standards through mandating the minimum
qualifications, training and experience required to work on the electricity networks.
There are over 4,000 registered lineworkers who require licensing, as well as approximately 210 apprentices
currently undertaking relevant qualifications over the next three years.
This Bill makes minor amendments to the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to enable the establishment of the
scheme in regulations.
If the Bill is passed, the re-making of the regulations in 2020 will involve comprehensive stakeholder
consultation on the licensing scheme’s design, including the minimum requirements for qualifications,
training and experience required to obtain a licence, the scope of work, transitional arrangements, mutual
recognition and the licence funding model.
The Government committed $2.511 million as part of the 2019–20 State Budget to establish the scheme. This
funding allows the first round of licensing to be provided at no cost.
In closing, I would like to come back to the topic of communities. Recent coronial inquests, electricity
network-caused fires and examples of non-compliant asset and vegetation management practices of regulated
entities have reinforced the need to strengthen energy safety governance and regulatory effectiveness.
The proposed reforms seek to reduce the likelihood of such incidents in future. The establishment of ESV as
a commission will further enable it to have the right systems, processes and capabilities in place to do its job
efficiently and effectively and hold distribution businesses to account. The establishment of an electrical
lineworker licensing scheme will further enhance ESV’s oversight of industry.
I have assured the community that their safety is the highest priority of this Government, and I will continue
to focus my efforts and those of my Department on addressing their concerns.
The introduction, and I trust, the passage, of this Bill shows that we are unwavering in our commitment to
delivering a safer Victoria.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (10:27): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
30 October.
CONSUMER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms KAIROUZ:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (10:28): I am pleased to rise this morning to make a contribution in
relation to the Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. This bill is an omnibus bill that amends
six acts. It amends the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995, the Fundraising Act 1998, the Residential Tenancies Act 1997, the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018 and the Sex Work Act 1994. Can I say at the outset I thank the
minister and her staff for the comprehensive briefing I received in relation to this particular bill.
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I want to start by looking at the purposes of the bill in a little bit more detail under clause 1 of the bill.
The main purposes of the bill are, firstly, to amend the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading
Act 2012, to make amendments consequential to the commencement of the Treasury Laws
Amendment (Australian Consumer Law Review) Act 2018 of the commonwealth. Secondly, it
amends the Domestic Building Contracts Act in six ways: firstly, to streamline referrals of domestic
building work disputes to Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria; secondly, to further
improve the issuing of certificates of conciliation and dispute resolution orders; thirdly, to further
improve the assessment of domestic building work by assessors; fourthly, to empower the chief
dispute resolution officer to approve forms, approve conciliation rules and appoint conciliators and
assessors; fifthly, to give assessors statutory immunity from civil liability for acts or omissions done
in good faith; and sixthly, to empower the director to pay money out of the Domestic Building Dispute
Resolution Victoria trust fund on the recommendation of the chief dispute resolution officer.
The third act, the Fundraising Act 1998, is amended to provide for the recognition as fundraisers of
entities registered under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 of the
commonwealth and make other minor amendments.
The fourth act, the Residential Tenancies Act 1997, is amended, firstly, to clarify the agreements to
which that act applies; secondly, to provide for the early commencement of provisions about the
keeping of pets; thirdly, to provide for the Solar Homes program; and fourthly, to make further
amendments consequential to the enactment of the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018.
The fifth act, the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018, is amended in two ways: firstly, to
provide for the Solar Homes program; and secondly, to make further amendments and to clarify the
operation of various amendments in that act. And the sixth act, the Sex Work Act 1994, is amended
to clarify what information may be obtained from the exempt register under section 24 of that act and
by whom. That is the broad coverage of this particular bill, and now I will go through and look at some
of those particular components in a bit more detail.
In relation to the first act, the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, part 2 of the bill,
which covers clauses 3 to 5, is the part that covers that particular act, as noted. These amendments are
consequential to the commencement of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Australian Consumer Law
Review) Act of the commonwealth. It clarifies inspection and investigation powers as part of the
federal scheme, so it ensures that there is harmonisation between the state and the federal legislation
in relation to that. In particular, clause 3 of the bill inserts new section 126A, which is headed ‘Power
to obtain information, documents and evidence to investigate or inquire into terms of contract’.
Clause 5 of the bill substitutes section 215, and that is headed up, ‘Findings and admissions of fact
made a proceeding to be evidence’. Over the next half page or so it goes through the details in relation
to that particular amendment. As I said, that is essentially a harmonisation amendment as required.
The second act that is covered under this particular bill is the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995.
That is contained in part 3 of the bill and is covered by clauses 6 to 31. As I said a moment ago, it amends
the act in six ways—in particular, to streamline referrals of domestic building work disputes to Domestic
Building Dispute Resolution Victoria. It also inserts a new ground to reject a referral of a domestic
building work dispute for conciliation under that act where an application concerning the dispute has
already been made under the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2002. Those
matters, as I said, are dealt with in those particular clauses that I referred to, clauses 6 to 31.
The next act that is amended under this omnibus bill is the Fundraising Act 1998, and that is covered
under part 4 of the bill, clauses 32 to 45. I note in relation to this that the minister noted in her secondreading speech that the bill would, and I quote:
… streamline the process for registration as a fundraiser under that Act for not for profit entities that are
registered under the Commonwealth Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission Act 2012 …
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Again this is really a streamlining mechanism. The government alleges that it is a red-tape reduction
step, and I trust that will indeed be the case in relation to this for the numerous charities that are covered
under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. There are many of those, and I am
sure all of us as local members have got many of those located in our own electorates, indeed doing
much good work in the local area and in the broader community in the state of Victoria. This, should
it achieve its objective—which I trust it will—will enable some simplification of that. One of the things
that certainly all of the voluntary organisations in my patch and more broadly in the state need is as
much red tape reduction as they can get and as much assistance from governments of the day, both
federal and state, in relation to the important work that they are doing in the broader community.
The next act that is amended by this bill is the Residential Tenancies Act 1997, and that is covered
under part 5 of the bill, which contains clauses 46 to 60. Particularly I want to look at clause 47,
because that inserts a new section 71A headed ‘Tenant may keep a pet at rented premises with consent
or Tribunal order’. New section 71A states, and I quote:
A tenant may keep a pet at the rented premises if—
(a) the landlord has consented in writing to the tenant keeping the pet on the premises; or
(b) the Tribunal has made an order permitting the tenant to keep the pet on the rented premises.

Then there is a note at the bottom of page 39 of the bill that says, and I quote:
A landlord is taken to have consented to a request to keep a pet on the rented premises unless, within 14 days
of being given the request, the landlord makes an application to the Tribunal—see section 71C(2).

And that particular section is set out on the next page.
This is in some ways a bit of a controversial area of the bill because it is enacting what the government
had previously said about tenants being able to have pets in rented premises. I know we had
discussions at the time when that was announced, and there are various views in relation to that and
whether it is appropriate or not, with the rights of the landlord as opposed to the rights of the tenant,
responsible pet ownership and all the rest of it that goes with that, and there are very strong arguments
on both sides of that equation, I suppose.
One of the matters that I do want to refer to in relation to this particular clause is the concerns of the
Real Estate Institute of Victoria (REIV), because they have got some concerns in the area of pet
ownership under a residential tenancy agreement. They have got a number of concerns, but particularly
they are concerned that the changes have been rushed through before there are clear guidelines for this
particular section, because as you can well imagine—as any of us can well imagine—this could easily
turn into a bunfight, if you like, or just create great uncertainty for both the tenant and the landlord.
One of the issues that they have got about this is: what is the definition of a pet? Now, that sounds
pretty obvious, and most of us would think of cats and dogs and birds, but the question that they have
validly raised is in relation to perhaps a rural property that might have a little bit of a block out the
back or what have you. Is a cow a pet? That is a legitimate question. Is a goat a pet or is a llama? How
are these animals considered under this particular section?
Mr T Bull interjected.
Mr ANGUS: And I note the member for Gippsland East cites in my ear that he actually has some
goats. That is quite a legitimate pet for his family, I am sure. Indeed the issue of holding goats is very
topical given the article in today’s paper about using goats to keep down wild growth in certain steep
areas. I am not so sure that that would be the application here, but nevertheless the issue that the REIV
have raised is a valid one.
The other issue they have raised is the number of pets. As I said before, perhaps having one cat, one
dog or one bird is probably quite reasonable, but what happens if you have got a menagerie or a large
number of cats and dogs or other things? There have got to be some very clear guidelines about that. I
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remember that at a home where we used to live there was an older lady who was a widow who lived
next door, and she had, I think it was, nine or 10 cats. That was pretty over-the-top really, but they were
basically her only companions. She owned that property. I suppose that helped the local neighbourhood
by keeping down rats and mice and other rodents in the area, but it was still a pretty large number of
cats to be held in that one house. I think the house reflected that, if I can put it that way.
Mr Staikos: Are you judging cat people?
Mr ANGUS: No, I am just judging people who have got lots of them—
Members interjecting.
Mr ANGUS: No, the question, and what I raised, is: what is the appropriate number? Is it one or
two or is it a dozen? Hence we come back to the point I am making, that there need to be some very
clear guidelines, not only for landlords and tenants but for agents who are the go-between for the
landlord and the tenant, so that they know what the rules are and so it is very clear to everybody. As
we all know in this place, there will be people who will try to push the boundaries, and who knows
where that could go if there are not those clear guidelines. I think that is a very legitimate point that
has been made. I just put that on the record to say that we can anticipate, I trust, that there will be very
clear guidelines coming from the government in relation to these unanswered questions.
The next area that I want to look at is the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018. When I saw
the bill, had the briefing and saw that this omnibus bill included an act which had only been passed
through this place last year, I thought that was fairly surprising. Basically, once we have a look at
clauses 61 to 90, we can see that it is fixing up the bill that went through last year that obviously went
through with significant errors and all sorts of other matters that needed attention. That particular bill
received royal assent in December 2018. I do not know whether the government were rushing it
through or perhaps they were a bit careless—I am not sure—but as a result of that we have got almost
30 clauses of amendments that have to be dealt with, so there is all kinds of fixing up through that.
That is pretty basic stuff in a lot of ways, but it is probably not a great reflection on the process at the
time leading up to the election last year. That is what those clauses 61 to 90 will indeed do.
Part 7 of the bill amends the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 and the Residential Tenancies
Amendment Act 2018 in relation to the Solar Homes program. The details of those amendments are
contained in clauses 91 to 99. And this is where I want to spend a bit of my time today, because we
can see here that this is, as I said, dealing with the Solar Homes program. If we look at clause 91 of
the bill, we can see that ‘solar energy system’ has been defined there to mean:
(a) solar photovoltaic system;
(b) solar hot water system;
(c) solar battery system;
(d) any combination of a system or systems referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c);
(e) any ancillary equipment related to a system referred to in paragraphs (a) to (d) …

Then it goes on and defines the Solar Homes program. That means, and I quote:
… the program administered by the Minister administering section 8 of the Renewable Energy (Jobs and
Investment) Act 2017 under which rebates or loans or both rebates and loans are provided for the installation
of any solar 25 energy system …

That is where we get into the interesting part of this particular bill, I think, because it highlights the
Solar Homes program and we know that that has been arguably a shambles from a number of
perspectives. The government has interfered in the free market in a dramatic way, which has had a
whole range of perverse outcomes. It has not only resulted in businesses that were going along in their
ordinary business in the solar panel installation area being put out of business, but has also now resulted
in shoddy workmanship being exposed, consequently jeopardising the wellbeing of some residents
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here in Victoria. I note that in the Financial Review back in July 2019, the federal energy minister,
Angus Taylor, said Victoria’s Labor government:
… has lost the plot on energy. Victorian businesses had to deal with blackouts this summer thanks to their
reckless policies. Now Victorian solar companies are going to the wall.

That was a pretty good summation back a number of months ago, and since then we have seen that
debacle continue in a whole range of different ways. And I just wanted to touch on some of those. You
may recall—or others in this place may recall—that back in August the opposition in the upper house
sought to have an inquiry into the solar rebate disaster and the consequences that that has had on
hardworking businesspeople here in Victoria. It has put many of them out of business through this
perverse consequence of the scheme that the government dreamt up. We tried to get that inquiry up in
the upper house but that got voted down, sadly, with three crossbench MPs joining with the
government members to vote that down, which was a real travesty and did not enable that proper
spotlight to be put onto the whole botched solar rebate scheme. So that was a very unfortunate
consequence there, if you like, in relation to that.
We can see that there are some other clippings in relation to this from back in August as well, and I
quote:
Today’s revelation that August’s allocation of solar panel rebates under Daniel Andrews’ flawed solar scheme
has been exhausted in just hours is another confirmation that Labor’s election commitment is a shambles.
Labor incompetence is again hurting small business, costing jobs and slowing the roll out of solar in Victoria.
It is simply extraordinary that Labor’s signature solar initiative is causing such damage to a sector it is
supposed to assist.

And then it goes on and it talks in specifics in relation to some of the businesses, and it quotes
EverSolar, a business based in East Bentleigh that had been previously doing 100 installations a month
and then following the introduction of this scheme—this market interference by the government—has
been installing panels onto customers’ homes at cost price just to keep the doors open. So that is the
sort of perverse outcome that we have got, and that particular company, EverSolar, was not even able
to gain a single rebate in the monthly allocation back then on 1 August 2019. So that is devastating for
a small business like that—a business that is working as hard as it can, employing people in good faith
and doing a good day’s work.
We know that there were rallies out on the steps of Parliament here, where people—solar panel
business owners and employees—were out there trying to advise the government in relation to the
consequences of their flawed system. But sadly, that basically was not heard. The government turned
a deaf ear towards that, and the saga has continued.
Interestingly under the solar panel rebate program the number of statewide residential installations has
fallen from around 6000 per month to the rebate cap of 3333. And so, again, that shows you the
perverse and I am sure unintended consequence of the government interfering in the market in the way
that it did and it has and continues to. It has resulted not in more people getting solar but rather less,
because people are wanting to withhold their orders until they are assured of getting that rebate per the
government scheme. So, I think if you asked the government and they answered honestly, they would
say that that was not the intention. The intention would not be to drive the market down but rather to
try to improve the market, but it has not, because they have not thought it through. As a result of that
it is going to be very damaging, not only to the many local businesses that I have talked about but to
the broader community in terms of the consequences over time of a bill like this.
So there has been lots spoken about that, as I have said, and of course the classic headline has now
come to fruition, and is not really surprising when you think about artificial schemes and Labor
governments. We saw the front page of the Herald Sun on 9 October 2019:
Dodgy solar scandal
Installer dumped over safety fears
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546 households face power checks

And so there we have it. This is the consequence of this sort of interference again. We can see that
what has happened is that a company has been the Dodgy Brothers basically. They have come out
there and they have thought, ‘This is a gravy train; we’ll get onto it’, and here we go again. They have
got on board, they are not up to the job and they have caused these problems. I particularly liked the
headline that was in the Australian of 10 October this year, which said ‘“Shades of Rudd’s batts
disaster” in solar scheme’. That really summed it up, because we have got here an installer that the
government has facilitated to participate in this scheme, that has got its snout in the trough and got on
board the government’s scheme here. Let me quote from the article. It says:
The company was found to have used unlicensed electricians, with two of the 26 systems deemed unsafe and
another 13 needing to be fixed.

It goes on:
… the government’s boast on Wednesday that Victoria was the only state that required solar systems ‘to be
independently tested at the time of installation and provided with a certificate of electrical safety to
demonstrate compliance’ means ‘not only were the installations of one company dodgy, but so was the …
testing and certification’.

So what has happened now is that this has revealed—this whole disastrous scheme, as it has now
turned out to be—the deficiencies not only in the initial stage with the dodgy installers and that side
of things but also in the testing and certification. The government was saying that everything was
going to be double-checked, and indeed that was the case, but sadly for these people, for the people
involved in this, the 546 households, that work was deficient as well. What a shambles! The article
goes on, and I quote:
‘Just like Kevin Rudd’s infamous … insulation scheme, Daniel Andrews’s Solar Homes scheme is now
putting Victorians and their homes at risk’.

It goes on further in the article to say that the inspections that will now be required to be undertaken
by the households:
… will cost up to $200, and affected households will have to contact the ACCC to try to reclaim the fee.

Well, good luck with that—just an extra cost on top of the installation and the previous expenses of
the household. The article goes on:
The government expects Space Solar—

which is the company in question—
to cover the cost of any required repairs.

I think that is a fairly delusional statement. I do not know the details and we will have to watch this
space, but I will be staggered if that ever happens—if there is any financial recovery from that
particular provider. The editorial from the Herald Sun of 10 October 2019 touches on this. It says
‘Solar shock audits’, and I quote:
Ensuring the taxpayer subsidies result in quality installations, carried out by qualified technicians and
electricians with a guarantee of safety is essential.

Well, you would think that is a pretty basic comment. It is a basic comment, but of course it does not
translate to this government and their way of implementing such matters. It goes on:
… a major provider which had been authorised to carry out a significant amount of work has been banned for
two years after widespread defects were exposed.
… An audit of 26 systems installed by the company found two were unsafe and another 13 needed repairs or
modifications. Given Space Solar has installed hundreds of systems, issues with 15 of the 26 audited is an
alarming rate of noncompliance. The problems, including two cases where an isolator was damaged or fitted
incorrectly, and defective or loose wiring, posed fire risks.
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So 15 out of 26 of these installations—nearly two out of three or just a bit under or 58 per cent of the
work that had been done and checked in this particular instance—were found to be defective. That
augurs very, very badly for people that have been involved with that particular installer. But I would
say that there is every chance that there are going to be other dodgy installers that have not yet been
exposed. I say to the people involved—the people that have got caught up in this and perhaps had a
company that they have had some concerns about come into their homes and install these solar
systems—to be very, very cautious and to indeed perhaps get their own advice in relation to that,
perhaps get someone to look at that, because the last thing any of us want is to have a potential fire
cause sitting on our roof or somehow installed within our homes. The consequences of that for any
person here in Victoria are extremely significant and possibly very, very serious indeed.
I will just read on a bit further in this editorial:
Solar Victoria … has written to 546 customers who had systems installed by Space Solar, urging them to hire
a safety inspector, which could cost them up to $200.

It goes on:
The former Rudd federal government’s disastrous pink batts scheme showed how badly things can go if
quality control is not guaranteed.

That is a classic Labor scheme: plenty of hype, plenty of press releases, plenty of money going in all
directions, but when it comes to the detail, when it comes to safety, when it comes to quality, ‘Whoops,
we’re not quite there. We’ll just let anybody hang out a shingle and say, “I’m Eddy the Expert, the
electrician”’. They will get out there and they will get on your roof and they will start fiddling around
with your wires, the same way they started getting into your ceiling with their pink batts under Kevin
Rudd. They will get up there and they will start doing that, and woe betide anybody that gets Mr Dodgy
up on his roof and ends up having a very bad outcome. Again we see that this is a scheme with much
froth and bubble around it, but when it comes to the details it is left wanting.
There have been a whole lot of other articles in relation to this particular issue, which is a very
significant one for the broader community. It remains a significant issue; I do not think the government
is going to be able to solve it any time soon. But I trust for the sake of Victorians that the government
does take responsibility for this and it does ensure that there are proper checks and balances, proper
reviews and controls, to ensure that home owners and residents here in Victoria are protected. That is
a very, very serious and very important issue.
There are a number of other matters that are covered in that section, clauses 91 to 99, including giving
the landlord and the tenant the opportunity to enter into an agreement whereby the cost of the solar
system can be apportioned between the two.
The final act that is being amended by this particular bill is the Sex Work Act 1994. The amendment
covered under clauses 100 to 102 clarifies that information contained on the register of exempt sex
work service providers is only to be made available in accordance with the requirements of section 24
of that act and is not to be accessible via freedom of information applications. That is an important
incentive to encourage sex workers to register, and I understand that this arose following an FOI
request by a person for this information.
I note just in conclusion that the coalition will not be opposing this bill.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (10:58): I am pleased to rise to speak on the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019. This bill will amend a range of consumer legislation. Looking at the issues that
come up in my electorate, a number of these amendments will be of real interest to my community of
Geelong. I think it is important that we always provide the best possible protection to consumers.
This bill will amend the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012 to implement
recommendations contained in the final report of the review of the Australian Consumer Law. The
amendments will enable the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to use the investigatory powers
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under the act to inquire into alleged unfair contract terms and to inform the director as to whether to
commence proceedings under the Australian Consumer Law in respect to these terms.
Providing greater protection for consumers is a great thing, particularly when they are entering into
contracts and where it is identified that there are unfair contract terms. We hear on occasion that people
have been locked into unfair contractual agreements, of the terms of those agreements and of the
impact that that has on consumers, often in a financial way but sometimes also in a very stressful way
in their ability to deal with those issues. It is important that we always look at protecting consumers
from unfair contract terms, so that is an important part of these amendments. The commonwealth has
already amended its Competition and Consumer Act 2010 in similar terms—
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The time has come for me to interrupt business under sessional
orders for questions without notice and ministers statements. The member may have the call when the
matter is next before the Chair.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
Members
MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
Absence
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:01): I advise the house that the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services will be absent from question time today and that the Attorney-General will
answer in her place.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
SOLAR HOMES PROGRAM
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:01): My question is to the Minister for
Solar Homes. Last week the minister boasted in a press release that:
Victoria is the only state in Australia that requires solar systems to be independently tested at the time of
installation and provided with a certificate of electrical safety to demonstrate compliance.

Despite this the government has admitted that over half of the audited solar systems installed by Space
Solar were dangerous or needed rectification. How is it that dangerous and defective solar systems
were independently certified as being safe?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:02): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his question. We make absolutely
no apologies—no apologies at all—for setting the highest safety standards in the country when it
comes to the installation of solar panels. And the system is working when audits actually identify
problematic systems in terms of installations. We are absolutely confident and clear about the need
to—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, this is not about the dodginess of the installations.
The question is about the dodginess of the independent certification of those installations. I ask you to
bring the minister back to answering that question.
The SPEAKER: Order! The minister is being relevant to the question that was put to her.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: There are a number of reasons as to why this one particular installer—one
out of 900 that has participated in the program—has been kicked out of the Solar Homes program.
Some of those issues go to the fact that apprentices were required to install panels unsupervised. We
make no apology for maintaining the highest standards in the state, including the safety of workers on
roofs that are unsupervised. Overwhelmingly the installers in our system do the right thing. We found
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one out of 900 who participated in the program that has done the wrong thing and has been kicked out
of the program.
Mr D O’Brien: On the point of order, Speaker, I renew my point of order. This is not about the
dodginess of the installations; it is about the fact that they were independently certified as being safe.
That is what my question went to, and the minister has not addressed that question.
The SPEAKER: Order! The question was a very long one, and the minister is being relevant to
the question that was asked.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Ms D’AMBROSIO: There is a lot of agitation by those opposite, but the fact is—
Mr Andrews: They want us to go faster.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: That is right, they want us to go faster. The fact is this: the Solar Homes
program has kicked out this one installer. Energy Safe Victoria, who are the independent regulator that
oversees electrical safety in this state, are currently investigating any matters that are related to
installations by this particular installer. As is correct, the independent regulator is undertaking those
investigations, and I am not going to be pre-empting the findings.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:05): How many individual solar
systems have been certified as safe by those same inspectors who approved Space Solar’s dangerous
and defective installations?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:05): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the supplementary question. The
Opposition Leader may not like the answer, but the fact is this: it is the responsibility of Energy Safe
Victoria to investigate any matters that may be related to this particular installer, as is correct. It is not
for me—I am not an electrician—and it is not for the Leader of the Opposition to decide—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask members on my left and the Premier to stop shouting across the
chamber.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order relating to relevance, Speaker, this is a perfectly legitimate
question that should be answered. How many individual solar systems have been certified as safe by
those same inspectors who approved Space Solar’s dangerous and defective installations? The
minister is not answering the question. The fact that there may be an inquiry into these matters is
irrelevant to the question that I asked. Victorians deserve to know: how many of these systems did the
dodgy or incompetent inspector sign off on? That is what the question was. That is what the minister
should be answering.
The SPEAKER: I do ask the minister to come to answering the question.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: That is why we have an independent electrical safety—
Members interjecting.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Well, perhaps the Leader of the Opposition has already determined how
many of these are unsafe, but the fact is it is up to Energy Safe Victoria to investigate, and the Leader
of the Opposition knows full well he should allow the independent electrical safety inspector, Energy
Safe Victoria, to make that determination.
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Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, we have already established that there have been
dangerous systems installed on people’s roofs that have been signed off on by incompetent inspectors.
We want to know how many other ticking time bombs are on Victorian roofs.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of order.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: TAFE FUNDING
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:07): I am delighted to rise to update the house on free
TAFE commencement numbers as at the end of September this year. At the last election we of course
promised Victorians that we would provide them with a chance to get the skills they need for the job
they want, and that in those priority courses, both courses as well as preapprenticeship courses, we
would make those TAFE courses free. That is to say, to put it another way, we said that we would
repair the damage done by some when they were in office and that we would go beyond that to make
TAFE better than it has ever been. I am delighted to be able to report that there is almost a doubling
of the number of students in those free TAFE courses compared with a year ago. Double the number
of students are getting the skills they need in a TAFE system that is properly supported by a
government that knows and understands how important skills attainment is to life opportunity, to
economic productivity, to the profitability of businesses and to our shared future as a state.
To take you to a couple of examples, I was very, very pleased to be able to be down at the Gordon
TAFE in Geelong recently with the minister and local members to open a new $10 million city campus
rejuvenation project. This is a big contrast to the days of closing campuses, cutting courses, sacking
teachers and putting padlocks on the gates. Instead there are now new buildings for a new and bright
future for TAFE and its students. And of course last week I was at the Chisholm Institute in Frankston
with the member for Frankston, a great champion for this investment—$83.4 million for the first stage
among multiple stages of redevelopment at that campus. We are supporting Victorians to get the skills
they need and we are delivering on our commitment just as we said we would, as we do in all matters.
HEALTH SERVICES CYBER SECURITY
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:09): My question is to the Premier.
Some country hospitals have been without IT and communications since 30 September due to a cyber
attack which led to the cancellation of scheduled surgery for hundreds of patients. In May of this year
the Auditor-General warned the government that:
All the audited health services are vulnerable to attacks that could steal or alter patient data.

And:
A breach could also disable health service ICT systems and prevent staff from accessing patient information.

The Barwon Health CEO, Frances Diver, confirmed on the Neil Mitchell program that Barwon Health
had received no funding to implement any of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office findings. Given
the clear warning from the Auditor-General, why didn’t the government provide the funding needed
to protect these patients?
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! Again, I am going to warn members in the chamber to stop shouting
across the chamber or they will be removed without warning.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:10): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his
question—
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Essendon to leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Member for Essendon withdrew from chamber.
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Mr ANDREWS: The very sophisticated cyber attacks that were made against a number of
hospitals in the south-west of the state are a very serious matter. They are a crime. They are being
investigated by Victoria Police and by those who have specific responsibility at a national level in
relation to cyber security. I can confirm for the Leader of the Opposition that he is right to say that
there was disruption to some services—not to urgent care systems, not to time critical services—but
great inconvenience to many patients, there is no question about this. Some surgery was cancelled and
some outpatient appointments, and indeed some of those disruptions are ongoing. Such was the
sophistication of the attack that it is very important that proper remedy and proper action be taken to
remedy the breach of security.
Now I would just say that there was some public commentary about the fact that the IT system in the
south-west was not as sophisticated as it should be. That is simply wrong. Some of the earliest adopters
of electronic medical records and of electronic and digital imaging technology were in fact this group
of hospitals. The acronym that describes them escapes my memory at the moment, but they were, and
have been, leaders when it comes to the e-management of medical records, digital records, pathology
and all of that, and that is to the benefit of so many patients—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, on relevance, the question specifically went to the
Auditor-General’s findings of vulnerabilities and flaws and why the Premier did not provide the
funding necessary to correct those flaws before the cyber attack happened. The Premier has been on
his feet for over half his allotted time. I ask you to bring him back to answering the question.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier is being relevant to the question that was asked.
Mr ANDREWS: As I was saying, those parts of our health system down there in the south-west
were early adopters and are in fact quite advanced in their use of technology to manage their records
and to do the best for patients, so I would reject the assertion that some have made that they are
anything other than that. There is no escaping the fact that some patients have been disadvantaged and
some continue to be unable to access the care that they need. We take that very seriously. There have
been substantial investments by our government year on year in relation to these matters—
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: I am not going to be lectured on funding country health by the Leader of the
Opposition. If you want to talk about attacks on hospitals, how is closing a dozen of them for you?
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the Premier’s words about disruption and
inconvenience to patients do not matter if he will not explain why he failed to fund those hospitals to
implement the Auditor-General’s recommendations.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of order.
Mr ANDREWS: I reject the assertion from the Leader of the Opposition, who would know a thing
or two about attacking country hospitals. I reject his assertion that the government has not taken these
matters seriously—there have been substantial investments year on year to deal with this issue. I said
at the time, and I will repeat again for the benefit of the Leader of the Opposition: you can build a
fortress, but if those wanting to get in are sophisticated enough—and they are when it comes to the
cyber attacks—in the days after these Victorian hospitals were attacked hospitals in the United States
were attacked in exactly the same way.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:14): The Austin Hospital was using
out-of-date equipment—out-of-date surgical washers—which led to the cancellation of hundreds of
surgeries. Barwon Health has had to cancel surgeries due to a cyber attack. How many more Victorians
will have to suffer because this government refuses to adequately fund our health system?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:14): As the former Minister for Health interjects, we
could go through the league ladder, if you like, of who has got more elective surgery done in the last
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four years versus the four years beforehand. I would welcome that—I would welcome that comparison
because what it would show is in every way, whether it be nurse-to-patient ratios, ending the ambulance
crisis, funding more and more surgery than has ever been funded in the history of the state—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, there are patients that have lost their surgery at the
Austin and in Barwon Health. The Premier needs to explain why he has not provided the basic funding
to stop those flaws, and to stop being so arrogant.
The SPEAKER: There is no point of order. The Premier, to come back to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS: The Leader of the Opposition is critical of the government’s record in funding
health. I am simply pointing out some of the facts, one of which is that this year’s budget for Austin
Health is $727.27 million—$31.45 million more than the previous year. The Leader of the Opposition
has some trouble getting his head around that, the notion that a hospital would get more funding rather
than less. We will not be lectured by— (Time expired)
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier will resume his seat. The member for Lowan will leave the
chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Member for Lowan withdrew from chamber.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: NEW SCHOOLS
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (11:16): Twelve months ago we promised to
build and open 100 new schools across the state. We have not wasted a day. We have opened nine
new schools this year. We have recently appointed builders to construct seven of the 14 schools that
we will be opening in 2021: Edgars Creek Primary School in Thomastown, Eynesbury Station Primary
School in Melton, Greenvale North West Primary School in Yuroke, Merrifield West Primary School
in Yuroke, Rockbank North Primary School in Kororoit, Truganina South East Primary School in
Tarneit and Wollahra Primary School in Werribee.
Builders have already been secured for Oberon High School in Armstrong Creek in Barwon South,
Docklands Primary School and Footscray High School, with builders to be appointed by the end of
the year for Thoroughbred Primary School in Bass, Cranbourne West Secondary and Special School
in Cranbourne, Pakenham Henry Road Secondary School in Bass and Timbertop Primary School in
Gembrook. We have appointed architects for a further eight schools—
Members interjecting.
Mr MERLINO: We build them where the growth is, not that you would know about that.
We have appointed architects for a further eight schools opening in 2022: Bridge Road Primary School
in Melton, Gisborne South Primary School in Macedon, Grasslands Primary School in Kororoit,
Kalkallo Common Primary School in Yuroke, Wollert East Primary School in Thomastown, Clyde
North Primary School, Clyde North Secondary School, and Greenvale Secondary School in Yuroke.
Not only are we delivering the best schools but we are delivering 7500 construction jobs. These are
the critical delivery milestones for 22 of the 100 schools that we will be opening over the next two
years. But do you know how many of these 22 schools were committed to by those opposite? Zero.
We went to the election promising 100 new schools, and that is exactly what we are delivering.
AIRPORT RAIL LINK
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:18): My question is to the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure. The proper construction of an airport rail link is critical to the state’s future
rail infrastructure. Will the minister rule out committing to an inferior project which fails to build
dedicated new lines between Southern Cross and Sunshine?
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Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (11:19):
I am confident there will be some assistance in answering this question. I am absolutely delighted to
talk about how the Andrews Labor government is delivering a real airport rail service for Victorians—
not a fake one, not a fraud one, and I might come back to that a little bit later. I will come back to that
little bit later.
But importantly too—and this may make those opposite a little uncomfortable—we are working very
well with the federal government on this project, and the Leader of the National Party knows this. He
has seen firsthand the strong partnership that we have got with the Deputy Prime Minister on
delivering projects and we intend to continue that. As part of that approach, we are determined to
deliver a rail connection to Melbourne’s airport that benefits all Victorians. That is why a couple of
years ago we identified the rail alignment through Sunshine as being the best way to make sure that
Victorians got the best possible access to Melbourne’s and to Victoria’s main airport. That is why,
whether you are coming from the west, whether you are coming from country Victoria, Sunshine was
the best place to hub that airport rail service through. That is why it has also been very well supported
by communities across Victoria, particularly communities like Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and
beyond, who know that they will be better connected to Melbourne’s airport via Sunshine.
It has been a bit of a journey over the last couple of years, but I was very pleased through that process
that we received support from the federal government for that alignment. Also, as we know, they have
committed $5 billion, as has the state Labor government committed $5 billion. There is $10 billion on
the table to deliver the airport rail link that Melbourne and Victoria need.
Mr Walsh: On a point of order, Speaker, I appreciate the background from the minister. But the
question was about making sure there are dedicated new lines between Southern Cross and Sunshine,
and I ask you to bring her back to actually answering that question, please.
The SPEAKER: Order! The minister is being relevant to the question that has been asked.
Ms ALLAN: Speaker, I appreciate you have not acknowledged the point of order. As part of that
detailed planning, it has been absolutely vital that we take the advice from our expert engineers. We
have done that in the way we have delivered level crossings, we have done that in the way we have
delivered the Metro Tunnel and we have done that in the way we have delivered our regional rail
upgrades. We have taken the advice from the experts and engineers about how best to deliver our rail
infrastructure projects that both maximise the benefit for passengers, maximise the use of our precious
taxpayer funds that go to these projects and also benefit the network as a whole. At each stage of the
project we build a better, stronger network—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, in the 14 seconds the minister has remaining in this
answer I would ask her to address the question, which was: will the minister rule out committing to an
airport rail link which fails to build new dedicated lines between Southern Cross and Sunshine?
The SPEAKER: Order! The minister has been relevant to the question that was put to her.
Ms ALLAN: We are working very hard on the detailed planning. We are working with the federal
government and I look forward to continuing that work with the federal government.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:23): Unless dedicated tracks are built
for a new airport link between Southern Cross and Sunshine, Ballarat, Geelong and Bendigo line
passengers will suffer longer travel times. Will the government guarantee that Victorians using these
services will not face decades of delays because the minister refuses to commit to build the dedicated
lines necessary for fast regional and airport trains?
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (11:23):
I am very pleased to talk about how we are building an airport rail link that also benefits regional
Victorian passengers. That is exactly why we have chosen the Sunshine alignment. I know the Leader
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of the Opposition is agitated about this, and I know in government that they had an alternative proposal.
Tell you what, Speaker, we will deliver a real airport rail link. We will not be printing tickets to an
airline rail—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The minister will resume her seat. Before calling a point of order, the
minister knows full well the use of props in the chamber is inappropriate. I ask the minister to leave
the chamber for the period of half an hour.
Minister for Transport Infrastructure withdrew from chamber.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: FAMILY VIOLENCE
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (11:24): I rise today to update the house on the work of the Andrews Labor
government in delivering on our commitment to rebuild Victoria’s family violence system. When we
came to government we said we would hold a Royal Commission into Family Violence, and we did.
We said we would implement every single one of its 227 recommendations, and we are well underway.
I am pleased to announce that we have recently acquitted a further 23 recommendations. This means
that we have now acquitted 143 recommendations in total, with work continuing on the remainder.
This is much more than just ticking boxes. This is about making sure that women and children are safe
and that perpetrators of family violence are held to account. This latest work, represented through
those additional recommendations that we have acquitted, means that Victorians can now access the
information they need for support services in one place with the Orange Door website now up and
running. It means more victim survivors of family violence can remain in their own homes, which we
know is very important. It means our child protection workers, those on the front line, are better
equipped to understand and respond to family violence. And it means forced marriage is now
recognised as a form of family violence, as it should be.
This is important work, but it is also whole-of-government work, so I would like to acknowledge my
many cabinet colleagues for their support and unwavering commitment to it. We must never forget
that not only is this reform nation leading but it is also world leading. This is world-leading reform
right here in Victoria and we should be exceptionally proud of it. Rather than just paying lip service
to progressive social policy, our government is prepared to invest where it matters, with some
$2.9 billion allocated to family violence reform so far, because we do not see this work as just a
financial impost; we know that the lives of women and children depend on it.
YOUTH JUSTICE SYSTEM
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (11:26): My question is to the Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister
for Corrections, Minister for Youth Justice and Minister for Victim Support. Minister, there have been
further disruptions and violence within our youth justice centres in recent weeks. You, nevertheless,
maintain that a change of approach and a reduction in the number of prison beds for youth offenders
will promote better outcomes than building more prisons. It is widely acknowledged that intervention
in early childhood is the most effective way to change the trajectory of people’s lives. Minister, what
investment will you make in early childhood services to ensure that children and young people do not
end up in the youth justice system?
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (11:27): Can I thank the member for Shepparton for her
question. First and foremost I do want to say that any attack on frontline staff is completely
unacceptable. I met with the staff at Malmsbury last week. I laid out our approach and our legacy of
reforms to ensure that any attack on frontline staff is not only reported and investigated but
immediately reported to Victoria Police. In addition to our reform of statutory minimum sentences as
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well as presumptions that any time served will be added should you be found guilty, we are committed
to seeing every force of the law implemented in youth justice.
I want to also thank the member for her interest in early childhood, because she is right—we know the
first 1000 days of a child’s life, indeed the first five years of their life, is when their brain develops
almost up to 90 per cent. From the Sentencing Advisory Council and from the Armytage-Ogloff expert
review we know the life trajectory of a young person begins in that first 1000 days of life. That is why
I also want to congratulate the Premier and the Deputy Premier for the rollout of three-year-old kinder.
Not only is this an Australian first but it has the weight of international evidence behind it, because we
know two years are better than one, and we know that that investment will build the foundational skills
for young people to thrive in education. It shows that when you get to grade 4 you are so much further
ahead if you have done two years rather than one. We know from the international evidence that when
it comes to early education, investments in education are the foundational programs for people to live
a life of purpose and a law-abiding life, but then also to go on and have a future-orientated life.
I want to also thank the member for her interest in this very important area. She spoke about prison
beds and youth justice beds. Yes, youth justice beds are one answer, prison beds are one answer, but
we cannot always continue to do the same thing and expect a different result. That is why we are
committed to using the expert review. That is why 20 different stakeholders, from the Ombudsman
and the Sentencing Advisory Council to our youth justice workers, have come out and supported the
government’s investment in keeping three precincts rather than just having the two. We know New
South Wales has six youth justice precincts; we have two. If we can manage the cohort, for the very
first time—and this is endorsed by the United Nations—we will disentangle girls and boys. In adult
corrections we do not have girls and boys and women and men together, so we should not have them
together in the youth justice system. So I am committed to turning the youth justice system around.
I thank everyone for their support, in particular the stakeholders, and I commend the question from the
member for Shepparton. It is good to have another question on youth justice—I think it is my third in
almost a year—and she is almost equal with the opposition in her interest in this important, vital subject
matter, so I thank her.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (11:30): Minister, unfortunately we have young people from the
Shepparton community who end up in the youth justice system, and as a community we would really
like to turn that around. So, Minister, will you visit the Shepparton district to meet with the people
who work in this region, the people who are working in the Neighbourhood Schools project, with the
Greater Shepparton Lighthouse project and with the Bridge Youth Service—all organisations that are
working to try and get that trajectory right and keep our young people in our community out of the
youth justice system?
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (11:30): Yes, I certainly would be delighted to meet with
those stakeholders as well as the member for Shepparton. She does raise a very important point, I
think, about her community and some of the over-representation of particular cohorts in both youth
justice and adult corrections. If you are born Indigenous in Victoria, you are 14 times more likely to
end up in prison, and sadly, if you are 25 and under, you are 25 times more likely to end up in the
youth justice system. I have been to Shepparton—indeed I know the Attorney-General was in
Shepparton only last week—and I have met with some of the organisations. I am very familiar with
the work of the Lighthouse project, which our government is supporting. I am also very familiar with
the work of Rumbalara, an internationally recognised organisation in Shepparton. I thank the member.
We will make every investment we need to from Melbourne to country Victoria, including
Shepparton, and I would be delighted to find the time in my diary as soon as possible to visit those
stakeholders and meet them and see some of the good work happening on the ground.
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MINISTERS STATEMENTS: LEVEL CROSSING REMOVALS
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:31): I am absolutely delighted to rise to update the
house in relation to our removal of dangerous and congested level crossings. As everyone knows, we
committed to remove 50 by 2022 and having 20 of those gone by 2018.
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: And that is about as close as that lot will get to removing a level crossing—that
is about as close as they will get. Listen up; you might learn something. Twenty-nine of them are gone.
In fact I am delighted to report to those opposite, who are very interested in these matters, that in fact
30 level crossings are gone with the removal of a level crossing at Aviation Road. I know the member
for Altona, a great champion on behalf of the Laverton community, is very, very pleased to be able to
celebrate that milestone. I can advise the member for Preston, another great champion for his
community, that number 31 is about to go at High Street, Reservoir. The member for Carrum—what
a champion for her community, and so strongly supported by her community—can celebrate that
number 32 and number 33 will be gone from her local community. And the list goes on and on.
Of course we did commit to a further 25-75 by 2025. We indicated we would do that, and be in no
doubt that in communities right across metropolitan Melbourne we are doing exactly what we said we
would do—removing dangerous and congested level crossings and going beyond that where we can
with power upgrades, signalling upgrades and brand-new stations. And why? So we can run more
trains more often and so we can create literally thousands and thousands of jobs. To each of those
workers I say thank you so very much.
CORKMAN HOTEL
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (11:34): My question is to the Minister for Planning. In 2016 this minister
boasted that the Corkman hotel would be rebuilt entirely after it was demolished by two rogue
developers. It never was. Then the government changed the height limits on the site so the two crooks
who demolished it would make millions from their development. Then this minister boasted that the
fines those developers received were the highest ever. Now they are not, having been halved on appeal
in the County Court. Will the government appeal this appalling decision so these cowboys pay a
serious fine?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (11:34): I thank the member for Kew for his question. It goes to the question of the
independence of the Director of Public Prosecutions.
Members interjecting.
Mr WYNNE: So in September, as—
A member interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Planning has the call.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Planning, to continue.
Mr WYNNE: Thanks very much. I note that the member for Kew’s question goes to the decision
of the County Court in September, which determined that the fines issued by the Magistrates Court
were excessive and reduced the fines from approximately $1.8 million to $1.1 million. I do not seek
to reflect upon the decision of the court, but of course we are disappointed in the recommendation of
the Director of Public Prosecutions not to appeal the decision. The director has obviously looked at it.
The Director of Public Prosecutions is independent of government, and that decision has been made.
I invite the member for Kew to inspect that the work has commenced on the rectification of the
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Corkman to make that facility into open space. That work is ongoing at the moment and should be
completed in the next couple of months.
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (11:36): These dodgy developers have had an armchair ride from this
government as they are still able to make a fortune, despite knocking down the heritage-listed
Corkman hotel. In 2016, the member for Burwood said about his clients, the Corkman cowboys, ‘They
made a mistake, they are sorry, and they are going to make it right. Heritage consultants will be
engaged in the next few weeks to commence the process of rebuilding’. Did the member for Burwood
ever lobby the government on behalf of these crooked developers?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (11:37): There is no road you won’t travel. The answer to the question is: in relation to the
Corkman hotel, any future development of that site will be subject to my decision-making.
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, it was a very specific question: did the member for
Burwood ever lobby the government on behalf of the two rogue developers that knocked down the
Corkman?
The SPEAKER: The Minister to come back to answering the question.
Mr WYNNE: It is well known that for a very, very limited period of time the now member—and
I am delighted to say he is back with us, the member for Burwood, and we welcome him back—made
representations in relation to the developers of the Corkman when he was a consultant. He was
perfectly entitled to make those representations in relation to that matter. That is the start and finish of
the matter—but welcome back the member for Burwood.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: EMPLOYMENT
Mr PAKULA (Keysborough—Minister for Jobs, Innovation and Trade, Minister for Tourism,
Sport and Major Events, Minister for Racing) (11:38): I rise to update the house on the Andrews
government’s job creation performance, given that we came to office in November 2014 with a
promise to create 100 000 new jobs and have delivered nearly half a million new jobs—494 000 jobs
in less than five years—and a 16.9 per cent increase in the state’s workforce, the largest percentage
growth in the nation. It is because we take a coordinated approach. Yes, we create the market
conditions for the private sector to thrive, but through our infrastructure projects, our overseas network,
our export support, our strategic grants and indeed our jobs programs, we put jobs at the heart of every
single thing that we do.
It is why Nissan Australia is establishing its national headquarters and an electric vehicle training
centre in Mulgrave, securing more than 450 local jobs. It is why Zendesk is expanding its Asia-Pacific
software centre in Melbourne—the Treasurer and I visited there for a round table recently—creating
70 highly skilled engineering jobs. It is why D’Orsogna has opened a new $64 million processing and
packaging plant at Merrifield—and the member for Yuroke and I were there recently—creating more
than 100 new jobs. It is why Little Creatures is undergoing an $11 million expansion project, bringing
more jobs to Geelong. There are more timber processing jobs in Wodonga at Xlam and more jobs in
Bairnsdale at Leadoux Turkeys.
And through Jobs Victoria we are ensuring that that record jobs growth filters down to the most
disadvantaged workers in our state, those who have been looking for jobs, the stubbornly long-term
unemployed. We are ensuring the benefits of growth are extended throughout the state. It is why
unemployment is 4.9 per cent compared to 6.7 per cent under those opposite—because we take a
coordinated approach, and it is at the heart of everything we do.
Ms McLeish: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I bring to your attention a constituency question
that I have to the Minister for Ambulance Services that has remained outstanding—it is unanswered.
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It was due on 26 September. It is a very important question about the ambulance station in Mansfield
and the future of that, and I would appreciate it if that could be chased up.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence): I will refer that to the Speaker to follow up.
Mr Southwick: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I seek your assistance with a number of
unanswered questions. Question 1110, a question to the Attorney-General raised by Les Wigg and the
Caulfield justices of the peace regarding ongoing issues with the honorary justice office, which is
17 days overdue; question 1109, a question to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
regarding government response to an IBAC report on external oversight of police corruption, which
is 17 days overdue; question 1108, a question to the Minister for Corrections regarding Dhurringile
Prison escape, interaction with local residents, which is 17 days overdue; and question 878, a question
to the Minister for Education regarding withdrawing Victorian state government funding to the
Australian Council for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, which is 33 days overdue.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence): Those matters will also be referred to the Speaker.
Mr Northe: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, in relation to constituency question 734, which
was asked on 5 June to the Minister for Regional Development—this question was asked on behalf of
thousands of my local constituents who had signed petitions seeking the retention of Hazelwood
Pondage as a public recreational facility. Parliament rules, as I understand them, require the minister
to respond in 30 days. It is now 134 days since this question was asked. I ask: what is the point of
having rules in place if they are not going to be adhered to by relevant ministers? I appreciate the fact
that sometimes it might go a little bit over the 30 days, but 134 days is simply unacceptable to the
thousands of constituents in my electorate. I appreciate that we might not get a response back that we
like, but the failure to respond at all is simply not acceptable, and for about the 15th time I ask the
Speaker to follow up on this matter.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence): Thank you, member for Morwell. I will also pass that
one on to the Speaker.
Constituency questions
ROWVILLE ELECTORATE
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (11:44): (1257) The question I wish to raise is for the Minister for Public
Transport. Minister, can you advise if there are any plans to extend a bus service along Henderson
Road between Ferntree Gully and Kelletts Road once the Henderson Road bridge is open? You will
remember in early 2018 that I asked if there would be a bus service for students living near Kelletts
Road, Rowville, to nearby Scoresby Secondary College. Once again the principal has contacted me to
ask when more bus services will be made available. Despite the minister’s earlier statements to me
that there would be more investment in bus services, there was absolutely no funding in the
2019 budget for the Rowville area, and an investment in more frequent and better-connected services
is much needed for students and local families in this area.
TARNEIT ELECTORATE
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (11:45): (1258) My question is directed towards the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and Minister for Solar Homes. Minister, our government’s
Solar Homes package is an innovative policy that seeks to make it affordable for Victorian households
to install solar panels on their roofs. My electorate of Tarneit in particular has taken a keen interest in
this package, with suburbs like Truganina and Tarneit having some of the highest uptakes of the first
round of the package.
For families who live in the outer west, being able to pay their energy bills is so very important, and
being able to get cheaper renewable energy can make all the difference to our families and their
household budgets. The news from our government that it will continue to roll out the package to
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accommodate the high demand is a welcome announcement for households like the ones in my
electorate who have embraced this scheme. So my question for the minister is this: what are the
benefits that the households in the Tarneit electorate can expect from the Solar Homes package?
GIPPSLAND SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (11:46): (1259) My question is to the Minister for Water, and
I ask the minister: will she investigate the use of allocated but unused water in the Latrobe system to
expand irrigation in the Central Gippsland region? According to previous answers I have received on
notice from the minister, there are 25 000 megalitres allocated to a power station that was never built,
14 000 megalitres that were previously allocated to the Hazelwood power station and a further
40 000 megalitres or thereabouts kept in reserve, some of which of course must be used for times of
drought. This water could be used in the expansion of irrigation along the Latrobe River or potentially
the augmentation of the Macalister irrigation district. I understand this water is held in Blue Rock Lake,
and as part of an economic transition for the Latrobe Valley and the opportunity to expand irrigation in
Central Gippsland, I ask the minister to investigate options to reallocate it for productive use.
SUNBURY ELECTORATE
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (11:46): (1260) My question is for the Minister for Tourism, Sport and
Major Events. What is the latest information on the delivery of a brand-new BMX pavilion at the
Sunbury BMX track? This pavilion has been made possible thanks to a $100 000 commitment from
this government and funds from Hume City Council. This is the second-largest BMX club in the state,
and the club has stressed the importance of this brand-new facility. It will be terrific on its arrival. I
ask the minister for the latest information on the delivery of the pavilion.
HASTINGS ELECTORATE
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (11:47): (1261) I ask the Minister for Roads and Minister for Road
Safety and the TAC, on behalf of my community: what assistance is the government able to provide
for the upgrade of the dangerous and very congested double intersection in the heart of Somerville?
My Somerville constituents have for many years been required to run the gauntlet of Somerville’s
double roundabout with a twist, situated at the intersection of Eramosa Road West and FrankstonFlinders Road, Somerville. The notorious combination of roundabouts also has the added complexities
of the adjacent Stony Point rail line and crossing and entry to Grant Road. The roundabout becomes
gridlocked many times a day, is made worse when trains cross and is further complicated when that
train is the very long BlueScope train.
I have raised this matter many times in this house, asking for assistance from this government. Minister,
to date the community’s desperate needs have been dismissed by you with the claim that the Department
of Transport has informed you that the intersection is operating appropriately. My community needs
help with this problem, and on behalf of them, Minister, I am asking: what can you do to assist?
PASCOE VALE ELECTORATE
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (11:48): (1262) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Education, and I ask the Minister for Education if he will consider the funding application of
St Paul’s Primary School in Coburg from the Non-Government Schools Capital Fund. St Paul’s
Primary School in Coburg is a fantastic local Catholic primary school which provides an excellent
faith-based education for many students in my electorate. I have recently met with the school principal,
who has discussed with me that a particular focus of the school’s master plan is overcoming the
challenges of limited playground space. The school is a constrained site. It is bordered by the old
Pentridge Prison, now a redevelopment; a restaurant and its car park; and the Holy Trinity Anglican
Church in Coburg. There are limited outdoor playground spaces, and the school would like the
opportunity to replan those spaces to give the children the best possible outside playing spaces and
learning spaces. I ask the minister if he will consider their application.
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MELBOURNE ELECTORATE
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (11:49): (1263) My question is for the Minister for Public Transport.
I was pleased to hear from my constituents over the weekend that Metro Trains Melbourne has agreed
to reopen the waiting rooms at Kensington railway station. I want to congratulate my constituents in
the Kensington station action network who have been campaigning for this change for some time. It
has been a pleasure to help them achieve this win.
The waiting rooms will be a welcome respite for passengers, who are often forced to wait for three or
more trains to pass by Kensington before they can even get on one. What we really need is upgraded
signalling to run more trains on the Craigieburn line, but in the meantime I would like to ask the
Minister for Public Transport: when can we expect their waiting rooms to be open—what is the time
line—and will the public toilets be upgraded and opened as part of this project?
CARRUM ELECTORATE
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (11:50): (1264) My constituency question is for the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure. Minister, I have been contacted by a number of local residents wanting to know:
what are the next steps and time line for this government’s commitment to building the Mordialloc
Freeway from the end of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway all the way to the Dingley bypass?
This much-needed major project will bring many benefits to residents in my electorate. With a 100kilometre-per-hour speed limit and no traffic lights, the new 9-kilometre Mordialloc Freeway, creating
a continuous freeway from Frankston to Clayton, will reduce travel times and improve access to
Moorabbin Airport, the Monash and the Monash Children’s hospital as well as the City of Monash, one
of our largest employment areas outside the Melbourne CBD, where many of my constituents work.
The project will include an upgrade to the existing interchange at the Mornington Peninsula Freeway
and Thames Promenade in Chelsea as well as new freeway entry and exit ramps. Bridges will be built
over Springvale, Governor, Lower Dandenong and Centre Dandenong roads with new entry and exit
ramps, and there will be a new shared walking and cycling path along the entire freeway. This is great
news for my local residents, helping them get where they want to go and home again.
WARRANDYTE ELECTORATE
Mr R SMITH (Warrandyte) (11:51): (1265) My question is to the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change. In July of this year I wrote to the minister with regard to feral deer
causing damage to both private and public land in the Warrandyte electorate. It took the minister three
months to come back to me, and what she came back with was very little information relating to the
Warrandyte electorate. The minister noted two of nine projects that have been funded through the
government’s biodiversity response in relation to deer control, and she said these were within the
proximity of the Warrandyte electorate. Well, the closest project is the Sugarloaf Link—a mere
20 kilometres away from Warrandyte—and the other is in the Dandenong Ranges National Park,
being 26 kilometres away from Warrandyte.
I understand that Manningham council has strongly pushed the government to take stronger action to
manage the rapidly escalating issue of these feral deer in my local area, not areas in the Dandenong
Ranges. I ask the minister what assistance she is going to provide Warrandyte residents and
landowners to help manage the feral deer before long-term measures can be implemented through the
much-delayed Victorian deer management strategy.
NORTHCOTE ELECTORATE
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (11:52): (1266) My question is to the Minister for Roads, and
I ask the minister: when will the Latrobe Avenue intersection on Heidelberg Road into the Amcor site
be signalised? Minister, the Andrews Labor government has delivered big improvements to the way
my local community moves around through the brand-new Chandler Highway bridge, the upgraded
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intersection at Heidelberg Road and the Grange Road level crossing removal. Yet the redevelopment
of the old Amcor site on the corner of Heidelberg Road has seen a huge amount of heavy traffic around
the area. Locals in Wingrove Street and Yarralea Street are dismayed at the volume of trucks destined
for the Amcor site that are rat-running through their streets. The trucks are using local streets because
access to the Amcor site is left-turn-only at Latrobe Avenue. I am informed that as part of the Amcor
development the intersection at Latrobe Avenue and Heidelberg Road will be signalised. Minister, this
will allow Yarralea and Wingrove streets to be returned to local traffic and give residents some peace
and quiet.
Bills
CONSUMER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (11:53): The Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019, as I pointed
out, has a number of amendments, one being in the consumer law and fair trading area, which will
provide greater protection for consumers, and which, as I have already mentioned, is a great thing,
particularly for people in my electorate, where there are often disputes about unfair contract terms. So
this will be welcomed by my community in Geelong.
On the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995, the bill will make a number of minor or technical
amendments to the Domestic Building Contracts Act to enable Domestic Building Dispute Resolution
Victoria to better discharge its objective of resolving domestic building disputes as quickly, as
efficiently and as cheaply as possible, having regard to the needs for fairness. In my electorate, on
occasion people have come to me with problems around domestic building issues, so I know in my
electorate this will be welcomed. Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria commenced
operation in April 2017 and since then has received more than 11 500 dispute resolution applications
and closed almost 9000 cases.
The key amendments to this act will reduce the processing time involved in determining whether or
not to accept a dispute for conciliation; provide greater flexibility to the chief dispute resolution officer
to issue a ‘certificate of conciliation—dispute not resolved’ where it becomes apparent that a dispute
is unlikely to be resolved by conciliation, and parties will then be able to take their dispute to VCAT
for resolution; enable a dispute resolution order to be made by agreement between the parties to a
dispute; better align the rights of builders and building owners under the dispute resolution provisions
of the act; and ensure that the same claim arising from a domestic building dispute cannot be relitigated
under the Domestic Building Contracts Act, where it is already being dealt with under the Building
and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2002. So again for my constituents this is an
important amendment which will give them fairer access to that service.
The bill will make a number of amendments to the Fundraising Act 1998 which will facilitate
significant red tape reduction for charities who conduct public fundraising in Victoria. And of course
that is always a good one for communities in particular, getting rid of that red tape.
Probably one that is of great interest to my community is the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 and the
amendment to it. At the request of the director of housing and the Secretary to the Department of Health
and Human Services, the bill will amend the Residential Tenancies Act to clarify that arrangements
under which premises are let by the director of housing or the secretary to agencies and service providers
who then manage the properties as community housing stock are not tenancy agreements, and it will
exclude the application of the act to circumstances of a lease of a co-owner’s share of a property to the
other co-owner, as occurs under the director of housing’s shared home ownership scheme.
The bill will facilitate full implementation of the government’s Solar Homes program. These
amendments address a concern that loan agreements between a landlord and tenant under the Solar
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Homes program may conflict with the landlord’s existing obligations under the Residential Tenancies
Act to bear the cost of the initial installation and connection of electricity or other utilities to the rented
premises. The amendments clarify that a landlord and a tenant can voluntarily enter into an
agreement—separate from their tenancy agreement—under which a tenant can agree to contribute up
to 50 per cent of the amount of the loan made by the government to the landlord for the installation of
a solar system, which the landlord is required to repay. So for many people taking up this opportunity
of the Solar Homes program, if they are in private rental then it is very much the responsibility and the
decision of the landlord. To give these opportunities to both tenants and landlords will be a great
benefit to them. The tenant will save obviously on their energy costs, but the landlord will also have
the benefit of having that facility to offer into the future.
The other important area is to enable the reforms concerning pets in residential tenancies to commence
operation at a date in advance of the commencement of the full package of residential tenancy. We
know how important pets are to many, many people in our community. I know how important they
are to my constituents in Geelong. When this matter was first raised as part of the reforms to the
Residential Tenancies Act, many of my constituents supported very strongly the opportunity to be able
to keep pets in their rented properties. They felt that way particularly for elderly lonely people, who
rely very heavily on their pets to keep them company.
The other important factor that I believe very strongly in, which people also raised with me, is that
when you rent a property you actually rent the entire property to live and do whatever you want in that
property—within reason of course. People talk about damage to property by pets, but damage to
property can be done by anybody or anything, and there are provisions in the act that cover that. So
for me it is not a very strong argument to say that you should not be able to have pets because they
might cause damage. Kids cause damage. People cause damage. But there are areas within the act that
require you to cover the cost of that damage and to do the right thing by the landlord, so I do not think
that is a very strong argument. I know in my community, when these issues come up, people are very
strong in their view that, yes, you should be able to keep a pet in a rented property and that you are
renting that property and therefore have responsibility for that. Of course there are rights and
responsibilities contained within the Residential Tenancies Act that will cover off on any matters
relating to having a pet at home in a rented property.
Being in a community that is very diverse, we have a lot of elderly people living in the inner city areas
of Geelong who have made it very clear that they would love to be able to have a pet. They have often
been discriminated against in the past because they have had a pet, which has been a barrier to them
getting private rental. But particularly for homeless people, many homeless people have their pets for
obvious reasons—it is that company and feeling more secure with that pet—and often have been
denied private housing because of that pet. This can make a significant change for those people. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (12:01): I am delighted to make a contribution to the Consumer
Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. As was competently covered by the member for Forest Hill, we
will not be opposing this bill. He did make an outstanding contribution before question time, and he
has a full understanding of this bill. Primarily we know this is an omnibus bill that will amend the
Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995, the
Fundraising Act 1998 and the Sex Work Act 1994. It will also amend the Residential Tenancies Act
1997 in a couple of different ways—one to do with solar, and I will go into that in a little bit more
detail. We certainly know what a shambles the solar rollout has been, and the rebates. We just heard
about that in question time. It certainly is right up there with the pink batts disaster. We will see how
that continues to roll out over the next couple of months, but so far it has been an absolute disaster.
In terms of the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, the bill will make amendments
to the commencement of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Australian Consumer Law Review)
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Act 2018 of the commonwealth, and in particular it clarifies inspection and investigation powers as
part of this federal scheme. I think that is a positive step forward.
With regard to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 it will streamline referrals of domestic
building work disputes to Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria. It will also insert a new
ground to reject a referral of domestic building work dispute for conciliation under that act where an
application concerning the dispute has already been made under the Building and Construction
Industry Security of Payment Act 2002.
I just want to touch briefly on the Residential Tenancies Act, or the changes to that. We just heard the
member for Geelong talking about pets in residences, and I think she has certainly misunderstood
where the opposition is coming from—that is, it is not about the ability to have pets, it is about the
definition of pets. As the shadow minister at the table is a dairy farmer and I was once a dairy farmer—
in fact like many people in northern Victoria I am a former dairy farmer because most of them have
gone or are leaving now because of the water situation—I want to relate a brief story.
I will not mention this person’s name, but he was an employee of mine. He was renting a house in
Yarrawonga. We will just call him Champ, I think, at this stage so as I do not name him. He was on
his way home from work one day and he came across a vet doing a caesarean just out of Telford. The
cow unfortunately passed away and there was left a calf. The farmer said that clearly he did not have
time to rear the calf on his own because it had been born without a mother, and he gave the calf to my
employee. So as he could come to work each day my employee would get a bit of milk for the calf, so
he could rear the calf himself. I would touch base with him from time to time about how the calf was
travelling along, and he would give me full updates. About a month later I said to him, ‘So, Champ,
how is this calf coming along? Is it surviving well?’. He said, ‘It is taking significant steps forward. In
fact this morning when I got up to make my coffee, it followed me from the kitchen into the lounge
room’. Clearly he had decided that this was a pet for him, and he did not understand that a calf was
not designed as a pet that would go into a rental house.
I say to the member for Geelong, who was talking about pets, that it is about understanding or
clarifying what those pets are. I know people who have pythons as pets. Recently in the paper there
was somebody who had a crocodile as a pet. So, I mean, I think it is that clarification more than whether
you are allowed to have a pet or not in a rented premises.
The bill also amends the Residential Tenancies Act to provide for the Solar Homes program. As I
mentioned earlier, that has been a bit of a disaster, but this will open up opportunities so a tenant can
agree to contribute up to 50 per cent of the cost of solar. Let us face it, the tenant will be the recipient
of the reduced power costs so it is important that they can be involved in that process. Again, that is a
step forward, but I do encourage tenants to make sure that they have lined up that the connection is
actually going to take place and all those contracts before they step into that contract. Otherwise with
the way this program is rolling out at the moment, who knows? It is just the luck of the draw whether
you are going to get a rebate or not.
Recently I put in an FOI asking for a list of registered companies which were granted approvals for
rebates, because the government capped the rebates. On the first of each month they would roll out
certain rebates and they would cap them. I wanted to find out which companies and which electorates
have been eligible for these rebates, and this was three months ago. As most people in this room know,
an FOI should be responded to within 30 days. Ninety days later—or 60 days late—we are still waiting
for that. We have just heard the member for Morwell talking about a response to a constituency
question being 130 days late. I do encourage the government to work a little harder and get onto
responding to us about these concerns. They worry that we talk about solar rebates and the stuff-ups
that are going on, but then they refuse to tell us what is actually going on. So it leaves us with nowhere
to go. That is why we are asking these questions. We do not want them to keep it secret. As I say, it is
now three months and it just going on and on and on.
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As I mentioned in question time earlier today, the minister still cannot tell us how many households of
the 35 000 in Victoria that have been fitted with solar have been done properly, how many have been
done incompetently and how many of the dodgy installations are still to be found out. I do feel sorry for
those people who have made those installations in good faith. They have gone through all the checks
and balances, they have done all the right things and now there are at least 546 that we know of—out
of just what has been audited of those 1500—that will need to pay to get the installations checked. I
think that is quite unfair and that the government should be coming to the party to make sure that they
are not out of pocket for this check-up because it is clearly not their fault. There is a regime in place to
make sure that everything is taken through step by step. It is clearly the government’s fault, and I think
they need to act on this rather than ask the individuals to follow up on that.
I think I might leave my contribution there. As the member for Forest Hill said, we will not be opposing
this bill, but I do encourage the minister to fix the current mess in the solar rebate scheme.
Ms SETTLE (Buninyong) (12:09): I rise today to support the Consumer Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019. The Andrews government has always been and always will be an advocate for the Victorian
consumer. This bill is indicative of our government’s ongoing commitment to ensuring that the
consumer protection framework in Victoria is the best in the country. Victorians deserve nothing less.
This bill contains several important amendments that will bring consumer protections up to date and
puts in place the framework that ensures future initiatives, such as our very successful Solar Homes
program, can be implemented. This bill is about implementing recommendations contained in the final
report on the Australian Consumer Law review. The commonwealth has amended the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010 in a similar manner to provide the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission with similar powers.
This bill includes amendments that will benefit those building properties as well as those who are
renting properties. We all know that in life there are sometimes disputes. One place that we do not
want to see a dispute is on the building site of our future home. One of the reasons that I support these
amendments is that, thanks to the Andrews Labor government, Ballarat is absolutely booming. The
regional first home buyer grant has seen Ballarat just grow. More and more people are building their
first home and moving into their first home, but these people want the security and surety that come
with those contracts.
We cannot resolve those disputes here, but what we can do is ensure that the framework is in place so
that those disputes can be resolved as quickly, as fairly and as cheaply as possible, and that is one of
the things that this bill achieves. It does this by reducing the processing time involved in determining
whether or not Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria accepts a dispute for conciliation. It
also provides greater flexibility to the chief dispute resolution officer to issue a ‘certificate of
conciliation—dispute not resolved’. This would be done when it becomes apparent that a dispute is
unlikely to be resolved by conciliation. Parties will then be able to take their dispute to VCAT for
resolution. This bill enables a dispute resolution order to be made by agreement between the parties to
a dispute. It better aligns the rights of builders and building owners under the dispute resolution
provisions of the act and ensures that the same claim arising from a domestic building dispute cannot
be relitigated under the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 where it is already being dealt with
under the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2002.
For renters this bill facilitates the full implementation of the Andrews Labor government’s very
successful Solar Homes program. Those on the other side seem to view this program through a very
strange lens. As has already been agreed, over 35 000 homes have had solar panels installed under this
program. I have solar panels at home and I know the absolute benefit that they provide. What this
program means is that families will save up to $890 a year on their electricity bills. It just beggars
belief that the opposition seems to see this as a negative. Here we are supporting hardworking
Australian families to get ahead as well as committing to reducing our emissions. I can only see this
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solar program as a really important piece of policy under the Andrews Labor government. Sharing
that should go to all people, and this bill will help facilitate renters to be a part of that program.
We understand our environmental responsibilities, and our Solar Homes program is one way that we
are lowering emissions across the state. We want to empower people and we want to make sure that
everyone is eligible, so this bill will help people in rental properties to access the Solar Homes
program. The bill contains amendments addressing a concern that loan agreements between a landlord
and tenant under the Solar Homes program may conflict with the landlord’s existing obligations under
the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 to bear the cost of the initial installation and connection of
electricity or other utilities to rental properties. The amendments also clarify that a landlord and a
tenant can voluntarily enter into an agreement—one that is completely separate from their tenancy
agreement. Under this agreement a tenant can agree to contribute up to 50 per cent of the amount of
the loan made by the government to the landlord for the installation of a solar system and which the
landlord is required to repay. We want as many people as possible to participate in this wonderful
program, our Solar Homes program, and this bill puts systems in place so that renters and landlords
can also join this wonderful program.
Another absolute win for renters in this bill is bringing forth pet-related reforms of the Residential
Tenancies Act. I have a very dear friend and constituent Michael Walsh. He and his partner Greg have
always been mad cat people, as one might describe Acting Speaker Spence. I know that for Greg and
Michael their cat is their family. A year or two ago they had to move house—they are in a rental
property—and it was a really difficult time for them. They were having to negotiate with people to
say, ‘Can we bring a family member?’. When I was renting nobody asked me if I could bring my
children. Michael and Greg felt that way about their cat, so I am delighted that we are bringing this
forward. No human member of your family should be unwelcome in your home, and nor should one
of your beloved cats.
As a government we want to encourage companion animal ownership. The benefits are well
documented and endless. The Andrews Labor government has not only promoted ownership but put
in place legislation to ensure that the search for a new member of the family is done in the most ethical
way possible—by outlawing puppy farms. This bill means that those with a companion animal will
not be discriminated against when it comes to renting a property. Acting Speaker, as you would be
aware, this month is Mental Health Month, so it is timely that this bill has been brought forward.
Companion animals are often an essential part of a mental health plan. We have all seen therapy dogs
or heard of them. The mental health benefits of a companion animal cannot be overstated. They are
used by war veterans, dementia patients and those suffering from post-traumatic stress and all manner
of other mental health-related issues. This bill ensures that those who both need or want a companion
animal can have access to one. Another benefit of bringing this date forward is that it will ease some
of the burden on animal rescue shelters, as those renting will now be able to adopt a companion animal.
This bill also contains some necessary amendments to the Fundraising Act 1998, which will lower the
amount of red tape that registered charities have to wade through to do their fundraising work. Our
charity organisations should be able to concentrate on doing what they do best, and that is getting on
with the job of helping society’s most vulnerable people. Of course it is essential that any not-forprofit organisation be transparent and accountable. However, we should aim to be doing that in the
most streamlined manner possible, and that is why these amendments are so important. These
amendments streamline the process for registration as a fundraiser under the act for those not-for-profit
entities that are registered as charities under the Commonwealth Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission Act 2012. This bill aligns the reporting requirements so that a registered charity
will no longer be required to lodge separate reports with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission and with the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria in relation to their fundraising
activity, thus removing unnecessary duplication of work and saving time and resources. To do this the
bill makes it possible for an exchange of information between the ACNC and Consumer Affairs
Victoria. These amendments do not alter the powers of the director of consumer affairs.
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Ours is a government that is committed to delivering for all Victorians. Part of that commitment means
delivering the best in consumer protections. This means ensuring that new programs, like the Solar
Homes program, have the best systems and frameworks behind them. It means providing the
maximum consumer protection for those building a home for their family. It means bringing forward
the best options for renters and pet owners as soon as possible. And it means simplifying the
fundraising reporting process for those who have dedicated their life to supporting others. This bill
delivers all these things, and I commend it to the house.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (12:19): Today I rise to speak on the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019, which is an omnibus bill which talks about many acts, such as the Fundraising
Act 1998, the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 and the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading
Act 2012, but I am today going to focus my contribution on the major housing issues in my area that
are reflected in this change in legislation. Several people are coming into my office each week talking
about being unable to find rental properties—people with good jobs and references—because supply
is short and landlords are actually avoiding the rental market because of the changes that the
government has made and is making today to the residential tenancy laws. There is quite a lot of
confusion and there is quite a lot of anxiety. This is severely impacting supply in my region.
Many people have spoken to me about the fact that pets can now be put into rental properties, and
whilst the bill talks about the fact that the landlord can initiate saying no, they would have to have due
cause of course, which is the case that is worrying people, and it has to go to VCAT. The landlord
must not unreasonably refuse consent to keep a pet on a rental property. Clauses 40 to 46 deal with
these issues. What I am trying to work out is: what is classified as ‘unreasonable’? If a landlord plans
to move back into the property but has a severe allergy to cats, for example, would that refusal be
considered unreasonable? ‘Unreasonable’ is actually not defined.
I understand pets are important. I have always had pets, so I absolutely understand the importance of
the role pets play. However, the onus will be on the landlord to get the approval from VCAT to refuse
to consent to a pet once they have received the request from the renter. VCAT already has huge lead
times. Will this move increase the load on the tribunal? What happens while the landlord is waiting
for the decision to be made? Is the pet allowed in the house in the meantime? If not, what happens to
the pet while waiting for a decision? Is the tenant allowed to move in? If not, what happens to the
tenant? Landlords are really worried about these changes and the lack of detail about them and as such
are pulling their properties off the market and looking at alternatives, such as Airbnb.
I have had personal experience with some challenges, and one of the things we have talked about is the
concern we have as an opposition here that there is no definition of ‘pet’. I actually can tell you a story
about a property we had on one of the farms which was rented to some people who decided to rear
calves on the front lawn. I had renovated this house fairly recently and spent quite a lot of money on the
garden. The garden beds and the lawn area were used for about 20 calves, which turned the whole yard
into a floor or a ground area of mud, so the lawn was completely destroyed. When we said that was
probably a bit unreasonable, that was not what the tenant thought was unreasonable. Twenty calves can
just turn an area into pretty much a mud pile over winter. It compacts the soil. It was quite a big area to
have to re-renovate when we had already spent quite a lot of money on making the house attractive. I
also had another situation where we had two showers in the property and the second shower was used
as the kitty litter tray for the cats. That totally destroyed the plumbing for the whole house.
It is about standards. It is about being able to put some parameters around pets and behaviours, and it
is actually very, very hard as a landlord to implement those standards. This is what people are
concerned about—those horror stories which you hear too many of where too much onus is on the
landlord and the balance has been skewed. And to back up my statements around that I would like to
talk about a recent quote from someone from my area, a real estate agent, in the local newspaper in
February this year. His comments were that owners are losing faith in the system with the new rule
changes proposed. He went on to say:
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In the past it might have been too far in favour of the landlord but at the moment it’s just gone the wrong way.
The pendulum’s swung too far and landlords are getting out of the market place.

Mark Dwyer is the name of the real estate agent I quote, and he continued by saying that the new rental
rules, which were actually brought in to provide more security for renters, were actually working in
reverse and making it harder for tenants.
I just don’t see how five-year leases and being able to have dogs and make minor alterations is going to be
able to help. I think it’s going to make it harder …

This is coming from a real estate agent who spoke publicly on the record. He has been seeing huge
numbers of applicants competing for properties, and that is not normal in our part of the world. So the
thing is, what we are seeing is Airbnb listings in Warrnambool going from 30 to 300 in six years, with
a huge growth over the past two years. So the landlords are simply taking the properties off the market
and looking for alternatives.
Assumptions are also, I think, that all landlords are wealthy, and that is not the case. In our part of the
world many are farmers, as was our situation. You buy a property, and it sometimes has two houses
on it; they just come with the land price, really. We work hard, and I think all of you understand that
farmers are under enormous pressure. They are not wealthy people who have cash available.
Sometimes they will even buy a property in Warrnambool as their investment to retire in later and use
it in the meantime to gain some rental income. So these are not entrepreneurs who are buying land and
properties one after the other. They are just mum-and-dad investors.
So I see very much a situation where we are really getting a skewed market and there certainly is
market failure, and the government, by imposing these changes, are really not addressing that issue
that we are seeing. We are seeing also a shortage of social and public housing in my region. In fact we
have a 127 per cent blowout in the waiting lists compared to the state average. There are 1444 social
housing properties in my electorate, but there are 669 applicants who have been assessed and are in
need of social housing. That is not just individuals. That is families within that number—people with
children needing to go to school, needing to have some stability. It is a really critical situation. As I
say, I have people in my office consistently.
So I feel that when we talk to the government about this we see that they need to increase social
housing in my electorate alone by 46 per cent just to accommodate this waiting list. But the minister
spoke to the local paper and he went on the record saying that in the past five years the government
has acquired 18 new properties in the area, and that pretty much covers the whole western part of the
state, from Horsham down to the coast. He also said there are another eight units coming in
Warrnambool. Remember, I said we need 669—that would meet the current demand. So eight was
his response to 669. It is simply not enough. The government is ignoring the crisis—and this has been
developing in the south-west for the last five years—and has essentially sat on its hands, and this
legislation will do absolutely nothing but worsen that.
The state government is happy to brag about building additional social housing in Victoria, but the
reality is these investments are in Ballarat and Geelong. When they call their investments ‘regional’ it
is Ballarat and Geelong despite South-West Coast being among the region’s electorates with the
highest number of homeless people—another example, and I spoke about this yesterday, of really
good press releases on how the Labor government care, but really no action. Really when you scrape
back the surface, what you are seeing is a very big lack of care.
So now people will be saying my electorate is being ignored because I am from the opposition, but
the reality is that the government is just ignoring the country. It has a really big history of ignoring the
country. Today we saw the Real Estate Institute of Victoria’s chief executive officer Gil King say that
incentives are needed for home owners to rent out their homes rather than offer them through Airbnb,
or holiday accommodation, he called it—market failure. We are seeing rental prices in my part of the
world go up a significant amount from a mean price of $340 a week for rent to $360. This is a huge
increase for people who are trying to manage the cost of living, which is blowing out of control. People
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are coming into my office talking about how they cannot afford to pay their electricity bills, they
cannot afford rent and they cannot find rent. The real estate institute continued by saying that as
competition grows it will be increasingly tough, so I urge the government to think hard about what
they are doing.
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (12:29): I rise with great delight to speak on the Consumer
Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. I would like to thank the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming
and Liquor Regulation for all the work that has been done in bringing forth these changes. As
mentioned, this is an omnibus bill, but I like to think of it as a sort of group hug for consumer protection
and red tape reduction. What we are all about here is protecting consumers.
This amendment bill amends a variety of different pieces of consumer legislation, with the key
objectives being to correct minor and technical errors in these acts to improve their utilisation and
effectiveness, cut red tape for charitable fundraisers in the Fundraising Act 1988 and kickstart the early
commencement of our pet reforms and the Solar Homes program, as we have heard from members
on our side, the member for Buninyong and the member for Geelong, with their great contributions.
If we look at the changes to the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, the bill will
amend that act to implement recommendations in the final report of the review of the Australian
Consumer Law. The amendments will enable the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to use their
investigatory powers under the act to inquire into alleged unfair contract terms and to inform the director
as to whether to commence proceedings under the Australian Consumer Law in respect of those terms.
It is very important for anyone who enters into any sort of business or other contract to know that there
is some protection on being dudded by someone who is just going to take advantage of them.
The bill also enables a private litigant in an action commenced subsequent to proceedings under the
Australian Consumer Law to rely on any admissions of fact made before a court by the respondent in
an earlier proceeding. That is quite encouraging because it would be a great shame if in some
proceeding someone said one thing that they had said before in a previous court of law and there was
no response to actually review that or make them answer to that. I note the commonwealth has already
amended its Competition and Consumer Act 2010 to give equivalent powers to the ACCC, so that is
some good work there.
This bill also affects the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995, and I will just highlight some of the
key amendments. It makes a number of minor technical amendments to the Domestic Building
Contracts Act to enable Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria, or the DBDRV, to better
discharge its objectives in resolving domestic building disputes as quickly, as efficiently and as
cheaply as possible, especially in the interest of fairness. Since its inception in April 2017 the DBDRV
has received more than 11 500 dispute resolution applications and closed almost 9000 cases, and I
think that is a great strike rate. The things that we can do to improve that will be to reduce the
processing time involved in determining whether or not to accept a dispute for conciliation and to
provide greater flexibility to the chief dispute resolution officer to issue a certificate of conciliation
with a dispute not being resolved.
I would also like to mention that the changes to the Fundraising Act 1998 will be very well received,
especially by our small fundraising organisations. After lobbying from the not-for-profit charity sector
for a reduction of red tape, this amendment will streamline the process for charities to register their
organisations. The bill will also simplify the reporting requirements so that registered charities are no
longer required to lodge separate reports with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission
and the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria. It will require half the work, and especially with smaller
not-for-profit charities that will be very well received from an administration point of view. The
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission and Consumer Affairs Victoria will now have
better exchange of information between each other.
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In Mount Waverley we have so many charities who will benefit from these amendments and
importantly for our smaller charities, as I said, this streamlining will mean more time to go back to
doing charitable work for the community, raising funds, getting the word out about who they are and
what they do, and helping others.
I would just like to mention a couple of our local groups who are on the list of these organisations.
There is Kerrie Neighbourhood House; the Monash Men’s Shed, which I am a big fan of; Mount Street
Neighbourhood House; Neighbourhood Watch, a fantastic group that is very active in our area; South
East Volunteers; St Theresa’s Aged and Retired Services, which is mostly run out of a house so any
less administration will allow them to reach out more to their many members, which is great; the
Waverley RSL is another on the list; our Victorian Tamil Association—a big shout-out to the Tamils
in our area, you are a very, very important part of our community in Mount Waverley; Wavlink; and
Monash-Waverley Community Information and Support, who do fantastic work helping those in need
in our community in Mount Waverley.
I would now like to move on to our changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997, which we have
discussed at some length. This bill amends both the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 and the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018. The most significant changes to the 1997 act will be the regulation
of pets under residential tenancy agreements. This amendment will in effect enable the early
introduction of the pet reforms that we flagged in 2018, which was very enthusiastically received by
renters and tenancy advocacy groups. I note that the member for Buninyong said earlier she had never
had to convince a landlord to allow her to bring her children into the house. I think that is a great point.
A member interjected.
Mr FREGON: It is a very good point because your dog, your cat, your budgie—not necessarily
your cow as a member on the other side was talking about. I am not really quite sure how that works—
Mr Fowles interjected.
Mr FREGON: A crocodile might be a bit far. But they are members of the family and the fact that
you need to try and convince a real estate agent that maybe, you know, a cat is somehow a chattel or
something or some sort of bit of property that you are bringing in does not really quite make sense. So
I think it is great that we are bringing this forward.
I note that especially in Mount Waverley but all through the state we have an ageing population. We
have got an ageing population who as they grow older sometimes will downsize, and some of them
inevitably end up in rental accommodation. So I think you need to think about people entering the
rental market that may not have been in it, and those people may already have pets and those pets
might be the only company they have in the house. When I turn up at home usually my groodle, Rosie,
the being of chaos that she is, will hear the car turn up, and when I get to the front door she is there.
The rest of the house are all busy doing what they are doing—I am lucky to get a look up from the
boys and Sophie. Having that pet at home for many, many of us—I would say the majority of us—is
what gives us our first smile when we arrive home, so anything we can do to decrease social isolation,
especially for our aged but for anyone, is great work that this government is doing.
I am running a little bit light on time, but I definitely want to talk about allowing renters and landlords
to come to agreements for our fantastic Solar Homes program. I note the member for Forest Hill earlier
was giving some figures, but I think his clock is running about two months behind, because I would
just like to point out that in September 9750 applications were available and in October there are
currently 6500, so he might want to update his figures there. In closing, this big group, this big hug of
amendments for consumer protection—
Mr Fowles: A consumer cuddle!
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Mr FREGON: It is a consumer cuddle—that is right. Thank you, member for Burwood. It is just
another show of empathy for people in real-life situations from the Andrews Labor government. I am
excited to see the pet rental reforms, the solar rental reforms and also the charity fundraising reforms.
It is great to see our government giving back to the people of Victoria and making sure they know we
are getting it done.
Mr HAMER (Box Hill) (12:39): I am delighted to speak on the Consumer Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019. It is an important bill because it is making our already strong consumer protections
framework even fairer for all Victorians. As has been noted by a number of other members, it does
cover a wide range of amendments to existing legislation, and I would just like to go through each of
those in turn.
The first part of the bill seeks to amend the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012. This
will enable the investigatory powers of the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria under that act to be
applied to the investigation of unfair contract terms and to enable litigants seeking damages or
compensation orders under the Australian Consumer Law to rely on admissions made by and facts
agreed by a respondent in previous proceedings. This is an important amendment because it will
implement the recommendations contained in the final report of the review of the Australian
Consumer Law. Similar changes have already been made to the commonwealth legislation. The
commonwealth amended the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 to give the equivalent powers to
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, and it is important that in Victoria consumers
are afforded the same rights.
The next part of the bill in terms of the amendments that it seeks to establish is the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995. These amendments seek to improve the resolution of disputes for domestic
building contracts. Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria (DBDRV) has opened nearly
11 500 cases since it commenced operation in April 2017, and I am delighted that it has been able to
close almost 9000 of these. This shows that the system is working and is dealing with disputes in an
efficient and timely manner. This bill will further improve that efficiency by reducing the amount of
time involved in determining whether or not to accept a dispute for conciliation. This will give the
parties involved some more certainty and allow for more resources to be devoted to resolving disputes
that are taken up by Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria. The chief resolution officer under
the amendment will also have greater flexibility to issue a ‘certificate of conciliation—dispute not
resolved’. This is obviously not an ideal outcome; however, we know that despite the best efforts of
conciliators some disputes can be particularly intractable. Where the DBDRV has made a
determination that a dispute cannot be resolved the parties can go to VCAT to start the legal process.
Disputes between builders and owners can sometimes be complex and emotional. I have had a number
of constituents who have sought help in this regard. Particularly in relation to building one’s own
home, it is likely the biggest single investment a person will ever make in their life. That is why the
work of the DBDRV is so vital, and it is important that these changes are made and they will be
welcomed by the community.
The third suite of amendments deals with changes to the Fundraising Act 1998. These amendments
are about making it easier for charities to raise funds for their cause without unnecessary red tape
getting in the way. The government wants charities to spend more time helping those in need and less
time filling in paperwork, and these amendments will enable that. There are plenty of amazing charities
out in the community, including in my own electorate, and one that I particularly want to mention is
Umbrella Dementia Cafés. I recently had the pleasure of visiting one of the cafes to see it in operation
with CEO Kirsty Porter, and I saw firsthand the terrific work that this group is doing for people in our
community who are living with dementia and their loved ones.
The amendments that are proposed under this legislation will streamline the process for registering as
a not-for-profit entity if they are already registered as a charity under commonwealth legislation. This
unnecessary and confusing duplication is simply wasting precious resources for charities that often
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have very little to get by on. As important as regulation can be in many cases, filling out paperwork
for the state is not really helping anybody.
The amendments will also align reporting requirements so that it is not necessary to lodge separate
reports with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission as well as the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria. This again is reducing the burden on these entities from duplication and
will make a real difference for charities and not-for-profits in the Box Hill electorate.
Probably the key component of the amendments, which has been talked about by many members, is
the changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997. Box Hill is home to many local students, young
people and others who rent their home, and that is because the electorate of Box Hill is a great place
to live, with terrific local amenities, access to multiple public transport options and proximity to
university campuses such as Deakin University and the Box Hill TAFE obviously, which makes it a
choice destination for many who choose to rent. Renting in the Box Hill area has gone up significantly
over the last decade. In 2006 the number of properties that were rented in Box Hill was in the order of
24 per cent, and by 2016 this had increased to 31 per cent. It is a reflection of not only the change in
housing stock that is occurring in Box Hill but also I guess the property prices. People want to live in
this area, but it is becoming unaffordable for many people to buy and they choose to rent, and for many
of these people they are renting for a longer period of time because they cannot afford to buy into the
housing market.
Just because people choose to rent does not mean that they should not have a place to call home. I
know the member for Mount Waverley is fond of pop culture, and I am reminded of the great
Australian classic movie The Castle where Darryl Kerrigan said, ‘It’s not just a house; it’s a home!’.
This is the important element. It does not matter whether you are renting or you own the house; the
important element is that you can actually make it a home.
This bill puts in place two important amendments in relation to both the Solar Homes program and
also the Residential Tenancies Act in relation to having pets in the home. It makes sure that renters
have that capability as well. The Solar Homes package—and I see the Minister for Solar Homes is at
the table and I congratulate her on what a fantastic initiative and program that is; it has really been
welcomed in my electorate—is providing more than $2000 to support the installation of solar panels,
helping to ensure that Victoria’s energy system is as affordable, resilient and secure as possible. As
has been mentioned by other members, this program has already helped 35 000 households to put a
power station on the roof, saving them hundreds of dollars a year on their energy bills.
Ensuring that renters can benefit from the installation of solar panels is a key component of the
program and one that is very much welcomed in my community. A rebate, as I was saying, of $2225
is available for rental properties subject to program eligibility and the solar homes landlord rebate
agreement. This bill addresses a concern that loan agreements may be inconsistent with the landlord’s
obligations under a residential tenancy agreement, and the amendments address that concern by
making it clear that any loan agreement is separate from the tenancy agreement. In closing, it is an
important bill and I commend the bill to the house
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (12:49): I am just going to speak briefly on this bill. It is an omnibus bill
that covers a range of legislation: the Residential Tenancies Act 1997, the Sex Work Act 1994, the
Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012, the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 and
the Fundraising Act 1998. But I want to focus on the changes to the Residential Tenancies Act, which
of course follow on from some of the reforms that were made in the last term of the Parliament, in
particular the changes in regard to the provision for pets in rental properties. My understanding is this
bill allows for the early introduction of those pet reforms.
I am speaking because, first of all, in Prahran we have a significantly high number of renters, of which
I am now one, with around 60 per cent of people in the Prahran electorate living in rental
accommodation. The changes that were made to the Residential Tenancies Act in the previous
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Parliament had long been championed by the Greens. They were really a significant change for the
better for so many people living in the Prahran electorate. They were announced by the government
in late 2017 during the Northcote by-election, and it took a full year for those laws to be introduced
into Parliament and now most of those changes are not being implemented until 2020. It has been
some time since it was first announced, so I certainly welcome this particular part of the reform being
brought forward to ensure that people are not unreasonably refused the opportunity to live with their
pets in rental properties.
Renters in Prahran face a number of issues. As a local MP I have looked into this issue quite deeply.
They are facing high rents, concerns about the security of their tenancy, the low quality of some of the
dwellings, delays in responses from landlords when repairs are requested and significantly, relating to
this particular bill, the struggle to find properties because of having a pet. Not only do we have a
significant number of renters in the Prahran electorate, we also have a significant number of pet
owners. If I do say so myself, we have some of the best behaved pets in the state. I remember when I
first stood for Stonnington City Council in 2012 we had attendance voting, and the number of wellbehaved, well-groomed pets that would simply sit at the entrance to the polling station while their
owner went in and voted was incredibly impressive.
A member interjected.
Mr HIBBINS: I am not sure if the pets could vote. There are a significant number of greyhound
owners in Prahran as well, which I have certainly noticed over a number of years. Many people in the
Prahran electorate are rehoming greyhounds, which I think is fantastic. Just recently the Chapel Street
shopping precinct went pet friendly. They are running a campaign with about 300 traders now with
the paw sign on their doors saying they are pet friendly. You can shop, you can get your hair done and
bring your dog, which I think is really important. That is why I wanted to speak on this bill—the
significance of both pet ownership and renting in the Prahran electorate.
But there is more to be done when it comes to renting and improving the rights of renters. I will add
that it was disappointing last year when the Liberals opposed changes to the Residential Tenancies
Act, opposed improving rights for renters which would benefit so many people in the Prahran
electorate and are now again speaking out against those reforms. It tells you where they stand when it
comes to looking after the needs of people in Prahran.
But there is more to do in terms of improving the rights of renters. One, we do need to look at a cap
on rent increases, which would be in line with ensuring that rents do not spiral out of control and out
of the reach of so many people. These are reforms that have been introduced in other areas around the
world, and it is something we definitely need to look at in Melbourne to ensure that rents remain
affordable, particularly in the inner city.
We also need to look at the standards of rental dwellings and ensure that there are minimum standards
for rental dwellings when it comes to energy efficiency and the installation of efficient light fixtures,
hot water systems and heating. This would save people money and would be very good for the
environment too. Minimum standards would really lift the quality of rental properties across the state.
So there is more to be done for renters.
I also wanted to just address the elements in regard to the Solar Homes program. These amendments
make some changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 to assist with the Solar Homes program by
clarifying that a landlord and tenant can voluntarily enter into an agreement. Now, the addition of
renters to the Solar Homes program was made after the initial announcement of the Solar Homes
program by the government last year. The Greens were very keen on pushing to ensure that renters
could be included in that program, but currently the number of rental properties that are eligible for
the scheme is only 2000 per year. If that is going to continue for the whole 10 years of the scheme,
that is about 20 000 dwellings out of about 650 000 dwellings. It is not enough. Currently I think it is
working out to be about 166 per month, and as it stands that is undersubscribed. About 130 or so have
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been taken up this month, so it is certainly not facing some of the issues that the other side of the
scheme, the one for home owners, is facing. What that is telling me is that this change may improve
or increase the uptake, but with only 2000 available per year I think the government does need to look
at ways of doing more to get renters involved in this scheme.
The Greens took a policy for renters to the last election which was a bit innovative and a bit unique in
that it gave renters a $1000 grant which would allow them to then buy into solar at a separate
location—potentially a community building or a train station or something along those lines. That is a
unique and innovative way to allow renters to engage in the solar market and get solar power, and they
would be credited in their energy bill for the energy that that particular solar panel produces. I think
that is certainly something that the government does need to look at if it is going to stick with this
current allocation of just 2000 rental dwellings per year to be included in the Solar Homes program.
The government does need to look at more unique and different ways to allow renters to get involved
in solar. What would also assist, as I mentioned before, are minimum mandatory standards for rental
properties to ensure that they are environmentally friendly, and that could involve solar.
The Greens will be supporting this bill. We certainly welcome the bringing forward of provisions
ensuring that people are not unreasonably refused pets in their rental properties, but there is a lot more
to be done to improve the rights of renters, which would be good for so many people in the Prahran
electorate, and also to ensure that renters can be involved in solar.
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (12:59): In the 1 or 2 minutes we have got left before lunch I
rise to speak in support of this bill. I rise to support it because this is a bill that increases fairness. As a
government we said we would work for a fairer Victoria, and that is what this bill is about. The changes
are manifold, but they all work towards supporting fairer outcomes and better protections for the
people of Victoria.
Amongst the many parts of this bill that have been discussed and debated there are two parts that I
know will be very relevant to my community and the district of Northcote, and they are the changes
to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 and the improvements to the Domestic Building Contracts
Act 1995. The changes to the Residential Tenancies Act contained in this bill are changes that will
improve the lot of both tenants and landlords. Specifically I refer to those amendments which will
enable the early commencement of our rental pet reforms and those that will enable the rollout of our
Solar Homes program to rental properties.
For thousands of people in my community these are welcome changes because they increase stability
and certainty for renters and landlords. While home ownership remains an aspiration for many and an
important part of the Australian psyche, tenancy is the immediate reality for millions of Victorians,
and indeed some economists argue that renting is a far more rational decision than owning our own
homes.
Sitting suspended 1.00 pm to 2.01 pm.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
Matters of public importance
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
The SPEAKER (14:01): I have accepted a statement from the member for Malvern proposing the
following matter of public importance for discussion:
That this house notes the many rorts and scandals of the Andrews Labor government, including but not limited
to:
(1) the red shirts rort in which the Ombudsman found Labor MPs had wrongly used $388 000 in
taxpayer funds to campaign for Labor, the failure of Labor MPs to cooperate with Victoria Police
and $1.3 million of public money spent by the Labor government attempting to hinder the
Ombudsman in her investigation;
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(2) former corrections minister Herbert ordering his pet dogs to be chauffeured in his ministerial
vehicle;
(3) former Speaker Languiller and former Deputy Speaker Nardella misusing the second residence
allowance;
(4) the current investigation into former Deputy President Eideh’s office using tens of thousands of
taxpayer dollars to pay for bogus Labor Party memberships;
(5) the policy for preferences scandal during the Northcote by-election involving then Minister for
Agriculture Pulford;
(6) the Treasurer approving a $31 billion deal with Transurban whilst having a financial interest in the
company;
(7) spending $1.7 million on a partisan Our Fair Share ad campaign to try to help Bill Shorten get to
the Lodge and then failing to amend legislation specifically requested by the Ombudsman and the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission to prevent such misuse from occurring
again; and
(8) further notes that with each scandal and rort, Victorians witness another stain on the integrity of the
Andrews Labor government.

Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (14:03): I am sorry for you, Speaker,
having to read out that litany of sin, scandal and rorting of this Labor government. I note that it is only
just the start; it is only just the beginning.
The measure of a man is what he does with power.

These words of Socrates, uttered more than 2400 years ago, are as pertinent today as they were then.
What does it say about a Labor leader and a Labor government who have demonstrated time and time
again that when it comes to integrity, when it comes to probity, when it comes to decency and
especially when it comes to other people’s money, they are fundamentally dishonest? They cannot be
trusted. So I move this matter of public importance because integrity in government, or a lack of it, is
crucial to the public interest.
Before we turn to the litany of rorts perpetrated by members of this Labor government on Victorians,
let me quote from a debate in this chamber on 11 June 2014:
We ought to take action once and for all on the member for Frankston, not because it is expedient, not because
it is about personalities, not because it is about politics but because it is about probity. It is about probity and
decency. It is about doing the right thing and being consistent. That is what it is about.

Who made this high-minded, impassioned plea for integrity? It was none other than the member for
Mulgrave, the then Leader of the Opposition and now Premier. And of course what makes this so
hypocritical, so plastic, so fake, is that at the very time he was calling for probity and decency he and
dozens of his colleagues were engaging in the orchestrated rip-off of the citizens of this state with the
red shirts rorts. On the very day he was calling for probity and integrity and decency he and so many
of his colleagues were ripping off the public through the red shirts rorts. That is right; while he was
demanding that other people do the right thing, he and his cronies were deliberately doing the wrong
thing, taking money that was not theirs to spend on themselves and on their election campaign. This
is an appalling example of the hypocrisy of this Premier and the fundamental lack of honesty at the
heart of this government.
Let us turn to the red shirts rorts—one law for Labor and another law for Victorians. That is what
Victorians know. We saw the Labor Party engage in what the Ombudsman described as an ‘artifice’
that was wrong, that was crossing the line. This was a deliberate strategy to take public money
designed to support electorate officers to do work for the Parliament and to appropriate it for the Labor
Party. It was a transfer, a theft of money, from the public purse to the Labor Party’s pockets. That is
exactly what it was—$388 000 of it.
How did the Ombudsman come to find all of this out? First of all, there was a whistleblower.
Somebody actually knew on their side that this was wrong, and they had the courage to stand up. That
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person had the courage to stand up and call it out. What happened then? The upper house said, ‘This
looks like it should be investigated by the Ombudsman’, and it made a referral to the Victorian
Ombudsman to make sure this could be investigated. Did the Labor government accept this? Did they
accept that the independent officer of the Parliament had a right to investigate something that goes to
probity, integrity and the use of public money? No, they did not. The first thing that happened was that
the Leader of the Government came into this chamber and basically put up the shield and said, ‘We’re
not going to cooperate’. They passed a motion in this house, on Labor Party numbers, to hide members
of the Legislative Assembly from experiencing that Ombudsman’s probe.
But that was not enough. The then Attorney-General, the now Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major
Events, went further and used government money—that is, taxpayers money—to challenge the right
of the Ombudsman to investigate their rorting. They went to court and said, ‘We don’t want the
Ombudsman investigating our rorting’. And when they lost to the Supreme Court, they did not accept
it. When they lost in the Court of Appeal, they did not accept it, and they tried to get special leave to
appeal to the High Court of Australia to stop the Ombudsman from doing her job. That is how scared
they were of their malfeasance being found out. That is how scared they were of the truth coming out,
because they knew that at the heart of this rort lies that dirty secret—that they are just fundamentally
dishonest.
Then when finally they could not stop the Ombudsman from investigating, did they cooperate with
the Ombudsman? No, they did not. They shut up shop. The Ombudsman came down and eventually
found that this was appalling, this was an absolutely disgraceful abuse of public money. In the words
of the Ombudsman:
… the arrangement to employ field organisers as electorate officers was an artifice to secure partial payment
for the campaign out of parliamentary funds, and was wrong.
…
The principal architect of the arrangement was the former Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council,
John Lenders.
…
Mr Lenders crossed the line.

A Victorian Ombudsman press release states:
Ms Glass said the Legislative Assembly’s assertion of exclusive cognisance—that the upper house did not
have the powers to launch an investigation into members of the lower house—was a limiting factor in the
investigation.

So not only did the Ombudsman find that this was an appalling rort costing Victorian taxpayers
$388 000, but then the police got involved. And when the fraud squad announced they were going to
be investigating this outrageous conduct, what did the Premier say? The Premier indicated he had
nothing to hide, because he said, ‘Everybody should cooperate and everybody will’. Well, what
happened? Did one single member of the guilty party over there front up and answer questions from
police? No, they did not. Every single one of them dodged Victoria Police. They refused to be
interviewed, they refused to answer questions. If it was America you would say, ‘They pled the fifth’.
They lied. They lied, because the promise was they would—
The SPEAKER: Order! The member knows not to use that word.
Mr M O’BRIEN: The promise was they would cooperate, and they did not—they broke that
promise to Victorians.
What happened then? It was not just a mass case of amnesia, where they were going to cooperate and
they forgot about it, because the Herald Sun blew the whistle:
… a Labor figure last night confirmed that MPs and former members … were refusing to co-operate with
police.
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‘That’s the strategy, not to co-operate, and basically throw the challenge back to the cops …

That is how they operate.
At the end of the day, as we found out yesterday, this disgraceful lack of cooperation with the police
and a lack of transparency has led to no charges being laid at this point, but I think this has still got a
long way to run. If they think they are out of the woods, they are wrong. We have not forgotten,
Victorians have not forgotten, taxpayers have not forgotten, and this is not going away, as much as
members opposite might like it to.
I could go on about red shirts for my entire 15 minutes, but let me quickly get to some of the other
greatest hits of the rorters opposite. Former corrections minister Steve Herbert ordered that his pet
dogs be chauffeured in his ministerial vehicle—the old Labor Lassie limo. That is what they did. It
was the Labor Lassie limo. There was Ted and Patch being ferried around Victoria in the back of a
nice new Statesman or whatever it was. You can only imagine what drivers who pulled up next to the
car at traffic lights would have thought when they looked over and saw a nicely uniformed driver with
a couple of dogs in the back seat somewhere between Parkdale and Trentham time and time again.
Those opposite think that this is an appropriate use of taxpayers money. This is what they think they
were elected for. Remember when the Premier talked about how every day in government was a gift;
I just did not realise the gift was free dog chauffeurs, because that is the way that the Premier and his
team look at this.
Let us look at former Speaker Languiller and former Deputy Speaker Nardella. What a disgrace, not
just for those individuals and the Labor Party but frankly for this Parliament—deliberately not telling
the truth about where they lived in order to claim allowances they were not entitled to. The former
member for Melton claimed he could not live in his apartment in St Kilda because it was too small so
he was living in a caravan in Ocean Grove. It is not just the dishonesty; it is also the fact that he thought
that everyone was so easily fooled—the fact that he thought that anybody would believe him for a
second. He is a man who, with the most ill grace, refused to apologise, refused to pay the money back
until he was absolutely forced to and who brought disgrace on himself and on this chamber.
As for the former Speaker, he represented Tarneit, in the western suburbs of Melbourne, and claimed
he lived in Queenscliff for goodness sake. This just shows you the absolute lack of respect that
members opposite have got for taxpayers and for this Parliament.
Let us move on to the next of the greatest hits—
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr M O’BRIEN: Well, I have only got 4 minutes left. There is the former Deputy President,
Khalil Eideh, whose office used tens of thousands of taxpayer dollars to pay for bogus Labor Party
memberships.
Now, this is currently before IBAC so I will be a little bit careful about what I say. It is good to see the
member for Melton here, because didn’t he get an armchair ride into Parliament? If it was not for
Justin Mammarella’s printing business out in the electorate office, the member for Melton would still
be running the ambos’ union, but he was parachuted in at the last minute.
Mr Battin interjected.
Mr M O’BRIEN: Well, that is true.
There was Justin Mammarella, the preselected Labor candidate for Melton before the last election,
quickly going for ‘family reasons’, remember, in the middle of the campaign. Well, maybe it was
‘family reasons’ in the mafia sense of the term ‘family’, but frankly that is about it.
We can then go on to the policy for preferences scandal. These are all serious, but this is a very serious
one because I do not know if in my time in politics I have ever seen a government minister explicitly
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use public money to do a deal to buy preferences from a minor political party, yet that is what the then
Minister for Agriculture, Minister Pulford, did in relation to the Animal Justice Party ahead of the
Northcote by-election in 2017. This was admitted to by none other than the Animal Justice Party:
… AJP Candidate Nina Lenk told The Age … the funding was offered in an effort to lure the micro-party
party away from its traditional loose affiliation with the Greens.
…
‘We’re preferencing Labor because they were offering us a Victorian welfare group for animals, they were
also offering us about $500 000 …

What a disgraceful abuse of the public purse to take public money and say, ‘We are going to give this
to pet causes of a particular micro-party simply because we want their preferences in a by-election’.
Mr Angus: Corruption.
Mr M O’BRIEN: It is absolutely corruption, and it is absolutely appalling.
We could go then to the Treasurer, who just happened to have a financial interest in Transurban at the
same time as he was doing a $30 billion-plus deal with Transurban—a deal which benefited
Transurban and its shareholders. The question is: how much money did Treasurer Pallas make out of
that deal that he did with Transurban? How much did the shares in which he had a financial interest
go up as a result of that shocking deal for Victorian motorists? We know that if you put $4 billion on
the table and you get about $37 billion back, which is what the Treasurer’s deal with Transurban has
done—that is exactly what he has done—that is appalling. Just to finish this off in the last minute or
so, this is a government that spent $1.7 million of taxpayers money on a shockingly partisan ad
campaign seeking to get Bill Shorten and the federal Labor Party into the Lodge, a campaign which
IBAC and the Ombudsman said was wrong, saying the laws should be changed so that this could
never happen again. When you have IBAC and the Ombudsman saying, ‘This is appalling; it shouldn’t
happen; you need to change the law so it can’t be repeated’, you would think if you had any credibility,
any integrity, any decency, you would accept that recommendation and apologise to Victorians.
Instead what does the Labor Party do? They say, ‘We’re going to ignore IBAC. We’re going to ignore
the Ombudsman. We want to keep stealing taxpayers money for the Labor Party’. Because ultimately
what it comes down to is that the Labor Party in this state have got no understanding of the difference
between public money and their money. They are in it up to their necks. This is a government with no
credibility, no integrity, no honesty, and Victorians deserve a damn sight better than this rotten mob
opposite.
The SPEAKER: Order! Just before calling the next speaker, I want to acknowledge in the gallery
the presence of Clontarf Foundation program participants from Swan Hill. Welcome to the Parliament.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:18): Well, that was not so much a speech as the Leader of the
Opposition exhaling a death rattle. The Leader of the Opposition is under so much pressure, it is
obvious to see. I sat here when the bells were ringing for the resumption of the sitting. When the bells
stopped ringing, the only members of the back bench I saw on the opposition benches were the
members for Sandringham, Bulleen and Benambra. That was it. The only person who is happier than
me about that contribution would be the member for Bulleen, because we know that the member for
Bulleen is circling. Whether it comes down to the member for Bulleen holding court at the back table
at Strangers, whether it is a bevy of frontbenchers gathering around the member in the bar or at lateafternoon whiskies on the back terrace, which I have witnessed, we all know that the Leader of the
Opposition is under the enormous pressure.
The Leader of the Opposition can come in here with his lengthy memo. I can summarise these eight
points in one word, and that word is ‘help’. The Leader of the Opposition is struggling, and this is why
he cannot even get his backbench to show up to try to support him in relation to this. In my time here,
generally when leaders of the opposition come in to do a matter of public importance (MPI), it is a
serious affair, and it usually results in a large number of the party room being present to support the
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leader on these issues. They are absent. We know that because of the size of the Liberal Party meeting
room all it takes is a few votes—
Mr D O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the matter of public importance nowhere mentions
the Leader of the Opposition, the member for Bulleen or any other things that the member for
Essendon has been speaking on for nearly 2 minutes now. I ask you to bring him back and actually
explain his role and his party’s role in some of these matters that are in the MPI today.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not uphold the point of order. The member for Essendon is being
relevant to the MPI.
Mr PEARSON: This matter before the house—
Mr R Smith: On a point the order, Speaker, just for clarity for the chamber, in what way is he being
relevant?
The SPEAKER: I have just ruled on it.
Mr R Smith: Yes, I know. I do not understand your ruling.
The SPEAKER: It is not question time.
Mr R Smith: I know, but I do not understand your ruling.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Essendon has the call.
Mr R Smith: But are you making rulings that you don’t have to explain? That’s weird.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Essendon has the call.
Mr PEARSON: So looking at the matter before the house, there—
Mr R Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Warrandyte can leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour. The member for Warrandyte should leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Member for Warrandyte withdrew from chamber.
Mr PEARSON: I do appreciate the point of order raised by the member for Gippsland South,
because there is a word in this matter called ‘integrity’, and the Leader of the Opposition has no
integrity.
Mr Walsh interjected.
Mr PEARSON: Well, it is interesting that the member for Murray Plains rushes to the defence of
someone who was so disloyal to him and his party. When you put a matter like this before the house,
it invites those of us on this side of the house to respond. Now, there are—
Ms McLeish: To reflect on your bad behaviour!
Mr PEARSON: Well, we will come to that in a moment, Deputy Leader. So there are
128 members in this Parliament. There is one member facing criminal charges, and it is not on our
side. There is one member who is the subject of an Ombudsman’s investigation, and it is not on this
side. The only two people who are subject to these investigations are members of the National Party.
I bet you, Speaker, that if there were two members of the Liberal Party that were under this sort of
investigation, I do not think the Leader of the Opposition would have brought this in. He brought it in
because he got it through the Liberal Party meeting room, and he was happy to sell out the National
Party at every opportunity to service his own needs—
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Mr D O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, again I raise the question of relevance. The member
for Essendon has not raised anything at all remotely related to the matter of public importance that is
before the house. Now, if he has got no defence for the matters that are raised in the MPI, he should
just sit down.
Mr PEARSON: On the point of order, Speaker, the matter before the house goes to issues of
integrity, and what I am trying to draw the house’s attention to is that the Leader of the Opposition, in
proposing this matter, has no integrity. I am entitled to make that point as part of this debate.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Essendon is being relevant to the matter of public
importance that is before the house.
Mr PEARSON: So this is a pattern of behaviour. This bloke is under so much pressure that this is
the way he will treat his coalition party. This is how you treat your mates—really? Honestly the Leader
of the National Party has been a loyal servant of his party and of conservative politics for many years,
and this is what he has to put up with: having two of his own members in the sling because the Leader
of the Opposition is so desperate to save his dying leadership. It is appalling.
Now when you talk about integrity—and I find it interesting that the Leader of the Opposition would
raise this issue—this is a bloke who wrote the side letter. This is a bloke who cost Victorian taxpayers
$339 million on the dodgy east–west link, a road which was going to lose 55 cents in the dollar. That
is his legacy. He comes here talking about integrity. He blew $339 million. He wants to hold himself
up as a person of high standards, and I have made this point in the house before. He wants to talk about
the fact that he is this sort of learned fellow: that he has been at the bar, that he worked for a federal
Treasurer, that he is the member for Malvern and that he has all the accoutrements and entrapments
that go with holding such high office as being the Leader of the Opposition. This is a bloke who, as
Treasurer, presided over the last budget deficit in the state of Victoria.
Again, I will say that it was an update of the annual financial report from 2012–13, where a
$306.4 million surplus was written down to a deficit of $316.6 million as a result of the adoption of
AASB 119 in relation to defined benefit super. But nonetheless this is a person who likes to parade
himself as being this great oracle of the financial markets, the strong tiller on financial markets and
public administration in this state. He blew $339 million when he knew darn well that his government
was headed for the high jump bar, and then he also presided over a budget deficit. But also it is
interesting that you learn a bit about public administration in this state, and you learn a bit about the
way in which those on the other side govern. It has been my understanding that Labor premiers of this
state have always sat in those discussions in relation to the framing of the budget.
As I understand it—and perhaps the Leader of the National Party may wish to correct me—those
sessions were actually chaired by the member for Malvern when he was the Treasurer of Victoria.
What would happen was he would share those discussions as the budget was being framed and then
he would present it back to cabinet, and invariably he would be rolled by the Premier of the day,
Mr Napthine. So this is a person—again, you can see why he cannot get his back bench in to support
him—who is incapable of building relationships with people or building the esprit de corps, and
working together to get an outcome. He has got people who are just not prepared to put their back in
for him. They will not come in here to support him now. Premier Napthine was the one who would
regularly roll him when it came to budget considerations. It was Premier Napthine who said to him,
‘You sign the side letter. I am probably going to be out the back door, but you can sign it. You can
wear it’. And he did it.
This is a bloke who learned, who got his political education, through Peter Costello. Now, I have never
met Peter Costello, but I know Jeff Kennett knew Peter Costello quite well, and Jeff used to refer to
Peter as dog, and he called him a dog because he had all the characteristics of a dog except loyalty.
This is the bloke he got his lessons in life from, and it has been shown all the way through his conduct
in this place. He cannot—he is not able to—sustain his position, and you can see they are all starting
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to drift away. They are all starting to drift away. Now, again, looking at his credibility as an economic
manager—and again this comes down to integrity, the way in which he discharged his duties as a
minister of the Crown—I refer to the 2015–16 budget; a very good budget, our first. In budget paper 2
at page 19—and I am quoting this because of the actual figures, so the 2013–14 actual figure—in the
last full financial year in which the Leader of the Opposition was the Treasurer of Victoria gross state
product was 1.7 per cent. Well, the Victorian economy at that stage was probably doing about as well
as his leadership—slugging along, meandering along and not doing particularly well. It was on its last
legs—well, thankfully because we had a change of government it was not on its last legs, but clearly
in this case it was under him. He is not capable of being—
Ms Ryan: On a point of order, Speaker, I have been listening closely for the last 10 minutes and I
have been trying to give the member the benefit of the doubt, but I am struggling to see in his clutching
at straws how anything he has actually mentioned has anything to do with the red shirts rort, with
former Minister Herbert chauffeuring his dogs around, with former Speaker Languiller and Deputy
Speaker Nardella or with any of the other matters set out in this MPI, and I would ask you to bring
him back to the motion that is before the house.
Mr PEARSON: On the point of order, Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition in moving this
motion is making a series of allegations in relation to public integrity and conduct against those on this
side of the house. He is specifically referring to integrity, and I think I am entitled in debating these
points to draw the house’s attention to the manifest deficiencies of those opposite, particularly in
relation to the Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER: For the benefit of the house, the established practice over a number of these
debates where points of order have been raised in a similar vein on both sides of the house, depending
on whose MPI has been lodged, has been that people can refer to other matters to contrast and compare
issues that have been raised in the MPI. So the member for Essendon is entitled to do that, although
he needs to be able to maintain the connection between the matters he is talking about and the contrast
and the comparison that he is drawing. In this case it is integrity, so I will be listening carefully to the
member’s contribution to ensure that he maintains the link between the matters raised in the motion
and his contribution.
Mr Walsh: You might want to google it and see what it means. It might give you a start.
Mr PEARSON: That was a really good interjection there! Good on you, mate—that is great!
Anyhow, I will let that go. So the Leader of the Opposition comes in here talking about integrity, and
yet when it comes down to the conduct of high office, if you are in a situation where you are barrelling
forward, your party is behind in the polls, you are heading for an election, it has been made very clear
that the then opposition is not going to build the east–west link and yet you barrel on through and
decide that you will spend $339 million on the east–west link—and, I mean, I would have thought that
if you had $339 million going into the Murray Plains electorate that would have been a significant
amount of money for Murray Plains, but you waste $339 million on the east–west link—that goes to
the very heart of a person’s integrity. And it goes to show that this person who moves a motion like
this is not even really prepared to sit around here and engage in the debate. I mean, he comes in here,
he moves this and he cannot even get most of his backbench here. He has probably gone back to his
office and is hitting the phone to try and work out where everyone is and what they are doing. You
know, who is having whiskies with whom on the back deck? Who is in the bar? Who is upstairs having
lunch? So the reality is that it goes directly to integrity, and when you have conducted yourself in this
manner, in this way, throughout the course of public life, because you have learned at the feet of Peter
Costello I would suggest, you find yourself in this predicament.
Now, again, he was the Treasurer of this state and he went through—he burnt through—$339 million
worth of taxpayer funds. He was not a strong economic manager, which is why we had the desultory
gross state product of 1.7 per cent in his last full financial year as Treasurer. He is the one who presided
over a budget deficit in the general government sector while he was Treasurer—the first we have had
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since the 1990s. So you cannot come in here and move a motion like this and talk about the fact that
you have got these great high standards when clearly you have not. Your actions demonstrate the fact
that you are quite happy, in one case, blowing up $339 million of taxpayer funds in the vain hope that
it might save your neck on polling day or, in this case today, throwing the National Party under the
bus because it suits your own venal interests.
That is the sort of person this bloke is. Is it any wonder why his backbenchers are not here to support
him? I mean, I am not a huge fan of the member for Bulleen, but I have got to say at least the member
for Bulleen had a degree of esprit de corps amongst his crews. That is not the case with this bloke, and
it is demonstrated. So you can talk about integrity all you want. We will judge you, Leader of the
Opposition. We will judge you on your acts and on your deeds, and based upon your time in this place
as a minister of the Crown, as a leader of the opposition and as a member of this place, you have failed.
You have failed because you lack integrity, and it is for those reasons that I absolutely oppose this
matter of public importance before us. It is an absolute fizzer—what an absolute fizzer and what an
absolute waste of time. This is the best he can come up with. No wonder his leadership is on the ropes.
No wonder he is in so much strife.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (14:33): It is a pleasure to join the matter of public importance debate
and support the member for Malvern in his motion. Before I start that part of the contribution I want
to just comment on the member for Essendon and his contribution talking about integrity. This is the
person that wanted his own special pay deal at the start of this term of Parliament. The Parliamentary
Secretary to the Premier was going to be special. There was a bill to get a special pay deal for this
particular person—for the member for Essendon—to pay him back because he did not make the cut
to get into cabinet. This was a pay-off to the member for Essendon—‘He didn’t get into cabinet, so
we’ll make him the Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier and we’ll give him a big pay rise. He won’t
do anything, but we’ll give him a big pay rise’.
So for the member for Essendon to talk about integrity in this house and to talk about being a financial
guru, the only thing he was a financial guru for was putting his snout in the trough for an extra pay
rise, a special pay rise to do nothing but go and represent the Premier at a few functions, and he knows
that. For once—thank goodness for the upper house—the crossbenchers actually had the good sense
to support us in stopping that special pay deal for the member for Essendon, because it was obscene;
it was absolutely obscene, the pay rise the member for Essendon was going to get.
When it comes to the matter of public importance, all these points that are on this piece of paper remind
me of a comment that was made by our now Premier: ‘The standard you walk past is the standard you
accept’. If you look at those eight points on that piece of paper, which you so eloquently read out at
the start of this debate, Speaker, there were seven issues that the Premier of this state walked past; he
walked past those. That is now the standard that he accepts. Anything that happens in this state now,
when there is a sniff of rorting around it, the Premier accepts it because that is the norm. That is what
the Labor government of this state accepts—that the taxpayers of Victoria are their own personal
ATM: ‘Just go along and we’ll put our card in the slot and we’ll take out $388 000 to pay for the red
shirts scheme. Go along, put our card in the slot again, and we’ll take out $1.3 million to spend on
lawyers to defend the indefensible about how we rorted the system in Victoria to pay for our red shirt
people’. ‘We’ll go along and put our card in the slot and we’ll actually sign off on the sheet to have
our dogs chauffeured around the state’—isn’t that just great?’. Ted and Patch—it is very unfortunate
for those dogs that they are so well known—cannot walk down the street in this state without someone
saying, ‘Oh, look, there go Ted and Patch. They’re walking today. They mustn’t have their chauffeur
anymore. They’ve had their car taken away’. It is very unfortunate for Ted and Patch that they are so
well-known because their master used his chauffeured car to cart them up to Woodend or wherever it
was and back. They could not do it with him in the car as well. We actually had to have two cars: one
for the minister and one for the dogs. Isn’t that just an example of the standard you walk past being
the standard you accept?
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A member interjected.
Mr WALSH: You talk about the card in the slot. I wonder if the former Deputy Speaker was
paying for his caravan at Ocean Grove with that card in the slot. That brought all of us into disrepute
because people thought that that was the norm in this state. You had the Speaker and the Deputy
Speaker at that time rorting that second residence allowance, something that was designed for country
people. If you live in Melton and you move to Ocean Grove—‘I’m living in the country and I can
claim it’—how could you think that would pass the sniff test or the down-the-pub-Friday-night test?
Fortunately it was found out. It is absolutely obscene that they would think they could live in a caravan
and claim a second residence allowance just to put in their own pocket, let alone the issues around the
member for Melton’s own electorate and his supposed successor that had been anointed by the Labor
Party. They put the card in the slot. They paid for their printing. They got six or seven or maybe
10 brochures printed when they were going to get 10 000. The cash went under the table. That was
paying for Labor Party memberships. The standard you walk past is the standard you accept. The
Labor Party is known for using cash to branch stack to make sure things happen. This is just the norm
for a lot of people in the Labor Party, so it comes back to that standard you accept.
I turn to the Treasurer of this state, the person that is supposed to uphold the financial integrity of this
state. The member for Essendon talked about the issue of integrity. For the Treasurer of this state to
own shares in Transurban and then do a deal with Transurban worth $31 billion—there is no propriety
around that. I notice the member for Essendon did not defend the Treasurer’s integrity in doing that
particular deal. It is just so inappropriate. Someone who had been a minister in the former government
should have known better—that you actually do not own shares in a company that you are going to
do business with in government. It is really a lot better if an MP does not actually own shares at all if
they are going to be a minister, because it is just so fraught with danger. But the Treasurer thought that
was fine, pleaded ignorance in here and said he did nothing wrong. But I noticed his declaration of
interests changed very quickly after there were questions asked by the opposition here, and he
magically moved from shares to a property portfolio. The Treasurer knows he did something wrong;
he just will not admit it. I think that is where the issue is with this government: when they do wrong
things, they will not actually admit them. One of the things we are taught from a young age by our
parents, by our schoolteachers, by our peers, is if you do something wrong, at least own up to it and
say sorry. We have not heard that word whispered once from the Premier about all the things that have
been done wrong in this particular state.
I move to the Our Fair Share advertising campaign. You would think that the Labor Party would have
learnt with the red shirts campaign. You would think they would have learnt when they paid that money
back and when they paid $1.3 million to defend the indefensible around the red shirts campaign and
that they would not have actually stooped to take taxpayers money to do the Our Fair Share
advertisements. They had ads at the MCG, down there at the football, while there was a federal election
on—partisan advertising. As the Leader of the Opposition said, both IBAC and the Ombudsman have
said it was wrong. They said it just does not pass any test of integrity that you have at all. Going back
to the member for Essendon’s speech around integrity, I noticed he did not stand up and defend the Our
Fair Share campaign at all. Both of those integrity bodies have said the law should be changed. We
moved a private members bill to have it changed. The government will not change it. That says to me
they have not learnt their lessons about those particular things. They want to keep rorting into the future.
To finish off, I turn to the issues around the preference deal in Northcote. We have seen a government
that will sell out any sector at all in this state for a deal—in that case to an extreme animal rights group.
We have seen what is going on now with the vegan activists, the extreme animal activists. This
government will not actually pursue them. This government will not change the law to protect farmers
in this state. This government will not actually go and pursue protestors in forest coupes to protect our
forestry industry. They are just allowing it to die on the vine by allowing forest protestors to go in there
and destroy the livelihoods of honest working people in this state. This goes back to the issue of integrity.
It goes back to the issue of that preference deal in Northcote, where they were prepared to use $500 000
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of taxpayers money to reward a fringe party with a special deal just to get preferences, to somehow move
them from the Greens to the Labor Party. We know the Greens and the Labor Party might put up the
pretence that they do not agree in public, but behind the scenes they are joined at the hip.
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr WALSH: The member for Essendon laughs. They are joined at the hip. They are selling out
the forestry industry. They are starting to sell out our intensive animal industries.
Ms Kealy interjected.
Mr WALSH: They are shutting down the rock climbing in the Grampians. They are doing
everything they can to fall over themselves for the Greens because they have no standards. They have
no integrity. They are not interested in actually doing the right thing for Victoria, and they are treating
Victorians as their own personal ATM. They go along and they put the card in the slot, but Victorians
actually pay every time they do that.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (14:43): I cannot quite believe my good fortune in having the
opportunity to follow the member for Murray Plains and talk about integrity. Let me take you back to
an article in the Age of 5 August 2014 entitled ‘Office of Living Victoria broke procurement rules,
says Ombudsman’:
Victoria’s recently abolished water agency deliberately flouted procurement rules and back-dated documents
to award contracts worth millions to consultants in a manner which implied a ‘jobs for mates’ culture, the
Ombudsman has found.

And have we heard the member for Murray Plains say sorry on this? Have we ever heard him apologise
to the people of Victoria for this action? No, we have not.
Let me tell you a little bit about what was going on in the Office for Living It Up at that time. The
Office of Living Victoria (OLV) spent $9.5 million on consultants, contractors and agency staff, many
of whom had undisclosed personal or professional relationships with senior management figures.
There was deficient or non-existent record keeping that the Ombudsman described as:
… one of the worst examples this office has seen during many investigations across a wide range of public
sector organisations …

The Ombudsman also found that:
OLV head of office, Mr Want, received payments as a consultant for ‘liaison’ services between OLV and
Mr Walsh’s office between mid-2012 and March last year …

This mate was paid $254 000 in this role before being given his full-time senior management role at
OLV. And a former National Party ministerial adviser who worked alongside Mr Want was hired on
contracts that were deliberately split to avoid a tender process.
This is what we have from the member for Murray Plains, who has the temerity to stand up in this
place and to lecture this side of the house on integrity. We will not take lectures from those on the
other side about integrity.
Let us be very clear about this matter of public importance that we have here today. This matter of
public importance is for one purpose only, and that is to save the skin of the Leader of the Opposition,
the member for Malvern, who is busily trying to do his numbers and shore up support. It is an
embarrassment, and as my good friend the member for Essendon noted it was frankly embarrassing
to sit in here and watch the Leader of the Opposition use his time in this place—
Mr Pearson: Beg for his job.
Ms THOMAS: As the member for Essendon said, to beg for his job and to watch his
backbenchers—tired, disgruntled malcontents I think they have been described as in other places—
sitting there. I think the message is quite clear to the member for Malvern: his time is well and truly
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up. What the member for Malvern should do with his time in this place if he really wants to lead the
Liberal Party is come in here and talk to us about policy. Put some ideas on the table. Talk about the
issues that Victorians care about: jobs, transport, health care, education. But no, what the member for
Malvern has done is reach back into that old, tired copybook of a former Liberal leader, the member
for Bulleen. He wants to bring up these tired, old issues about former members of Parliament that
frankly no-one in the real world cares one little bit about.
But do spare a thought for the member for Malvern. As we know, only a few weeks ago, as I said, the
ABC were reporting:
But less than a year into the gig, there are already malcontents expressing anger at Mr O’Brien’s leadership,
with some warning he won’t last the distance to the next poll.

Matt Johnston in the Herald Sun had some helpful advice back in August of this year when he said:
Already, only eight months into the job, a few Liberals are asking, perhaps unfairly: “What has he done?”
…
Whether it’s fair or not, the dissatisfaction will grow until there’s action.
At some stage O’Brien must come up with something to fire the imagination of Victorians.

And I have got to say, if he thinks that this matter of public importance is the stuff to fire the
imagination of the Victorian people, then it shows you how far those on the other side are from winning
the trust and confidence of the Victorian people to lead this great state of ours. These tired, old attacks
on the government—we have heard them all before. There is nothing new in the rehashing of these
stories about former members of Parliament. But talking about former members of Parliament, I
wonder how the former members for Ringwood, Bayswater, Burwood, Mount Waverley, Nepean,
Hawthorn, Bass, South Barwon and Box Hill are all getting on, not to mention of course the former
member for Mildura.
Many will remember the former member for Burwood. He was a top bloke. We will never forget the
day that we had the privilege of having Australian of the Year Rosie Batty stand in this place and tell
us about her direct experiences of family violence, experiences that led to this government establishing
Australia’s first, indeed world-leading, Royal Commission into Family Violence. And what did the
former member for Burwood do when Rosie Batty spoke? He sat in his seat. He would not stand for
Rosie Batty. He sat in his seat with his arms crossed in an act of defiance, showing us exactly the type
of people that sit on the opposition benches.
Back to the Leader of the Opposition for now, the member for Malvern. As we have heard, this is a
person who has put every policy up for review at the moment. His party room had to pull him back
into order and remind him that in fact it was their policy to get behind the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse and to support the recommendations of that royal
commission. But what did we see from the member for Malvern? We saw him equivocating on
whether or not priests would be held to account for child sex abuse. He was equivocating and saying
that that side of the house were perhaps not going to support the key recommendation that priests be
required to report on incidents of child sex abuse.
The member for Malvern is really on thin ice, and we have all seen it. The member for Essendon talked
about it before. It is frankly quite embarrassing. I was reflecting on the previous sitting week on
Tuesday as we were gathering together ready to start the prayer. I noticed those on the other side—it
was so obvious to anyone in this place. The member for Malvern wandered in. The member for Kew
of course had his back to him, as did the member for Gembrook. The Leader of the Opposition was
looking around for someone to talk to, but no-one was there. The members for Kew, Hastings,
Warrandyte, Ferntree Gully, Gembrook and Polwarth were all gathered around the former leader,
laughing at his jokes and egging him on. It was embarrassing to see how little support the Leader of
the Opposition had in this place.
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My suggestion to the Leader of the Opposition, the member for Malvern, is that if he wants to continue
to lead the Liberal Party, if he wants to stand a chance in 2022, he needs to start talking about the issues
that are of concern to Victorians, the things that people really care about. As I said, that is the
infrastructure that we need. The Labor government is delivering for all Victorians. We have committed
on the path to remove 75 level crossings. This is a signature policy of this government, and it is being
warmly welcomed across metropolitan Melbourne. But let me tell you, as a person that represents
regional Victoria, we feel the benefits in regional Victoria too as congestion is being busted in the city.
We are delivering Melbourne Metro. We have committed the funding to plan for the Suburban Rail
Loop. This is going to be an absolutely transformative rail project that will mean that for the first time
ever young people growing up in regional Victoria will be able to access by public transport all of our
great universities and TAFE institutes. This is the vision. This is what people of Victoria are looking for.
It is our government, I might add, that is delivering, as the Minister for Education reminded us today,
100 new schools. Those on that side of the house, when they had the opportunity at the 2018 election,
how many schools did they promise? Not one. Not a single one—zero new schools. So it is only Labor
that is delivering the infrastructure and the services that the people of Victoria want and need. Those
on the other side, keep on rehashing your tired old clichés. Just keep going. Keep on going, and let us
see how well that works for you in 2022.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (14:53): It is with pleasure that I join today’s debate to support the matter
of public importance (MPI) put forward by the member for Malvern. I certainly endorse all of the
comments that both he and the Leader of The Nationals made. Judging by the speakers for the
government, it is fairly clear that they are a little bit light on opposition. They have no content. They
turn the focus back onto us rather than reflecting on their appalling behaviour. Frankly I think the
government should be embarrassed by this MPI. They should be embarrassed that we could put up all
of these points for debate.
I hark back to what the member for Essendon said about many things, actually—the poorly put
together comments of the member for Essendon. He has been sitting there knowing that the
government moved a special bill for him to try and pay him off as a trade-off for his not being
appointed to cabinet. It was lucky that the people in the other house could actually see through that
and understand that that was just jobs for the boys and was absolutely very similar to their other rorts
and scandals. We know that this is an insight into how the Labor Party operate. The fact that we could
have so many things down on this list, which the member for Essendon referred to as allegations, but
nothing that we have here is not the truth. We know that this is normal behaviour it seems for
government members. This is how they operate. This is not how we operate. It gets really to the core
of their integrity. We have integrity, but it is certainly something that they do not seem to have. When
I looked at this list I did not know where to begin. There was so much that you could say about each
of these seven points and you could speak for 10 minutes, easily, on each of them.
I will begin with the hypocrisy of the Premier who, as the member for Malvern outlined, in 2014
mentioned referrals and probity in relation to the former member for Frankston. At the same time that
government members were saying that this is what is needed, that this is what is right and that this is
all about probity, they were orchestrating the red shirts rort—and what a rort that was. The government
started to panic fairly quickly, they paid back money and they thought that that was okay. They did
everything they could to stop the Ombudsman from investigating this. They did not want the
Ombudsman to expose what they had been up to—the absolute systematic rorting they put in place.
They challenged the Ombudsman, saying that she did not have the powers to investigate. But guess
what, she did. They tried all manner of things they could, but the Ombudsman investigated the matter.
Sadly, members of the government thought that they were above the law and that they did not need to
cooperate. I think that is also an insight into how they view themselves as the ruling class—born to
rule. It is just a very true reflection of what they think because it is what they do.
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I want to focus a little bit on the seventh point of the MPI, which refers to the spending of $1.7 million
on a partisan Our Fair Share ad campaign to try and help Bill Shorten get to the Lodge. We can see
that not only did that not work but that they then failed to amend legislation that was put forward by
the coalition, in response to the Ombudsman and IBAC, to prevent this from happening again. Now,
I want to have a look at where it all began. Across the state we all of a sudden started to notice a
consistent advertising campaign. I have to say when I was at the MCG earlier this year I was quite
horrified to see the words of the Our Fair Share advertising campaign, ‘Canberra—Victorians just
want our fair share’, go around the ground and then come up again at regular intervals. How much
that must be costing—taxpayer money that was being used to fund an advertising campaign that
seemed to have no end because it was going around the MCG—would be fairly pricey. As a result the
Leader of the Opposition wrote to IBAC and the Ombudsman. Now, we know that IBAC referred the
matter to the Victorian public sector commissioner, and we know that this very much implicated the
secretaries of the departments. So what has happened here is beyond just the appalling partisan use of
taxpayer money, but we also saw with this that—
A member interjected.
Ms McLEISH: No. We also saw with this that the Ombudsman and IBAC extraordinarily wrote
to the government asking that they take action. This unprecedented advertising campaign had not been
done before, and we managed to get some questions answered at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee (PAEC). Questions were put to Mr Eccles about what we thought was $1.2 million and he
was able to confirm that that amount was part of the buying process and that there was another
$500 000 in creative and other campaign expenditure. Some $608 000 came out of the Department of
Education and Training and I know plenty of schools that would be calling out for that money now—
and what a waste this was. But Mr Eccles in PAEC outlined the approvals process of the media buy,
saying—and I quote:
… the legality of the campaign was clearly tested through the approval process and survived that test.

Well, I would suggest that it did not survive that test because, as I said, we had the extraordinary
actions of the Ombudsman and IBAC commissioner writing to the Premier in August calling for a
legislative amendment to prevent public money being misused on any similar campaign again. We
have compromised the public sector, we have tried to politicise the public sector and we know that the
public sector should be apolitical. I will quote some comments:
The effect of the advertising… was inconsistent with apolitical public sector conduct as espoused under the
(Public Administration Act).

Another quote:
… in our view, prompt amendments of the Act and Regulations is desirable … to reinforce the importance of
an apolitical public sector and to advance the wider public interest.

So the Ombudsman could see this and IBAC could see this, but apparently the Premier could not see
this.
In September when the coalition introduced a bill to rectify this and to act on the advice of the
Ombudsman and IBAC, it did not get through. The government had an opportunity to actually set the
record straight and to try and regain some of the integrity that they had lost through this activity. It
really politicised the public sector to an extent that that should never occur. They defied the advice,
and I look forward to them actually bringing in legislation to act on it. I am not holding my breath
because I doubt that that will happen.
Another matter I find quite astounding is that the Treasurer entered into a deal with Transurban that
was going to provide it with an enormous benefit—$31 billion—when the Treasurer actually had
shares in that company. The Treasurer was unable to explain why and how he had these shares, and I
think he even failed to remember that he did have the shares. I find it really staggering that he could
not remember that. It is appalling to think that he thinks that it was okay to enter into such an agreement
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with Transurban. The windfall was all Transurban’s; the government was not going to be winning out
of this at all.
We also had the extraordinary revelation that former corrections minister Steve Herbert was ordering
his pet dogs to be chauffeured around in his ministerial vehicle. Patch and Ted were going all over the
place; they were going from Mordialloc to the city to Trentham. The minister did this more than once
and seemed to think it was okay. It is a privilege to be elected to this Parliament and it is a bigger
privilege to have the office of minister, and for him to conduct himself so appallingly was beyond
belief—to think that a minister thought that that behaviour, that rorting of the taxpayer dollar, that
misuse, was okay. This matter of public importance today has my full support.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (15:03): I was drifting off then into a bit of a slumber. Strewth!
I thought I would call a quorum just to get things fired up and get a few more people in here. But here
we go on the matter of public importance (MPI) brought forward by the Leader of the Opposition.
Here we go. What is the state of play we see here today? We are 1136 days out from the next election,
or 162 weeks. and we have been through 323 days, or 46 weeks, and what do we see from those
opposite? They always say that the sequel is never as good as the original, and what we see here is the
Leader of the Opposition dishing up the same movie, same title, same script, same play, and we have
all been short-changed.
I would say to those opposite that if there is an interval during this time, get out now. Get out there and
get the popcorn. When I go with my better half to a movie and it is no good, I go out to get a choc-top
at this point. This is the Leader of the Liberal Party today. If they were the Gold Coast football club,
the Liberal Party, they would be getting priority picks because they are in all sorts. In the spirit of trade
season, as the trade deadline comes, the drums are beating over there. At 46 weeks in, people are
looking for a new alternative Premier to please stand up.
We heard the result. Every political party has been there. You get a big smack, you get a big cleanout.
It is time for phoenixing, it is time for rebirth. Think of what went wrong and what to do, and hope for
something new. Fire us up, get a bit of passion. We are looking for something to get the heart racing.
We are still waiting. Maybe another review. Maybe we can have a review part 2 into the policy
settings, because what we are seeing is in desperation to try to maintain support the Liberal Party have
reverted to their original form: division, fear and lack of policy.
This MPI reads like it is so 2018. I mean, goodness me. We are prosecuting what the former Leader
of the Opposition, the member for Bulleen, put forward last term. The people of Victoria voted. The
people of Victoria made their decision. They wanted policy, they wanted to lift the standards of debate
and they wanted a contest of ideas. So does the media, so does the press gallery—they are thirsty for
a contest of ideas. That was the reason former state political reporter Matt Johnston editorialised for
the Leader of the Opposition to please stand up and show us something, because those members of
the Liberal Party are now saying, ‘What has he done? Forty-six weeks—what do we stand for, what
are we doing?’.
The Labor government is on an infrastructure agenda that is unprecedented. We see education being
reformed in our state, transforming the outcomes for Victorians from the earliest of years all the way
through to TAFE and beyond. We are seeing a jobs and building agenda like the state has never seen
before. This is the time to come up with alternative policies and put forward what is on the agenda.
What do we see? We see absolutely nothing from those opposite. We see a prosecution in the gutter
once again. We see a prosecution around the edges, around the issues that bubble around Spring Street
rather than on Main Street, as the Premier says. What do people care about? Their health care, their
elective surgeries, how their kids are going to get through school, breaking the link between
disadvantage and opportunity in our state. We are talking about hope and prosperity and giving every
Victorian the best possible opportunity. Three-year-old kinder and transforming those outcomes—as
we heard today in the discussion around crime prevention, it starts in the kindy room. It starts with
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three-year-old kinder, four-year-old kinder and giving our young kids the best possible opportunity at
ending disadvantage. That is what it is really about, and that is what Victorians deserve.
What we see dished up here is a lack of inspiration. I have been watching from my place here those
opposite during question time and there is no energy and purpose over there. It is heads down, phones
up. There is no sense of purpose. The poor member for Gembrook has been looking for a question for
about nine months. He is touted as coming through out of the south-east, he is looking pretty good
with the numbers—there are only about 19 or 20, but he is looking good with the numbers—and he
cannot get a question. He could not not get a question in the last term—even when his questions were
not very good he would still get them dished up. He cannot even get a look-in now. He cannot even
get a chop out. It just shows the deep division.
It is telling, those that were absent. If you do a bit of a count of those that were absent from the Leader
of the Opposition’s contribution, you can start to work through and count up, and there are a number
of problems. There are a number of problems there as well. I think the member for Essendon summed
it up perfectly: those opposite, when they had the chance on the Treasury bench, when they had the
opportunity to build our state, they were absolutely woeful in the execution of their duty and their
obligation to their fellow Victorians—absolutely woeful. It was telling, those opposite who were not
here. The member for Kew sort of swanned in halfway through, had half a look and said, ‘Oh, yeah,
it’s not going so well, I’ll go back out and back to Strangers. I’ve had enough here. I’ll see how we
go’. Here we go!
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I did no such thing. The member for Mordialloc
is misleading the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order.
Mr Foley: On the point of order, Deputy Speaker, we would accuse the member for Kew of many
things, but I do find some support for the member for Kew. I do not know if we have ever accused
him of swanning, however.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Minister, there no point of order. I ask members not to take frivolous
points of order.
Mr RICHARDSON: They are looking for purpose and policy. I am happy to afford a bit of advice
to those opposite on purpose and policy: come up with something. As I said, the sequel is never as good
as the original. Playbook after playbook has run out for the member for Bulleen. He should go and
trademark it, because he would have a claim, as member for Malvern is copying the same mistakes and
the same errors. At 46 weeks into this term we are nearly at the anniversary of the re-election of the
Andrews government for a second term. What can you point to that the Leader of the Opposition and
those opposite have done? What have they done? What are they doing? Who are they standing up for?
The member for Kew has been very active in question time. He is getting a few questions. The member
for Gembrook is not getting a go. But what do they stand for? What are their views on those key
infrastructure priorities? Remember the lead-up to the last election; who was around the shadow cabinet
table when they were talking about a commission of audit? Remember when that one got out? That one
snuck out of the gate; they wanted to keep that quiet. We are on the 20-year anniversary and we have
had the fireside chats with the two former premiers, and the truth is coming out about how many cuts
were made to services, the impact on health care and schools and the utter contempt for the regions from
the Kennett government. We hear the terms, and obviously the member for Bulleen worked previously
for the Kennett government as well. We heard of the commission of audit, and we know what that means.
You do not do an audit in the Liberal-National parties to increase funding; you are making cuts. Who
was around that shadow cabinet table? Who was the one approving and landing those budget outcomes?
It was the Leader of the Opposition, the member for Malvern, sitting at the table making the decisions,
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pitching what the savings would be, pitching what penny-pinching cuts would be made and who would
be impacted. That was the Leader of the Opposition, the member for Malvern.
Victorians will know and everyone will always know that the real architect of the cuts—the real
architect of the agenda to cut, to scrap, to take Victoria back, to undermine our jobs prosperity and to
undermine our infrastructure agenda, the person sitting at the table making those decisions and doing
the bean counting—was the member for Malvern, the Leader of the Opposition. We will continue
each and every week to remind Victorians of that contrast in the state. Whether we lead into a winter
break where the Liberal Party makes a change to one of their contenders or whether we go through to
the 2022 election, that will be the contrast for Victorians to think about.
They come in with something that is so 2018, another drumming up of these issues. They come in
with the same script. This clearly has been drummed up. This has not been vetted or gone through a
tactics committee. This is literally eight dot points he had to struggle through to get out. He got through
four with 2 minutes to go and then panicked and rushed the end of it. When you looked around the
chamber at the back bench, you could not see anyone. No-one was awake, no-one was paying
attention. Come and offer an alternative to Victorians. Come and do something or step aside and give
someone else a go, because Victorians expect better. In the two-party system in a stable democracy in
Victoria the contest between the ideas of the two major parties is integral to our structure and our
system. It is time for the Liberal Party to show some sort of ticker. Really, this bloke makes Alexander
Downer look like a trailblazer. Come on. Fire up and get around it. Get some actual policy out there.
The Leader of the Opposition walks through Strangers Corridor—we should put a friendship chair
there. We have seen some around the primary schools I get out to as the Parliamentary Secretary for
Schools. They have these friendship chairs. We could put one in the Strangers Corridor. The member
for Malvern could go and sit there, and member for Caulfield could wander through and go, ‘Oh, he’s
on the friendship chair again. I might give him another go’. The member for Gembrook—well, he does
not get a question so he will not be anywhere near the friendship chair. Stand up for policy and do the
right thing by Victorians, because the infrastructure, education and health agenda is massive in Victoria.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (15:14): Well, what have we just heard? Absolutely nothing from
the government and nothing from the member for Mordialloc, who seems to think it is okay that
something may have happened a year or so ago and that we are just going to forget about it and move
on—‘We’re just going to move on because it’s okay, there’s nothing to be seen here. Let’s move on’.
I think the public have the right to hold this government to account and ensure that every Victorian
knows just what a rorting government we have—a rorting government that is rotten to the core,
absolutely rotten to the core.
A member interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK: We know, if you want to talk about fish, that a fish rots from the head, and
we have a rotten fish and a rotten head in the Premier of this state. Under the Andrews Labor
government we have a rotten fish here and we have a whole team that are locked in behind him that
know they are an absolute disgrace to this state. With the red shirts rort, it was not just the Premier,
although he was certainly complicit. He was the one who said there was going to be full cooperation
in this case. He said, ‘Everybody should cooperate and everybody will’, and we know that did not
happen. We know that did not happen; there was not one interview with police. There was complete
silence from the government, and I wonder who instructed them to do that. What we saw was $388 000
worth of taxpayers money ripped out of the pockets of Victorians and put into a political campaign for
the Labor Party. That is what happened with the red shirts rort, and I think it is incumbent on us to
remind Victorians just what a slippery government this is—a slippery government that is rotten to the
core, that absolutely rorts wherever it possibly can.
The matter of public importance today has seven rorts: seven times when this government have been
caught with their hands in the pockets of taxpayers. If it was anybody else, they would be in one of
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our prison facilities. They would be locked away. But here, under this government, they are let off
scot-free. There is one law for one and another law for everybody else. We had 20 Labor MPs who
signed off on this rort, 20 of them, showing how deeply ingrained this was. It was a deeply ingrained
plan, which the Ombudsman called an artifice. It was not something where they said, ‘Let’s just turn
up and sign a couple of time sheets and away we go’. It was 20 people who sat together in their strategy
room planning how they would rip money off the taxpayer. That is what this rorting, thieving
government is all about. They are a bunch of thieves. They are a bunch of rorters, and they know it.
That is what they are. Even the member for Albert Park cannot handle the truth; that is why he is
standing up right now.
Mr Foley: On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, we understand that the member for Caulfield is
agitated for all sorts of reasons. I would be too on such a margin as the margin in the seat of Caulfield.
But this is not an opportunity to just maliciously attack members of the government. If he wants to do
that, perhaps the member should take the 20 steps of bravery and say what he has got to say out on the
steps.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order. The member is actually speaking to the
MPI.
Mr SOUTHWICK: Thank you very much, Deputy Speaker. What we have here is one law for
one and another for everybody else, and we have a fundamentally planned attack of ripping money
off the taxpayers. That is what we have. We saw the former New South Wales Premier, Barry
O’Farrell, resign over receiving a bottle of wine—a single bottle of wine—yet our Premier still sits
here after rorting taxpayers of over $388 000. Three hundred and eighty-eight thousand dollars were
ripped out of taxpayers pockets and this Premier can still sit in this chamber as the Premier of this
state. That is an absolute disgrace. On top of the $388 000, he spent $1.3 million covering it up, not
wanting it to be properly investigated—covering it up because he did not want to be found out for
ripping off the taxpayer again. I tell you what, when I did my rorts tour and I visited the areas of
Bentleigh, Mordialloc, Frankston, Carrum, Cranbourne—
Members interjecting.
Mr SOUTHWICK: Yes, Mordialloc. Yes, I did. Let me tell you, when we did that people were
unhappy.
Members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr SOUTHWICK: This government is very arrogant. They can be very arrogant. They can laugh,
but let me tell you that what we will do is continue to remind the public that their taxpayers money
was used to rort the system. It was used to rort the system, and that is what we will continue to remind
them of.
We have seen, on top of the red shirts rort, the dogs rort—Dog-gate—using a chauffeured car to take
Ted and Patch to a country property. What a disgrace, using a limousine to chauffeur around a dog. A
dog-gate rort we had there.
We had the second residence rort, where former Speaker Telmo Languiller and Deputy Speaker Don
Nardella used a second residence allowance to effectively rort the system. Again we had $37 000
ripped out of the public purse by the former Speaker in a situation where you had a Speaker, a Deputy
Speaker and a Deputy President—three out of four key office-holders in the Parliament, who are meant
to be highly respected—having their hands in the pants of the taxpayer again, ripping money out and
using it like it was just their own money.
Mr Riordan: Whose money?
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Mr SOUTHWICK: Taxpayers money. It was taxpayers money being used, and they were saying,
‘You know what? I’ve got a sense of entitlement. I’m a member of the Labor Party. I’m going to do
whatever I like, and I’m going to absolutely have a free run on the taxpayer’.
I do not know why, but it seems as though when the Labor Party come in here and they get themselves
elected they think, ‘You know what? I have a sense of entitlement to be able to use money like it is
my own and not have responsibility when I come to office’. That is what we saw with the second
residence allowance, we saw it with the red shirts and we saw it with the printing rorts, where former
Deputy President Khalil Eideh used the money to pay for Labor memberships. Where do these guys
stop? Where do they stop when they use the money and they say, ‘You know what—we’ll prop up
the membership of the Labor Party. Let’s get our printing allowance, and off we go’.
It continues in terms of the policy preference scandal in the Northcote by-election. The Animal Justice
Party were given $500 000 from Labor in exchange for preferences. Where do these guys stop? Where
does the Labor Party stop? They will stop at nothing to rip off taxpayers, because that is in their DNA.
It is in their DNA where they go and what they do. I will give you an example—a white-collar crime
example of an IT hacker: Steven Oakes committed insider trading between 2012 and 2016. He hacked
into Port Phillip Publishing, stole stock reports and made $200 000 profit—$200 000 profit—out of
hacking into a publishing company. That is absolutely terrible. What did he receive for it? He was
sentenced to three years in prison in 2019—three years in prison for a white-collar crime.
Mr Riordan: How much money?
Mr SOUTHWICK: Two hundred thousand dollars. Some $388 000 was ripped out of taxpayers
pockets, and what are they doing? Still sitting on the side there. Not one of them had a police interview.
Not one of them turned up. Not one of them fronted. Not one of them wanted to at least represent
themselves and tell their side of the story. No, they were complicit, they were silent, they did absolutely
nothing and they hoped it would go away. Well, we are here to remind Victorians about this rorting
government that will absolutely stop at nothing.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK: The member for Mordialloc said, ‘This is so yesterday—so 2018 and
beyond’. Well, what about the Treasurer approving a $37 billion Transurban deal despite having
shares? It was a Transurban shares rort where this money was used, and what did we see from that?
We saw Transurban shares rise 19 per cent in the six months following the announced deal—19 per
cent. And what did the Treasurer say? ‘Well, you know what—I didn’t do it. I didn’t know. I
conveniently, after it was exposed, changed my situation’. That is what happened—‘Changed my
situation’. Again this government will stop at nothing to be able to benefit from taxpayers money for
themselves. For themselves they will stop at absolutely nothing—$1.7 million spent on the federal
election Our Fair Share campaign. Everywhere you look this rorting Labor Andrews government will
stop at nothing.
Ms HALL (Footscray) (15:24): This has been a massive waste of the Parliament’s time, and it has
not gone very well. It was not going well at the start, when I came in to hear the Leader of the
Opposition, and you did not even show up. I think they had to send out a little text message and remind
people, ‘Come on, come in; we’ve got to show our support to the boss’. But I am not surprised that
this attempt at razzle-dazzle has failed so dismally and that Mr Side Letter, the Leader of the
Opposition, has come up with something so glib, because those opposite are a policy-free zone, and
they admit it. Everything is on the table. Currently they do not believe in anything, and they have not
delivered anything, and when you stand for nothing and believe in nothing it must be a daily challenge
to come into this place and to think of something to say. So they dusted off the talking points from a
couple of years ago, and I think they have forgotten that there was a pretty significant event that
happened last year in terms of a state election and that the people of Victoria had quite a bit to say
about the Liberal Party.
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A member interjected.
Ms HALL: I will get to Footscray. There are tumbleweeds blowing around on the other side of the
chamber, and the Leader of the Opposition, whose grip on leadership is pretty tenuous, is hanging out
on the friendship chair that the member for Mordialloc is going to be introducing. He has had to take
a page out of the playbook of his old mate the member for Bulleen, and today has been a pretty sad
and nasty reflection of the state of the Victorian Liberal Party.
If the Liberal Party want to waste this opportunity in the chamber and use their matter of public
importance (MPI) as an opportunity to rehash 2018, I am more than happy to remind people of some
of the things that happened last year in the lead-up to the state election. In Footscray we recorded the
highest swing in the state towards Labor—this was despite the Greens unfortunately fielding a most
inappropriate candidate—but the swing was actually mostly against the Liberal Party. You spent a
year running down the African community, and it was an appalling, very lowbrow, racist attack on
people that live in my community.
Mr Southwick: On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I ask you to bring the member back to the
MPI. The member is now completely straying from the matter that has been raised, which is specifically
about the rorting of taxpayers money. I ask you to bring her back to the MPI that is at hand.
Mr Foley: On the point of order, Deputy Speaker, the member for Caulfield, more than most, should
be aware of the importance of racism and vilification in our community. It is apparently appropriate for
that side of the house to have a free-ranging debate on this issue with wide extrapolation, and I would
have thought that the same courtesy should be afforded to this side of the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Speaker has ruled on this compare and contrast previously, and
the member is using that compare and contrast in the MPI before us. But I do remind the member that
she will have to come back to the MPI.
Ms HALL: Thank you. After the Liberal Party spent a year executing this most lowbrow attack on
people who live in my community, the people of Footscray sent a very strong message that racist
politics are not welcome in my community.
Mr Southwick: On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, you did say that the member needs to come
back to the MPI and not prosecute something that is well and truly outside of the MPI. I ask you to
bring her back to the MPI at hand, which is about the rorting of taxpayers money by the Andrews
Labor government.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I ruled on the previous point of order. I reiterate that the member may
compare and contrast, but she will at some point have to come back to the MPI.
Ms HALL: Absolutely. I will just conclude my points here. There were a number of issues that the
people of Footscray thought were relevant in last year’s state election, and the contrast could not have
been starker. When you are recording 12 per cent swings against you in booths in Footscray after
waging these sorts of totally inappropriate campaigns, then you should be taking a good hard look at
yourselves and your values.
Mr Southwick: On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I would ask if the member could direct her
comments through the Chair and not at members of the opposition.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Footscray, I do ask you to direct your comments through
the Chair.
Ms HALL: Thank you, Deputy Speaker.
The other issue that resonated in Footscray last year in the Victorian election was the appalling
disregard shown by the member for Bulleen to the people of Footscray in the Joseph Road precinct.
We had the most inappropriate planning decisions where permits of up to 32 storeys were approved.
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This is comparable to what happened at Fishermans Bend, where there were no developer
contributions required and the planning mess made by the developer’s best mate has left a terrible
legacy in my community that we are continuing to deal with every day. There was even one
development approved that was allowed to overshadow the playground of a local primary school. That
building has not been finished. He did not listen to council or the planning experts but approved a heap
of developments that the people of Footscray are now lumped with, and really it was Fishermans
Bend 2.0. He rezoned the land against departmental advice, without height controls, without setting
aside funding to deal with contamination and without any plans for community infrastructure. It is a
total hot mess that we are still trying to fix up in Footscray.
The issues raised in today’s complete waste of the Parliament’s time MPI by those opposite, because
they are a policy-free zone, were dealt with by the people of Footscray at the last election. They
responded by wholeheartedly endorsing this government and this government’s record investment
locally, in particular into the new Footscray Hospital project, which I am very excited about—
$1.5 billion, the largest capital investment in a hospital project in Victorian history. I am very proud that
it is happening in my community. Metro Tunnel is another great project, as is airport rail via Sunshine
and the Footscray Learning Precinct, with $80 million and counting of investment in local schools.
When those opposite were in government 20 years ago Jeff Kennett closed down Footscray High
School, and do you know what? Next year we are reopening it. I am very proud of that. I think it says
a lot about what our values are and what we want to do. We do not want to waste a day, but you wasted
every single day when you had the great gift of being in government.
You now come in here to waste our time by raising this ridiculous MPI—I think we have now spent
now an hour and a half discussing it. Do you know what? It is going nowhere. No-one is paying any
attention to what you have to say, except perhaps for the people down in the Leader of the Opposition’s
office. If I was working down there, I would have my head in my hands. I would be very upset at how
this has gone. It has been a pretty lacklustre performance by those opposite and a pretty poor showing
in terms of support for the Leader of the Opposition’s position. I would be pretty concerned if I were
the Leader of the Opposition right now.
There cannot be a greater contrast between the Andrews Labor government and what we are delivering
for the people of Footscray and what we have on offer from those opposite.
Dr READ (Brunswick) (15:34): As a newcomer to Parliament I am delighted to see a regular
timeslot devoted to discussing matters of public importance. Victorians expect their MPs to debate all
matters that might be important to our lives and to our futures. I think I might be echoing the member
for Footscray here, but it would be a pity if we wasted this time endlessly detailing each other’s
shortcomings without hearing ideas about how to actually improve the administration of the state.
This topic of rorts and scandals is a perfect opportunity to consider how we might stop these episodes.
No party, not even my own, is immune from scandal, and members of all parties, like all people, are
imperfect. All parties contain individuals who lack judgement, particularly when challenged by the
campaign spending arms race.
One positive step in this discussion of rorts and scandal has been the appointment of a parliamentary
integrity adviser. The Greens welcome the creation of this position. We attempted in the previous
Parliament to create an independent parliamentary standards commissioner through legislation as an
ongoing permanent office, which would forgo the need for Parliament to constantly re-establish an
integrity adviser. An independent parliamentary standards commissioner would also provide a more
simple and robust means of preventing rorts than the current fractured regime that we have.
Nevertheless, that is way better than nothing at all. The integrity adviser is a good first step in
preventing overreach by MPs and their staff.
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But the potential misuse of money is not restricted to parliamentary budgets and allowances.
Donations from those who want to influence policy or administration have long been considered a
threat to fair democracy. Victorians expect us to make decisions purely in the long-term interests of
the people and the planet, without the corrupting influence of money. So the recent legislation capping
donations to state parties, the Electoral Legislation Amendment Act 2018 from last year, deserves
discussion. This limits donations from any one source to $1000 per year, making it much more difficult
for any vested interest to purchase influence. It is not impossible because undeclared donations will
probably still occur, but there is always the risk that these will be discovered, bringing the threat of
criminal prosecution and disgrace.
Any member of this place who is genuinely concerned about preventing rorts and improving political
conduct should be looking to strengthen this legislation so that it better achieves its goals. Three clear
improvements are required. One, donations from nominated entities and union affiliation fees remain
uncapped. This confers an advantage to parties which have these sources of income, which they can
then spend on party administration, freeing up funds to spend on election campaigns. Contributions
from candidates to their own campaigns remain uncapped, giving wealthier candidates an advantage,
and also advantaging those who receive gifts from undeclared sources. Campaign spending remains
uncapped. If campaign donation capping was perfect, this would not be so important. But spending,
particularly on larger advertising campaigns, is visible and easy to track. If spending is capped, the
influence of money, particularly from undeclared or laundered donations, is greatly weakened.
Perversely the most expensive forms of communication are often the least informative, so spending
caps could improve the quality of communication. Compare, for example, an expensive billboard with
a picture and a slogan of just a few words to a leaflet with actual sentences and at least a passing nod
to policy; or compare a TV spot to a website, which is a lot cheaper and can contain a great deal more
information. Campaign spending caps would defuse the campaign spending arms race and may well
increase the amount of information actually communicated. I realise I am being optimistic with this
last point.
Spending caps operate in many jurisdictions in Australia and overseas. The ACT, New South Wales,
South Australia, Canada, the UK, New Zealand, about half of Europe and many countries in Africa,
Asia and Latin America have caps on campaign spending. The regimes in the ACT and New Zealand
are well worth examining. We would need to consider the size of the cap, over how many months it
applies prior to an election and the treatment of third parties such as non-government organisations,
businesses and unions, but there are enough overseas examples to provide guidance for all of these
situations. I urge the Victorian Parliament to legislate to institute caps on the political expenditure of
political parties, candidates, third parties and associated entities. Therefore if participants in this debate
are actually serious about preventing future rorts and scandals, we can work together to urgently
improve this important legislation.
If anyone is uncertain about the influence of money in elections, look at the NRA—the National Rifle
Association—in the United States, which seems to have bought off much of the Republican Party and
a fair few Democrats, cleverly operating a bit like, say, a virus. Think of human immunodeficiency
virus, which cleverly disables the immune system designed to get rid of viruses. That is just what the
NRA has done in the United States. It has disabled the government, effectively, which should be
regulating it.
We do not have something quite like the NRA here—the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia
is not quite as malign, despite attempts to make it that way—so let us consider perhaps the gambling
industry. Ahead of the most recent Tasmanian state election the gambling lobby donated more than
$500 000 to the Liberals to help defeat Tasmanian Labor and stymie plans to remove poker machines
from the state’s pubs and clubs. Then consider the donations given to various parties by the Australian
Hotels Association prior to last year’s Victorian state election. As reported by Royce Millar, Nick
Toscano and Ben Schneiders in the Age in March this year, Victorian pokie venues made their biggest
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ever political donation to Labor as part of a $1 million campaign to deny the Greens the balance of
power at the recent state election. The Australian Hotels Association used a levy on pub poker
machines to raise at least $500 000 for Labor and about $300 000 for the coalition parties, and money
went to the Independents who preferenced the major parties over the Greens. So pokies have
influenced the outcomes of two state elections in recent years. I wonder if anyone thought of that
possibility when they were legalised. I call that a scandal of public importance. In fact the gambling
industry has become the NRA of Australian politics. The new donation capping laws will make this
much more difficult, and campaign spending caps would mean this form of corruption will not be
worth the effort. I submit we should introduce them immediately.
We also need a cooling-off period for ministers and staff before they move into businesses or industries
with which they have had significant dealings during their time in office. This would help reduce the
revolving door effect whereby staff move between large corporations and ministers’ offices. This
happens in many jurisdictions around Australia, including Victoria.
Further measures to improve integrity in Parliament and to reduce the likelihood of rorts and scandals
would improve transparency. Too much information on public spending is hidden behind publicprivate partnerships. We need a stronger Freedom of Information Act, with a greater presumption of
public release, with fewer, and narrower scope for, exemptions from freedom of information.
To conclude, rorts and scandals are indeed of public importance, particularly if attention is given to
how best to prevent their recurrence. We can let our citizens draw their own conclusions about those
who commit them. But we let Victorians down if we do not actually take any real action to remove
the influence of money from our parliamentary democracy.
Ms WARD (Eltham) (15:43): Before I start, I would like to acknowledge the considered
contribution of the member for Brunswick, but I also, with respect, disagree with a number of his points.
While I do take on board, and agree with him absolutely, that government needs to be transparent and
accountable, I do, however, take offence at his suggestion that last year’s election was determined by
the pokies industry, for it was not. It was not the pokies industry that decided to remove level crossings.
It was not the pokies industry that came up with the Suburban Rail Loop. It was not the pokies industry
that made record investment in our schools. It was not the pokies industry that reopened our TAFEs
and brought about new training outcomes for people in this community. It was not the pokies industry
that governed this state for four years. It was in fact the Andrews Labor government.
While I appreciate his unease with donations and where donations come from—I absolutely appreciate
that—I do think that it is quite outrageous to suggest that this was an election decided on by the pokies
industry. That is incorrect, in my view, and I suspect it is a view held by the majority of Victorians,
who could in fact be insulted by the suggestion that it was not they, in casting their votes, that
determined the outcome of the election but that it was the pokies industry through their donations.
This state does want a government that is accountable. They want a robust democracy and they want
robust media, and we absolutely saw that in the four years that we were in government from 2014 to
2018. We saw a media who spent a great deal of time talking about this government, what this
government was doing and also, in fairness, the mistakes that this government made. We owned those
mistakes, we apologised and we got on with good government. That is exactly what we have done for
four years and what we continue to do now.
We are a good government that is doing good things for the people of this state. We are seriously
investing in people, in businesses, in education, in training and in hospitals, and we are making this
state not only the most progressive in the country but also the one with the most robust economy. We
have record employment levels in regional and rural Victoria, the numbers of which have not been
seen for a very long time. I think the current figure is about 3.6 per cent unemployment. When we see
that nationally unemployment is growing and we see the federal government bragging about the more
than 1 million jobs that have been created under their watch, well, I hate to give them a wake-up call,
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but actually, guys, it is Victoria that is carrying the weight for you and it is Victoria that is creating the
jobs. And why is it creating the jobs? Because we have got an Andrews Labor government at the helm.
We have got an Andrews Labor government that is investing seriously in this state, putting real money
out there and making real change happen.
One of the things that will be of interest, I suspect, to the member for Brunswick is the investment that
we are putting into combating climate change, the amount of money that we are putting into
renewables, the money we are putting into solar panels and the money that we are putting into creating
jobs in the new emerging technologies that will help us have a greener, cleaner state—that will be
tinged with red. It is not going to be a Greener, capital G, state; it is going to be a greener state that is
really creating opportunities for people. The fact that we have got the former Ford plant in Geelong
that is now building wind turbines is something that would happen under a Labor government.
One of the things that I find quite challenging about those opposite is the continual going over of the
same stuff, bringing up the same issues that they have been bleating about for four or five years that
saw them lose a record amount of seats—a record amount of seats they lost because they had no
policies, they had no vision and they were so obsessed with talking about us and talking about
themselves but not actually looking at ‘What are the things that the people of Victoria need and how
can we help them obtain them?’. That was not the focus of their last four years in opposition, and it is
certainly not the focus of their time in opposition now.
I listened with interest and a bit of chuckling to the member for Mordialloc’s contribution, which I
thought was terrific.
Mr Edbrooke: The friendship chair.
Ms WARD: The friendship chair. And I have to note that he made some really important points.
One of the important points he made was about this obsession they have got with themselves and the
obsession they have got with talking about micropolitics and the things that do not really matter to
people in the big picture. It does not matter to them when they are at home putting dinner on the table,
when they are coming home from work from their job, when they are dropping their kids off to
childcare or when they have got a three-year-old that they really want to put into kinder but they cannot
because there is not a place available. They are not the things that those opposite were addressing, but
they were absolutely the things that us here on this side were addressing and we continue to address.
We have got free three-year-old kinder coming in. We have got roads being built everywhere. We
have got North East Link, which will transform how we get around this city. We have got money
going into schools that has never been seen before. These are the things that people voted on and these
are the things that people care about. People care about a government that has got ideas. People care
about a government that has got ambitions not just for itself as a government but for Victorians as a
people. That is what people care about. They want a government to make things happen. They do not
want to engage with people who are having a big fat sook, and that is all we have seen from those
opposite for five years—a big fat sook. And it is time they picked up their big-boy and big-girl pants—
Mr Halse: Have a crack at something.
Ms WARD: and had a crack at something—absolutely, member for Ringwood. Have a crack at
something. Get out there, make some creative policies, make some challenging policies, be
imaginative and bring up the challenge. Create something that is not done on the back of an envelope
or a beer coaster that you thought about one afternoon over a whisky out the back, which seemed to
be the extent of the policies they brought to the 2018 election.
Mr Edbrooke: Removing road intersections.
Ms WARD: That is exactly where I am heading to, member for Frankston. They saw our removal
of 50 level crossings, which is now 75 level crossings, and they thought, ‘Oh, what can we do? I know:
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we can get rid of some intersections. What’s a good number? Fifty. Let’s get rid of 50 intersections’.
But on the back of that beer coaster where they hatched this plan they drew a couple of intersections,
and one of them included Lower Heidelberg Road and Rosanna Road. And do you know what was
interesting? Some of it did not have an off-ramp, and it was also going to knock out a Woolworths that
had just been built which was a flagship supermarket for the chain. I do not understand. People have
been campaigning in the seat of Ivanhoe to get traffic off Rosanna Road, which is one of the reasons
we are building North East Link, and the Liberals do not come up with North East Link; they come
up with, ‘We’ll build an overpass but we won’t have off-ramps’.
Mr Edbrooke: It’s almost like they’re not local.
Ms WARD: It is almost like they are not local. And they also came up with a Fitzsimons Lane plan
where they were going to build a sky road. So after spending four years losing their minds over what
they called ‘sky rail’—which, I have to tell you, the people of Oakleigh and elsewhere love, and I
believe it has also won a wide range of international awards for what has been created—they decided
that a sky road in the seat of Eltham would actually be appropriate, that an overpass in beautiful leafy
Eltham would be something that the people of my community would embrace. Well, guess what—
they did not, because it was clear that it was a back-of-an-envelope, back-of-the-beer-coaster drawing
that someone had come up with at the last minute in desperation for policy.
This is exactly what we saw in 2010 with east–west link. They did exactly the same thing. They pulled
out the bottom drawer: ‘We don’t have any ideas. What is in there? Oh, let’s bring this one out—it’s
a road. We haven’t built anything for four years. Let’s do this one’. And what did it cost us? Fortyfive cents in the dollar return. It was a crap plan, badly thought out, and the people of Victoria knocked
it out. They said, ‘We don’t want this. It’s crap’.
Ms Hall: Twice.
Ms WARD: Absolutely, member for Footscray—they did not knock it out once; they knocked it
out twice. And yet they are still going like a broken record. These guys have got more episodes of
M*A*S*H in their back pocket than M*A*S*H actually had. There are so many repeats from these
guys where they keep regurgitating the same thing because they have such a deficit of ideas, they have
such a deficit of policy and, in fact, they have a deficit of heart. They do not care enough about this
state to actually put something substantial together that matters to this state. They are deficient, and I
call on them to grow up and start talking about something that really matters to the people of Victoria,
which is Victorians, not politicians in this place.
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (15:53): At last the whining from Eltham has stopped. It was like
listening to a whirring out-of-control bandsaw going on, and in fact the only probably sensible point
she made was the fact that if the government continues to not listen to the people of the east and to not
build east–west link, then the one advantage that it might mean is that it takes her longer to get into
the city, which would mean less time for us to have to listen to contributions like that. For her to stand
there, as she has done with many of her colleagues this afternoon, and say that the people of Victoria
do not care about the rorting and the misadventure and the rip-off of the people and the taxpayers of
Victoria is to truly not understand what is important to the people of Victoria. There is no doubt that
while the government very conveniently wants to forget about red shirts and very conveniently wants
to bury the fact that their party machine, their government, consciously took hundreds of thousands of
taxpayers dollars. I can tell you, member for Mordialloc, member for Eltham, member for Footscray
and other contributors on the other side, that I know the people in my electorate could have used that
money for much greater purposes than the purposes the Labor Party saw it fit for.
And it was in fact a member of my community down in Polwarth—a welded-on Labor Party supporter
with a long family tradition in the Labor Party—that brought this to the public’s attention. It was
Mr Finnigan from the electorate of Polwarth, working for the now police minister of all people in and
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around the Geelong area, that actually uncovered this crime against the taxpayers of Victoria—this
rorting of $388 000.
What happened with this government? This government that says it stands for workers, this
government that says it cares about the Victorian community, what did this government do? First of
all, it got its privileged ministers and its privileged backbenchers and shielded them. None of them
gave an interview, none of them fessed up to anything, none of them spoke to the police and none of
them gave public accounts of what had happened. No, they went silent—more quiet than you could
possibly imagine. And what did they do? They stayed silent, but they hung their workers out to dry,
didn’t they?
So what happened? We go to Mr Finnegan. Mr Finnegan was a young fellow studying at Deakin
University, he had limited time, he was working for the Labor Party, working for senior ministers—
people that he would have looked up to and trusted. What did this government allow to happen to him?
He got strip-searched. He was taken down to the Melbourne West police station and strip-searched,
asked to bend over while naked and cough and splutter in front of the police. Did we see this happening
to Minister Neville? Did we see that happening to Minister Eren? Did we see that happening to the
people sitting in this chamber now who benefited extraordinarily from this crime? Have we seen any
of them suffer that humiliation? No. The people’s workers’ party—the party that says it cares about
its workers—was happy to have those workers arrested at 6 o’clock in the morning. It had its people
carted off in divvy vans. It had its people strip-searched, but not the bosses in the Labor Party. They
did not even have to do an interview. They did not have to front up to anybody. People do not forget
this easily, unfortunately for the Labor Party. People remember the way they treat people.
That happened, and it happened again and again and then after four years the Labor Party quietly sits
back, having spent a further $1.3 million of taxpayers money to justify it—they were happy to do that.
They were happy to protect their own interests and happy to shield their ministers while the people of
Victoria just had the money forked out. That $1.3 million would have replaced many rotting and
broken windows in the many schools in Polwarth. It certainly would have removed the asbestos that
this government said it was going to remove from schools. Instead they have been happy to leave
stickers on windows and stickers on doors warning families and small schoolchildren to just be careful
and not knock on the wall too hard because it is full of asbestos. They have been happy to let that sort
of stuff go while they have shielded their ministers, while they have shielded their backbenchers and
shielded their new members of Parliament.
That sort of speaks to the heart of the mentality that this government has. It has taken power, and it
has wielded it and used it to protect its own interests. Very famously in this chamber the Premier has
spoken many times about how decency is important, how this government stands for decency and how
the standard you walk past is the standard you accept. Time and time again we have heard that from
the Premier. He has been out and proud about that. But when it comes to actually living it, when it
comes to breathing it and when it comes to making it a part of his government, he is nowhere to be
seen. That was no more evident than when the most senior office-bearers in this chamber and in the
other chamber committed just absolutely undisguised acts of trickery, acts of deception and acts of
fraud on the people of Victoria.
Absolutely no-one with a scintilla of honesty or decency could have even imagined that saying you
live somewhere and living somewhere else just to claim a benefit could possibly make sense or be fair.
And in fact I want to just quote a very famous song. At first when I heard it—I had not heard it for a
while—I thought it had been written to remind us of what Telmo and Don had been up to. It goes
something like this:
Jessie paint your pictures
About how it is going to be
By now I should know better
Your dreams are never free—
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and the people of Victoria, they are never free when it comes to this government. They love to spend
your money—
But tell me all about our little trailer by the sea—

or in Don’s case, trailer down at Ocean Grove—
Oh Jessie you can always sell any dream to me—

and they tried—they tried for months to sell the dream to the people of Victoria that it was okay—
Oh Jessie you can always sell any dream to me.

And that is exactly what this Premier has done. He has sold his dream. He keeps trying to sell his
dream, but his dream is a shallow dream. It is like the worst nightmare for the people of Victoria.
Jessie, you can always sell your dream to me. I did not do that song justice, but the song does justice
to this argument. This song does justice to this argument because it highlights how fickle and how
mean-spirited and how deceptive this government has been with the use of taxpayers money.
Once again, we were not talking about an accidental purchase of a few extra stamps, we were talking
about long-term, systemic abuse of an entitlement provided to the people of this chamber. And it was
done by those who were supposed to police and regulate and monitor the behaviour of this chamber. We
heard the member for the Greens speak about the need for an integrity commissioner. We did not need
an integrity commissioner for 400 years in the Westminster system because we had Speakers and Deputy
Speakers who actually upheld those traditions and those concepts of good behaviour and morality in this
place. But under this government we have had to move on. We can no longer rely on this government to
set a moral compass, to set a behaviour code. Instead we are forced to spend more taxpayers money in
order to justify the behaviour that this government has consistently shown. It is disgraceful.
And just finally, as a member of the Public Accounts and Estimates and Committee it brought no joy to
me at all to hear department head after department head trying to justify the gross waste of taxpayers
money—once again, money taken from schools, money taken from hospitals, money taken from
important community services—on this government’s attempt to influence this year’s federal election. It
was an absolute waste of taxpayers money. Those of us who go to the footy to enjoy a game of footy in
peace and quiet and to get into the spirit had to watch taxpayers money being flushed around the MCG
quicker than Gary Ablett can pass the ball to Dangerfield. I mean, honestly, it was absolutely outrageous.
A member: Abuse.
Mr RIORDAN: Abuse. It was an abuse of the system. It was an abuse of taxpayers money. It just
speaks to the heart. It does not matter whether it is senior leaders within the party—senior leaders who
are supposed to sit here and govern the good behaviour and management of the house. It does not
matter whether it is the Premier who turns a blind eye to it. It is also infiltrating into our departments,
into the very structures of this government, where people can sit up and justify taking money from
schools, taking money from kinders, taking money from healthcare services in order to sell this
government’s propaganda, to sell and push and promote the absolute pork-barrelling that this
government insists on doing to the people of Victoria. They are spreading their message without fear
or favour because they know that they will get away with it because they refuse to be accountable.
They refuse to provide good governance and responsible governance, and most importantly, honest
governments have been forgotten. (Time expired)
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CONSUMER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (16:03): I will try to change the tone from the absolute waste
of time that was that matter of public importance. As I was saying, tenancy is the immediate reality
for many millions of Victorians. More than a quarter of Victorians are renters and a growing number
are long-term renters, some as a result of circumstance, some through choice. In the Northcote
electorate those numbers are even higher, with almost 40 per cent of homes in our community being
rentals, according to the census. Northcote also has a higher median weekly rent than the Victorian or
indeed the Australian average, at $410 compared to $325 and $335 respectively, and that is no surprise
since living in Northcote is indeed a delight. Nevertheless, the rising cost of living is putting a strain
on many households, and in recognition of this our government has taken the lead on initiatives that
aim to reduce costs and improve consumer protections. We believe it is critical that renters in Victoria
have the support, security and safety they need so that every house, whether rented or owned, can feel
like a home. Like many people, I had been a renter for many years, and now in partnership with my
husband, and with the bank, I am a home owner, so I get it. I get both sides of the coin when it comes
to balancing the interests of renters and home owners, and for me the biggest benefit of these reforms
is the fact that they strike this balance.
Given the growing cost of living and indeed the increased cost of renting, it is more important than
ever that we do what we can to lower costs for households and make renting an affordable and realistic
option. That is why the Andrews Labor government undertook to update and improve Victoria’s rental
laws, which have remained untouched for 20 years. Through an extensive consultation process we
heard from thousands of renters about the challenges they face and how we can build a system that is
fair for everyone. In response we are now delivering a major reform package that will enhance renters’
rights and balance them with the needs of landlords through amendments to the Residential Tenancies
Amendment Act 2018. Work is already underway on the main package of reforms, including a revised
set of regulations, but this bill brings forward one important element of these broader changes, and
that is pet reforms.
By inserting a new division 5B into part 2 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 this bill enables the
pet reforms set out in the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act to start earlier than the main package.
Under these reforms tenants will have the right to keep a pet in their home, provided they obtain
consent from their landlord. It seems like such a simple change, but for the many pet owners who will
be impacted by this it means a great deal. Currently there is no law covering the rights and
responsibilities of landlords and tenants as they apply to pets. This has led to a situation where many
rental agreements include blanket pet bans, which means that tenants are forced to make the tough
decision to give up their pets for adoption or they run the gauntlet, keeping their pets in breach of their
rental agreement. With these changes landlords must not unreasonably refuse consent to have pets,
and the onus is on the landlord to get an order from VCAT to refuse consent. In the case of assistance
dogs consent cannot be refused.
I will also add that in general we know that pet ownership is a long-term and serious commitment and
it usually lasts longer than our tenancy agreements. Sadly we also know that rental pet bans are the
cause of many people having to give up their beloved pets. In Victoria the RSPCA reports that around
15 per cent of the dogs and cats surrendered came into their care because their owners were moving
and could not take them to their new homes. Pets provide companionship, support and improve our
emotional wellbeing. Yes, some pets make a mess, but so do children, let me tell you! Pets also have
a way of bringing us together, drawing us out of our shell and making us part of the community.
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Frankly, I think allowing renters to have pets makes for better tenants, happier tenants, and better
tenants make for better landlords.
As well as strengthening tenants’ rights this bill also empowers tenants and landlords to make changes
to their energy mix and save money on power bills by facilitating the rollout of our Solar Homes
program. The Liberals privatised our energy assets, which has led to power prices going up and up
and up. This is about reversing that trend and helping with the cost of living for hardworking Victorian
families. Amendments contained in the bill clarify that landlords and tenants can voluntarily enter into
an agreement separate from the tenancy agreement under which a tenant can agree to contribute up to
50 per cent of the amount of the loan made by the government to the landlord for installing a solar
system. In doing so it ensures that agreements made under the Solar Homes program are not
inconsistent with the Residential Tenancies Act.
The people of the Northcote electorate are proudly passionate about climate action and the role of
renewable energy in our state’s future, and Northcote residents have embraced solar power with
enthusiasm. Locally, almost 3000 homes, or 13 per cent of the electorate, have a residential solar
system, and we have 79 larger commercial systems. Combined they provide over 11 000 kilowatts of
clean energy capacity to the grid, and with over 460 Northcote households having applied for our Solar
Homes program to date that number is only set to grow as we continue to roll out this $1.3 billion
package. However, as Tenants Victoria has said:
Whilst the take-up rate for solar power has been increasing—

in the owner-occupier space—
… the rental sector has lagged far behind, limiting access to savings for renters and inhibiting their ability to
adapt to climate change.

That is why our Solar Homes program and its expansion to the tenant-landlord space is so important,
particularly for Northcote. According to Solar Citizens the federal electorate of Cooper, of which the
seat of Northcote forms a part, is saving $5.7 million per year on power bills, and 2016 figures show
they have saved just shy of 15 000 tonnes of CO₂. These substantive and innovative reforms are just
one part of our commitment to make the most of every opportunity at every level to facilitate the
growth of renewable energy, to meet our renewable energy targets and to move towards net zero
emissions. It is just another example of how Labor governments deliver progress rather than protest.
We do not stand in the way of reform on platforms of idealism. We get things done to move us further
along the path to where we want to be.
I note that in the 10 minutes that the member for Prahran spoke for, despite acknowledging the benefits
of solar homes and rental reforms to his electorate, he could not bring himself to admit that these are
good policies. In classic Greens style he could not help himself in criticising the government for having
a program that is immensely popular, a program that is delivering not just cost savings for families but
tangible action on our environment. No, for the member for Prahran it is either too popular or not
popular enough. Gosh, who even knows? Maybe it is too successful and we should just scrap the
whole thing. Protest over progress: the mantra of the Greens political party.
But I want to come back to the point that I was making earlier, and that is that these rental reforms
improve things for both renters and landlords. For renters the Solar Homes program will save them up
to $890 on electricity bills every year, and they will have the ability to keep their pets. Landlords will
have an incentive to improve their rental investments by providing a more attractive rental offering to
their tenants. We can get silly about having cows and crocodiles for pets, but let us be real here. We know
from experience that people who are given the stability of having their family pet or given access to
cheaper, more responsible power or allowed to do things like putting their family photos on the wall will,
just like owner-occupiers, treat their rental property like it is their home. Happier tenants will stay longer,
and we know that longer term tenants generally mean less costs for landlords: less costs for advertising,
less costs in agent fees and less damage to properties from furniture being hauled in and out.
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In the minute I have left I just want to turn to the amendments to the Domestic Building Contracts
Act 1995, which will improve the dispute resolution process. The Northcote electorate is changing
rapidly, with many of its older homes changing hands, and that means that there are many properties
that have undergone renovation or redevelopment. In my short time as a member I have been
approached by many constituents who have had issues getting defects rectified and had trouble
resolving disputes with builders. I am pleased to support measures in this bill that will streamline the
disputes process and make it fairer. Nobody wants to be caught up in building disputes, but when we
are there need to be processes in place to make resolving them as stress-free as possible. So as I said
in the beginning, these reforms are about fairness. I commend this bill to the house.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (16:12): I rise to make a contribution on the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019. As the lead speaker from our side, the member for Forest Hill, who made a
fantastic contribution, has said, we will not be opposing this bill. I want to also add some comments
in terms of the intended changes to the legislation that have been put forward.
Firstly the bill amends the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012 to make amendments
consequential to the commencement of the Treasury Laws Amendment (Australian Consumer Law
Review) Act 2018 of the commonwealth. In particular it clarifies the inspection and investigation
powers of the federal scheme. The bill also amends the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 in six
ways, firstly streamlining referrals of domestic building work disputes to Domestic Building Dispute
Resolution Victoria and inserting a new ground to reject referral of a domestic building work dispute
for any conciliation under the act where the application concerning the dispute has already been made
under the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2002. I will begin by making
a few comments about the changes there.
Certainly in my electorate of Caulfield there is a lot of building—new homes and apartments that are
being constructed—and as part of that there are in many cases unintended consequences that result.
There are issues, obviously—many instances where the person building the new home may have
issues with the builder—and quite often the complexity with all of that gets caught up and what in
many cases starts off as your dream home could in fact be your absolute nightmare. We have heard
many, many instances of builders going broke, builders not doing what they should be doing and
builders not complying, not only in the immediate property but also in neighbouring properties as well,
particularly where permits might be granted and works might be done on neighbouring fences, on
things with spouts and on other parts of the property that have an impact on the neighbouring
property—visual amenity. With a lot of these things, quite often when the outsourcing of the permit is
granted from council to a third party, being able to track the bureaucracy with all of that leads again to
more issues with neighbours and with owners trying to build their homes and it all ends in tears. So it
is important for us to look at legislation to protect those individuals that seek to build their new home,
their new dream, but also to protect neighbours and residents in our areas. Anything that we can do to
do this is very important.
But I will say there have been lots of issues when it comes to building construction, and we are seeing
70 per cent of development going into our area and neighbouring areas such as Glen Eira. The absolute
nature of the population growth that we are experiencing is being squeezed into many of our
communities, and there are a lot of consequences to that, particularly around neighbourhood amenity,
particularly around open space and particularly around traffic flow—parking and a whole range of
other things as well, like public transport. This is all part of when you are looking at building. When
you are looking at some of these elements, there are certainly consequences to all that.
We had a forum with the community, with Save Glen Eira, only a few days ago. We had about
150 people turn up. A lot of people were talking about some of these issues, even in some of the new
homes, and the development particularly around apartment height and also some of the consequences
of that. When you are trying to bring an additional 5000 or 10 000 people into some of these areas
over a period of time, even things like public transport—how does that get impacted? I know there are
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hundreds of people—or thousands rather—earmarked for areas like Elsternwick. What does that do
in terms of impact on transport, roads and also public transport? And how does a station like
Elsternwick station cope? They are some of the issues that need to be considered as part of that.
The Fundraising Act 1998 is also an important part which is covered in this bill, and it is intended to
streamline the registration process for not-for-profit organisations under the commonwealth Australian
Charities and Not‑for‑profits Commission Act 2012 to ensure that they do things in a more efficient
manner. We all have charities in our various electorates that do a wonderful job and find it hard enough
to be able to even keep the doors open. We should try and make it easier for those legitimate,
hardworking charities to be able to fundraise. I know that there have been issues on grant applications
and issues on fundraising for many of the charities in my area. I note Access, which does work with
the disability sector, has been successful in applying for grants and has been notified that funds are not
being made available in the current financial year, and it kind of rolls into another financial year and
it drags on, and that obviously impacts them and their cash flow. This is a huge disruption for them. I
know that many of these smaller organisations like Access that do fantastic work with young adults
with disabilities to achieve their goals in the areas of education, employment and passions are small
organisations largely run by volunteers. They will go out. I know recently they raised about $300 000
in a fundraising drive, which is great, but it is a big effort to do that—it takes a lot of time. We want
to be able to make sure that obviously there are proper laws in place, but also we need to try and make
it easier for them in the process of doing this so they are not caught up in applying. I know with the
national disability insurance scheme, Access had huge issues and in fact have reluctantly applied for
a lot of the NDIS funding because of the paperwork that goes with it. So you have got smaller
organisations that are missing out because of red tape.
We have a couple of organisations, Charidy and MyCause, in my electorate that run fundraising for a
number of other different bodies. They do a fantastic job. They run charity campaigns, and again it is
important to try and help them whenever we can to raise funds for other organisations.
We are approaching the spring carnival, and I know that the Melbourne Racing Club have a foundation
and that foundation is very focused on fundraising for charities. Particularly they have raised in the
last financial year, according to their annual report, $1.285 million plus $375 000 in kind, and also
donations to a lot of not-for-profits. One of the organisations that the Melbourne Racing Club
Foundation have supported is the Mirabel Foundation. The Mirabel Foundation support carers looking
after kids where a parent has not been able to look after them. Many of them have had a drug or alcohol
problem. Many of them are in prison, and those kids are being supported often by a grandparent. It is
a fantastic organisation run by volunteers. I know that they were involved in the recent race day at the
Melbourne Racing Club at Caulfield, and they raised a lot of money as part of that. We should be
supporting the great work that they do—the fantastic job that Mirabel does. I know Legacy, Sacred
Heart, the Royal Children’s Hospital and Very Special Kids—all these charities—do a fantastic job
and were supported by the Melbourne Racing Club Foundation. We thank them for that.
In my last minute or so of the contribution, I know there has been a change in terms of the Residential
Tenancies Act 1997 allowing for the Solar Homes project. What an absolute debacle that has been by
this government. It is absolutely fair that we try and ensure that tenants can also benefit from having
solar. I think that is an important thing, and looking at that was part of our election commitment, but
you are basically rolling out a project like a pink batts scheme mark 2. I heard one of the government
members calling them power generators on their roofs, but it is more than a power generator—it is
effectively a fire hazard waiting to happen in the way some of them have been installed, and the way
these things have been executed is very questionable. Basically what it says is: never trust a
government to actually roll out these types of programs and put them in charge of money. It does not
work. Unfortunately the end loss has been the community’s in these kinds of situations and these
failures. So I do highlight many of the concerns in the way that the Solar Homes project has been
rolled out. We want to get more solar on people’s homes, no question, but we want to be able to ensure
that it is done properly and certainly does not fail in the way it has under this government.
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I will leave my comments there, but I will just say that it is very important to ensure that we put
consumers first, and that is why consumer legislation is always important.
Mr TAK (Clarinda) (16:22): I am delighted to rise today to speak on the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019. I am pleased to support this bill, because the overall objective of the bill is
threefold.
Firstly, it will amend a range of consumer acts to correct minor and technical errors and to improve
their operational effectiveness. Secondly, it will amend the Fundraising Act 1998 to reduce red tape
for charitable fundraisers. And thirdly, it will amend the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 to enable the
early commencement of the government’s pet reforms and facilitate the government’s Solar Homes
program. This is a comprehensive set of changes across several acts. This change will again
demonstrate this government’s ongoing commitment to improving and updating the consumer
protection framework in Victoria. I am glad to be speaking on this bill.
Consumer protection is very important to my electorate and my community. My electorate office
receives a number of inquiries regarding consumer affairs, particularly from more vulnerable
community members in our electorate. They are often from senior citizens, from members of our
culturally and linguistically diverse communities and from our community organisations. So I am glad
to see that the amendments in this bill will help to expand the investigatory powers of the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria in relation to unfair contract terms.
Unfair contract terms often refer to terms in a standard form of contract that would cause a significant
imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the contract. Such a term is not reasonably
necessary to protect the legitimate interests of the party who would be advantaged by the term and it
would cause detriment to a party if it were to be applied. Additionally, all three limbs of the unfairness
test must be proven to exist on the balance of probabilities for a court to decide that a term is unfair.
The amendments in this bill will enable the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to use their
investigatory powers under the act to inquire into alleged unfair contract terms and inform the director
as to whether to commence proceedings under the Australian Consumer Law in Victoria in respect of
those terms. They will also enable a private litigant in an action that commences subsequent to
proceedings under the Australian Consumer Law to rely on any admission of fact made before a court
by the respondent in earlier proceedings. Again, I am glad to see that the amendments are expanding
the investigatory powers and making changes.
As mentioned previously, unfortunately we receive a fairly steady stream of complaints, mostly
regarding unsolicited sales, sometimes resulting from doorknocking and often from cold calling. So
anything this government can do to strengthen consumer protection is welcomed by the people in the
electorate of Clarinda. These amendments come on the back of the recommendations contained in the
final report of the review of the Australian Consumer Law, and it is useful to note here that the
commonwealth has already amended its Competition and Consumer Act 2010 in similar terms to give
equivalent power to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, so these amendments
are consistent in that respect.
Moving on, there are also amendments to the Fundraising Act 1998 to reduce red tape for charitable
entities registered under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission Act 2012. As many
of us know, it is important for community organisations and volunteers to conduct fundraising to
support local communities. Specifically the amendments will streamline the process for registration
as a fundraiser under the act for those non-profit entities that are registered as charities under the
commonwealth Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission Act, known as the ACNC act.
They will align the reporting requirements so that a registered organisation will not be required to
lodge separate reports with the ACCC and the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria that address their
fundraising activity. The bill will also facilitate the exchange of information between the ACCC and
Consumer Affairs Victoria.
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The not-for-profit sector has expressed strong support for these changes, and this is a positive
development for many of the community organisations operating in the Clarinda electorate. It has
never ceased to amaze me the level of dedication and generosity that exists within the community
organisations in the south-east. Every weekend without fail there is a fundraiser happening in Clarinda.
Whether it is at the Maxim Saigon Restaurant in Springvale, Annabella Receptions in Clayton or
around a barbecue in one of the parks, there is always something happening. It might be to support the
Monash Children’s Hospital or a group raising money for a school, football club or cricket club. Last
Saturday it was the Clayton District Cricket Club who held a fantastic fundraiser. Just a quick
congratulations to Noel Stewart, the club sponsorship coordinator, on a great event.
Also a big shout-out to our multicultural non-profit organisations, the temple and other places of
worship in the Clarinda electorate. There are also many tireless volunteers and committee members.
Just one example of these is from the Cambodian community, Richard An Tong, also known as Don.
Don and his wife own and operate a jewellery business in Springvale. He works six days a week, long
hours around the clock. However, on his one day off he still finds time to fulfil his role as treasurer to
a number of organisations in the electorate. Every Sunday without fail he is at the Clarke Road temple,
in the Cambodian language known as Wat Buddherangsi, assisting the honourable monk committee
and the temple members. Thanks to Don and all the volunteers like him. They are all amazing. I am
happy to see the amendments to the Fundraising Act which will help to make life a little easier for
Victoria’s charity organisations.
As we have heard from other honourable members, there is quite a range of amendments under this
bill. There are amendments to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 to enable the more efficient
and effective resolution of domestic building contract disputes by Domestic Building Dispute
Resolution Victoria. There is also a range of amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997,
notably an amendment that will facilitate full implementation of the government’s Solar Homes
program as well as an amendment that will enable reform for certain pets to be kept in residential
tenancies to commence operating at a date in advance of the commencement of the full package of the
Residential Tenancy Act amendments. That is a comprehensive set of amendments across several
pieces of legislation.
Again, the bill demonstrates this government’s ongoing commitment to improve and update the
consumer protection framework in Victoria. I am pleased to support the bill. I thank the Minister for
Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation for her hard work and I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (16:30): I am very pleased to speak on the Consumer
Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. This bill continues this government’s agenda to ensure that
Victorians have strong, fair and workable consumer protections. It provides and updates consumer
protection in Victoria through the amending of several acts. It contains important amendments that
will aid the rollout of the government’s Solar Homes program. It also enables early commencement
of the significant reforms around pets in residential tenancies. The Australian Consumer Law and Fair
Trading Act 2012 will be amended, making it more accessible for consumers addressing unfair
contract terms and seeking damages. The changes to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 will
enable more efficient, fair and of course effective resolution of domestic building contract disputes.
Amendments to the Fundraising Act 1998 will result in a significant reduction of the regulatory burden
for charitable fundraisers. Finally, the bill also amends the Sex Work Act 1994 to clarify that
information contained on the register of exempt sex work service providers is confidential, as was
obviously the original intention.
If I can first turn my remarks to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 amendments and in particular the
Solar Homes program, this bill makes important amendments which will enable the rolling out of the
government’s Solar Homes program. Of course as we are heading into the hot Victorian summer
months we are all reminded of the importance of low-cost, reliable and efficient energy sources. As a
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member of the Pascoe Vale South community that suffered significant energy shutdowns over hot
summer periods in the previous summer just gone, I understand all too well how important this is for
my community of constituents. We all know that the Andrews Labor government’s Solar Homes
program has been undoubtedly popular. It has been valued by hardworking Victorians, and it has
certainly been valued by those who want to save on their power bills and those who want to do their
bit for the environment. The program supports Victorians who want to support sustainable initiatives
but who need assistance to be able to do that.
Solar panels are an investment; however, they can have a significant initial outlay, which is often a
deterrent. That is why the Andrews Labor government stepped in and why the Andrews Labor
government has supported thousands of Victorians already to install solar panels on their homes. Our
government provides rebates of up to $2225 for the installation of solar panel systems. These rebates
go a long way both in supporting already interested Victorians to invest in solar panels on their home
but also in incentivising and encouraging others to take up this technology more broadly. The program
boosts consumer power in energy in enabling their ability to choose renewables over fossil fuels and
also obviously to save money as a result of that.
The Andrews Labor government has widely demonstrated its commitment to putting consumers first
in the energy market and not letting the big power companies take advantage of hardworking Victorians
through an essential service. We did not just stop at those that own their home. Our government
understands the increased cost-of-living challenges experienced not just by those in their own homes
but also by those renting in Victoria. Whether you are in the process of saving for a home or you are
just able to make rental payments, Victorian renters should not be overlooked in the fair energy price
equation. The Andrews Labor government put renters front and centre when at the last election we
committed to extend our successful Solar Homes program to tenants, allowing landlords and renters to
enter into agreements for financing the installation of solar panels with the assistance of solar rebates.
In returning to the bill, the amendments facilitate the full implementation of the government’s Solar
Homes program for renters. This legislation makes important amendments to the Residential
Tenancies Act 1997 which will make the clarification that landlords and tenants can enter into an
agreement voluntarily whereby a tenant can make the agreement to contribute up to 50 per cent of the
government’s contribution to the cost of the installation of solar panels, with the remaining required
from the landlord.
Facilitating and enabling these arrangements has benefits obviously for the renter and the owner alike.
The renter will benefit from decreased electricity bills and will have the chance and opportunity to
take up renewable energy without having to own their own home. Owners and landlords are investing
in their property through this agreement. By installing solar they can provide a low-cost energy regime
to their tenants and may even increase their property value. Stakeholders, including Tenants Victoria,
welcomed the new reforms. Tenants Victoria stated:
Whilst the take-up rate for solar power has been increasing in the owner occupied housing sector, the rental
sector has lagged far behind, limiting access to savings for renters and inhibiting their ability to adapt to
climate change.

It also stated:
This program has the potential to deliver real savings on electricity costs for Victorian renters at a relatively
modest fee. The fee for the renter should be more than offset by the savings.

Indeed we know how popular solar home rebates have been in Victoria, and I am so pleased to see
that this bill facilitates its continued rollout. Constituents in Pascoe Vale have been most receptive to
these initiatives. Constituents in the Pascoe Vale electorate care deeply about sustainability, they care
deeply about the environment and they are concerned about how we overcome climate change. The
electorate is also home to many families and young people who are battling the cost of living. Power
prices make a big dent in a family’s or a young person’s or a pensioner’s budget. I am so glad that
thanks to our government our constituents have the ability to bring down their power prices and to
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access more renewable sources of energy. In the electorate of Pascoe Vale there had been 217 rebates
paid for installed systems as of 10 September 2019. A particular family in my constituency, the
Millsom family of Coburg—it also happens that Rachael Millsom of that family is somebody I went
to school with in Lilydale, but her family is now in Coburg—received a rebate in early 2019.
Recently they had the opportunity to speak to Solar Victoria about their experience. Rachael explained
that her family had found out about the Solar Homes program through a friend. She said it had always
been on her mind to get solar panels but that it was expensive, so when she found out through her
friend that she could get it online she quickly put in an application. She said:
I think it’s about just living a different way and reducing energy bills and supporting jobs of the future so you
know that people can have jobs in renewals instead of fossil fuels … It’s nice for a consumer to say we’ve
got some power to choose our own power.
We’ve got a four kilowatt system so it’s like 12 panels. It’s been an exciting process watching it and then
seeing how it impacts on things. I think I’ve become aware of how we use energy through having solar panels
as well.
I had a look at the data today actually and we’re generally halving our cost every month that we’ve had it and
we got the solar panels in January and so that includes the last month we’ve actually made more power than
we use, which is really cool.

It is cool. As her child, 11-year-old Daniel, said:
I live off it, if it goes, I go.

And nine-year-old Jack Millsom, who is also a true believer, said:
I quite like it because I think it helps us not do too much air pollution. We make more power than we use.

The Millsoms also talked about how excited they are that renters can now also access these
opportunities. Rachael’s words with Solar Victoria go straight to the heart of what this program is all
about—consumer choice, consumer fairness and sustainability and showing the importance of this bill
in legislating for the rollout of the Solar Homes program.
In the time I have left I also just want to make a few remarks about the important aspect of this bill
which gives effect to the changes that allow for pets in residential tenancies. This is also an issue that
is particularly close to my heart. This bill will also make the amendments that will make those
provisions commence earlier.
The bill will mean that the reforms concerning pets in residential tenancies can commence operation at
a date which is well ahead of the full package of residential tenancy reforms commencing. The majority
of the residential tenancy reforms carried by the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018 commence
operation as a single package in 2020. But the Andrews Labor government is fully aware of how popular
and how well supported the changes are that will allow tenants to have pets in their home.
We know that more and more Victorians are renting and they are renting for longer periods. Housing
prices are out of reach. In my electorate of Pascoe Vale there are so many renters, and those renters
have expressed great gratitude to the government for this initiative. They are extremely pleased that
they will be able to have their furry friends in their home. You do not have to walk far in our area to
see the number of dogs out for a walk. My own Kelly and Brydie meet so many dogs as we walk
around our local community. Our community is home to so many rescue dogs as well, and it is so
important that those who live in tenant-type arrangements are able to have pets in their homes. In the
past that has been a difficult thing for them to do, but we have been working hard to make sure that
that is an opportunity that they will have.
Additionally, the RSPCA has indicated the number of surrendered animals that came into their care
over a two-year period because of the changing circumstances of families. This will mean that those
animals can go with those owners.
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Mr R SMITH (Warrandyte) (16:40): It was not my intention to rise to my feet to speak on this
particular bill, but the issues around the Solar Homes program are so great that even though I believe
the member for Forest Hill prosecuted the case quite well—in fact outstandingly well—in listening to
the debate what strikes me is the very laissez-faire approach that members opposite and the
government have taken towards this particular program. In particular, the member for Mount
Waverley just seemed to think the program is going great, the numbers are fantastic and what has
happened in the past is in the past and does not really matter. Well, it does matter. I have been to
installers’ factories. I have had grown men cry in front of me as a result of the poor, botched and
mismanaged implementation of that program.
When the government surprisingly flagged a halt in the rebate back in April of this year it caused a lot
of problems within the industry. They were told very early on that that decision had made a number
of businesses less viable, and that impacted on cash flow and that impacted on the amount of people
who were working. The fact is that the government chose to ignore the proper concerns of the installers
and they also chose to ignore the concerns that were raised with them by the Smart Energy Council.
As installers held on for the time between that April announcement and the end of the financial year
on 30 June hoping that things would change, they were devastated to find that things only got worse.
On 1 July we saw the rebates go within three days. As much as the government want to talk about how
great the program is, and I am not disputing that it is in many ways a popular program, it is in the
implementation where they have fallen flat on their face enormously.
The rebates were gone, as I said, within three days in that July uptake, and it left many, many installers
with just no work for the rest of July. That resulted in a demonstration on the steps of Parliament
where, as I said, I met a number of people. I was in a group of three people who were literally in tears
at the way that their business had been destroyed by this government. The Smart Energy Council in
speaking to the gathering of around 200 installers asked: who wants this rebate program to be halted,
to be thrown in the bin? Unanimously, to a man and a woman, everyone raised their hand and said
they would rather not have the rebate at all. It was hurting their business rather than helping it.
We raised these issues many times in this chamber and the government, particularly the minister,
ignored all those concerns and in fact repeated ad nauseam that the program was going great. It was a
rousing success. But literally two weeks later I again attended a demonstration by installers put
together by the Smart Energy Council outside the Premier’s office, where numbers had swollen from
the original 200 on the steps of Parliament to something like 300-plus. I was joined by the member for
Brunswick and both of us spoke. I said at the time and I say it again now, if the Liberals and the Greens
are on the same page, that is a pretty big sign that the government has got it wrong. The installers
obviously had their stories of how they had lost workers and how they had lost literally hundreds of
thousands of dollars in cash flow. Businesses have closed, livelihoods have been shut down. At one
installer’s place that I went to I was told that for the August uptake of rebates they were gone in
90 minutes. He did not get one job. He had gone from doing around 100 installations a month to
nothing, and he was starting to let people go. He was driving his son’s—as he said—beat-up
Mitsubishi because he had to sell his car. In fact he said he had to sell pretty well everything he owned
in order to just make ends meet.
Those are the sorts of stories that those opposite seem not to care about when they talk about the
success of their program. As I said, to sit there and see—
Mr Fregon: There is still stuff available.
Mr R SMITH: Yes? You have a contribution to make? I thought you had made your contribution.
The member for Mount Waverley’s contribution showed me just how uncaring he is, because it is too
late for those guys whose businesses have closed. It is too late for those people who are out of work,
who have been sacked. It is too late for them. They have had your government interference and they
have come off second best as a result.
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Ms Kairouz interjected.
Mr R SMITH: The minister says, ‘Stick to the bill’. There is actually a section on the Solar Homes
program in the bill and it is been raised in debate on a number of occasions.
It is worth putting on record once again that this government’s poor implementation and interference
in this particular industry has led to job losses, has led to cash flow problems and has led to businesses
closing down. Next time the government gets involved in an industry, next time that that industry tells
the government there is a problem, the government really needs to listen.
Mr HALSE (Ringwood) (16:45): It is a delight to get up and speak to this bill, the Consumer
Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. This bill is about ensuring that the consumer protection framework
Victorians rely on to see that Victoria stays a fair place for all is fit for purpose. The range of measures
in this bill are aimed at more efficient, fair and effective processes and operations in a wide variety of
areas, from provisions for pets in homes to provisions for solar panel installation and for sex work.
The first part of this bill is about ensuring that when Victorians contact Consumer Affairs Victoria
about contracts that they think might be unfair, the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria can access
the information they need from traders to investigate those claims properly. That sounds like a very
fair outcome to pursue. These new measures mean consumers can be assured that when they seek the
support of Consumer Affairs Victoria, that body has the powers it needs to assess the substance and
particulars of the complaint before determining whether or not to make an application to the court.
The bill also makes amendments to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995, which will mean
greater flexibility for the chief dispute resolution officer to resolve disputes—a very good thing—and
to see that building works are carried out to the satisfaction of all parties involved, again a very good
aim and intent of this piece of legislation.
As we know, and as has been commented on by a number of colleagues during this debate, pets are a
part of the family, and it is wrong that renters should be unreasonably deprived of the joy and of the
good mental health and wellbeing benefits that pet ownership provides because of how they put a roof
over their heads. We know that one in four Victorians rents their home, their place of residence, and
that number is increasing with the influx of people coming to our state for a whole range of reasons—
largely because our state and its economy are so very strong and are leading the nation. Being a renter,
however, should not make you a second-class citizen, and allowing renters who make the proper
arrangements to own pets is another example of how we are making a difference to renters and fairness
to renters here in Victoria.
The reforms to benefit renters are long overdue in this state. It has been a focus of our government to
make sure renting and rental arrangements are fair, and this is another one of a range of over
130 reforms that have been implemented by the Andrews Labor government with respect to renting.
The early commencement of the pet-related reforms to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 will be
welcomed no doubt by pet owners across the state, I am sure. The bill also contains a much-needed
commonsense amendment to the Sex Work Act 1994 for the creation of a confidential exempt register
for sole-operator sex workers.
As vital as all of these regulatory reforms are, it is the part that relates to the Andrews Labor
government’s Solar Homes program that I am most proud of and most proud to speak to. I have had a
lot of discussions with those in my community about the benefits of this program and how it is doing
a number of things. It is reducing power bills, and it is addressing a key issue that we on this side of
the house know is a serious issue that needs to be addressed, the issue of climate change. It is one part
of the piece of addressing dangerous and unmitigated climate change. This bill contains an amendment
to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 to clarify that landlords and tenants can if they so choose enter
into an arrangement, an agreement, to contribute 50 per cent of the amount of the loan that that landlord
is required to pay for the installation of a solar system. It is an amendment that expands the avenues
for tenants and landlords to work together to everyone’s benefit and to implement the Solar Homes
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program. Carbon reduction is not just an environmental imperative, as I mentioned just before, it is a
requirement for any responsible government. It is an opportunity for Victoria to be a leader in creating
the jobs of the future with a fair transition and real benefits for the Victorian people.
Solar Homes is a program that will put a power station, effectively, across 770 000 Victorian roofs. It
will save a typical Victorian household up to nearly $900 on their electricity bill and mean that
landlords and home owners can benefit from low-cost access to solar to improve their properties,
improve Victoria’s power grid, reduce Victoria’s carbon emissions and create jobs—a great thing for
Victoria, and again Victoria is leading the nation in this program. This is a government that
understands the challenges we face collectively as a state, and that is why we are doing what we are
doing—to make sure that Victoria stays a fair, safe place to live, ahead of the curve always, and stays
a great place to live. The Solar Homes program is an example of how we are maintaining Victoria as
a leading place here in Australia.
This bill means more opportunity for Victorians to take advantage of that scheme, and that is
undoubtedly a good thing, as I have mentioned. It is a great example of a practical and progressive
Labor government doing what it is supposed to be doing—engaging in forward thinking, making
things happen, getting on with the job and working in the long-term interests of Victorians to see that
good skilled jobs are created in this great state now and into the future, and that is exactly what this is
about. This bill contains a package of vital reforms aimed at reforming and strengthening our consumer
laws. Ultimately it is about making sure that Victoria is a fairer, more sustainable place and a better
place to live, a place in which all individuals can have access to the types of programs they need in the
manner they need to access them when they need to access them. So I am delighted to speak on this
bill, and I commend it to the house.
Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (16:55): It is with some pleasure that I rise to speak on the
Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. It is fantastic to see at the table the Andrews Labor
government’s Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, who has certainly been
very active in writing and putting in place public policy outcomes that benefit consumers.
On the weekend I was working on my boat with my brother-in-law and a friend of his. This friend of
his, who I have known for some time, is a civil contractor. He works on jobs often for local government
and the private sector. Depending on the work that he might have coming into his business, at any one
time he will have anywhere between five and 15 people working for him. As we went about working
on the boat he described to me a circumstance that occurred to him a couple of months ago, which he
reports is a regular story that he hears when he is out and about in the civil construction sector. Often
companies that are engaging with larger companies are at a significant disadvantage. They do not have
the internal resources to seek fairness when dealing with much, much bigger firms.
In this particular circumstance that he relayed to me there had been a month’s worth of work
undertaken, with the wages and the diesel for that month. The invoices were submitted on the first day
of the month, which happened to be a Monday in this particular month. As a consequence of
submitting it on the first day of the month rather than on the last day of the previous month, the invoices
that were generated and produced to the larger firm took a further 45 days to be processed and returned
to my friend’s bank account. That of course was a very unfair arrangement for a relatively small civil
contracting company dealing with a much, much larger contractor, and that caused significant
challenges which took some time to resolve. They were actually able to resolve them because the
larger entity ultimately conducted itself in a fair way, but it did create significant challenges.
That is a relatively common story that I hear when I visit building sites. It is a common story when I
talk to small businesses. In so many ways when you are a small business dealing with a much larger
business, if there is not fair regulation in place, then the small business is put under significant stress,
perhaps to the extent that that small business, through no fault of its own, will go under. That is why
we need to see in this country, and indeed in this state, fair consumer laws that recognise those types
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of challenges and enable there to be fair processes for disputes like that to be resolved, with appropriate
regulatory powers and oversight to ensure those things happen.
As I said, in the circumstances that I heard over the weekend ultimately goodwill was extended by
both the large firm and the small firm, and that led to a satisfactory outcome. But often that is not the
case. Often the larger entity will not deal with the smaller entity in a fair way. That is why I think this
bill is important, because it empowers Consumer Affairs Victoria to look into unfair contract terms to
ensure that those kinds of circumstances do not prevail.
When I was thinking about some of the other provisions in the bill, particularly in terms of the part of
our community that rent, I found some interesting statistics. In 1981 just under 22 per cent of
Australians rented. In 2001 it was still around 22 per cent, but by 2016 it had reached just under 29 per
cent. I suspect if we continue to see that change taking place over the next 30 or 40 years, we are going
to increasingly see a higher and higher proportion of families living in rented accommodation. Of
course in so many ways that changes the rights that those renters should have so they can live in that
house, that house can be their home and that they have in as practical a way as possible similar rights
to those who own their houses.
I was listening intently to the member for Ringwood’s contribution just before mine. I think he
mentioned that our pets in so many ways are an addition to our own families. We care for them, they
provide companionship, in so many ways they are just another part of our families, and ultimately they
are good for our mental health. Why should those that live in rented accommodation have less rights to
have a pet than those who own homes? Obviously when we sign up to having a dog or a cat we are
hopeful that that dog or cat will be in our lives for 10 to 15 years. We care for them, we look after them,
we take them to the vet and we hope they will be a part of our family for 10 to 15 years. Certainly I
know from talking to renters throughout my electorate that it is very uncommon for people to remain
in the same rented accommodation for that length of time. Normally we might remain in the same rented
accommodation for two to three years. Our family circumstances will change, we will have kids, our
kids will move on—all of those things—and as we go about securing new leases to new properties we
should have that opportunity, that right, to bring our cat or our dog with us into that new home.
Now, very clearly I think we need to also have fair arrangements for the home owner. If that dog or
cat does any damage to that property outside of normal wear and tear, then it is quite reasonable for
the home owner to expect that home to be restored.
Mr EREN (Lara) (17:05): I wish to make a contribution on this Consumer Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019. The bill aims to amend a range of consumer legislation, and I will go through some of that
in minor detail just to put on the record some of the changes that will be occurring, which will be
substantial in terms of consumers out there and how they lead their lives in this wonderful state.
The bill will amend the Australian Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012 to enable the
investigatory power of the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to be applied to the investigation of
unfair contract terms and to enable litigants seeking damages or compensation orders under the
Australian Consumer Law, Victoria, to rely on admission by, and facts agreed by, a respondent in
previous proceedings. Of course that is very important—to make sure that it is a transparent and open
process whereby everybody gets their fair share of the argument in terms of putting the facts forward.
The commonwealth has already amended its Competition and Consumer Act 2010 in similar ways to
give equivalent powers to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. There have been
many speakers on this side who have praised some of the things in here which will be conducive to
helping those people that need the most help, those being tenants—and I will get to that in a moment.
The Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 will also be amended slightly to improve the operation of
part 4 of that act and to enable more efficient and effective resolution of domestic building contract
disputes by Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria, or DBDRV. Also the Fundraising
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Act 1998 will have some changes to it to provide for exemptions for registered fundraisers which are
also registered as charitable entities under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission
Act 2012. I think other speakers have eloquently put forward the arguments for why this should occur,
particularly for those organisations that are not-for-profit—and of course all of them are trying to earn
extra dollars to provide the extra services to their communities. This will go a long way towards
making their jobs a bit easier, so those amendments are very important to a number of members in this
chamber, including me.
Amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 clarify that the arrangements under which
premises are let by the director of housing or the Secretary to the Department of Health and Human
Services to agencies and service providers that do not reside in the properties themselves but instead
use the properties to provide residential accommodation and services to others are not tenancy
agreements for the purposes of the act. They exclude the application of the act to a lease of a
co-owner’s share of a property to the other co-owner, as occurs under the director of housing’s shared
home ownership scheme. They enable identical reforms to those contained in the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018, which provide for pets in residential tenancy accommodation, to be
proclaimed at a date in advance of the anticipated commencement of the full package of residential
tenancy reforms, and they ensure that a repayment agreement entered into by a landlord and a renter
under the Solar Homes program is not inconsistent with the act.
Both of those things that I have just mentioned are extremely important for tenants that love having
pets. We know that we Victorians love our pets. Of course there is a bit of a balance, as highlighted
by other members in this place in their contributions on this very important bill, where it is reasonable
that if a pet does cause damage to a property some compensation is given to the owner of the dwelling
in relation to that damage; but it is also important to make sure that people can have pets. That is the
important part about this very important bill—that it gives the opportunity for those people that love
having pets to do so even if they are in the rental market. So that will go a long way towards making
those people happier and more content with their lives. As we know, pets do do that, particularly for
the elderly. They are a companion to many people, and it has been proven that having a pet makes
people a lot happier psychologically. That is why this is important—so that tenants do not miss out on
that opportunity to have pets.
There is also a mention of the Solar Homes program again. We in this state value the environment,
and of course we have programs in place to make sure that we do as little damage as possible to the
environment through having alternative sources of energy for consumption—and one of those is of
course solar energy. We as a state government have lots of incentives in place to ensure that Victorians
do not miss out on that opportunity, not only to save some money in terms of energy but also to be
responsible in their use of energy through natural means, particularly solar. This will mean that tenants
can take advantage of these very important incentives that we have put in place as a government, which
means that home owners too can make use of this very important incentive, which makes sense.
Another part of this bill contains amendments to the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018,
clarifying the operation of a number of provisions, correcting minor technical errors, addressing minor
omissions and inserting penalties for several provisions as well.
There are also some amendments to the Sex Work Act 1994 to clarify that access to information
entered in the register of exempt sex work service providers maintained under that act is only to be
granted in accordance with the requirements of that act.
This bill will amend several acts and will improve their operation, clarify their requirements and update
outdated references. It also contains important amendments that will facilitate the rollout of the
government’s Solar Homes program, as I have indicated, and will enable early commencement of
important reforms around pets in residential tenancies.
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The bill delivers, as I have highlighted, a package of reforms to a wide range of consumer laws. It
demonstrates that this government is committed to ensuring that Victorians have strong, fair and
workable consumer protections, and I would like to expand particularly on the Residential Tenancies
Act 1997 because of its relevance to particularly my electorate.
The Residential Tenancies Act 1997 amendments are as follows. At the request of the director of
housing and the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services the bill will amend the
Residential Tenancies Act to clarify that arrangements under which premises are let by the director of
housing or the secretary to the agencies and service providers who then manage the properties as
community housing stock are not tenancy agreements, and it will exclude the application of the act to
circumstances of a lease of a co-owner’s share of a property to the other co-owner, as occurs under the
director of housing’s shared home ownership scheme.
The bill will facilitate full implementation of the government’s Solar Homes program. These
amendments address a concern that loan agreements between a landlord and tenant under the Solar
Homes program may conflict with a landlord’s existing obligations under the Residential Tenancies
Act to bear the cost of the initial installation and connection of electricity or other utilities to rented
premises. The amendments clarify that a landlord and a tenant can voluntarily enter into an
agreement—separate from their tenancy agreement—under which a tenant can agree to contribute up
to 50 per cent of the amount of the loan made by the government to the landlord for the installation of
a solar system, which the landlord is required to repay. It will also enable the reforms concerning pets
in residential tenancies to commence operation at a date in advance of the commencement of the full
package of residential tenancy.
The amendments in this bill illustrate the Andrews government’s ongoing commitment to improving
and updating the consumer protection framework in Victoria. Of course, like all the members on this
side of the house, we fully support anything that helps our residents in making their lives happier and
better. This bill does do that in relation to consumers out there, particularly those vulnerable
communities out there that need the protection the most. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms HALL (Footscray) (17:15): Footscray has a lot of renters. I am very proud to represent an
electorate with an average age of 33. People are young and predominantly renting. Some of them want
to; some of them do not. What I do know is that a rental property is a home just as much as if it was a
property people owned outright. I have spent many, many years of my life renting. I had some good
landlords; I had some bad landlords. And just as homes take many forms, so do families, and they
should not be limited to humans. Our rental laws should reflect this, because pets are family members
and landlords should not be able to ban family members from living together.
I am reminded while I am making this contribution of a terrific song by The Fauves called Dogs Are
the Best People. Maggie, my dog, has moved from house to house with us, and I know many people
in Footscray are in similar situations, and these reforms are going to be really important for the people
who are renting in Footscray.
Rental agreements are not the only important area of law reform that this bill will address. This
Consumer Legislation Amendment Bill 2019 will amend a range of consumer legislation for a range
of public goods, including enabling the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria to investigate unfair
contract terms, allowing more efficient and effective resolution of domestic building contract disputes
and amending and clarifying existing clauses in legislation.
This bill will amend the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 in several key areas, but as I have mentioned
before, the most important part of this bill to me relates to pets. This bill will enable the changes
concerning pets in residential tenancies to commence operation in advance of the commencement of
the full package of residential tenancy reforms that I am very proud of. I would like to just give a
shout-out to the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation, who has been such a
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passionate advocate for renters’ rights. In 2018 a package of more than 130 reforms to Victoria’s rental
system passed the Parliament, with the changes to come into force progressively by 1 July 2020.
Some of the reforms have already come into effect, protecting some of our most vulnerable Victorians.
These reforms include changes to the notification requirements that caravan and residential park
operators have when issuing notices to vacate to residents and tenants; that compensation must be paid
to tenants and residents when parks are closed; the ability to suppress certain crisis accommodation from
the public rooming house register where there is a threat of interpersonal or family violence; and the
availability of new long-term lease agreements for renters and landlords who wish to enter a long-term
lease for a fixed term of more than five years. These reforms before the house today are the latest steps
in the Andrews Labor government’s suite of reforms to make things fairer and right for all of us.
Whether you are a cat person or a dog person, pets are beloved family members—
Ms Kilkenny interjected.
Ms HALL: I am a dog person—and we need to do right by them. Landlords should not be allowed
to blanket ban pets in a lease. When this happens, tenants have no choice but to accept, reject or try to
negotiate this clause. Depending on the tenant’s circumstances, rejecting or renegotiating such a clause
may not be realistic. For instance, we know that this disproportionately affects people who are trying to
flee family violence. It is tragic and it is disgusting, but often pets are used as leverage by abusers, and
they can make explicit or implicit threats towards the animal, giving victim survivors very
understandable reasons for not wanting to leave their pets with their abuser. I have had discussions about
this with some of the residents at Footscray’s McAuley House, which is purpose-built accommodation
for women who are at risk of homelessness as a result of family violence. The pets unfortunately become
one more piece of ammunition for abusers and prevent victim survivors from escaping.
These reforms will allow renters to keep a pet with the written consent of their landlord. This consent
can only be reasonably refused under an order from VCAT. The landlord will then have 14 days to
apply to VCAT for an order prohibiting the pet; otherwise they will be taken to have consented to the
renter’s request. If an objection is made, VCAT will consider factors including the type of pet and the
character and nature of the property. These reforms were originally scheduled to come into effect by
1 July 2020. One of the reasons these reforms are being fast-tracked is that, as always, this government
listens to Victorians. They have told us that this is a priority to them, and that makes it a priority for
this government. So inserting the pet reforms into the Residential Tenancies Act now will mean that
they can commence operation and start providing benefits to tenants well in advance of the main
package of reforms. Without the amendments contained in this bill the pet reforms would not have
been able to start until all other residential tenancy reforms were also ready to commence.
These amendments are the same as the pet reforms passed by Parliament last year in the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018. They are identical. Parliament passed these meaningful reforms last
year, and they should pass these new provisions now.
However, these are not the only changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 contained within this
bill. This bill will also enable the full implementation of the Andrews Labor government’s Solar
Homes program—a very popular program in my electorate of Footscray. This is a program that is
reducing power prices and creating jobs, and it is another crucial step in addressing climate change.
This bill will address the concern that loan agreements between landlords and tenants under the Solar
Homes program may conflict with a landlord’s existing obligations under the Residential Tenancies
Act. It also clarifies that a landlord and tenant can voluntarily enter into an agreement which would
allow a tenant to contribute up to 50 per cent of the amount of the loan made by the government to
install a solar system.
This bill will also make things fairer for Victorians by implementing recommendations contained in
the final report of the review of Australian Consumer Law. This will harmonise Victorian and
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commonwealth legislation. The commonwealth has already amended its Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 in similar terms to give equivalent powers to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission.
The amendments contained within this bill to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 will enable
Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria to better perform their responsibilities in resolving
disputes. Since its establishment in April 2017, Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria has
received over 11 500 dispute resolution applications and has closed 9000 cases. This bill will reduce
the processing time involved in determining whether or not to accept a dispute for conciliation. It will
provide greater flexibility to the chief dispute resolution officer to issue a ‘dispute not resolved’
certificate of conciliation if it becomes apparent that the dispute is unlikely to be resolved by
conciliation. This is another step from this government to make consumer affairs matters fairer for
Victorians. If you look at the high volume of cases that have been handled since 2017, you can see that
this is a really busy body for resolving disputes. It is important that we pass these reforms, which will
enable it to operate more efficiently and help obtain better outcomes for those who come before it.
There are also changes to the Fundraising Act 1998 contained within this bill which are important for
reducing red tape for charities that conduct public fundraising in Victoria.
The final area of law addressed by this bill is important for the safety of registered sex workers. The
Sex Work Act 1994 currently provides that access to information contained on the register of exempt
sex workers is only available to the Business Licensing Authority— (Time expired)
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (17:25): I am very excited to rise to speak on the Consumer Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019, and I do so having the experience of working in consumer law at the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission. I know that consumer law plays a very vital role in stopping
ordinary Australians from being exploited or extorted by consumer contracts and the dodgy fine print
in small below.
One of the main roles of Consumer Affairs Victoria is to ensure that consumers are protected from
unfair practices. We would like to think that people involved in our building industry always do the
right thing, and in a lot of situations they do. But in the situations where they do not, consumers need
to have adequate protections. As our economy evolves, our consumer protections must be updated,
and that is exactly what this bill does. It amends several existing acts covered by the consumer affairs
portfolio so that they operate efficiently, remain clear in their requirements and have the latest up-todate references. As the member for a community that is in the middle of what can only be considered
a building boom and sitting in one of the largest growth corridors in this country, consumer protections
for my families building their dream homes have never been more important.
Firstly, this bill facilitates greater consumer protection from unfair contract terms. The Australian
Consumer Law and Fair Trading Act 2012 will be amended to empower the director of Consumer
Affairs Victoria to go ahead and use their powers to determine whether to apply to the courts for a
declaration of an unfair contract term. These changes will provide certainty for consumers who wish
to seek the advice of Consumer Affairs Victoria if they feel that they are being unfairly treated under
a consumer contract. Their claims can be investigated, and the director can request the traders produce
more information and documents for examination and, if necessary, receive a judicial declaration from
the courts to resolve these disputes.
Another set of key amendments in this bill relates to the regulation of domestic building contracts so
that disputes are resolved fairly, efficiently and effectively by Domestic Building Dispute Resolution
Victoria. Since the DBDRV began operating in April 2017, they have received, quite shockingly, more
than 11 500 dispute resolution applications and have been able to close almost 9000 cases. The first
of these amendments allows conciliation officers of the DBDRV to assess whether or not to refer a
notice of acceptance or rejection to the chief dispute officer. The DBDRV can request more
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information from a referring party at any time during the dispute conciliation process instead of the
current arrangements that limit it to the assessment stage.
Changes are also going to enable the DBDRV to issue dispute resolution orders in situations where
both parties, importantly, consent to one being made. They will also be able to issue dispute resolution
orders to require builders to pay more money to building owners when appropriate or allow the builder
to terminate a domestic building contract when there is no defective or incomplete work found on the
part of the builder. These changes are designed to increase the flexibility of the DBDRV to resolve
disputes and give the chief dispute resolution officer the resources necessary to just do their job so that
when a dispute comes before them they are able to resolve it in an effective and efficient manner.
This bill is going to make changes to the operations of charities and not-for-profit organisations by
again streamlining processes for these organisations to register in Victoria. As a result, a charitable or
not-for-profit organisation wishing to operate in Victoria is not going to have to register with
Consumer Affairs Victoria if it is already registered under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission Act 2012. This sounds like a lot, but in essence it is going to benefit up to 60 per cent of
charities who are currently registered under the Fundraising Act 1998.
In addition this bill is also going to introduce our reforms to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997
regarding the rights of tenants to have pets, and I know there have been a lot of members of this house
today that have talked passionately about being a pet owner. As originally introduced in the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018, our government is intent on protecting the rights of all tenants to
have pets by legislating that landlords can only reject an application by a tenant to have pets on
reasonable grounds approved by VCAT. Now, as someone who has dogs and has rented for years in
Melbourne’s west, I am very pleased to see that our government is bringing forward these provisions
to operate earlier than the intended commencement date of 2020. We know that for many people
across Victoria our pets are not just animals; they are our companions, they are our catharsis and they
are our best friends. I say this quite passionately because quite recently I lost one of my dogs, Ulysses,
who had been my family’s companion for 15 wonderful years.
This bill also seeks to amend the Residential Tenancies Act so that our Labor government can facilitate
the rollout of the Solar Homes package. I make no secret here in Parliament about my enthusiasm for
this program and the life-changing implications it has for households across Victoria, including those
in my own electorate of Tarneit. These amendments are going to greatly benefit those renting who
wish to take advantage of the package. With this amendment the landlord and the tenant can enter an
agreement where the tenant can contribute up to 50 per cent of the amount of the loan from the
government for the installation of solar panels, which the landlord will then be required to pay. The
Solar Homes package is also expected to benefit landlords as well because not only will having solar
panels installed lower the cost of electricity bills for renters but it is also likely to increase property
values for landowners. So I think it is fair to say that whether you are a property owner or a renter, this
package will leave you better off.
This bill also makes a number of changes to the Sex Work Act 1994 in relation to information
regarding the register of exempt sex workers. Very recently the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal ruled that certain information on this register could be disclosed under a freedom of
information request. The data disclosed related to the numbers of workers on the register identified by
local government area and postcode. This is important because whilst this does not actually identify
the names and the addresses of sex workers, the information that was released could actually be utilised
with data-matching systems like the electoral roll and census data to uncover names and addresses. So
after consulting with the Business Licensing Authority, who are responsible for maintaining the
register, and Victoria Police, this bill will seek to protect the identities of our sex workers. As a result
of these changes, the register of exempt sex work service providers will be protected from freedom of
information requests and only be made available in certain circumstances, as per section 24 of the act.
This means that only the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria, members or staff of the Business
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Licensing Authority, Victoria Police and authorised local government officials under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 will actually be authorised to inspect the register. What this means is that
exempt sex workers, such as those operating their own escort services or sole operators, can no longer
be subject to freedom of information requests by people who may actually intend to name them and,
shamefully, shame them. It is important to recognise that these workers are entitled to dignity, they are
entitled to respect and they should not be vilified and humiliated for the work that they do by
opinionated individuals.
This bill makes a number of small but very significant reforms to a variety of consumer laws, and it is
actually a testament to this government’s strong record on effective consumer protections. I commend
this bill to this house.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (17:34): I take great pleasure in joining the debate on the Consumer
Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. It is a giant of a bill, a giant omnibus bill. The member for Mount
Waverley earlier today described it as a group hug, as a cuddle for consumers in really looking out for
them and providing protections for them, particularly in relation to one of the largest investments they
will ever make, and that is their home. I have currently at the moment the fourth largest electorate in
the state, and so many of that growing population are building new homes. I want to acknowledge and
thank the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation for her work on the last piece
of legislation that came before this house, which rectified issues around the sunset clause that was
being used in domestic building contracts and was really disadvantaging many people in my electorate.
I also want to again acknowledge and thank my great friend the deputy mayor of the City of Whittlesea,
Cr Tom Joseph, who lobbied very hard and has expressed his support for that change.
Contracts can often be really complex and difficult for consumers to understand but also to enact. We
want to amend the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995 to improve the operation of part 4 of the act
and enable more efficient and effective resolution of domestic building contract disputes by Domestic
Building Dispute Resolution Victoria. It has always been a complex area for people trying to work
through when there are issues when they are building their own homes. The other parts of the bill that
really appeal to me are other amendments around the Residential Tenancies Act 1997—there are a
number of changes that relate to the government’s Solar Homes program, being able to keep a dog in
rented premises, and a number of other changes.
I did want to retell a story of my recent experience as a tenant—a very difficult experience that I had
earlier this year. I like to feel that I have always had compassion for tenants, and I had an earlier role
in the then Ministry for Consumer Affairs managing the ethnic tenancy project. That project dealt with
about 17, I think it was, ethnic communities, trying to increase the understanding of both tenants and
landlords about what their rights and responsibilities were. So I have had a lot of connection with
tenant advocacy groups and individual tenants. I was the subject of a politically motivated attack on
my consumer rights as a tenant over the past year and sadly was the subject of leaks from a real estate
agent—exaggerated claims—to political opponents. There were numerous slurs—
Ms Ryan interjected.
Ms GREEN: It is unruly to take up interjections, but the member for Euroa has just made a
comment about me going before VCAT. Well, yes, I did go to VCAT, and I got every cent of my bond
back because it was a vicious attack on my credibility. It was a politically motivated attack, and those
responsible for it are still making a whispering campaign, trying to make mischief about the fact that
I am a tenant. I choose at this stage in my life to be a tenant. The member for Northcote earlier quoted
many economists that actually say it is an economically rational position for many people to determine
to be tenants. So that is why tenants rights are particularly important.
I want to actually tell the house about one of the particularly odious attacks that were made on me and
my credibility. One of the bases on which the landlord whose property I was living in until January of
this year wanted to keep my bond, and all of my bond, was that I had a dog in the premises that they had
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not agreed to. My American staffy dog, Bella, had been very much accepted, and accepted in writing,
when we had moved into the property some two years earlier. In August last year we, my staff and I, had
the horror of witnessing a terrible altercation between my dog and a kangaroo. They fought for
40 minutes, and both animals had to be put down. It was one of the most horrific things I have seen. My
husband and I were deeply traumatised by this, as were my staff. Three days later I had an opportunity.
A local rescue drew to my attention another beautiful staffy cross dog in Bailey. He had lost his owner
and had slept beside her body for three days until she was discovered by police—a beautiful, loyal dog,
grieving as we were. So one of the bases of the politically motivated attack on me as a tenant was that I
had a male staffy dog when in fact they had agreed that I could have a female staffy dog.
That was one of the spurious and disgraceful attacks on me in addition to insisting that they could
come into my property whenever they liked and that I did not have to be there for inspections. They
would say they would be there between 9 and 5. They would not even give me a 2-hour window, so I
or my husband would have to take time off work or otherwise they said they would come in anyway.
And when they would come in they would take photographs. They took photographs of our bed. They
took photographs of many other personal things. I reported that our water had degraded, and it turned
out—a plumber friend of ours said—that the hot-water service had blown up. I had had rust on the
tiles for some weeks and had not realised. I thought it was a problem with the water itself and had been
scrubbing it down. I deliberately left it in that situation to show the agents, and then they wrote us a
rectification request and said that we had not kept the premises in a clean condition.
These matters were leaked to the press and were the subject of a Herald Sun article. I am a member of
Parliament, and I have been able to push back. I was not going to be bullied and have $3000 extracted
from me under threat of being publicly outed. Unfortunately I was publicly outed, and I thought, ‘Well,
I’m on a hiding to nothing here. I’m going to go to VCAT’. My political enemies made sure that there
was a photographer outside the VCAT hearing, and there were numerous leaks about that. The
member hearing the case could not believe what they were hearing. One of the things that I had
supposedly done was knife marks on a chopping board. Goodness me—a chopping board used as a
chopping board. That was one example of the supposed terrible damage that my husband and I had
done to this property, which was totally untrue.
We got our bond back, and I am glad that I went public around that. I hope that that is a lesson to
landlords and agents. With this sort of behaviour, if they treated me in that way, what do they do to
single-parent casual workers? So I am glad I stood up for that. I am glad that there are proposals in
this bill that will allow reasonable circumstances for being able to have your pet as a member of your
family and also provide greater protections to tenants. I commend the bill to the house, and I thank
members for listening to my personal experience.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (17:44): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
SUPERANNUATION LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Council’s amendments
Message from Council relating to following amendments considered:
1.

Clause 1, line 9, after “Acts” insert “and to amend the Parliamentary Salaries, Allowances and
Superannuation Act 1968 in relation to the Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Fund”.

2.

Clause 2, line 2, after “Act” insert “(except sections 4(5) and 16)”.

3.

Clause 2, line 2, after this line insert—
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“(2) Section 4(5) is deemed to have come into operation on 1 July 2019.
(3) Section 16 is deemed to have come into operation on 16 September 2019.
4.

Clause 3, line 7, before “then” insert “on or after 1 July 2019”.
NEW CLAUSE

5.

Insert the following New Clause to follow after clause 15—
‘16 Amendment of the Parliamentary Salaries, Allowances and Superannuation Act 1968
In the Parliamentary Salaries, Allowances and Superannuation Act 1968—
(a) in section 10(1) insert the following definition—
“additional salary means the amount of additional salary calculated in accordance with
the Table in subsection (6);”;
(b) after section 10(5) insert—
“(6) For the purposes of the definition of additional salary, additional salary means the
highest additional salary amount specified in the Table in respect of the offices held
by the Member.
TABLE
Office

Additional Salary
% per annum of
basic salary

Premier

100

Deputy Premier

85

Any other responsible Minister of the Crown

75

Leader of the Opposition

75

President

65

Speaker

65

Deputy President

20

Deputy Speaker

20

Deputy Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly

32

Leader of the Opposition in the Council

32

Leader of the Third Party (unless the Leader of the Third
Party is also Leader or Deputy Leader of the
Opposition or a Minister of the Crown)

32

Cabinet Secretary

32

Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier

20

Chairperson of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee

20

Government Whip in the Assembly

18

Deputy Leader of the Opposition in the Council

18

Deputy Leader of the Third Party (unless the Deputy
Leader of the Third Party is also Leader or Deputy
Leader of the Opposition or a Minister of the Crown)

18

Parliamentary Secretaries

15

Chairperson of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee

15

Chairperson of the Integrity and Oversight Committee

15

Government Whip in the Council

11

Opposition Whip in the Assembly

11

Opposition Whip in the Council

11
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Office

Additional Salary
% per annum of
basic salary

Whip of the Third Party in the Assembly

11

Whip of the Third Party in the Council

11

Deputy Government Whip in the Assembly

10

Chairperson of a standing committee appointed under
standing orders of the Assembly or the Council

10

Chairperson of a Joint Investigatory Committee within the
meaning of the Parliamentary Committees
Act 2003 which is not otherwise provided for in this
Table

10

Chairperson of joint select committee where resolution
establishing committee so provides that chairperson
is entitled

5

Deputy chairperson of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee

4

Deputy chairperson of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee

4

Deputy chairperson of the Integrity and Oversight
Committee

4

Secretary of the Party forming the Government

4

Secretary of the Opposition Party

4

Secretary of the Third Party

4
“;

(c) in section 14(1) for “the gross amount of the instalment” substitute “an instalment of
the aggregate of basic salary and additional salary”;
(d) in section 14(2) for “occupies an office specified in section 6(2)” substitute “is an office
holder specified in the Table in section 10(6)”;
(e) in section 14(2) omit “payable to that member by virtue of occupying an office specified
in section 6(2)”;
(f)

for section 21A(4)(a) substitute—
“(a) the following definitions apply—
office means an office specified in the Table in section 10(6);
office holder means the holder of an office specified in the Table in section 10(6);
parliamentary allowance, in relation to a Member, means basic salary;
salary, in relation to a Member who is an office holder, means additional salary;”.’.

Mr SCOTT (Preston—Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Veterans) (17:45): I move:
Amendment Nos. 1 to 2: That these amendments be agreed to.
Amendment No. 3:

That this amendment be agreed to with the following amendment:
Omit “line 2” and insert “line 3”.

Amendments Nos. 4 to 5 That these amendments be agreed to.

I will not speak at length to these amendments as the amendment corrects a typographical error to
amendment 3 where ‘line 2’ should instead be referred to as ‘line 3’. The amendment which we are
amending was put to the Superannuation Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. The substantive matters
within the bill were not amended, but instead there were amendments raised to deal with an anomaly
that arose in the Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Fund. The amendments moved in the
Council deal with that matter, and the amendment to that amendment clears up a typographical error.
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I will leave the matter there. I understand there have been discussions with the opposition in relation
to these matters and that the position to deal with this amendment and the amendment to the
amendment has been agreed.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (17:46): We are dealing with the amendment to the amendment and the
amendment to the Superannuation Legislation Amendment Bill 2019. It is my understanding that this
is to correct an unintended consequence in relation to a decision that was handed down on
16 September by the Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal. The amendment to the
Superannuation Legislation Amendment Bill is to correct that unintended consequence, and the
amendment to the amendment to the Superannuation Legislation Amendment Bill we have looked at
and are happy with, so we wish the bill a speedy passage.
Motion agreed to.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dimopoulos): A message will now be sent to the Legislative
Council requesting their agreement.
CHILDREN’S SERVICES AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr MERLINO:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (17:49): Families are increasingly reliant on childcare services. We have
seen big changes over the last two or three decades particularly in and around this space. Parents and
families who rely on child care, for whatever reason that may be, really want it to reliable. They want
to have standards and certainly the knowledge that their children are safe when they are in those
childcare arrangements and that they are actually doing something.
The legislation before us now, the Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019, is actually framed
around improving and making sure that our childhood services are reliable and have increasingly high
standards. I want to thank the minister’s office—and I note that the departmental officers are not here
at the moment—and the quality assessment and regulation division of the Department of Education
and Training for the briefing that they provided me on 29 August.
If you look around the house, there are a lot of people who are parents of young children and a lot of
people who have worked for quite some time and would have been relying on different elements of
early childhood services throughout that time. People would rely on it and send their kids off without
really thinking about any of the regulatory framework that sits around it. We have two actual different
regimes in place. We have a state regime and a federal regulatory regime. They are similar but not
entirely consistent. When we think about early childhood services, kindergarten comes to mind, but
there is also long day care. In many young families women who return to work actually utilise long
day care. We have two regimes in place: the state, which is under the Children’s Services Act 1996,
which is what is being amended here today, and the national law, and within that is the national quality
framework (NQF), which a lot of people would be very familiar with. The national law was put in
place to obviously try and get a consistent and national approach to regulation, assessment and quality
improvement. We very much know how important the early years are for developing brains. We heard
today earlier in the chamber that the first three years of a child’s brain development are really critical,
and even the first five years. So it is really important that when people are handing their child over to
somebody else to mind them, other than somebody that might be their niece, nephew or the person
next door, and they are paying for these services, they have the proper standards in place.
The national law was developed cooperatively by the Australian government and the states and
territories through the process of national applied laws legislation. It is a bit of a mouthful. It is called
the national law, but it is actually the Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010. It is
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commonly referred to as the national law, and everybody knows it as the national law. It was passed
by Victoria in the first instance and was then adopted by other states and territories, as is the norm
when there is that consistent and national approach—nothing unusual about that. What the national
law does is it provides for a jointly governed, uniform national approach to the regulation and quality
assessment of education and care services. Because we have the national law and we have state law,
the Children’s Services Act, as much as possible they need to be able to work together. We need to
have this consistent approach if we can develop that, and we need an approach in Victoria that is
certainly reflective of modern practices and reflective of the expectations of parents.
I will say at this point that the opposition will not be opposing this amendment, but we certainly do
have quite a number of concerns. I will lead through those concerns. Now, how did we get to this point
where we have got the national law and we have got a state law as well, the Children’s Services Act?
COAG met, as they do, and the first major review of the national quality framework was completed
in 2017. When the states looked at it collectively they realised that there were a lot of challenges to try
and bring the states’ varying acts in line with this national law. They knew that the early childhood
services did not all operate under the national quality framework. So we had the situation of a lot of
different states with different regimes that did not easily and readily fit together under the national law,
and it did not make sense to do that. But the review from COAG found that the state jurisdictions were
quite different, specifically with regard to occasional care. The differences were quite complex and
quite difficult to incorporate into the national quality framework. As a result we have the amendments
being made now to the Children’s Services Act.
The Department of Education and Training is responsible for regulating 4500 early childhood services.
I note that the departmental officers have now turned up, and I thank them for their briefing. Of those
4500 early childhood services, most of them are what we think about most readily: kindergartens, long
day care, family day care and before and after-school services—and that is the bulk. Approximately
4200 of the services fit within that—92 per cent—and all these are regulated within the national quality
framework, which was established, as I said earlier, under the Education and Care Services National
Law Act. So 92 per cent of the early childhood services are catered for through the NQF. We have
8 per cent that fit outside what this bill is dealing with today. That 8 per cent covers 350 different
service locations through 250 providers. These 250 providers are owned and operated by independent
single-service providers, and they commonly take the form of care providers in neighbourhood
houses—there are 100 neighbourhood houses, municipal facilities, gymnasiums and leisure centres.
When we think about putting our children in some of those services, we want to make sure they have
got some degree of stimulation, because we know that done well these can work on enhancing a child’s
self-esteem, developing resilience, overall healthy growth and the capacity to learn. There is also the
capacity to be around other children and to understand how at that level the broader society works.
If we start to think about child care over the decades, certainly from my day when I went to kinder—
and the Yea kindergarten is still operating; it had a bit of a facelift, and it looks quite schmick and is
now beside a long day care, which has only come to fruition in the last few years—what we have seen
happen particularly are changes within family structures. We have smaller families and more women
heading to the workforce, so the issue of childminding comes up. Years ago, when there were loads
of kids in families you had lots of aunties and grandparents around that could fill this space if you
needed some time to go and do something, and kinder did exist. Long day care started to come into
play, and that was something I certainly did with my daughter, who turns 21 this week—in fact in two
days. I used long day care for her, and we just referred to it as creche. That was terrific because it also
had a kindergarten program within it, which many of them do now, so it fits that bill that kids can have
their kindergarten program within the long day care. We have family day care, where people go to
someone’s home and somebody looks after a certain number of children before and after school
hours—before care and after care. Again, as a working parent, they were services that I utilised when
my daughter was at school. Those ones that I have just mentioned are the ones that fit in an NQF.
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Outside of that we have occasional care services, which have limited hours, and there are some mobile
services within that three-year-old activity group.
What this bill does is it focuses on the 8 per cent that fits in occasional care—the limited care hours. It
gives effect to three areas of change: licensing and approvals, compliance and enforcement and
operational requirements. I will touch on each one of those briefly before moving on to some of my
consultation and the concerns that I have about the bill before us.
For licensing and approvals there is work around the standardisation and terminology of licensing
agreements. We need to think in the context as well that there are a number of providers that operate
in both spaces, so they are subject to the national law for this and to the Children’s Services Act 1996
for that. For them having consistency of terminology will certainly make their understanding and
operations a little bit easier. There is a simplified assessment and approvals process for service
approval, so a two-step process becomes a one-step process. So you look at that and you say, ‘Well,
that could get a little bit more efficient’. There is a single licence requirement for multiservice
operators. By bringing the act into conformance with the NQF only one operating licence will be
required even when an operator conducts operations at multiple locations. So again you would look at
that as making it easier for the operators.
Also there is licence transferability. Current licence-holders under the Children’s Services Act will
automatically be recognised as approved licensees under the changes. The day after this comes into
play they will still have their licence approval. We now will see the introduction of perpetual licensing.
Under the terms of the NQF a licence is perpetual unless cancelled or suspended, so that will stop the
constant licensing renewal. Current licence-holders will be grandfathered across and supported by the
department to implement the new system. When I asked for how long this sort of support would be
given by the department through these transitional arrangements, they were not clear; they were not
able to say actually how long this support would be offered. I know that there are often difficulties that
providers may have in getting up to speed with exactly what the changes mean.
Let me touch now on compliance and enforcement. There is the ability now to issue enforceable
undertakings. This is a process whereby the department enters into a binding agreement with a service
provider who has breached applicable law to the effect that that breach must be immediately and
permanently remedied. There is the ability to issue a prohibition notice, which prevents persons
deemed an unacceptable risk to children from working in this sector, and I would think that everybody
would look at that and say that we need to make sure that we do not have people who are high risk,
unacceptable risk, actually working in this sector. An offence under one regime is now an offence
under both, and I think that is a good thing too. This prevents someone who is deregistered in one
scheme from actually popping up and operating in another scheme. It actually alarms me to think that
that has been able to happen up until now.
For ease of compliance reporting the Department of Education and Training has developed a central
IT platform that can be used by all NQF operators for the purpose of lodging documents required by
law. This is also about moving the providers that we are talking about—the 250 providers at those
350 locations—from a paper-based system. So there will be various elements as to how well that is
done. Some people who have been doing things a long time can be quite resistant to change, and some
people are not as IT savvy, but I think that probably most people should be able to manage that.
The third element is change to the operational requirements. The Minister for Education currently has
a non-delegable power of exemption. Powers will be able to be delegated to approved senior officers
to waive prescribed requirements. There will be a flexible registration of centre managements and
alignment with the NQF service providers, who will need only to lodge the details of one single
nominated supervisor, not every daily service manager. So you look at that as being something that is
perhaps of greater efficiency.
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In this space that we are talking about, whilst the operators are not required to have a curriculum, they
need to have some sort of educational program based on an approved learning framework, as is the
case with the NQF. They do not need to actually have one of those, but they need to have the
requirement around that. Looking at Victoria, we have got the Victorian Early Years Learning and
Development Framework and Belonging, Being and Becoming: The Early Years Learning
Framework for Australia. Another one is My Time, Our Place: Framework for School Age Care in
Australia. There are several frameworks out there that they can base their program around. The
changes here are to be implemented in 2020.
The consultation process is quite interesting, because the briefing note prepared by the department for
this sector talks about the extent of their consultation. The department outlined this extensive
consultation process, mentioning that there were sessions in May and June. Some of these were group
information sessions, some individual meetings with peak bodies and major providers and advisory
group forums. The participants indicated broad support for aligning the Children’s Services Act 1996
with the national law.
I went out and tested this and I found something quite different. I found that people had very little
understanding of what the changes meant for them, and this is a concern. I got the sense that it was
something that was raised and ticked off quickly without them actually going through some of the
detail. The more people I asked, the more I found that they really did not understand the changes.
Complicating this, I suppose, is that there are changes to the regulations that also sit around this, so
some people are a little bit confused about what is in the bill and what is part of the regulations. When
I spoke to councils, for example, they said, ‘Oh, yes, if we’ve operated in both sectors, it’s very easy
and we agree with it’. Councils have a lot more resources at their disposal, way more resources than
perhaps a neighbourhood house or a community hub that operates these sorts of services and may not
have that level of resources to actually make and work through some of the changes. I am hoping that
the department will support everybody greatly where this is needed.
As I spoke to a number of neighbourhood houses, I found that the people on the ground did not have
a clue about the changes. I became very cynical about the degree of consultation that has been
conducted on this. I do know that with the review of regulations there have now been a number of
sessions organised in October and November. In fact, during the briefing I was told that there would
be sessions coming up in October and November. Certainly we have got them from Blackburn to
Ballarat, and at Wallan, Kingsville, Benalla, Narre Warren and Wyndham Vale, so they have covered
off a number of areas. But again I think it will be dependent on the number of people that are going to
turn up. If there are not enough people registering, I do not know that the department is going to go
ahead if there are six people rather than 10 people at the sessions. I hope they do, because the people
who are there will be quite keen to understand what is happening.
As I said, councils that operate in both spaces have more at their disposal, but it is the small operators
that I am concerned about and how they will be supported during the transitional arrangements. If we
think about the occasional care services, they are for limited hours. People might pop their children in
because they have got a job interview or a doctor’s appointment or they need a break, and these
sessions might be 3 hours or 5 hours. They vary greatly in cost as well. I know of one neighbourhood
house that charges $11 an hour. Another would have a 4-hour session for $20. Acting Speaker, I know
as a parent of young children you will be very interested in how much some of these services cost and
what is being done in this space.
If you look at gymnasiums, it is quite interesting because the nature of use is that someone pops in for
a work-out. They might be doing an aerobics session, which might be 45 or 50 minutes, and they might
have a coffee afterwards, so they may only use the services at a gymnasium for an hour or so. Maybe
some will use it for a couple of hours. It will be challenging for gymnasiums to make sure that they
can meet and follow these requirements, although the owners of the gymnasiums we have spoken to
have indicated that they are on board and can actually make this happen.
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With regard to the neighbourhood houses which offer occasional care, I have got a number of
neighbourhood houses in my electorate which do not offer occasional care. The Panton Hill playhouse
does, but when I was the member for Seymour we certainly had Seymour, Kilmore and Wallan, and
I think there was one in Benalla as well. So there are a number of these occasional care services around.
One of my big concerns is child care and the risk to ongoing child care for regional and rural families.
The minister, and I am going to quote from the second-reading speech, says:
Quality early childhood education is important for early childhood development, educational outcomes, and
whole-of-life achievement. Occasional care services play an important role in providing access to flexible and
affordable care, particularly for regional and rural families.

Already child care is difficult to access in rural areas. One of the issues is having appropriately
qualified staff available in country areas.
I received information today from somebody who is in Wycheproof about their great concern for early
childhood services in that area. She was disgusted because this is the third morning this year that rural
families have turned up to their local kinder and day care to find there is no service. As I said, this is
in Wycheproof. Families there are relying on those services and are very angry and devastated about
the future for their kids. They are even more concerned to think that their provider does not want to
run the services in 2020. It is two months away from 2020, and so they are absolutely concerned. I
would hate to think through these changes that the requirements for these small operators, particularly
in rural and regional areas, are so challenging that they will look at exiting this space rather than
staying. This is of deep concern.
One of the reasons why it is a particular concern for me is that recently changes were made to the
childcare subsidy and a project was initiated to support care providers to transition to the childcare
subsidy system. This includes neighbourhood houses and other care providers. They are supported by
the Department of Education and Training, which has funded a project officer, and I believe and
understand that this will run through Neighbourhood Houses Victoria. What alarms me is that through
this process 17 operators have ceased or are planning to cease to exist. The challenges and issues
around the changes included the time that it was taking and understanding them, and there were the
communications around the changes that they were very concerned about. Some of the processes took
a while for them to prepare, and the resources available within organisations to help the transition were
not always there. I would hope that the department takes note, because as I have said, the department
funded this position to look into the transition to childcare subsidy. I know that of those 17 operators
that are ceasing operation, or planning to cease operation, half of those appear to be in country Victoria.
We already have challenges in country Victoria in and around this.
There will be challenges with rolling out the three-year-old kinder program in country Victoria
because there are workforce issues. This government does not have a population plan, and it does not
have a plan for decentralisation, and some of these country areas are shrinking a little bit. If we have
more regional cities, rather than Victoria being a city-state but instead a state of cities, we could help
grow the country areas. I remain very concerned that this might impact on them.
I know that there are some people on the government benches who cannot grasp what rural Victoria
is. Rural Victoria is more than just the cities that want to flourish. Wangaratta, Shepparton, Bendigo
and Warrnambool—these are places that want to flourish. We have got a lot of growth in Geelong and
Ballarat, but it is more than that. Rather than trying to fit 70 per cent of the new population into that
inner middle ring of Victoria, we need to make sure that there are services such as fast rail connections,
which are in jeopardy with the government’s airport link.
Yesterday the minister refused to outline whether or not they were going to have dedicated airport rail
lines—new lines just dedicated to that—which could work with fast rail to some of our bigger regional
cities. The minister refused to rule that out, so that is actually quite a concern. But once a lot of these
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bigger towns grow a little bit the satellites around them could also grow, and whether government
members like it or not, we do have issues of workforce planning.
The reason that these people in Wycheproof could not open their kinder is that they could not get relief
staff. I have met with schools all around the country and state and with kindergartens that cannot get
relief staff. This is a big problem, so I am very concerned that some of these services may actually find
it is hard. I am really pleading with the department that they support the programs in regional Victoria
and they support the operators, because a lot of these operators absolutely run on the smell of an oily
rag and it is very difficult to remain viable. We have seen, as I have said, that 17 of these providers
moving towards the childcare subsidy have chosen to cease to exist. That is my concern.
I have outlined that the opposition are not going to oppose this bill, but I have said that we do have
concerns, and I am worried that there will be an increased administration workload for these small
organisations. There are some elements that might be challenging, but there are some that are not.
As I have said, we all know in this place the importance of the developing child’s brain to three years
old and then again to five and how important it is for them to have opportunities to flourish and to
learn so that they are exposed to great practices and that when they are older they will be able to fit
well into mainstream school. Three-year-old kindergarten is important, and I worry how the
government is going to deliver on that. I am just wanting to make sure that the appropriate supports
for rural and regional Victoria are there. I worry that some of these standards may be so high in some
instances that the kindergartens do cease to exist because of what has happened.
Ms Kealy interjected.
Ms McLEISH: Absolutely—access to child care in country areas is very, very difficult. Now,
many family day care businesses are operated by mums and dads as well, and some of those are being
encouraged to operate in this space. A lot of them, with the qualifications that they have and their
education and training about systems and processes, may need to be supported a little bit more, and I
am really hoping that the government will look at these operators to make sure that they do receive the
appropriate support. New South Wales moved along this path and made some changes last year.
Queensland are in the same spot as us. They are undertaking a similar review now. In the Northern
Territory I believe everything outside the national quality framework is unregulated, whereas we do
have the Children’s Services Act 1996 in place, so we have that already.
As I have said, when I did my consultation I was a little bit concerned that the people that the
department said they had consulted with did not really understand the changes, and that is something
that the government need to take on board. I hope the workshops that are being conducted with the
regulations sort out some of that at the same time. I am also hoping that if you cannot get 10 people to
those sessions the government will not bail on them and that if there are six or seven people registered
they will still turn up to those areas in the country to make sure that these sessions go ahead, because
I do not want them being left high and dry.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (18:19): It gives me absolutely great pleasure to rise to speak on the
Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019. Obviously this provides an incredible opportunity to speak
further on the tremendous investment the Andrews Labor government is making in early childhood
education across Victoria. We are absolutely committed to making sure that every Victorian child gets
the best start in life. We are talking about a $5 billion investment over the next 10 years. We have
never, ever in this state’s history seen this level of investment, and I have to say this is an incredible
time to be part of the early childhood education sector. It is an incredible time to be here in Victoria as
well as we start this extraordinary reform and the rollout in particular of three-year-old kindergarten
next year.
I do want to just pick up on a couple of points the member for Eildon raised. I have to say it was not quite
clear from her contribution whether she and the opposition are supporting the rollout of funded three-
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year-old kinder, but I will say this: to the extent that they are not supporting it, they are going completely
against the tide of public opinion, which is overwhelmingly in favour of three-year-old kinder.
Ms McLeish: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I would have thought the member for Carrum
was better than that. She is, first of all, not being relevant to the bill in place, and she is also trying to
misrepresent the concerns of the opposition—completely trying to misrepresent them. With that smirk
on her face, I know she is trying to misrepresent—
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn): Member for Eildon, I ask if you could address your
point of order through the Chair rather than directly at the member for Carrum, but I do not think there
is a point of order.
Ms KILKENNY: I will. I do also want to pick up on another point the member for Eildon made.
I want to thank her for expressing her support for neighbourhood houses and the occasional care that
is provided through neighbourhood houses. They are an extraordinary service, an invaluable service,
that provides occasional care for parents who might need to get to study, to school, to medical
appointments. But I do want to remind the member for Eildon that it was in fact the Liberal
commonwealth government that discontinued the funding for the national occasional care program at
the end of June 2018, and it was this government, the Victorian Labor government, the Andrews Labor
government, that stepped in to fix that gap.
I also want to point out that it is the federal Liberal government that has still failed to commit to the
ongoing funding of four-year-old kinder. This is a shame. I am going to absolutely advocate on behalf
of all Victorians, as I would hope those opposite would advocate on behalf of all Victorians, for this
funding to continue and for this certainty to be provided. Those opposite agree with us when they say
that the first five years of a child’s life are just absolutely crucially, critically important in brain
development, in a child developing a sense of a their identity, in developing their wellbeing and in
providing for future opportunities for all of our children.
As I have said, we are embarking on the biggest investment in early childhood education in this state’s
history. In this year’s budget alone we are seeing an investment of nearly $1 billion towards this
rollout, and from next year we are starting the rollout of funded three-year-old kinder. It will
commence in six local government areas in our regions, and these are Buloke, Hindmarsh, Northern
Grampians, South Gippsland, Strathbogie and Yarriambiack. I was absolutely delighted to visit these
LGAs recently to announce that enrolments are open for funded three-year-old kinder in 2020. I must
say I was extremely grateful for the very warm welcome that I got in the Mallee and in the Wimmera
as I met with early childhood providers, with service providers, with families and with local councils
to talk about our funded three-year-old kinder program starting next year and to hear directly from
them about just how important this is, and it is particularly important that we are rolling it out in our
regions in Victoria. There is such a sense of anticipation, of excitement and of immense pride in these
communities as well, because they know that not only is the rest of Victoria watching but the rest of
the nation is watching. We are all watching and we want these programs to absolutely succeed.
As I said, funded three-year-old kinder will be rolled out next year in six LGAs, and in 2021 it will be
rolled out in a further 15 LGAs.
Ms McLeish: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, the Children’s Services Amendment Bill, which
is before the house, is not about kindergarten; that falls within the national quality framework. This is
about the other services—that 8 per cent. The member for Carrum has been going for 5 minutes and
has barely mentioned that, so could I ask you to draw her back to the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn): There is no point of order. The member for Carrum
is on the bill.
Ms KILKENNY: Thank you, Acting Speaker. There is so much to talk about in this space in
Victoria that I could just keep going on and on and on. We are talking about the rollout of three- and
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four-year-old kinder. We talk about the regulation of kindergarten, we talk about the quality framework
and we talk about giving our children the very best in quality early education across Victoria.
The member for Eildon, and I am picking up on a point that she raised, spoke about our workforce,
and of course as we roll out this extraordinary reform we are going to need more teachers and more
educators—up to 6000 of them. That is an extraordinary number of jobs, and it is providing
tremendous career pathways for so many Victorians. Of course with this we are introducing free TAFE
next year for certificate III and for diploma. We are encouraging the upskilling of existing
professionals in early childhood education, we are providing incentives, we are providing scholarships
and we are providing incentives to encourage teachers and educators to go to the regions, where we
are rolling out three-year-old kinder next year.
When we talk about quality, that leads me into the next part of the debate and the bill before us today.
At the heart of early childhood education is of course the quality of early childhood education and
care. We have the national quality framework, or the NQF. This is the national approach to the
regulation of education and care services across Victoria. As we have already heard, this covers in
Victoria 4200 existing services—that includes kindergartens, family day care, long day care and of
course outside school hours care—but there are approximately 8 per cent, or about 340 services, that
are not covered by the national quality framework. These are currently licensed separately under the
Children’s Services Act 1996. What the bill before us does is provide a consistent approach that will
incorporate these 340 services and bring them within the same regulatory regime as the other
4200 services. This is obviously a very good thing to do; it is a very smart thing to do. Aligning these
two regimes—the national quality framework and the Children’s Services Act—is about benefits, not
least of which of course are confidence and consistency for Victorian families as well as service
providers and greater safety for all Victorian children in the early childhood education and care sectors.
There is one significant operational change as well, which will benefit many, many families. The
existing requirement in the Children’s Services Act for services to provide an educational program
based on the developmental and educational needs, interests and experiences of each child will be
strengthened. The amendments in this bill will require services to provide a program that is based on
an approved learning framework in the national quality framework. As we have already heard, this
includes the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework. If I could give a little bit
more context to that, this framework actually sets out eight practice principles for learning and
development. This is about how early childhood professionals can work together with children and
with families to facilitate learning and development, because very much early childhood education is
about the professionals working hand in hand with the families as well.
I want to flag page 11 of the framework, which shows one of the eight principles, and it is about
respectful relationships. It is about teaching children how to recognise and deepen their understanding
about other people and how values and beliefs influence their own world view.
It is an extraordinary time to be part of early childhood education in Victoria, and I commend the bill
to the house.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (18:29): It is fantastic to be a young mother—I would like to call myself
young, anyway—in this place and be able to speak on a childcare bill when I actually have a child
who participates in after-school care. It is just great. This is something that I speak about with members
of my electorate quite frequently. It is something that is a minimum expectation, I guess, in any rural
community and any community; you have minimum expectations of what services are available to
you. There is a minimum expectation around access to good quality health care. You have an
expectation that you will have police in close proximity and that you will have a safe community. You
have expectations around other simple things like communications, telecommunications, access to the
internet and access to public transport where possible. But what families are also looking for these
days is good access to child care.
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Unfortunately across the Lowan electorate we do not have fantastic access to child care. In fact over
the past five years we have seen a decrease in childcare services across the electorate. This is a huge
problem when we are looking at having even population growth across the state. Not having access to
childcare services means you cannot attract families to come and work in rural and regional areas. I
would like to refer to a couple of specific instances in my electorate where there is currently no child
care available. It has been closed over the past few months, and I know there have been regular
problems in one of those areas.
I know there was a reference from the member for Carrum around how great three-year-old kinder is,
and it will be rolled out in some areas of my electorate. However, while it is so important that we do
make early education available, it must be available to all Victorian children and not just some in some
areas. I know that councils in my electorate, and I am specifically referring to the Yarriambiack Shire
Council, are very, very concerned that the rollout of three-year-old kinder will actually negatively
impact on their region and that they will not be able to deliver on it.
So we have this grand promise and commitments about how this government are going to invest in
three-year-old kinder in our region, but if you have got the councils themselves concerned that they are
not going to be able to deliver on it, it will result in not just no access to three-year-old kinder but other
childcare educators shutting down their services and looking elsewhere. You will not be able to deliver
on it. Unless this critical schism is addressed where you have got an enormous gap in the number of
childcare educators available in rural and regional areas, if they are not paid properly, if you are not
providing training opportunities and if you are not addressing the problems in regulation and legislation,
which are not addressed in this bill at all, then we are going to continue to see these issues.
As I said, in my electorate access to childcare services is far worse than it was five years ago. We are
going backwards when it comes to child care in rural Victoria. My electorate is not the only electorate
in country Victoria which is going backwards. This is part of a bigger issue when it comes to our
region. If we refer to Edenhope, for example, it is the community that I grew up in. Before I was
elected as the member for Lowan I was the CEO of Edenhope hospital and my child was in child care
in Edenhope. In the lead-up to the election, in fact it was the month of the election, childcare services
ceased in Edenhope. It facilitated, really, my decision to move to Horsham because there was access
to child care at that time in Horsham. I simply could not continue to live in that town. If you look at
Edenhope at the moment, there has been no access to childcare services for the past three months for
families there. Can I emphasise that it is mostly women who live in Edenhope. This means that they
have had to either give up work or call for help again and again and feel like they are burning out
family members and friends because they are continually asking them favours to look after their
children so they can hold down a job. This government have not provided any additional incentives or
supports to continue child care.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Ms KEALY: I will take up the interjection from the member for Macedon. I know it is not
parliamentary to take up interjections; however, she asked me what I have done about it. Well, I have
certainly raised it a number of times. I have written to the minister. And do you know what we have
got, member for Macedon? Absolutely zero support. In fact all we see from Labor is continued cuts
from the Labor government when it comes to supporting rural and regional Victoria.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn): Order! Member for Lowan, if you could direct your
remarks through the Chair, please.
Ms KEALY: Absolutely; thank you. If we look at the cuts to the region, we have had the regional
development budget cut by $130 million just this year. The Regional Growth Fund—scrapped. The
Minister for Regional Development still has not been appointed to the Regional Development
Australia committee, so there is no-one to advocate for our areas.
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There is the reported rejection of rate subsidies for drought-stricken farmers. You are not supporting
them. Unless you provide key investments for our local areas, we are not going to meet the workforce
needs, and by not providing child care in our rural and regional areas, you are also letting these
businesses down.
If you refer to Edenhope, you might think, ‘Oh well, it’s only a small town—it’s only 1000 people’.
This is a really important hub for that region in West Wimmera. It is home to a fantastic hospital, the
Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital—the hospital I was born in. West Wimmera Shire Council
have one of their main offices there. There is a fantastic college, Edenhope College, which is the only
secondary college in the region. It has got a Catholic primary school, St Malachy’s School. It is home
to a number of small businesses, and it is an agricultural hub. The women and the families in that
region, and particularly the children, deserve access to childcare services, and they are simply unable
to access them at the moment.
This is something that I absolutely urge the Labor government to address, because unless you offer
full childcare services in our rural and regional towns, we will continue to see these towns die off
under your city-centric agenda. We will continue to see Melbourne grow at an unprecedented rate to
where you cannot even move across the city. It is ridiculous now: I have to set aside 4½ hours to travel
315 kilometres to get to Melbourne because the traffic across the West Gate is horrific—absolutely
horrific. It takes me an hour to get from one side of the West Gate to Parliament House. I would hate
to live in Melbourne for many reasons, but the traffic is absolutely unbearable, and it is something I
hear about in my electorate, how bad it is.
Rupanyup is in exactly the same situation: they currently do not have access to childcare services. This
is an important town. It is home to Dunmunkle Health Services. It is a community that needs to have
access to child care so it can attract the workforce to make sure that it can get these services to continue.
Rupanyup have also got a fantastic initiative called the Rupanyup Rural Migration Initiative, where
the community are actually chipping in to upgrade housing because they cannot get any support from
the Labor government. They are making sure that houses are available so they can attract families to
the region to take up vacant jobs. That is the issue when it comes to employment in rural Victoria. It
is about attracting the workforce to fill the jobs as opposed to unemployment. We do not have an
unemployment issue; we have an employment issue where we have not got the people to fill those
jobs. We need this investment in child care; otherwise we are going to see our towns continue to go
backwards, as we have seen over the past five years.
There are other issues which have not been addressed in this legislation. For example, I recall going
to Donald not very long ago—a couple of years ago now. It had a fantastic new facility for childcare
services and kindergarten, but the problem was you cannot have two childcare services under the one
roof line, so they had this fantastic new facility with side-by-side opportunities for family day care,
and they could not do it. This bill does not fix those critical structural issues which are in place, which
make it very, very difficult for operators and particularly for childcare educators. Their expertise and
passion is around making sure we give young people the best possible start to life, but they are being
bogged down in red tape and administration. It is very, very difficult for them because while they are
focused during and paid for the hours that they are actually caring for and looking after children, so
much of the administrative work that they do, which they sometimes get a small additional fee for, is
done in their spare time.
You might get people who are not quite qualified. That is what often happens in rural communities—
you recruit somebody who has not quite got their full qualification, so they finish their studies while
they are providing that child care just so we can continue a service in a rural or regional area. It means
that they have to take a day off to go and do their studies or to meet their qualification requirements,
in which case that is another day when families cannot get reliable access to child care. It is such a
critical issue.
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While there are some steps in this legislation which are very positive, there are other things which
have critically missed the mark when it comes to providing—and ensuring that people, and children
particularly, have access to—good quality early childhood education in rural Victoria. This is simply
missing the mark. We need to see a huge injection of funds, not just bits and pieces. We need to see a
commitment to making sure that we have the childcare educators available to ensure all of our rural
communities have access to childcare services. We need to do that.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Ms KEALY: Well, apparently the state is taking up the issue around talking to Canberra. This is a
state issue. We have got the legislation in front of us today. You are making all these other claims
around childcare services. Put your money where your mouth is—invest in rural and regional families,
because they deserve a commitment and access to childcare services as much as anybody else— (Time
expired)
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (18:39): Well, I thought we had entered the twilight zone. I
thought we were here but it is back to 1927 when the federal Parliament used to sit in this place. Dan
Tehan has just got a memo, and he is in trouble. The member for Lowan has marked his card and said,
‘You’re not putting enough money into child care’. We agree on this side of the house. Dan Tehan,
put your money where your mouth is, invest in child care and invest in our kids, because Victoria has
a revolution in early child care.
Ms Kealy: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, one of my key points was about investing in rural
and regional Victoria. It is not only a point that the member has missed but it is a point that the Premier
and the Labor government have missed for the past five years.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn): Member for Lowan, there is no point of order. It is
not an opportunity to continue the debate.
Mr RICHARDSON: If you had listened to the contribution from the Deputy Leader of the Liberal
Party, who is the member for Eildon, you would not have heard the member for Eildon err in that
space because she was across the brief. She had a 30-minute speech and she was in the jurisdiction
that she represents, being the state Parliament. But anyway, they are sitting up there, there might be
some key lines and they might even put out a release. But that is okay. Sometimes when you do not
read a bill before coming into this place and you see ‘children’s services’, you have a crack and say
whatever you want to say. But this bill is part of a revolution in Victoria—make no bones about it.
Labor is going to deliver three-year-old and four-year-old kinder. We have backed our youngest
Victorians, and we are investing in their future.
When you talk about values and you talk about breaking the link between disadvantage and
opportunity, this is where you put your money. This is where you put the money because the first
1000 days and those first five years are the most critical time in a child’s life. For someone who has a
young daughter, Paisley, on the edge of three-year-old kinder, it is a time of great joy and great hope.
Seeing her opportunity and that of other kids in our patch—and to think that kids coming through in
Kingston by 2022 will have universal three-year-old kinder—to think about where you can put your
efforts and put your policies forward in this space is truly extraordinary.
It was a bold agenda that we took to the Victorian people. We said that three-year-old kinder was on
the agenda. Those opposite did not match that commitment. Those opposite did not put this forward
as a policy. We were out on our own. There was a chance to be bipartisan in this space. Going to where
the member for Lowan was in terms of criticising the federal government, when we think about their
approach to sessional kinder, every single year our community has to front up and beg the federal
government to continue to be active in this space. Every year there is that anxiety around whether
four-year-old kinder will be funded and continued into the future. My community lives with that angst
while they are trying to balance budgets and support their communities to deliver that high-quality
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early childhood education. They are the values that we see. Past behaviour is the best indication of
future behaviour. We have got the federal government continuously looking to walk away from early
childhood education while the Victorian government is in a building and investment revolution.
The member for Lowan talked about educators in these regions. They are incredible people. We do
not want to reflect on their work because they are excellent—of the highest quality and dedicated to
the outcomes of our young people. And guess what? There are two courses in TAFE that we have as
part of free TAFE because we want more people taking up the wonderful and honourable profession
of early childhood education. We want to make it free. We want to lower the cost barriers because we
want to say to early childhood educators, ‘This is one of the best jobs you could ever do in your life—
training the next generation, supporting and educating them’. As you see the sensory play of my
daughter and so many other kids as their minds unlock—and in that sensory experience they are
learning the words and the development comes—it is a source of great pride and joy for every parent.
That is what it is about, setting them up for the future.
As the Parliamentary Secretary for Schools and working with the Parliamentary Secretary for Early
Childhood Education and the fantastic Minister for Education, we have had briefing after briefing
from the department on this area. You can actually track through a child’s life into adolescence
whether they have been the beneficiary of early childhood education. It is one of the biggest levers a
state government can use to try to break the link. When we think of the Education State target goal of
breaking the link between postcodes of disadvantage and bringing forward opportunity for all,
breaking down the link of disadvantage and not having the circumstances of where you grew up, your
postcode or your background determining those outcomes, early childhood investment is absolutely
critical and at the forefront of that work and that effort.
It is one thing to have that and to say that as a policy and as values—and I have heard those opposite
talk in holistic terms about broad support and that we should be investing in this space—but when you
saw the policy documents come through and the red book and the blue book were loaded up in the
department, when it came to early childhood it was very lean. Under their term their capital agenda
was $37 million: two budgets, $37 million in capital; two budgets, absolutely zero. But we are on a
building agenda the likes of which this state has never seen. The 2019–20 state budget delivers on our
commitment to the biggest reform in early learning in the state’s history, with a record $1 billion
investment in early childhood education, and this will be transformational.
I was up in the Mallee as well a little while back with the Buloke shire crew. We were out at Birchip
Early Learning Centre, and to hear how pumped up and inspired the community was and how excited
the Mallee was to be the first place where we will see this early childhood education reform on the go
was a thing of great pride. You know then that your work and the efforts across the state that the
Andrews Labor government is putting forward are directly benefiting people from the Mallee to
Mordialloc, from Sale to Sea Lake and all the way out to South Barwon. We are seeing excellent
investment in areas that matter and need it most.
So the national quality framework is that safety net and guarantee and support for wellbeing and for
education standards and outcomes as well. To align that to the national quality framework makes
sense. That is why I think, coming onto this bill, I was a bit perplexed at the opposition and the rhetoric
from the member for Lowan, given that it is a bill that I think the opposition has chosen not to oppose.
This is pretty much just the standard sort of amendment to the 8 per cent of services that were not
captured in the national quality framework. It is pretty simple stuff. But if you want to talk about values
and if you want to talk about investment in this area and the whole suite—from cradle right through
to work and employment outcomes—this government is making those necessary investments and
transforming those outcomes.
When you think of the 6000-plus early educators and the thousands of teachers that are going to be
employed in Victoria over the coming years, it is such an exciting and wonderful time. But it is
necessary to invest to meet population growth and demand as our state and community grow across
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regions and across metropolitan Melbourne and also to ensure that those reforms are implemented.
There has been a lot of work to get to this point, and we are on a 10-year journey. And regarding the
notion that areas are getting this funding and reform first, as was prosecuted by those opposite, well,
you have got to start somewhere. If those opposite had been elected, we would not have started
anywhere. We would have had absolutely nothing in three-year-old, and we would have had probably
no outcomes.
The opposition have been very quiet as we have come forward with the 15 hours and talking about
four-year-old kinder. It is just a blank space. When we were all campaigning over the last four years
to save sessional kinder in Victoria, the only ones pushing their shoulders to the wheel were the Labor
government—the only ones calling it out and saying, ‘You’re walking away from the youngest people
in our community who are our greatest obligation’. The most important obligation as a state is to
support the youngest, and education is the greatest outcome. I think as well when you look over that
side at their members statements, adjournments and other statements on the community and look
through their Facebook pages, there is nothing—blank space. And so if you think about them not
taking a three-year-old kinder policy when their mates in Canberra are walking away from four-yearold sessional kinder, we know what their playbook would have been: we would have seen cuts to
kinder, we would have seen job losses in early childhood education and we would have seen our
youngest and our dearest suffer in Victoria.
So it is aligning us to the national quality framework. This is a bill that makes sense. It is a great
outcome for our communities, and it is but one linchpin in a broad reform agenda over the next
10 years. It starts with those six local government areas as we move forward to 2022 and it will cover
all 79 municipalities. If you get out there and you talk to those early childhood educators, there is
passion and care and energy. In my patch, at Acacia Avenue Preschool, where the Minister for
Education and the Parliamentary Secretary for Early Childhood Education were, we have got
educators who have been there 20-plus years. They are now educating the kids of those that have gone
through, and you cannot help but tear up seeing their passion and energy. You see the outcomes that
they have achieved, and their work and toil have led to better outcomes for kids in my community and
right across the state. We give a big shout-out to those early childhood educators. They do an incredible
job. We will not talk them down in this space but lift them up and inspire them.
This bill is really a technical amendment and streamlining. If the member for Lowan is entering the
twilight zone and thinks this is the Federal Parliament, it is not, but I am happy to give a briefing to
the member for Lowan anytime, any day on child care and to join her with Dan Tehan.
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (18:49): I am delighted to rise this afternoon to address the
Children’s Services Amendment Bill 2019, as some other speakers have done. I make a contribution
to this debate as the father of a two-year-old daughter and with a child on the way, so I have a very
personal interest in the subject matter being discussed. I also note for those in the chamber who may
have forgotten that the Shadow Minister for Education did note during her contribution that the
opposition will not be opposing this bill, and so I would expect the passage of this legislation to be
carried in this place in the very near future.
Other speakers have addressed the fact that the Department of Education and Training (DET) is
responsible for regulating some 4500 early childhood services. Most are regulated in accordance with
the national quality framework (NQF). Whereas the national quality framework governs ongoing and
rostered services, such as kinders and day care centres, short-term and occasional care service
providers are instead governed by the amendment bill’s principal act—namely, the Children’s
Services Act 1996. Common examples of such occasional care centres include care provided in
neighbourhood houses and municipal facilities, gymnasium creches and short-term family day care
providers. This bill, as I understand it, will affect some 350 services that are not regulated in
accordance with the NQF.
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Every young family, my own included, strives to find the right balance in nurturing the careers of
parents whilst adequately nurturing the development of young children. That is why it is so important
to acknowledge the good work that these occasional care providers do in fact provide for our
community. I often say that those who choose a caring profession, whether it be nursing, teaching or
other such professions, are doing so through a vocational calling—not because they consider it a job
that is 9 to 5 but because there is something else that sustains them in their journey and that carries
them in serving the community in that way. So it is important in my view to acknowledge the good
work of these occasional care providers and also the balance that young families strike—caring for
their own families and providing for their families—and the help that occasional care providers do
provide those families also.
This is particularly important in light of the fact that around 250 of the 350 operators—more than
70 per cent of those affected by this legislation—are smaller, single-centre operators who have limited
scope to deal with significant bureaucratic burdens. In my view a thriving and dynamic labour force
deserves to be certain of the fact that their children are being cared for by professional and accredited
operators whose primary focus is the care and development of children and not necessarily dotting the
i’s and crossing the t’s for the sake of bureaucratic processes.
Having read the bill and having received a briefing from the Department of Education and Training
and the Minister for Education’s staff, I understand that this bill is, for want of a better term, a structural
renovation of its principal act. Its purpose in essence is threefold, being to: one, standardise
terminology and licensing arrangements which apply to ongoing and short-term children’s services
providers; two, bolster oversight and enforcement powers vested in the Department of Education and
Training; and, three, align learning content and framework requirements between ongoing and shortterm service providers.
Licensing arrangements in this act will now comply with those employed by the Education and Care
Services National Law Act 2010. I note that the NQF allows for corporations as well as natural persons
to be registered as nominated supervisors. This, in my view, is an important step in ensuring that
individuals operating short-term care centres are not at unreasonable risk of personal legal liability for
responsibilities which can and should be shared amongst multiple persons within a given corporation.
In relation to the additional enforcement powers of DET, this bill will confer two important additional
powers on the Department of Education and Training in its capacity as the responsible regulator—
namely, the ability to issue enforceable undertakings and the ability to issue a prohibition notice.
But perhaps most importantly, this bill allows for the alignment of curriculum requirements. Service
providers will be compelled to develop learning curricula which reflect one of the three learning
frameworks provided under the NQF. Unlike services already regulated under the NQF, occasional
care providers will not be assessed by the Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority,
ACECQA, or the department in their rollout of curricula to the same extent as long-term care providers
are. This in my view reflects the fact that short-term care providers are by their nature restricted in
their ability to effectively teach and assess children against a comprehensive learning program.
So there are benefits of this legislation that the government has introduced in this house. I want to
speak very briefly, however, following the briefing offered by the department of education about some
of the assurances that the opposition was provided during the course of that briefing. Although the
coalition, as I mentioned at the start of this contribution, will not be opposing this bill, we support it
on the strength of the undertakings made by the government and the department about how the
difficulties and pitfalls which are likely to be associated with this bill might be mitigated.
One of those is that the department will furnish all affected providers with information packages and
paperwork designed to explain and practically help them transition to the new model. The department
will institute an assistance hotline or phone number that can be phoned by providers who require
assistance with issues arising out of changes mandated in this bill. The department will also write to
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all affected service providers notifying them of the changes. Optional education sessions and webbased seminars will be provided by the department to affected service providers, and peak bodies and
larger providers will continue to be invited to a twice-yearly forum with other key stakeholders to
discuss ongoing issues or matters of interest to service operators. When regulators visit short-term care
providers, as it is proposed they do under this bill, they will ask general questions about the centres’
activities in order to test competence, but the centres themselves will not, in fact, be judged or assessed
as comprehensively as other full-term service providers are.
Although this bill has been constructed as a largely technical and practical amendment to its parent
act, it must be recognised that tweaks to bureaucratic standards can carry significant and onerous
consequences for small-scale providers. And whilst there are on the face of it sufficient practical
benefits to warrant that the opposition will not oppose this bill, this stance is contingent upon those
matters that I have raised previously.
In forming this position on the bill before the house this evening we did undertake a significant amount
of consultation with key stakeholders, including neighbourhood houses, the Community Child Care
Association, the Australian Childcare Alliance, various gymnasiums, the Municipal Association of
Victoria and various other councils. There is nothing more important, in my view, than the care of
children, whether they be in full-time care or part-time care, as my daughter is—provided by the
Sandringham Children’s Centre, who do a marvellous job of caring for Abigail and other children in
their care—or in occasional care centres as well. What a great privilege it is for those people who work
in these care centres to provide care and education for young people in their care. As I mentioned, the
opposition will not be opposing this bill.
Ms HUTCHINS (Sydenham) (18:59): I am really pleased to rise to speak on the Children’s
Services Act 1996 amendments that are before the house and to just remind members about and to
reflect in this chamber on the little ones that we are actually talking about here. We can easily get
caught up in the regulation and all of the changes—the national qualifications that we are talking
about—but at the end of the day it is about the little fat hands, the little chubby fingers and the little
chubby cheeks that we all have in our lives, and I want to pay tribute to them and give them a voice
here in the Parliament today.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (19:00): Order! I am required under sessional orders to interrupt
business now. The member may continue her speech when the matter is next before the Chair.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
Adjournment
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

ROAD MAINTENANCE ALLIANCE
Mr T BULL (Gippsland East) (19:00): (1267) My adjournment matter is to the Minister for Roads
and Minister for Road Safety and the TAC, and the action that I seek is for the minister to direct the
Fulton Hogan VicRoads alliance to support our local roads contractors in East Gippsland. At a time
when our local economy is very much struggling with drought, it seems that a number of contractor
crews from outside our area are now operating in East Gippsland.
One local road maintenance and earthmoving business that normally employs about five or half a dozen
people at this time of year is now down to one employee after being advised there is insufficient money
for this work to continue at present. I am advised that Fulton Hogan has not tendered out the work that
they normally would have in relation to quantity at this time of year, but also I make the point again that
whilst the workload is down, we have contractors from outside our area undertaking that work.
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Just in recent weeks I have seen contractors from outside our area doing roadworks in Lakes Entrance.
At the time the alliance was formed the intention was to use local companies. That was the undertaking
that was given, and it is not happening—it is just not happening. Some contractors are also
concerned—given the dire predictions that we have for the fire season this year—that they will
struggle to maintain those experienced staff members that are experts in the area of maintenance and
heavy machinery and the like to operate that heavy machinery in the event that we are hit by fire.
What we need is a greater allocation of funding to our region, but more importantly we need local
contractors, who are more than capable and more than qualified to do this work in our area, being given
that work. We are battling drought; we have got issues with our local economy at the moment because
of the drought. We need every job we can get hold of, and I urge the minister to direct the Fulton Hogan
VicRoads alliance to give as much work as they can to the local roads contractors in our region.
TARNEIT TRAIN STATION
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (19:02): (1268) My adjournment is directed to the Minister for Public
Transport. With nearly 2300 commuters a day, the Tarneit train station in my electorate is one of the
busiest stations in the entire regional train network, apart from Southern Cross. Wyndham is one of
Victoria’s fastest growing communities and certainly celebrated the completion of the regional rail
link in 2015 with the opening of Tarneit train station. We need to support the growth in Melbourne’s
west, and while Tarneit station has more than 1000 car parks, I welcomed my government’s
announcement of expanding the car park in this year’s budget through the $150 million Car Parks for
Commuters Fund—as we promised.
This government’s investment will build thousands of new car parks at some of the busiest train
stations in Melbourne and across regional Victoria. My community has not only welcomed additional
car parks at Tarneit station but has also been hugely supportive of the additional bus services we added
to existing routes earlier this year. Many local residents have contacted me to express their delight that
we are adding these extra car parks, and the action I seek is that the minister update me on the planning
process for the construction of these additional parking spaces.
CAULFIELD ELECTORATE JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (19:04): (1269) My adjournment tonight is for the AttorneyGeneral, and the matter I wish to raise is in regard to honorary justices and justices of the peace (JPs),
who all do a fantastic job. They are volunteers in our community. They serve our community in a
number of ways by notarising a number of different documents. Thousands of documents get
witnessed by justices of the peace each and every year.
In my electorate of Caulfield we have a team of 25 volunteers that have provided more than 460 years
of collective service to the local community, with three JPs having provided over 30 years service,
eight JPs having provided over 20 years service and six having provided over 10 years service.
The action that I seek in this particular instance is in regard to Les Wigg, who has been coordinating
this group for a number of years. He has had issues in getting factual information about operations
from the Attorney-General’s department back to him. He would like the minister to refer to a letter
that was written on 15 March 2019 by the then acting manager of Honorary Justice Services Support,
which he believes contains an untruth which has still not been rectified despite his best efforts.
There have been a number of other issues in the breakdown of communication and cooperation
between the Department of Justice and Community Safety and the honorary justices, and I believe
Caulfield is not the only area that has had these issues that threaten the ability of JPs to continue to
provide their essential service to the community. I believe that the breakdown of this communication
between the department and the JPs is causing a number of these JPs not to be able to do their job. I
would ask the minister to refer to this particular letter that Mr Wigg has received from the department,
which has these inaccuracies, and possibly even meet with Mr Wigg and find out how we can
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appropriately meet the JPs’ needs so they are able to do their job—their volunteer work—and ensure
that they continue to serve the community in the way that they do.
FAIRFIELD TRAIN STATION SITE REVITALISATION
Ms THEOPHANOUS (Northcote) (19:06): (1270) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Public Transport, and the action that I seek is for the minister to investigate the state of the land near
the Fairfield train station with a view to having it revitalised for the local community. The electorate
of Northcote is blessed with two rail lines going through it, the Mernda and Hurstbridge lines. These
lines service thousands of my constituents each day. I know that some of my fellow members would
love to have one rail line servicing their community—let alone having two lines—so I am aware that
we are very fortunate. I cannot miss the opportunity to point out how much the Andrews Labor
government’s Suburban Rail Loop will completely change the way we move around Greater
Melbourne—a project that only a Labor government could or would deliver.
However, the challenge with having rail lines is that the easements they run through can become
magnets for people who do not take the same pride in their community that most of my constituents
do, and I speak of littering and tagging. I am lucky enough to have many locals who volunteer their
time as stationeers to tend to our rail corridors, keeping them tidy and clean and in some cases growing
gardens. I want to say thank you to all the stationeer groups for the work that you do, and I was
particularly happy to help the Apple Tree Garden Northcote stationeers gain recognition recently under
the Keep Victoria Beautiful Stationeers program.
The easement that is adjacent to the western perimeter of Fairfield station is in need of attention. The
land abuts the rear of the properties that are between Rathmines Street and Cain Avenue, and locals
use it to walk through to the station. I understand that the land has been used by Metro Trains
Melbourne for storage; however, there is now a build-up of rubbish that has become very unpleasant
for locals. There is a community group who do planting along the bush reserve near this location. The
group is keen to see the rubbish removed so that they can plant out the area to make it more accessible
and appealing as a walk-through for residents. It would be wonderful to see this small area cleaned up,
revitalised and beautified for our community, and I thank you for your efforts towards this.
RSL ACTIVE
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (19:08): (1271) I raise a matter for the Minister for Veterans, and
the action I seek is that he ensures that funding is made available for the continuation of the RSL
Active program. The Victorian government’s contribution of $400 000 to RSL Active has been
assigned and expended, and RSL Victoria has requested further funding of the program. The RSL
Active program has been an unqualified success both in Baw Baw shire and across the state, reengaging and motivating veterans that may have lost focus on their wellbeing.
For Warragul, the program has generated a fitness program at Voyage Fitness, engaged Gippsland
first responders and energised the Warragul RSL. There are more than 50 modern-day veterans
currently in the program, and the opportunity to connect with more veterans is created by running this
fitness activity. By any measure it has been a success in Warragul, and the program is a template for
other Victorian RSLs.
Another tranche of finance will reinforce the positive effects of the program and have lasting value for
our veterans’ health. Anne Pahl and Steve Gilmour are the managers of the program at RSL Victoria,
and their plans include a rollout across Victoria; assessment, data collection, analysis and publication of
fitness results achieved; a think tank convened to energise the Victorian RSL network directed towards
fitness and veteran engagement; and engagement of the Department of Veterans’ Affairs. As the
president of the Warragul RSL, Bill Westhead, explained to me, one of the most significant outcomes of
the program is proof to the DVA of the effectiveness of physical activity and that a lateral program can
be both economical and effective, especially compared to those programs sanctioned by the DVA.
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As a community we are very proud and appreciative of these men and women, and the RSL Active
program has enabled the RSL and community members to work towards improving the lives of our
modern-day veterans and first responders. I urge the minister to continue the good work he has enabled
by providing ongoing funding to ensure that this very successful program can continue to make a
significant difference to the lives of those who have put their lives on the line to protect our country
and communities.
DISABILITY PARKING PERMITS
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (19:10): (1272) I appreciate the opportunity to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Roads. The action I seek is that the minister join me in meeting
with Pascoe Vale constituent and president of Disabled Motorists Australia in Coburg Emilio Savle to
speak to him about the VicRoads statewide disability parking permit scheme. Emilio has been
committed to road, transport and public amenity safety and accessibility for most of his life, and as
president of Disabled Motorists Australia, which is located in Coburg just next to Moreland station,
Emilio has worked tirelessly with the organisation to ensure that the rights and interests of motorists
with disabilities are upheld so that all motorists, whatever their disability, are supported to get where
they need to be safely, whether they be commuting to work, to school, to other activities or getting out
and about in our community.
Recently I met with Emilio at our electorate office, and one of the key focuses of Emilio’s advocacy
and that of the disabled motorists association is the effective and efficient operation of the VicRoads
disability parking permit scheme. In particular he is interested in ensuring that parking permits are
going to those who need them—for the right reasons and on an equal assessment basis—and that there
are parking spots available for those people. The Victorian government has invested $6.8 million to
improve, centralise and digitise the current Victorian scheme, aligning it with the Australian disability
parking scheme and the needs of the community. The improvement and centralisation of the scheme
is aimed at streamlining the processes. Currently there are 79 Victorian councils which individually
interpret the scheme, leading to community confusion and also meaning that people who need the
parks cannot get them. It is important that this scheme is as efficient and consistent as possible to
prevent this confusion, to prevent the misuse of permits and to ensure that those people who need those
car spaces are getting access to them.
Emilio is a voice for people with disabilities utilising and applying for the scheme. He has a particular
interest in the area of the category 2 ‘P X 2’ green parking permit, which enables people with
disabilities to have extra time in ordinary parking bays. Emilio has raised concerns with me about
people with these permits often being unable to locate parks, especially parks which are close enough
to the infrastructure or the areas that they need to access. Whilst people who hold these permits may
have greater walking mobility, they still can face great challenges when walking from their car. Emilio
also has ideas with regard to the medical assessment component of this scheme and bringing detail
and consistency to this process. He has a detailed understanding of the scheme and of how the scheme
is accessed and experienced on the ground through his work with Disabled Motorists Australia, and I
would welcome the minister meeting with him in Coburg.
CONGESTION LEVY
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (19:13): (1273) My adjournment matter is for the Treasurer, and the action
I seek is for the Treasurer to allocate every cent that is raised from the current congestion levy on parking
to sustainable transport projects in the inner city. Unlocking the congestion levy would be a boon for the
livability of the inner city and inner-city communities. Using the levy to invest in sustainable transport
would create kilometres of separated bike lanes; upgraded pedestrian infrastructure such as shared zones,
crossings and streetscapes; and tram super-stops across inner Melbourne.
The congestion levy currently applies to off-street parking spaces in the cities of Melbourne, Yarra,
Port Phillip and Moreland and is forecast to generate $100 million per annum in revenue. However,
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there is no link between this revenue and sustainable transportation spending, except for the City of
Melbourne, where they received $7 million, or a 14 per cent rebate on the levy. The rest is placed in
consolidated revenue. This is a tax-and-don’t-spend approach by the government, when councils are
doing a lot of the heavy lifting when it comes to integrated transport plans for their municipalities. For
example, Melbourne City Council just passed a 10-year strategy to reduce through traffic in the busiest
parts of the city, convert some of their ‘Little’ streets into pedestrian priority shared zones and create
more than 50 kilometres of protected bicycle lanes. Moreland and Port Phillip have 10-year transport
plans, with improvements for pedestrians, new and upgraded bike routes and level access tram stops,
and the City of Yarra has a comprehensive cycling strategy.
By adopting the Greens plan to use all revenue raised from the current congestion levy to implement
each council’s integrated transport plan via agreement between the council and the state government,
it would provide around $1 billion over 10 years that could be spent on sustainable transport and
provide real alternatives to driving in the inner city.
LARA ELECTORATE PUBLIC HOUSING
Mr EREN (Lara) (19:16): (1274) I wish to raise a matter for the good minister at the table, the
Minister for Housing. The action I seek is for the minister to visit my electorate to turn the sod for the
three new homes being built by the Department of Health and Human Services in my electorate. The
need for government housing is increasing. It is therefore important that we keep up with this need for
the community to assist with homelessness and those doing it tough. The requirement for government
housing in my electorate is particularly high, as you know, Minister. I am really pleased with the
project currently in the process in my electorate in Norlane, and I thank the Minister for Housing for
making my electorate a priority for government housing.
As the minister would know, as part of the $209.1 million funding from the 2019–20 budget the
government has committed to building more than 1000 new public housing properties across Victoria
over the next three years, which really shows the commitment by the Andrews Labor government to
helping those that are vulnerable and realises the urgency for our communities. The action I seek is for
the minister to visit my electorate to turn the sod for the three new homes being built in my electorate
by the Department of Health and Human Services.
HEALTH SERVICES CYBER SECURITY
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (19:17): (1275) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Health
in the other place. The action I seek from the minister is her commitment to fully fund and support the
recovery of country health services in Polwarth following the devastating cyber attack of
30 September. Much of the South West Alliance of Rural Health computer network was knocked out
on 30 September. Hospitals from Geelong to the South Australian border were affected by this outage.
Nearly three weeks after the attack the health services are still unable to communicate by email, still
not able to access patient records, and hospitals cannot accurately and quickly transmit critical timesensitive patient data and information.
Yesterday in the other place the health minister informed the house that it could be Christmas before
this problem is solved. The backlog of critical and vital patient data will all need to be inputted into
the computers again when they get up and going. This is an enormous task, and depending on the
length of time it takes to get the systems up and running, and if in fact it is closer to Christmas than it
is to today, hospitals will be incurring out-of-control labour and IT management costs. In fact issues
around important and sensitive patient data are already mounting as a problem because our hospitals
just do not have the storage facilities for the literally mountains of paperwork that are being generated
every day.
This recovery cannot come at the cost of essential services, essential procedures and essential health
services that our country hospitals currently provide. The government must step to the plate and must
send a message loud and clear to the health organisations that they will be supported at this very, very
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important time in the lead-up to Christmas. There is the added confusion and frustration in the health
services as they approach that Christmas period when staff go on leave. There are fewer resources
around. They will not have the necessary funds, expertise and resources to input data for three months
worth of work that has been lost. There is also the issue that critical contacts and information on the
computer systems which have all been wiped on staff emails, Outlook, and other things have all been
set aside, never to be recovered. This is important information that will take a long time to be caught
up with.
The government needs to show its support. Currently I do not think the minister has contacted any of
the CEOs. The minister has not made any outward show of support to these organisations that the
government will be standing beside them to get their services back on track. This is something that the
community needs to know about.
MOUNT WAVERLY ELECTORATE SPORTING CLUBS
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (19:20): (1276) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Tourism, Sport and Major Events, and the action I seek is for the minister to update the house on what
the Andrews Labor government is doing to support our local sports clubs and their fantastic members
in the Mount Waverley district. I was extremely pleased to pass on the news to my local clubs that the
Andrews Labor government has secured funding in this year’s budget for the master plan for the
Mount Waverley Reserve. The master plan shows a vision of great things on the horizon for our three
clubs who play on this reserve: the Waverley Blues Football Netball Club, the Mount Waverley
Cricket Club and the Mount Waverley Tennis Club. I and they look forward to hearing from the
minister on an update for the great work that is being done in my district.
RESPONSES
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for
Planning) (19:21): I would be delighted to join with the member for Lara, who has been just a warrior
in relation to his advocacy for public and social housing in his area of Corio and Norlane, where we
have done, over the journey together, some very significant redevelopments. As he indicated, the
allocation of some properties at Norlane are part of the government’s commitment of $209 million to
build 1000 houses right across metropolitan Melbourne and indeed regional Victoria as well. I would
very much look forward to the opportunity to join with the member who, as I indicated has been a
great friend of public housing. Indeed I should acknowledge of course that he started off his life as a
public housing tenant, and it is amazing what you can achieve. He is not alone in that, a number of
people have, but he has never forgotten his roots, and I would be very, very pleased to join with him
in the near future to turn the sod.
The member for Gippsland East raised a matter for the Minister for Roads, with a concern in relation
to the maintenance of roads and that it be directed towards local contractors and not to contractors that
are outside of his electorate, and I will make sure that the minister is aware of that matter.
The member for Tarneit raised a matter for the Minister for Public Transport seeking support for the
very busy Tarneit station and for some extra car parking to be provided there, and I will make sure the
minister is aware of that request.
The member for Caulfield raised a matter for the Attorney-General in relation to honorary justices of
the peace and referred the minister to a letter, I think from March of this year, from a Mr Wigg with a
number of issues that he has raised, and I will make sure the minister is made aware of that.
The member for Northcote raised a matter for the Minister for Public Transport seeking a clean-up of
the easement around Fairfield station, which is basically littered and subject to graffiti and so forth,
and I will make sure the minister is aware of that.
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The member for Narracan raised a matter for the Minister for Veterans seeking further funding support
for the RSL Active program, and I noted during his contribution that the member for Lara also very
much endorsed those sentiments as well.
The member for Pascoe Vale raised a matter for the Minister for Roads seeking a meeting with
Disabled Motorists Australia to point out some of the concerns that the association has got in relation
to disability parking, the capacity for people to access that scheme and the permit scheme more
generally, and I think that would be a very helpful conversation.
The member for Prahran raised a matter for the Treasurer seeking that the Treasurer hypothecate all
of the construction levy funds to sustainable transport outcomes. I am sure the Treasurer will consider
that manner in the fullness of time.
The member for Polwarth raised a matter for the Minister for Health seeking support to fully fund the
recovery of health services, particularly in his own area but more generally, in relation to the
cybersecurity attack that has occurred across a number of health services.
The member for Mount Waverley raised a matter for the Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events
seeking an opportunity for the minister to come out and inspect the Mount Waverley Reserve upgrade
and indeed any other plans that he has for that part of his electorate. And that, Deputy Speaker, is the lot.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Thank you, Minister. The house now stands adjourned until
tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.25 pm.

